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Abstract

In wireless networks, there is an ever-increasing demand for higher system throughputs, along

with growing expectation for all users to be available to multimedia and Internet services. This

is especially difficult to maintain at the cell-edge. Therefore, a key challenge for future orthog-

onal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based networks is inter-cell interference

coordination (ICIC). With full frequency reuse, small inter-site distances (ISDs), and heteroge-

neous architectures, coping with co-channel interference (CCI) in such networks has become

paramount. Further, the needs for more energy efficient, or “green,” technologies is growing.

In this light, Uplink Interference Protection (ULIP), a technique to combat CCI via power

reduction, is investigated. By reducing the transmit power on a subset of resource blocks (RBs),

the uplink interference to neighbouring cells can be controlled. Utilisation of existing reference

signals limits additional signalling. Furthermore, cell-edge performance can be significantly

improved through a priority class scheduler, enhancing the throughput fairness of the system.

Finally, analytic derivations reveal ULIP guarantees enhanced energy efficiency for all mobile

stations (MSs), with the added benefit that overall system throughput gains are also achievable.

Following this, a novel scheduler that enhances both network spectral and energy efficiency

is proposed. In order to facilitate the application of Pareto optimal power control (POPC)

in cellular networks, a simple feasibility condition based on path gains and signal-to-noise-

plus-interference ratio (SINR) targets is derived. Power Control Scheduling (PCS) maximises

the number of concurrently transmitting MSs and minimises their transmit powers. In ad-

dition, cell/link removal is extended to OFDMA operation. Subsequently, an SINR variation

technique, Power SINR Scheduling (PSS), is employed in femto-cell networks where full band-

width users prohibit orthogonal resource allocation. Extensive simulation results show substan-

tial gains in system throughput and energy efficiency over conventional power control schemes.

Finally, the evolution of future systems to heterogeneous networks (HetNets), and the conse-

quently enhanced network management difficulties necessitate the need for a distributed and au-

tonomous ICIC approach. Using a fuzzy logic system, locally available information is utilised

to allocate time-frequency resources and transmit powers such that requested rates are satis-

fied. An empirical investigation indicates close-to-optimal system performance at significantly

reduced complexity (and signalling). Additionally, base station (BS) reference signals are ap-

propriated to provide autonomous cell association amongst multiple co-located BSs. Detailed

analytical signal modelling of the femto-cell and macro/pico-cell layouts reveal high correlation

to experimentally gathered statistics. Further, superior performance to benchmarks in terms of

system throughput, energy efficiency, availability and fairness indicate enormous potential for

future wireless networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 About this Thesis

The issue of inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) for high-capacity next generation wire-

less networks is addressed in this thesis. With the ever-increasing uptake of mobile users,

wireless communication has evolved into a utility similar to water and electricity, needed by

almost all people of today’s modern society. Furthermore, the large demands for multimedia

services such as Internet, TV, etc., are fast rendering state-of-the-art cellular systems incapable

of supporting the requested traffic in the network [2, 3]. Thus, smaller cell sizes, micro-cells and

full frequency reuse are implemented to increase the spatial reuse of wireless resources over a

geographical area. However, while this inherently increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in

the network, the high interference caused by the dense cellular structure harms the achievable

spectral efficiency. Furthermore, the additional power consumption from the multitude of base

stations (BSs) indicates the necessity for more energy efficient ICIC techniques for modern

networks.

On the other hand, recent studies indicate that a substantial portion of wireless traffic origi-

nates indoors [4]. Poor signal reception through walls severely inhibits the operation of indoor

data services, attracting considerable interest in the concept of femto-cells [5]. Thus, femto-

BSs (FBSs), which are low-cost, low-power, short range, plug-and-play BSs, aim to enhance

indoor coverage, alleviating this burden from the macro-cell sites. Furthermore, macro-cell

coverage is extended through pico-cells, which provide micro-cells within a macro-cell in or-

der to further augment the availability of wireless resources. Hence, future wireless networks

are moving towards heterogeneous architectures, with multiple access points (APs) available in

each macro-cell [6].

This work focuses primarily on the development of novel ICIC techniques to manage the up-

coming challenges of future heterogeneous networks (HetNets). The coordination of the dense

macro-cellular environment, femto-cell deployment and additional micro-cells is addressed,

with special attention paid to spectrally and energy efficient operation of these systems.
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1.2 Growth of Wireless Technology

Since the introduction of mobile technologies over two decades ago, wireless communication

has penetrated to almost all people in the developed world, and is tremendously increasing in

developing countries, thus making the mobile phone the most widespread information and com-

munication technology (ICT) to date. Furthermore, due to the continuous growth and expansion

of mobile technologies and applications, the requested traffic is increasing at a tremendous rate.

This is evident in Fig. 1.1, where it is estimated that the global demand for mobile communica-

tions will increase almost six-fold within the next three years [7]. Clearly, this is a challenging

rate for mobile operators to maintain.

Figure 1.1: The predicted, almost exponential, increase in demand of mobile communications

services over the next years [7].

This trend is further supported by the graphs shown in Fig. 1.2, where it is evident that from

its humble beginnings as a worldwide service (Global System for Mobile Communications

(GSM)) approximately thirty years ago, in 2011 over 85% of the Earth’s inhabitants made use

of mobile devices for communication [2]. This is even more astonishing when considering that

at the turn of the millennium, only approximately 15% possessed mobile phone subscriptions,

and this almost solely in the developed world [2]. Furthermore, just eleven years ago did the

number of fixed-telephone line subscriptions (which now, as can be seen in Fig. 1.2, has been

on the decline since 2005) still exceed that of mobile devices, indicating mobile technology

is quickly (or, has succeeded in) replacing landlines as the principal tool for point-to-point
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Figure 1.2: Global development of ICT in terms of percentage penetration for: mobile sub-

scriptions, Internet access, users of internet, fixed-line subscriptions, mobile

broadband subscriptions, and wired-broadband subscriptions [2].

communications. Moreover, it is evident that the number of mobile broadband subscriptions

has received significant uptake in the developed world in recent years [2], further contributing

to the growing traffic demands on mobile networks.

Numerous studies (e.g., [8]) indicate that the availability of Internet services can be instru-

mental for the development of a nation. However, fixed broadband access is often scarcely, or

not at all, available in developing nations. In 2011, only 24% of the population of developing

countries had access to the Internet, compared with less than 10% before 2007 [2]. Clearly,

establishing high-speed Internet access over the growing mobile networks in such countries is

of paramount importance [1].

In this light, femto-cells offer a unique opportunity to provide not only indoor coverage in

developed nations, but further expand coverage in developing countries for greater wireless and

Internet penetration. However, the introduction of femto-cells into existing architectures may

severely complicate the operation of a network. Therefore, the development of more advanced

ICIC techniques for not only established but also growing wireless networks is essential to

their successful employment. Moreover, in this time of heightening environmental concerns,

practical ICIC approaches which limit the complexity and energy consumption of a network

are elementary in the implementation of wireless technologies.
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1.3 Contributions

To support the ever-growing data rates, Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks and beyond are

moving towards full frequency reuse and smaller cell sizes [6, 9], consequently enhancing the

inter-cell interference in the network, especially detrimental in the uplink. To this end, trans-

mitter power control (TPC) is utilised in the wireless uplink to balance the SNRs of the mobile

stations (MSs) in a cell at the BS, and hence ease simultaneous reception. In TPC, each MS

transmits at a power level that is large enough to compensate the signal attenuation from itself

to its serving BS, and further to overcome interference from other cells. It has been shown,

however, that in many cases this may lead to transmit power explosions [10, 11], rendering

the TPC operation itself ineffective. Furthermore, in general cell-edge performance becomes

highly limited. Utilising the interfering link to a neighbouring macro-BS (MBS) in order to

mitigate the interference caused to that cell, on the other hand, can prevent such a breakdown.

Additional signalling in the network can be limited by utilising the reference signal received

powers (RSRPs) from neighbouring MBSs to estimate the interfering path gains. Furthermore,

a fair scheduler employing a priority class reuse scheme provides protection to cell-edge users,

and creates an essentially even distribution of throughput throughout the macro-cell. Through

this, an adaptive soft frequency reuse scheme is induced, which inherently provides interference

protection and uplink throughput gains for the majority of macro-MSs (MMSs). Moreover,

guaranteed energy efficiency gains for all MMSs in the network are achieved.

As mentioned above, conventional power control methods can result in extremely large transmit

powers under high interference conditions. Furthermore, most centralised control schemes are

based on optimisation techniques [12–14], which a) generally split the subcarrier and power

allocation problems yielding suboptimal solutions, and b) are highly computationally com-

plex. In this thesis, a simple feasibility criterion, based on path gains and signal-to-noise-plus-

interference ratio (SINR) targets, is derived enabling the simultaneous scheduling of interfering

macro-users such that Pareto optimal power control (POPC) [15] can be performed. Hence, the

scheduling and power control problems have been united at reduced operational complexity.

In addition, randomly deployed femto-cell environments are considered, where full bandwidth

users cause extreme interference to neighbouring cells in both downlink/uplink, once again

complicating the TPC procedure(s). Through extension of the feasibility condition enabling

femto-MS (FMS) SINR variation, the application of POPC is facilitated in such dense, high

interference scenarios. As a result, system throughput and energy efficiency improvements for
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both the macro- and femto-cellular environments over TPC and fractional power control (FPC)

techniques can be achieved.

However, because the backhaul of FBSs is ideally performed through the user’s Digital Sub-

scriber Line (DSL) connection, there may be cases where the connection is slow or even non-

existent due to lack of inter-operability [6]. Thus, centralised schemes might break down.

Furthermore, the resource and power allocation problem in multicellular networks belongs to

the class of mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problems, for which the solutions

are known to be NP-hard [16, 17]. Therefore, the final contribution of this project presents a

methodology for distributed and autonomous resource and power allocation through the use of a

fuzzy logic system. In fuzzy logic, human expertise/knowledge about a given problem or chal-

lenge can be implemented for autonomous decision-making based on fuzzified input variables.

Furthermore, NP-hard solutions are inherently avoided. In the femto-cell case, by utilising

locally available information at the MS/BS, each cell can perform autonomous resource and

power allocation in order to best serve the users in the system. It has been shown through ex-

perimental comparison that fuzzy logic is able to provide close-to-optimal system performance

at significantly reduced complexity, and with the complete elimination of inter-BS signalling.

Finally, future wireless networks are evolving towards HetNets, where power control and in-

terference coordination is performed via extensive cross-tier communication [6, 18, 19]. As in

such networks many types of APs are available to a MS within a small geographical area, the

spatial reuse of resources is dramatically enhanced (i.e., improving available data rates) how-

ever the interference environment is significantly complicated. Distributed and autonomous

ICIC is highly beneficial here, in order to all but eliminate inter-tier signalling and induce a

Self-Organising Network (SON). Additionally, autonomous cell association for MSs entering

the system is enabled. Ultimately, extensive simulation analyses verify significant system per-

formance enhancements in terms of throughput, availability, energy efficiency and fairness. On

a final note, in order to support the fuzzy logic ICIC scheme, a unique signal analysis of a

typical HetNet is performed. The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of received signals

in both the macro-layer (i.e., including pico-BSs (PBSs)) and femto-cell layer are derived, thus

providing a basis model for further research in such networks.
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1.4 Thesis Layout

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive basis for the research presented in the following chapters.

In this chapter, an overview of the history and evolution of wireless communication networks

is presented. As multiple access presents a key functionality in the evolution of wireless sys-

tems, its roadmap to modern cellular systems is presented. A few key concepts in the areas of

frequency reuse and power control will be introduced, as the ICIC techniques introduced in this

thesis are based on and attempt to improve on these. In addition, an overview of recent research

in network interference management techniques is provided. Finally, the upcoming challenges

in future HetNets will be presented, and the femto-cellular overlay will be discussed.

The reseach in this project considers future, 4th Generation (4G) systems and network archi-

tectures, and therefore a common system model is utilised throughout this thesis. Chapter 3

gives a detailed description of the system model applied, and the corresponding channel mod-

els. Furthermore, a common LTE-centric simulator is appropriated throughout the thesis, which

will also be described in this chapter. Within this, the simulation scenarios, time evolution, and

performance benchmark techniques are presented.

In Chapter 4, the traditional uplink power control challenge is reevaluated for dense, macro-

cellular deployments and investigated from the viewpoint of interference mitigation rather than

power minimisation. The first contribution of this thesis presents a methodology to balance the

areal distribution of SINR over a cell by creating a cell-interdependent soft frequency reuse

scheme. In Uplink Interference Protection (ULIP), MS transmit powers are controlled by

accounting for the interference caused to neighbouring BSs. Analytic derivations guarantee

performance benefits for users and the system as a whole. In addition, SINR and frequency se-

lective schedulers are implemented in collaboration with ULIP, providing contrasting benefits

to the wireless systems.

Chapter 5 suggests a more centralised approach to the ICIC challenge, whereMSs are scheduled

according to path gains and SINR targets in order to maintain the individual and system spectral

efficiencies. A practical and simple feasibility criterion for simultaneous transmission of inter-

fering users is derived. In the dense, macro-cell environment Power Control Scheduling (PCS)

creates groupings of MSs between which interference can be mitigated through Pareto optimal

transmit powers. Furthermore, Power SINR Scheduling (PSS) provides a mechanism to mod-

ify the SINRs of interfering MSs in dense, random femto-cell deployments, such that strongly
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interfering femto-cells do not lose coverage.

Solutions for the efficient management of future HetNets and their inherent challenges are con-

sidered in Chapter 6. More specifically, a distributed and autonomous technique utilising a di-

rect implementation of fuzzy logic for ICIC is presented, yielding significant performance gains

in both femto-cellular deployments and larger HetNets, while completely eliminated inter-BS

signalling. A comprehensive signal analysis is performed, where the desired and interfering

signal CDFs are derived for the typical deployment environments in such networks. Extensive

simulations yield encouraging performance results both in comparison to the system optimum,

and versus state-of-the-art benchmark techniques.

Finally, conclusions of the previous chapters, a discussion of the limitations of the research in

its current state and ideas/paths for future work in these areas are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Historical Overview: The Path to Long-Term Evolution (LTE)

Mobile communications have evolved immensely since the introduction of the first mobile tele-

phone systems in the 1950s. In the early days, each geographical area was allocated a specific

frequency band with the BS radiating at the maximum legal transmission power. On the one

hand, this clearly limited the number of concurrently active connections, and on the other meant

that a MS moving from one geographical area to another would necessarily have to drop its call

and reinitiate in the new area. Evidently, these primitive services restricted the number of simul-

taneously servable users to the number of channels assigned to each particular BS. Furthermore,

aside from MSs being bulky, power-hungry, and therefore car-borne, the lack of a commonly

agreed standard made roaming between different networks impossible [1]. However, it would

be a few decades before such a development began.

In the early 1980s, the generational phase of mobile communications began with the introduc-

tion of the, aptly named, 1st Generation (1G) of mobile telecommunications standards. Intro-

duced in 1981, the Nordic Mobile Telephony (NMT) system was the first international mobile

telecommunication system, and was adopted in the Nordic countries, the Netherlands, Switzer-

land, Russia and eastern Europe [20]. Around the same time, Total Access Communications

System (TACS)was rolled out in the U.K., RC2000 in France, Radio TelefonoMobile (RTM) in

Italy, C-450 was utilised in West Germany, Portugal and South Africa, and Advanced Mobile

Phone Service (AMPS) systems were adopted in the U.S.A. and Australia [21]. Simultane-

ously, several systems were competing in Japan. Through these large-scale deployments of

wireless networks a standardised service over large geographical areas was created, allowing

for the origination of roaming, where users could leave their home network and still be served

by neighbouring operators. Clearly, this development was able to attract a much greater and

extensive range of customers, and hence the large revenues generated by the growing number

of subscriptions captivated the opportunities for new businesses in the market [1].

Unfortunately, due to the analogue nature of 1G deployments, the only opportunities for com-
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munication over these networks was voice traffic, albeit with some related supplementary ser-

vices. However, with the foundation laid, a new direction to continue the development of

mobile telecommunications was begun: digitising the existing networks. This would allow op-

erators to increase the system capacity such that the growing rate of new subscriptions could

be met, and further to enhance the reliability of the networks, as analogue networks often suf-

fered from cross-talk and inconsistent call quality. Ultimately, however, it allowed the network

operators to provide mobile services beyond voice. In Europe, the planning for a region-wide

system to encompass multiple nations had begun as early as 1982, when the well-known GSM

(originally named Groupe Spécial Mobile) was created to develop a standardised telecommu-

nications system that would be available across Europe. In 1989, the European Telecommuni-

cations Standards Institute (ETSI) was handed the responsibility for the continued development

and eventual standardisation of GSM, and subsequently the first specifications of GSM net-

works were published in 1990. The rollout of this network across Europe is referred to as the

2nd Generation (2G) of mobile communications. Through the digital nature of these networks,

services in addition to traditional voice could be provided, including data services such as

Short-Message System (SMS), email, web-browsing and location-based mobile services [21].

Moreover, by this time mobile devices had become increasingly handy, further enhancing the

growth rate of mobile subscriptions.

In the latter stages of the 1990s, “2.5G” systems began to be introduced that enabled packet data

services across the network, such as General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) and Enhanced Data

Rates for GSMEvolution (EDGE). Despite their relatively low rates, they were considered to be

pre-3rd Generation (3G) technologies and hinted at the possible applications in future packet-

based systems. Ultimately, through its success in Europe, the rollout of GSM quickly gained

momentum and was adopted in nearly all countries across the globe. With a worldwide basis to

build on, the next generation of wireless networks was around the corner, and united the world

to develop and evolve this technology together.

During the expansion of 2G networks around the world in the 1990s, research was already

underway into 3G technologies. In fact, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)

had began research on 3G mobile communications in the 1980s on the International Mobile

Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) project, which was supposed to deliver rates of over

2000 kbps by the start of the new millennium. While GSM networks were providing circuit-

switched data services at downlink rates of up to 14.4 kbps, the rapidly increasing demand
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for Internet connectivity and multimedia application on the mobile devices made it evident

that the next generation of wireless networks needed to provide far superior data rates [2].

In Europe, Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) was established as the 3G

technology, and simultaneously in other parts of the world similar systems were being devel-

oped such as wideband code division multiple access (wCDMA) in Japan and cdma2000 in

the U.S.A. To this end, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), an internation consortium

comprised of several international standardisation bodies based in Europe, U.S.A and Asia, was

constructed as the standardisation and development group for worldwide 3G UMTS Terrestrial

Radio Access (UTRA) systems. The first 3G networks began deployment after the turn of

the millennium with the goal of providing data rates up to 348 kbps for mobile users, whereas

(quasi-)stationary MSs could achieve over 2Mbps [21]. As can be inferred by the names for the

Japanese and American 3G technologies, code division multiple access (CDMA) was chosen as

the platform upon which 3G systems were to be designed, mainly due to its ability to support a

theoretically infinite number of users at very large bandwidth, while being essentially immune

to interference [22]. However, implementations of CDMA networks have been unable to ver-

ify these theoretical benefits [23]. Nonetheless, the continued demands for higher and higher

data rates drove the further development and deployment of 3G systems, and new releases have

continuously facilitated their evolution [9].

Following this, in order to keep up with the ever-increasing demands in terms of user data rate,

and by extension, enhanced system capacity, LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) is the 3GPP initiative

for 4G communications systems (which is based on LTE, considered 3.9G). These systems

are designed to be competitive for the next decade, by providing technological enhancements

to meet the spectral efficiency targets of 5 bps/Hz and 2.5 bps/Hz in the downlink and uplink,

respectively, as defined in [24]. For the 20MHz bandwidths envisioned for LTE/LTE-A, this

translates to peak speeds of 100Mbps in the downlink and 50Mbps in the uplink, comfortably

competing with fixed-line home broadband rates. Moreover, one of the key goals of LTE and

LTE-A is to provide adequate cell-edge performance in the networks, an area that was rather

neglected in previous generations. The key enabling technology for 4G networks is orthog-

onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), a multi-carrier (MC) transmission technique

that splits the available spectrum into hundreds of orthogonal subcarriers, each transmitting

data proportional to the subcarrier bandwidth. Not only does OFDM provide a more efficient

utilisation of spectrum [25], the extension to multiple access is quite convenient.
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Finally, due to the extensive propagation of wireless resource utilisation, it has become in-

creasingly difficult to procure large portions of spectrum for future networks [1]. Therefore,

by exploiting the key features of OFDM, LTE-A is designed to utilise spectrum allocations

between 1.4 and 20MHz (i.e., up to 100MHz when utilising multiple carriers), and can oper-

ate on all frequency bands specified by the ITU for IMT-2000 systems [9, 26]. Furthermore,

4G systems are required to operate in both paired and unpaired spectra, necessitating seamless

functionality in either time division duplex (TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD) mode,

imposing the development of multi-mode terminals, and evolving wireless networks to truly

global systems [9].

2.2 Overview of Concepts

In this section, a description of the concepts and technologies that this thesis bases upon is

given. Furthermore, the evolution of these concepts to today’s state-of-the-art is presented.

2.2.1 Multiple Access

In a cell where multiple MSs are attempting to share the available resources, the manner in

which these resources are accessed by the MSs is called multiple access. The two most ba-

sic types of multiple access are frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and time division

multiple access (TDMA), performing access in the frequency and time domain, respectively. In

CDMA, codes are used to differentiate between MSs. Finally, recent attention has been given to

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), which provides, effectively, a com-

bination of TDMA and FDMA to more efficiently use the available spectrum. This technique

has gained considerable interest for 4G systems, and is utilised as the basis for LTE [9]. Thus,

this is a key technology for the research in this thesis.

2.2.1.1 FDMA

As the name suggests, FDMA splits the available spectrum into multiple (for instance, Nfdma),

non-overlapping narrowband channels, and assigns individual channels to individual users [27].

Each user is allocated the spectrum portion for as long as needed, and no other user can share

the same channel for the duration of the call. This is shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Due to the large
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symbol time of the narrowband signals, the amount of intersymbol interference is low and,

thus, little or no equalisation is required in FDMA systems [27].
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Figure 2.1: In FDMA operation, each user is uniquely allocated a portion of the available

bandwidth, which no other user may access, for the duration of the intended call.

In TDMA operation, each user is allocated all the available bandwidth for the du-

ration of a single time slot. In CDMA operation, users are allocated the full band-

width for the entire time duration. Users are separated using orthogonal codes

unique to each user.

2.2.1.2 TDMA

TDMA can be seen as the complement to FDMA, where users are multiplexed in time such

that at any one time instant only a single user is granted access to the entire bandwidth. This

is shown in Fig. 2.1(b). Each user then occupies a cyclically repeating time slot, so a channel

may be described as a particular time slot that reoccurs every frame, where Ntdma time slots

constitute a single frame [27]. In general, TDMA systems necessitate larger overheads as

compared to FDMA, due to time slot synchronisation and guard slots necessary to separate

users and prevent intra-cell interference.

2.2.1.3 CDMA

The main drawback of FDMA and TDMA is that it limits the number of servable users in a

cell to the Nfdma narrowband channels or Ntdma time slots per frame allocated in the system,

respectively. In CDMA, all users are granted simultaneous access to the total available band-

width for the entire time duration, and the separation between the users is performed in a third

dimension: the code domain. Here, each user’s signal is spread with an (approximately) or-
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thogonal pseudo-noise spreading signal or code over the entire bandwidth [27]. This can be

seen in Fig. 2.1(c). Due to this, the utilisation of the same resource by all other users in a cell

is seen as noise by the single user; thus, CDMA is known as a spread-spectrum technique.

Clearly, increasing the number of users in the system raises the noise floor in a linear man-

ner [27], this is known as the cell breathing effect. Therefore, CDMA systems can be classi-

fied as interference-limited [28]. Furthermore, power control is highly important for efficient

CDMA operation in order to provide constant received power levels for all users. However, due

to the lack of perfect power control, the near-far effect is identified as a key issue in CDMA

systems, as a stronger interfering link than a desired link will lead to very low SNR values.

However, the potential for high data rates and a large number of servable users is the key factor

behind the use of CDMA for 3G technologies.

2.2.1.4 OFDMA

OFDMA is a multiple access technique that bases on the concept of OFDM, which dates back

to the 1960s [29, 30], and divides the available frequency spectrum into multiple orthogonal

subcarriers. However, it was not until the design of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and

fast Fourier transform (FFT) that OFDM became implementable in practical systems [31, 32].

OFDM and OFDMA are classified as MC transmission techniques, which are able to perform

exceptionally in wireless communications systems as mobile radio channels are typically highly

frequency- and time-variant [9]. MC operation, as opposed to single carrier (SC) techniques, is

well-equipped to handle such environments.

In general, MC transmission techniques parallelise a fast serial data stream into several slower

data streams, i.e., by dividing the channel bandwidth into multiple parallel subchannels of sig-

nificantly smaller bandwidth. In OFDM, this is performed such that the bandwidth of each

subcarrier is less than the channel coherence bandwidth, and hence non-frequency-selective,

or spectrally flat [9]. Furthermore, in OFDM, these non-frequency-selective subcarriers are

shaped in such a manner to be orthogonal to one another, eliminating the need for guard inter-

vals between them, as is the case in frequency division multiplexing (FDM). This orthogonality

induces a more efficient utilisation of spectrum in comparison to classical SC transmission or

FDM, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A graphical illustration of how OFDM makes more efficient use of the spectrum

than SC or FDM schemes [1].

OFDM combines the distinct advantages of flexibility to operate independently of the available

spectrum, i.e., in different channel bandwidths, and with low complexity at the receiver-side.

The application of spectrally flat subcarriers in MC transmission is first proposed for cellular

mobile radio networks [33]. This was in 1985, almost thirty years ago. With the advances in

digital signal processing techniques, hardware development and the multitude of research since

then, OFDM and, more specifically, OFDMA has become a uniquely suitable candidate for

LTE and 4G systems [1].
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Figure 2.3: Sinc-shaped-subcarrier spacing in OFDM. Assuming perfect synchronisation, all

subcarriers are orthogonal to one another. Here, ∆f is the subcarrier spacing.

OFDM System The OFDM modulator comprises Nsc complex modulators, each modula-

tor corresponding to a single OFDM subcarrier. By utilising a sinc-shaped subcarrier, these

become orthogonal to one another in frequency and, hence, avoid inter-carrier interference.

This is shown in Fig. 2.3, where at the peak of each subcarrier, the other subcarriers form

an aggregate of zero; this is where OFDM gets its name. The OFDM modulator is shown in
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Figure 2.4: OFDM operation: A serial data stream is converted to parallel, multiplexed onto

orthogonal subcarriers using the IFFT, and aggregated to form the transmitted

signal. After transmission through the wireless channel and reception, the received

stream is separated into the components of each subcarrier using the FFT, and then

re-serialised and demodulated [34].

Fig. 2.4, where it is clear that the input serial stream of modulation symbols (these symbols can

be from any modulation alphabet, in LTE specifically quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK),

16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 64QAM are utilised [9]) is parallelised, the

individual symbols are mapped onto subcarriers using the IFFT, and then the parallel streams

are re-serialised and the signal is transmitted.

Fig. 2.4 also depicts the basic operation of the OFDM demodulator. As expected, this is essen-

tially the reverse operation of the modulator. Again, the incoming serial stream is parallelised,

and now is fed through an FFT in order to separate the information into the components of each

subcarrier. Following this, the symbols are again serialised, and then detected and demodu-

lated in the final stage of the receiver. Due to their orthogonality, the OFDM subcarriers do not

interfere with each other after separation, assuming perfect frequency synchronisation. If this

fails, however, a loss of subcarrier orthogonality can lead to inter-channel interference (ICI), a

phenomenon usually prevented in classic MC transmission via allocation of physical frequency

guard intervals. In order to improve the robustness of OFDM against channel frequency selec-

tivity, a cyclic prefix is inserted during modulation. This, in essence, provides a guard against

both ICI and inter-symbol interference (ISI) [31, 35].
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OFDMA Structure The typical structure of OFDM transmission is shown in Fig. 2.5, where

Nsc modulation symbols are transmitted simultaneously on all subcarriers, forming an OFDM

symbol. On the next OFDM symbol, the following Nsc modulation symbols of the incom-

ing data stream are transmitted, and so on. From this structure, it is clear that a very simple

extension can be made to provide multiple access, or OFDMA. Here, multiple users can be

scheduled simultaneously by assigning each a distinct subset of orthogonal subcarriers. Thus,

each user can transmit its information without interference from users sharing the available

spectrum. This is similar to FDMA, however the overlapping subcarriers allow for a denser

and more efficient utilisation of the bandwidth. Furthermore, users may also be scheduled in

time (i.e., OFDM symbols). Multiple users may share the same subcarrier over different sym-

bols, similar to a TDMA scheme. Thus, it is clear that OFDMA combines both FDMA and

TDMA, and concurrently reduces complexity.
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Figure 2.5: In OFDMA, the time-frequency spectrum is split into subcarriers and time slots,

such that in each time slot, each user may be allocated numerous frequency re-

sources.

Usually, subcarriers are allocated to users in contiguous groups in order to minimise the sig-

nalling overhead required for resource assignment. However, a distributed user multiplex-

ing with non-contiguous subcarrier allocation is also possible. It is shown in [36–38], that

for a multi-user system, a significant increase in the achievable throughput in a cell can be

achieved when transmitting over a fading channel, rather than a flat channel, for the same av-

erage received signal power. This is called multi-user diversity. One of the major benefits

of OFDMA is that it may exploit the (differing) frequency-selective fading characteristics of

multiple MSs in the available spectrum, in order to optimise the allocation of subcarriers (or

resource blocks (RBs), where a RB is a collection of subcarriers, and a more coarse resource

allocation) to the users in the cell. Fig. 2.6 demonstrates such an allocation, where the average

channel gain can be maintained at above 0 dB, therefore enhancing the potential throughputs
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Figure 2.6: An example of how multi-user diversity can benefit the capacity of an OFDMA

system [1]. Each RB is allocated to the MS with the superior channel response on

that particular resource. Thus, allocations in deep fades are avoided.

over a flat, non-frequency selective channel. Furthermore, this is the key enabler for scheduling

mechanisms such as the proportional fair scheduler (PFS), which utilises the potential instanta-

neous rates amongst competing users to optimise their resource allocations [39].

It should be mentioned that other forms of multiple access exist such as space division multiple

access (SDMA) and contention-based multiple access (e.g., Aloha, carrier sense multiple access

(CSMA)); however are not discussed here as they do not relate to the work in this thesis.

2.2.2 Frequency Reuse

As was mentioned at the beginning of Section 2.1, the original mobile communications systems

consisted of a high power BS that was meant to serve a large geographical area. However,

this not only severely limited the number of concurrently served users [40], but also greatly

restricted, or did not allow, for roaming of users outside this area. Therefore, a mechanism was

developed to not only expand the coverage area of mobile networks, but also to increase the

number of accessible channels (and hence, users); this is called the cellular concept [41, 42].

In this concept, rather than a single BS, many lower-power BSs, each allocated a set of radio
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channels, are utilised that each cover a smaller geographic area called a cell.

However, it is clear that if two neighbouring BSs were to utilise a similar set of radio resources,

these would interfere with each other and, consequently, degrade the performance in each cell.

Thus, cells were formed into clusters, where in each cluster every cell is allocated a different

set of channels than any of its neighbours. Moreover, these clusters can then be repeated over

much larger geographical areas, such that the system bandwidth is reused several times within

the system. This orthogonal allocation of radio resources within clusters of BSs in a system

is known as frequency reuse [41]. Fig. 2.7 shows the most primitive form of frequency reuse,
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Figure 2.7: The most basic form of frequency reuse, where the available bandwidth is divided

into three (can be increased for higher interference mitigation, e.g., 4, 7, 9,. . . )
equally-sized orthogonal bands, and distributed such that no neighbouring cells

utilise the same band. Here, three clusters are shown.

where the system bandwidth is divided into three orthogonal subbands (corresponding to a

“frequency reuse of three”) and each cluster is formed by three neighbouring cells. Therefore,

due to the geographical separation between cells hosting the same frequencies, the co-channel

interference (CCI) is mitigated.

Unfortunately, there is a clear drawback to this scheme: the diminished spatial reuse of re-
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sources over the network area. Evidently, reusing more channels in each cell would increase

the number of servable users. However, this reuse is limited by the interference that is tolera-

ble in each cell, and thus cluster sizes, and hence the physical separation of channels, can be

increased in order to protect co-channel cells from each others interference. Therefore, there

exists a clear tradeoff between bandwidth utilisation and interference limitation.

2.2.2.1 Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR)

In conjunction with growing demands for mobile services, the necessity arose for enhanced

system capacity. According to Shannon [43], the most effective method for improving capacity

is increasing the available bandwidth. Without adding to the already expensive system band-

width, this is performed by improving the spatial reuse of resources, and can be easily achieved

given two realisations:

• MSs near the cell-centre not only experience high signal quality due to their close prox-

imity to the serving BS, but are also shielded from other-cell interference due to physical

separation.

• On the other hand, it is clear that cell-edge users will receive stronger interference from

other cells, simply due to proximity. Furthermore, these MSs will experience degraded

performance due to the large distance to their BS.

Thus, it is clear that while cell-centre users do not necessitate excessive interference protection,

cell-edge MSs are still highly vulnerable to CCI. Through this, FFR is born.

In FFR, all cell centres in the system employ a frequency reuse of one, where as the cell-edges

in a cluster still employ classical frequency reuse [44, 45]. This is portrayed in Fig. 2.8. When

comparing this channel allocation to that in Fig. 2.7, it is clear that the number of radio resources

that are available in each cell are twice that of classical frequency reuse, hence doubling the

system capacity (for higher cluster orders, this gain is even greater). Of course, additional

CCI is now present in the system, somewhat degrading performance [43], however the gained

bandwidth greatly outweighs this (minor) performance reduction.
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Figure 2.8: FFR improves the spatial reuse of resources by reusing the same band in the centre

of the cell, and protecting the edges through standard frequency reuse.

2.2.2.2 Dynamic Frequency Reuse (DFR)

It is clear that, while FFR greatly enhances the available resources in the network, there is still

room for further improved spatial reuse, and hence capacity. Of course, with this progression

of higher channel utilisation, the original ideal of frequency reuse, interference reduction, is

continuously diminishing. Therefore, the necessity for ICIC mechanisms arises to substitute

this interference mitigation.

A very basic example of DFR is given in [44], where the FFR sizes are modified based on cell

load. This is shown in Fig. 2.8, where cell “b” exhibits a larger than average load, whereas

cell “a” is serving a lower number of users. Therefore, the central frequencies are extended in

cell “b” to improve the spatial reuse, whereas interference protection is enhanced in cell “a” by

a smaller area of reuse one. A similar form of DFR is suggested in [46], where the available

resources in each cell are partitioned into two groups: fully reused and dynamically reused

subcarriers. While the fully reused resources experience interference from all cells, the dynam-

ically reused subcarriers are allocated in a sectorised manner in order to reduce interference. In

theory, this scheme is able to achieve a frequency reuse of one in the whole cell.
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Another method for DFR is proposed in [47], which partitions the available system bandwidth

into multiple subbands which are dynamically accessible in each cell. Through feedback from

MSs of interference on each of the subbands, the algorithm dynamically allocates these re-

sources in each cell based on the immediate interference environment. Depending on the traffic

loads, certain cells can achieve full frequency reuse (Section 2.2.2.3). Finally, recent research

investigates distributed DFR techniques [48–50] where BSs may individually access a prede-

fined number of subbands. However, these approaches greatly restrict subband reassignment

when the interference conditions change.

2.2.2.3 Full Frequency Reuse

If interference is ignored, then it is clear that the capacity of mobile cellular network would be

maximised when all cells share the entire system bandwidth; this is called full frequency reuse,

and will be utilised in LTE deployments [9]. In keeping with the previous figures, such channel
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Figure 2.9: Full frequency reuse employs a frequency reuse of one, maximising the available

resources by utilising the full bandwidth in all cells of the network.

allocation is depicted in Fig. 2.9, where it is clear that all BSs can transmit on the full available

bandwidth. Clearly, this results in very high CCI in all cells from their immediate neighbours.
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Since a further goal of LTE is acceptable cell-edge performance [9], it is clear that ICIC is vital

to the performance of these networks. Among others, the main techniques necessary for LTE

ICIC are:

• Interference mitigation/alignment,

• Power control for interference reduction,

• Frequency domain scheduling for interference coordination, and

• Partial/dynamic frequency reuse at cell-edges,

to name a few. This thesis proposes ICIC methodologies that implement a combination of

the above mechanisms in order to maintain full frequency reuse, and further supply adequate

performance to cell-edge users.

2.2.2.4 Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR)

One such group of techniques already proposed is that of SFR, or adaptive FFR [45]. In SFR,

the full bandwidth is utilised in all cells, however transmit power control (i.e., reduction) is

performed on a subset of the resources in each cell, where the full power resources are reused

in a similar manner to frequency subbands in FFR. In fact, a methodology for SFR has already

been standardised for LTE [51].

An implementation of SFR is shown in Fig. 2.10, in which fixed power masks [45, 52] are im-

plemented in the cell-centres where, similar to the motivation for FFR, users are in need of less

power to achieve their SINR requirements (due to BS proximity). Furthermore, the diminished

transmit power provides interference reduction for neighbouring cells. At the cell-edges, full

power transmission is allocated to enable MSs to maintain sufficient SNR. Finally, research is

conducted in [53] into adaptive SFR techniques, where the power masks on the individual sub-

bands may be tuned to the immediate interference environment. As mentioned previously, this

thesis investigates exactly such methods, by which full frequency reuse is maintained through

interference mitigation via intelligent scheduling and power control.
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Figure 2.10: SFR optimises the full frequency reuse of resources by providing interference mit-

igation to neighbouring cells through transmit power reduction on certain fre-

quency bands.

2.2.3 Power Control

Transmit power control is one of the most important radio resource management techniques for

mobile networks, because it limits the repercussions of two fundamental challenges in wireless

networks [54]:

• The limited, and often under-utilised radio spectrum resources make interference mitiga-

tion and management crucially paramount to the operation of wireless networks.

• Mobile wireless devices, such as smart-phones, have significant limitations in terms of

battery life, hence limiting the talk time available before necessarily recharging. Partic-

ularly for uplink transmission, the slower development of battery technology in terms of

lifetime in comparison to advances in communications continues the substantial impact

this constraint has on wireless networks.

Therefore, the application of TPC, i.e., controlling the transmission power to achieve high

performance, is common practice in wireless communication networks [54].

In general, power control is utilised to achieve at least one of the following goals:
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• Interference mitigation for system capacity enhancement.

• Creating “greener” Internet and mobile networks and prolonging mobile handset battery

life by conserving energy.

• Providing QoS by adapting to channel variations.

It is clear that the above goals are all, at least partially, correlated with the SINR [54]. The

better the SINR on a link, the higher the quality of the signal. By increasing the transmission

power, the received signal power and, consequently, the SINR can be improved. However,

this may be a waste of power if the particular application requested does not require such a

substantial link quality. Hence, ideally a transmitter would utilise just enough power to meet

the necessary SINR target; this is the idea of power control. Finally, it should be mentioned

that increasing transmit power may not necessarily improve SINR. If the power on other,

concurrently transmitting, links is also augmented, a diminishing of the local SINR may arise.

To briefly highlight the benefits of power control for such networks, a few examples are given

here. First of all, in [55] it was shown that the application of power control in CDMA systems

can double the capacity compared to the non-power control case. Moreover, suitably modifying

the rate of power adaptation in the TPC algorithm can induce up to 50% additional gains [56].

In [57], the amalgamation of power control with BS assignment is shown to provide 2–4 times

the capacity of a standard CDMA network using power control alone. Furthermore, studies

indicate that TPC offers substantial (i.e., orders of magnitude) improvements in terms of energy

consumption and device battery lifetime compared to a constant power approach [58]. The

exact gains are highly dependent on the utilised transmission rates.

It is clear that power control is an important operation in wireless communication networks. In

the following, a more detailed overview of TPC techniques for voice and data applications will

be given, along with a description of the proposed LTE FPC scheme.

2.2.3.1 Power Control for Voice Applications

In voice networks, the target of TPC is the maximisation of simultaneously transmitting links

achieving a specific SINR [54]. In the early nineties, some of the first research of power control

schemes for interference-limited (i.e., noiseless) cellular networks was introduced by Zander

in [11]. In this paper, a TDMA/FDMA system with a common signal-to-interference ratio
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(SIR) threshold γ̂th for successful communication for all users sharing the same channel is

considered. In a centralised scheme, the TPC algorithm attempts to find a transmit power

vector P
∗ that maximises the minimum SIR of the links. This can be implemented in both

downlink and uplink, however without the consideration of a maximum power. It is shown that

a unique, feasible solution is always reachable where all links converge to the same SIR, γ̂.

However, there is no guarantee that this γ̂ is greater than the γ̂th necessary for successful

communication. Furthermore, since these approaches lead to SIR-balancing, this means that

all links would be subject to unacceptable performance. Thus, the concept of cell removal is

introduced in [11], where ideally an optimal combination of cells (i.e., interferers) is removed

from the power control problem to find a remaining set of links that achieves γ̂≥γ̂th. In [59],

a partially distributed technique based on [11] is proposed, where each link updates it power

by considering the values of its previous transmit power, SIR and a positive normalisation

parameter. In this iterative scheme, cell removal is applied if a solution is not found after a pre-

defined number of iterations. The cell with the worst initial SIR is removed, and the method

is reapplied for the remaining links, and then the next worse cell, and so on. Ultimately, both

schemes [11, 59] improve the network capacity by decreasing the user outage probability.

In [60], a fully distributed power control technique that necessitates no inter-link communica-

tion to achieve P
∗ is presented. A significant advantage of this technique is the inclusion of

a maximum power, Pmax, limitation such that transmit powers cannot explode. This scheme

is shown to be faster than the distributed scheme proposed in [59], however it should be men-

tioned that also here some cooperation is necessary during cell removal. Finally, in [61], the

scenarios where SIR targets may be both heterogeneous and variable (e.g., due to fading or

mobility) are studied. The goal of the power control algorithm is to maximise the possible SIR

on each link provided knowledge of the individual targets γ̂∗u. It can be shown that there always

exists a unique transmit power vector that gives an SIR for each link that is δγ̂∗u. However,

when δ<1, link (cell) removal must again be utilised to find an acceptable solution.

So far, interference-limited, noiseless systems were discussed. In [62], the above described

methodology is extended to noisy environments, where a fully distributed algorithm is pre-

sented that can achieve the SINR targets, γ̂th, of a group of interfering users at minimal power,

given such a power allocation is feasible. In [63], a further simplified version of this algorithm

is presented. Unfortunately, these algorithms diverge to infinity if no feasible solution is pos-

sible. This shortcoming was addressed in [64], where a necessary and sufficient condition for
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convergence of the algorithm(s) was provided. Moreover, it was shown in [64] that if such

a feasible P
∗ vector could be found, that it is Pareto optimal. It should be noted that one of

the main differences to the techniques proposed in [11, 59–61] is that here the goal is to find

a minimum power vector which satisfies the SINR target on each link, rather than maximising

the minimum achievable SIR in the system [54]. Furthermore, it is important to distinguish

P
∗ as the smallest component-wise power vector [64], rather than the vector that minimises the

system power.

A distinguished disadvantage of the aforementioned power control techniques is that there is

no guarantee that when a link becomes active (i.e., SINR≥γth), it will remain active in further

iterations of the algorithm [54]. If a new link desires to enter the system, or already existing

links modify their transmission requirements, some active links may not be able to cope with

the additional interference. Hence, a new link may be admitted to the system even though it is

not safe to admit it. This issue was dealt with extensively in [65], where the authors join the

power and admission control problems. Thus, MSs not achieving their SINR targets and, hence,

causing unrewarded interference in the network, would be dropped after a number of iterations

in order to prevent further harm to other users. While this technique is fully distributed, some

cooperation is necessary when the Pmax constraint is implemented.

2.2.3.2 Power Control in Data Networks

In general, a data link does not necessitate a specific performance level for transmission, but

instead utilises a tradeoff between the achieved SINR and the cost needed to achieve it [54].

Thus, the target of power control in data networks is not, as in voice, to provide a minimum

signal level, but rather to maximise certain utilities that define the performance of a mobile data

link. Loosely, the goal is the minimisation of transmission errors on each data link. Hence,

there is never the question of whether a link should be removed or not. In this case, the active

links may exhibit selfish behaviour, i.e., maximising their own metrics, or take the performance

of competing links into account and maximising a system metric, for example.

Note that for data-centric networks, a change of perspective is needed. In voice networks,

individual link consideration is practically non-existent. All links desire to be transmitting, and

from a system viewpoint, given a feasible power vector can be found for the specific set of

links, this is the optimal solution. Even when a solution where all links are active is infeasible,

the traditional approach is to still maximise the number of concurrently transmitting links.
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However, since data links are capable of operating at any SINR level and the removal of links is

no longer necessary for user satisfaction, individual user and system performance metrics can

be utilised for coordination [54], e.g., from the perspective of the operator, profit maximisation.

On the other hand, game theoretic methods seem appropriate when MSs independently vary

their transmission powers, with the various users competing amongst each other. In order to

express such power control mechanisms, utilities, value and cost functions are considered.

In [66], a utility function is proposed that is based on the number of successfully transmitted in-

formation bits per Joule of energy spent. The problem is modelled as a non-cooperative game,

where each link attempts to selfishly maximise its own utility. By posing the game as a collec-

tion of maximisation problems, the solution shows that if similar SINR-dependent performance

metrics are used, the system converges to an SINR-balancing result. While desirable for voice

networks, this Nash Equilibrium (NE) is suboptimal for data applications [54]. In essence, it

may be preferable for a given link to achieve a lower SINR while improving its utility function.

Thus, the SINR-balancing result can be seen as a local optimum to the problem, but not the

global one. Furthermore, in [62], the higher the interference on a link, the higher the necessary

transmit power to overcome it. However, this does not take into account the interference caused

to other links, which is a vital parameter in data networks to achieve the target of minimising the

number of transmission errors. Thus, in [66] a net utility function is developed which weighs

the achievement of a user’s SINR with the cost of increasing the transmit power. This NE leads

to a more efficient network than the previously mentioned one, though proves rather unfair as

different SINRs are allocated to each MS.

Finally, in [67] the concept of opportunistic power control is proposed. Here, SINR targets are

decreased when channel conditions worsen and, consequently, so too are the associated transmit

powers. The iterative algorithm is shown to converge for any initial power vector, as long as

the game is feasible. Furthermore, this scheme can seamlessly integrate minimum SINR voice

links into the system without risking their outage.

2.2.3.3 LTE Power Control

To conclude, the uplink power control mechanism that is envisioned for utilisation in LTE

systems is discussed here. This bases on a form of FPC, which is given in [68] by

Pm
dBm = min

{
ΓdB + Im

avg, dBm + νLdes,dB + (1− ν)Lint, dB, Pmax,dBm

}
, (2.1)
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where

• Pm
dBm is the uplink power assigned to RBm;

• ΓdB is the nominal SINR target, which may be set as the user’s target or the target at the

cell-edge, depending on ν;

• Im
avg, dBm is the (time-)average interference incident on RBm. This is necessary in order

to overcome CCI from neighbouring cells;

• Ldes, dB is the desired link path loss, utilised to achieve the target SINR at the serving

BS;

• Lint, dB is the interfering link path loss. This can be activated in order to take into account

the interference to neighbouring cells; and

• Pmax,dBm is the maximum transmission power allocatable to the RB.

Furthermore, the parameter ν allows to tune the power control equation between own-cell sat-

isfaction and interference limitation. In general, however, depending on ν, (2.1) achieves a

balance between conventional TPC (ν=1) and maximum power transmission (ν=0).

2.3 Recent Interference Coordination Research

In this section, an overview of more recent research into the topic of interference coordination

is provided. While the techniques presented here are not yet practically implementable into

wireless systems, they indicate promising directions for future research and implementation.

2.3.1 Stochastic Geometry

Stochastic geometry approaches attempt to model telecommunications network architectures

for the purposes of strategic planning and economic analysis [69, 70]. In general, stochastic

geometric models consist of representing the structural components of a network as realisations

of stochastic processes. Other network characteristics such as BS placement and consequent

cell sizes, traffic demand, and mobility are formulated as functionals of these processes and

therefore are dependent solely on their distributions and parameters. Hence, stochastic models
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avoid a detailed description of the network [70]. Overall, the goals of stochastic geometric

modelling can be summarised as [69]

• the limitation of parameters solely to those necessary to determine the network optimal

architecture;

• the provision of analytical expressions for performance metrics based on these parame-

ters, thus allowing more effective comparisons to strategic alternatives; and

• the integration of natural constraints on the modelling of the physical network structure.

As mentioned before, the essential principle is the stochastic modelling of the spatial charac-

teristics of the network. For example, a model of a typical cellular network should include

stochastic descriptions for [70]

• BS locations;

• the road system;

• vehicle traffic on these roads; and

• the network management protocols such as resource allocation and handover.

Essentially, the modelling of these four areas can describe the operation of the entire network,

reducing the need for a large number of parameters for the same description.

The utilisation of stochastic geometry for the specific modelling of mobile wireless networks

has recently gained significant interest due to the necessity for more accurate and dynamic

modelling techniques. In [71], the authors present an overview of the theory of stochastic ge-

ometry in collaboration with random graphs for the analysis and design of wireless networks.

Where stochastic geometry enables to study the average behaviour over many spatial realisa-

tions of a network, random (geometric) graphs collar the distance-dependence and inherent

randomness in node connectivity. On the other hand, in [72] the stochastic geometry tools are

utilised to design a mathematical model of the coexistence of narrowband and ultrawideband

users in HetNets. Cross-tier single- and aggregate-interferer error probability expressions are

derived, indicating that classic spectral regulations based on individual transmit power budgets

may not be sufficient for the management of interference in future HetNets. However, many of
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the interdependencies between interfering users are not considered in the model, and hence the

dynamics of the network are not accurately captured.

On the other hand, recent research has shown the emergence of stochastic geometric applica-

tions for network management and optimisation. Stochastic geometric modelling is utilised

in [73] to optimise the number of transmitting elements in multicellular cooperative systems.

In collaboration with inter-cell interference nulling, cluster formations and sizes can be tuned

to provide capacity gains. In [74], sum rate maximisation through stochastic modelling is pro-

posed, where the optimum number of concurrently transmitting links that achieves the maxi-

mum sum throughput is derived. The authors further suggest the application of such techniques

to HetNets, although models for such networks may become highly complex and intractable. In

general, however, it is clear that stochastic geometry can play a key role in the characterisation

of the long-standing open problem of wireless system capacity [71], and further may provide

significant assistance in the management of future mobile telecommunications networks.

2.3.2 Interference Alignment (IA)

In its simplest form, IA can be considered as a pre-coding technique for the interference chan-

nel. It is a cooperative transmission strategy that encodes signals linearly over multiple dimen-

sions such as time and/or frequency resources, or antennas. The coding over multiple dimen-

sions designs transmissions to align the interfering signals observed at each receiver into a lower

dimensional subspace [75]. Through this procedure, interference alignment maximises the mul-

tiplexing gain (also known as degrees of freedom) over the K-user interference channel, i.e.,

the number of non-interfering symbols that can be transmitted simultaneously. Interestingly,

where orthogonal multiplexing techniques such as time division multiplexing (TDM) and FDM

divide the spectrum (and, consequently, the achievable capacity per user) into K parts, the im-

plementation of interference alignment allows for each of theK users to appropriate half of the

total spectrum, and hence the sum rate can be described by

CIA =
K

2
log2

(
1 + 2Ptη

−1
)
, (2.2)

where Ptη
−1 represents the average link SNR. This, incidentally, is also the sum capacity of

the symmetric interference channel: IA is capacity-optimal for this channel [76]. Furthermore,

it is clear from (2.2) that CIA scales linearly with the number of users K , whereas standard

multiplexing schemes generally create a hard limit on capacity based on their resource division.
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Figure 2.11: An illustration of the IA concept. The transmitted signals are pre-coded in such a

manner that the interference signals at each receiver align in a lower dimensional

space. This leaves a free dimension for the user to decode its desired signal

interference-free [77].

As an example of the IA concept, consider the four user scenario in Fig. 2.11, where the coding

of the real valued signals is performed over three dimensions and transmitted over real valued

channels. In this system, each receiver observes three interfering signals from the other users,

where each signal is represented by a vector in real three dimensional space. Without specific

structuring, the three interference signals would not favourably align, and hence may occupy

all three signal dimensions at the receiver [76, 78]. IA cooperatively pre-codes the user trans-

missions such that each set of three interfering signals becomes fully contained within a two

dimensional space. Thus, by projecting the desired received signal onto the subspace orthogo-

nal to the interference subspace, users can decode their messages free from interference.

While IA theoretically provides substantial benefits for wireless systems, it is based on some

impractical assumptions that make its implementation difficult. Some of these challenges are

discussed below [77]:
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• Dimensionality: As IA functions on coding over multiple dimensions (see Fig. 2.11 for a

three-dimensional example), it is clear that the more interferers that need to be mitigated,

i.e., the larger K , the more dimensions will be necessary to align the interfering signals.

It has been shown in [75] that alignment in the frequency domain incurs a growth in the

number of signaling dimensions that is faster than exponential with increasing K . This

clearly poses a significant restriction on the applicability of IA to modern networks.

• Channel Estimation: Since IA bases on pre-coding, channel state information (CSI)

estimation at the transmitter/receiver(s) is key to its performance. Hence, a sufficient

portion of resources must be allocated for pilot transmission, and in some cases CSI

feedback. This can cause substantial signalling burdens on the network, as an IA precoder

must be modified whenever the channel conditions change appreciably.

• Synchronisation: Linear precoding in IA necessitates tight synchronisation between co-

operating nodes, and hence can become susceptible to minor timing or carrier frequency

offsets. In the presence of insufficient synchronisation, additional interference is induced

in the system, rendering the IA solution ineffective.

• Network Management: In IA, cooperating nodes must not only synchronise, but also

share CSI, negotiate physical layer parameters and potentially self-organise into smaller

alignment clusters when full network alignment becomes too complex. Such coordina-

tion can prove difficult even in a centralised system, whereas distributed network proto-

cols must be modified to function within this more cooperative physical layer.

Therefore, it can be concluded that while IA has great potential for future wireless systems,

there are many impractical assumptions necessary for its functionality that need to be overcome.

2.3.3 Coordinated Multipoint Transmission (CoMP)

One of the most fervently discussed topics for cooperative multicellular communication in fu-

ture networks is that of CoMP [79], where neighbouring BSs transmit together to multiple users

in their cells. In CoMP, MSs in neighbouring cells are grouped based on the received pilot sig-

nal strength from the surrounding BSs, i.e., users are grouped if the strongest BSs they see are

identical. Once these groups are formed, each of the MSs in each group is served simultane-

ously by these BSs. (see Fig. 2.12). Consequently, the BSs jointly pre-code their transmissions
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User Group

Figure 2.12: A visualisation of CoMP, where the users within neighbouring cells, that experi-

ence identical sets of strongest BSs, can be served simultaneously and coopera-

tively by this set of BSs, eliminating interference from what would be the strongest

interfering cells [80].

to the user group such that the combined received signal from the set of BSs at each MS pro-

vides the user with its desired signal (i.e., that would have been transmitted from its serving

BS), without receiving any interference from the other cells in its set of strongest BSs. In [81],

the combination mechanisms of such pre-processing techniques are described and compared:

• Joint TDMA (J-TDMA) - Only one MS in the user group is served in each time slot.

Thus, transmission is automatically CCI-free, at the cost of reduced spectral efficiency.

• Joint zero-forcing (J-ZF) - The joint pre-coding matrixM=H
H
(
HH

H
)−1

is the pseudo-

inverse of the aggregate channel matrix H, whereH denotes the hermitian operator, such

that each user only receives a noisy version of its intended data. However, just as ZF re-

ceivers amplify noise, J-ZF pre-coding generally increases the average transmit power.

• Joint minimum mean-square error (J-MMSE) - This pre-processing achieves a com-

promise between CCI cancellation and transmitter power efficiency. Based on the MMSE

criterion, the pre-coding matrix is given by M=H
H
(
HH

H + ηI
)−1

.

Essentially, CoMP eliminates the interference from what would normally be the most strongly

interfering BSs, consequently enhancing SINR and thus throughput at each MS.

A common problem in the CoMP concept is that the gain strongly relies on ideal “user centric”

clustering and assignment, meaning all MSs should be served by their individual set of strongest

cells. In a large network with irregularly distributed MSs in the cells, the difficulty is to find
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sufficient users with these sets being identical, since due to shadowing the signal strength of

BSs might be widely distributed. Thus, the typical penetration rate of MSs that might be served

by such a single specific set of cells is often very small, causing many users to be denied service.

In [80] partial CoMP, where shifted coverage areas increase the probability of MSs sharing a set

of strongest cells, is suggested to alleviate this problem. While the performance gains of partial

CoMP can surpass those achievable via full CoMP, the additional signalling and complexity

must be compensated by limiting transmission of reference signals by the MSs. Nonetheless,

large SINR and throughput gains are achieved by both schemes.

While CoMP does not achieve the performance of system optimisation (i.e., albeit at sig-

nificantly reduced complexity), it is able to provide large gains over user-based cooperation

schemes. Unfortunately, a substantial increase in signalling over traditional inter-cell coopera-

tion techniques is necessary to facilitate CoMP. Nevertheless, this is true for most of the recent

multi-cell cooperation techniques, as the “simple” solutions are no longer sufficient to provide

the large throughput demands of today’s networks. Moreover, it is evident that user clustering

techniques will need to be optimised to enhance CoMP performance. In general, however, it is

clear that multicellular cooperation will be paramount to the performance and development of

future wireless communications networks.

2.3.4 Fuzzy Logic Control

Most recently, the utilisation of fuzzy logic for network optimisation and operation has attracted

considerable interest among researchers. In fuzzy logic, an input range is divided into multiple

“membership functions” which give a coarse evaluation of the variable rather than a continuous

measurement [82]. In addition, multiple inputs (i.e., specifically, their membership functions)

may be combined via simple AND and OR operations describing the relationship between

the variables in order to produce the needed output decision. Through this, combining multiple

(sometimes interdependent) input variables can be performed at significantly reduced complex-

ity, and furthermore the direct application of “human expertise” to machine decision-making

entities can be achieved. Whereas classical control methods necessitate analytical task models,

fuzzy controllers are usually designed by expressing the way that experts make decisions in the

rule base [83].

An example of a fuzzy logic controller is shown in Fig. 2.13, where the temperature and pres-

sure information from a steam turbine are combined to control its throttle setting. In the figure,
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Figure 2.13: Example of a fuzzy logic control system designed to regulate the driving of a steam

turbine. The temperature and pressure inputs are combined to determine turbine

throttle setting.

it is clear that rather than utilising continuous variable inputs, both the temperature and pressure

ranges are subdivided into multiple membership functions coarsely describing the state of the

variable. This allows rules combining the variables to be designed such as, e.g., “if tempera-

ture is HOT and pressure is HIGH then set throttle to N3,” reflecting the actions that would be

taken if a human was driving the turbine. By extension, a multitude of input variables can be

compounded to determine multiple outputs, and hence control much larger systems. A detailed

description of the fuzzy logic theory can be found in [82].

The application of fuzzy logic in collaboration with reinforcement learning techniques is com-

prehensively studied in [83], in order to tune the outputs of fuzzy inference systems. In general,

fuzzy learning techniques are split into two phases: the first phase to optimise the number of

membership functions and rules for each input, and second to tune the actual positions of the
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input and output fuzzy sets. On the other hand, the application to wireless network coordination

is investigated in [84–86], where fuzzy logic reduces the complexity of the learning algorithms

by providing coarse evaluations of the network state. On a cell-individual basis, by adapting

subband transmission powers [84], adjusting the antenna downtilt [85], or modifying the down-

link relative narrowband transmit power (RNTP) thresholds [86] the interference on specific

resources can be controlled or removed completely. However, QoS requirements of individual

users are neglected, a perspective that is addressed in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

Finally, the application of fuzzy logic in this thesis is seen as a step towards the utilisation of

machine learning to resolve the multidimensional optimisation problem that is a mobile wire-

less network. While some research in this direction has been performed for wireless sensor

networks [87–89], such approaches have been scarcely investigated for cellular communica-

tions [90]. However, the ability of fuzzy logic and machine learning techniques to amalgamate

a multitude of variables and parameters to perform multidimensional decision-making implies

great potential for their utilisation in future wireless networks.

2.4 Heterogeneous Networks

Future wireless communications systems are moving towards heterogeneous architectures, where

within a cell a user may connect to over four different types of APs (e.g., macro-, pico-, femto-

cells, relays and/or remote radio heads (RRHs)) [6]. Intuitively, this has many positive effects

for a MS, which can now choose among several connections to find the most suitable one. Fur-

thermore, users benefit from an even greater spatial reuse of resources, in effect the frequency

reuse factor can be said to much less than one. The types of nodes considered in HetNet deploy-

ment and their specification are shown in Table 2.1 [6, 91]. Although, it should be mentioned

that in this thesis, HetNets employing only pico- and femto-cells are considered.

Node/AP Transmit Power Coverage Backhaul

Macro-cell 46 dBm Few km S1 Interface

Pico-cell 30(37) dBm 300(500)m X2 Interface

Femto-cell < 23 dBm < 50m DSL/Broadband

Relay 30 dBm 300m Wireless

RRH 46 dBm Few km Fiber

Table 2.1: HetNet AP Specifications
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Through the various types, locations and dense deployment of APs, and the different transmis-

sion powers/ranges associated with them, numerous technical challenges are posed by femto/pico-

cell overlays [6, 18, 19], e.g., cell-organisation/optimisation, resource assignment to users, and

especially interference coordination between APs within the same and neighbouring cells. Fur-

thermore, it is clear standard frequency reuse and/or ICIC techniques only go so far in dealing

with these new challenges. These mainly fall into the following areas:

• Network self-organisation - Self-configuration, -healing, and -optimisation are required

of all cells. These tasks become increasingly difficult given the additional number of

network parameters that need to be considered.

• Backhauling - The connection of the different BSs to the core network (CN) necessitates

extra infrastructure. For femto-cells in particular, the long delay via wired backhauls

complicates macro-femto ICIC [19].

• Handover - The higher number of APs clearly increases the amount of handover deci-

sions in the network, imposing further additional signalling on the CN.

• Interference - Cross-tier interference created to/from the overlaid cells (e.g., pico-/femto-

cells) must be mitigated to maintain performance, especially if access to these cells is

restricted. High intra-tier interference due to dense deployment is also of concern.

Especially the handling of interference within and across tiers is paramount to the performance

of such future wireless networks. The main sources of interference in HetNets [6] can be

categorised and broken down as follows:

• Unplanned deployment

– Low-power nodes such as femto-cells are deployed by end-users at “random” loca-

tions, and can be active/inactive at any time, further randomising their interference.

– Due to backhauling difficulties (such as a non-operator DSL connection), interfer-

ence coordination with femto-cells may not be possible.

– Continuous sensing and monitoring is required by cells to dynamically/adaptively

mitigate interference from the other tiers.

– Intra-tier interference is of major concern mainly within densely deployed femto-

cells.
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• Closed-subscriber access

– Restricted access control of pico- and femto-cells may lead to strong interference

scenarios in both the downlink and uplink if users cannot handover.

– This will cause large interference at MSs that are near femto-, pico-cells but cannot

access them.

• Node transmission power differences

– The lower power of nodes such as pico- and femto-cells can cause association is-

sues, and also downlink/uplink interference problems, e.g., a mobile near a pico-

cell connected (in the downlink) to a high-power macro-BS may cause large uplink

interference at the pico-cell.

Macro-cell

(f)

MBS

PBS

FBS

MS

Carrier

Interference

Figure 2.14: Typical deployment in HetNet cell: cross-tier and intra-tier interference can

lead to undesired performance degradation, user outage, and cell association

issues [6].

A detailed illustration of the interference environment in a HetNet cell containing PBSs and

femto-cells is portrayed in Fig. 2.14. The interference scenarios depicted can be described as

follows:

(a) Uplink interference caused at a PBS by a nearby MMS transmitting to the MBS. The

range expansion is not large enough to connect the MS to the pico-cell.

(b) Downlink interference at a MMS, which is located close to a building containing FBS(s).

Due to closed subscriber access, the MMS cannot connect to the femto-cell.
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(c) AMMS with close proximity to a pico-cell receives downlink interference from the PBS.

(d) A MS connected to the pico-cell receives downlink interference from the neighbouring

PBS. This situation is rather unavoidable, as connecting to the other PBS would simply

swap the carrier and interference signals.

(e) A FMS being served in the uplink by a femto-cell located near the MBS can cause severe

interference to MMSs requesting co-channel uplink resources.

(f) Finally, co-located femto-cells may significantly interfere with each other in both the

downlink (shown here) and uplink. Even open access FBSs may not be able to alleviate

this scenario.

These are just a few of the many cross-tier ((a), (b), (c), and (e)) and intra-tier ((d) and (f))

interference scenarios that arise in such densely deployed HetNets. Thus, this calls for more

sophisticated and efficient ICIC techniques that should, ideally, limit the additional signalling

in an already highly burdened CN.

2.4.1 The Almost-Blank Subframe (ABS)

The state-of-the-art interference coordination for LTEHetNets is the ABS: a time-domain ICIC

technique where an aggressor BS creates “protected” subframes for a victim BS by reducing

its transmission activity on these [92]; the occurrences of the ABSs are known a priori at the

coordinating BSs. Thus, throughput improvements are induced via the provided interference

protection [93]. However, the omitted transmission frames may have adverse affects on the data

rates at the aggressor BS. Fig. 2.15 depicts a typical ABS slot [6].

In general, ABSs are utilised to prevent high interference to a nearby MS between different

tiers in the HetNet, e.g., a macro-user in the downlink situated in close proximity to a closed-

access femto-cell (scenario (b) in Fig. 2.14), or also for smaller cell MSs experiencing high

interference from a nearby MMS (scenario (a) in Fig. 2.14). However, intra-tier interference

may also be mitigated through ABS transmission.
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1 2 3 4 10

Control Subcarrier Reference Subcarrier Data Subcarrier Empty Subcarrier

LTE Tx Frame

Subframe ABS

Figure 2.15: ABS transmission for interference protection in HetNets. The position(s) of the

ABS slot(s) are communicated between BSs via the network backbone.

2.4.2 Femto-Cell Deployment

FBSs are defined in this context as low-cost, low-power, short range, plug-and-play BSs that

operate in the licensed spectrum and aim to extend and enhance macro-cell indoor coverage.

They utilise cable Internet or broadband DSL connections to backhaul to the CN of the opera-

tor [94], and exhibit a range typically in the tens of meters. Femto-cells were initially designed

to provide improved and personalised indoor coverage in residential settings. However, re-

cent research extends the applicability of these BSs to office, metropolitan and even campus

deployments [95].

It can be argued that the utilisation of femto-cells, and smaller cells in general, is paramount to

providing the near infinite bandwidth requirements for future wireless networks [96]. Further-

more, femto-cells are in a unique position to offer ubiquitous high-speed data access by pro-

viding a localisation of radio resources, where the shared use of bandwidth in macro-cellular

networks can be replaced with a more personal utilisation of frequencies. Moreover, this

personalisation of mobile access creates the potential for new consumer-based products that

can target the extensive tail distribution of consumer desires [97], thus enhancing consumer

reach and reducing complexity at the operator-side. Finally, femto-cells may be able to utilise

higher frequency bands (due to low coverage requirements) which are more suited for high

data rate services and can isolate the femto-cells from the main mobile network. Through this,

small/femto-cell deployment can be developed as a complementary driver to standard mobile

cellular networks [95].
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From the standpoint of network operators, femto-cell deployments offer a multitude of ben-

efits. Primarily, large portions of mobile traffic can be offloaded from the macro-network to

personal [98], home BSs as a significant amount of calls made within cellular networks origi-

nate from the home or workplace. Research in [99] indicates that operators’ network costs may

be reduced by up to 70% by shifting traffic to FBSs. This is especially the case when high

rate services such as Internet or multimedia applications are concerned. Finally, the fact that

femto-cells operate with unmodified mobile devices is an important advantage over competing

technologies such as Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA), which requires terminals to cooperate

with a variety of multiple access techniques [95, 100]. These multimode devices can become

very expensive and present higher rates of battery drain due to increased complexity.

In summary, the key advantages of femto-cell deployment for future networks are as follows [4]:

• Enhanced capacity and coverage: Through femto-cell deployment, the spatial reuse

of resources is greatly enhanced. Furthermore, due to their short link-distances, femto-

cells can provide high SINRs at greatly diminished transmit powers [101], prolonging

handset battery life. The lower transmit powers generate significantly less interference

to neighbouring wireless users, and femto-cells themselves are protected by wall pen-

etration losses and outdoor propagation. Finally, as each FBS generally only serves a

handful of users, significantly larger portions of both transmit power and bandwidth can

be allocated to FMSs in comparison to MSs in the macro-layer.

• Benefits to the macro-cell: Due to the origination of a significant portion of traffic in-

doors, this can now be served by femto-cells, substantially reducing the burden on the

macro-cell, which would anyhow suffer from penetration losses to indoor users. This

allows the macro-cell to rededicate the additional resources towards providing better per-

formance for mobile MMSs, especially at the cell-edge [102].

• Operator cost reduction: Finally, the deployment of femto-cells will reduce the opera-

tional expenditure (OPEX) and capital expenditure (CAPEX) of network operators [94],

as in general FBSs are installed at the customer-side. Therefore, not only will operators

be alleviated of the burden of installing additional BSs for enhanced wireless coverage,

but also the operational costs including additional electricity, maintenance and service. A

recent study [103] concludes that the OPEX per macrocell (typically $60, 000 per year)

is reduced to just $200 per year per femto-cell, a more than significant saving.
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2.5 Motivation

The evolution of mobile telecommunications services from 3G technologies (e.g., UMTS,

wCDMA, cdma2000) to LTE and beyond (i.e., 4G) marks the next significant progression of

ICT. The higher rates and enhanced coverage envisioned in LTE and LTE-A are facilitated

through further cell size reduction, full frequency reuse, and intelligent interference manage-

ment and power control techniques [9]. Furthermore, the goals for increased spectral efficiency

are compounded with a vision for more energy efficient networks. In this thesis, three areas of

research for these future (it should be mentioned that LTE networks have already been rolled

out in Europe and Asia, along with the U.S.A. [2]) networks are identified, and more specifi-

cally, three network scenarios. The consideration, and mainly, development of ICIC for these

three scenarios is described below.

The dense, urban macro-cellular deployment projected in LTE networks, coupled with the

intent of full frequency reuse, induces high CCI and energy consumption in localised areas.

This can be extremely detrimental for mobile service, especially in the uplink. The development

of traditional power control techniques [68, 104] only goes so far in dealing with such high

interference scenarios. While TPC has evolved from the conventional SNR-driven techniques

to additionally considering interference to other cells, it has been shown that in many cases such

techniques can simply converge to full power transmission [15], and break down. Therefore,

interference protection in the uplink for mainly cell-edge MSs, but theoretically for all users in

each cell, is investigated in Chapter 4. On the other hand, generic power control for CDMA

systems (which can easily be extended to OFDMA due to orthogonality of subcarriers), where

interfering users’ SINR targets are met with minimum power [15], is suggested, however also

breaks down in high interference environments. In [105], various techniques to enhance the

functionality of this power control are proposed, although mainly base on optimisation in ad hoc

networks, reducing their relevance for LTE cellular communication. However, it is clear target

fulfilment combined with minimum power is highly desirable for future networks, and thus

Chapter 5 addresses the adaptation of POPC [15] to the aforementioned scenario, presenting a

centralised technique applicable for both the uplink and downlink.

The second scenario of interest is depicted in Fig. 2.14, point (f), the matter of interference coor-

dination for dense, random femto-cellular deployments. While abundant research on femto-

to-macro interference has been carried out [106, 107], few techniques have been considered to

manage the intra-tier interference between several densely deployed FBSs. Furthermore, due
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to full frequency utilisation, high interference is present in such scenarios, and hence efficient

power control is necessary to combat these undesirable effects. In the second part of Chapter 5,

the macro-cell technique presented earlier in the chapter is modified and, hence, extended to

the femto-cell scenario for power and interference management in such dense deployments.

Another potential challenge in femto-cell networks originates from the backhaul connection

through a subscriber’s DSL connection. Due to inter-operator communication or high traffic

loads, such a backhaul connection can become highly latent and unreliable [6], which may

complicate both cross- and intra-tier interference coordination. For this reason (and the general

complexity of HetNets), the final chapter of this thesis investigates distributed and autonomous

resource and power allocation for femto-cellular networks. While research in this field has be-

gun to grow in recent times [108, 109], most of these methods still rely on inter-BS signalling,

an assumption that is removed in Chapter 6.

Finally, the evolution towards the HetNet scenario is examined in the second part of Chapter 6,

which can be viewed essentially as an amalgamation of the two previously considered scenar-

ios. The compressed deployment of BSs, consequent aggregated spatial reuse of resources, and

the resulting complication of the interference environment greatly enhance the difficulty for ef-

ficient performance of ICIC techniques [6, 18, 19]. Furthermore, it is clear from Section 2.4 that

decentralisation will be key in maintaining the effectiveness of such networks [110]. Thus, the

final part of Chapter 6 culminates in the extension of the distributed and autonomous resource

management methodology, introduced earlier in the chapter, to application in HetNets. Through

the analysis and investigation of the three aforementioned scenarios, this thesis provides signif-

icant bases for ICIC utilisation and further development in 4G mobile communication networks

and beyond.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, the history of mobile communications was reviewed and the evolution of mobile

networks from 1G to LTE and beyond was presented. Following this, a detailed overview of

the key concepts upon which this thesis bases is given. The relevant multiple access techniques

are discussed, the evolution of frequency reuse is presented, along with a description of power

control methodology. In addition, a brief overview of more recent research topics is presented.

Moreover, the deployment and challenges of HetNets and femto-cells were highlighted. Finally,

the motivation for the following chapters in this thesis is portrayed.
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Chapter 3

Investigated System and Simulation

Environment

3.1 Overview

This chapter provides an in-depth description of the system environment and performance met-

rics utilised throughout this thesis. Furthermore, the simulation(s) and benchmarks utilised for

performance evaluation in each of the technical chapters in this thesis are described.

The work in this thesis concentrates on LTE and LTE-A networks. Therefore, an OFDMA

network is considered, where the system bandwidth Bsys is divided intoM RBs. A RB defines

one basic time-frequency unit of bandwidth BRB=Bsys/M . Each BS-type (i.e., MBS, PBS,

FBS) transmits at a fixed maximum downlink power Pmax,b̂, where b̂ ∈ {MBS, PBS, FBS}.
Further, each MS-type (i.e., MMS or FMS) is allocated a maximum uplink power Pmax,m̂,

where m̂ ∈ {MMS, FMS}. Perfect time and frequency synchronisation is assumed.

3.2 System and Channel Model

Universal (i.e., full) frequency reuse and FDD is considered, such that each cell utilises the

entire system bandwidth Bsys. The set of RBsM, where |M|=M , is distributed by each BS

to its associated MSs. Throughout this work, u defines an MS, and vu the BS with which this

MS is associated. The received signal observed by MSu from BSvu on RBm is given by

Y m
u = Pm

u Gm
u,vu

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sm
u

+Im
u + η , (3.1)

where Gm
u,vu

signifies the channel gain (including fading and shadowing effects) between the

MSu and its serving BSvu , observed on RBm. Furthermore, Pm
u denotes the transmit power

allocated to MSu on RBm, Sm
u the desired received power, η=η0BRB the thermal noise, η0 is

the noise spectral density, and Im
u is the co-channel interference received on RBm from MSs in
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neighbouring cells, defined by

Im
u =

∑

i∈Im

Pm
i Gm

u,vi
, (3.2)

where Im represents the set of co-channel interferers (i.e., set of MSs in neighbouring cells that

are also assigned RBm). Hence, the SINR observed at the MSu on RBm is calculated by

γm
u =

Sm
u

Im
u + η

=
Pm

u G
m
u,vu

∑

i∈I
Pm

i G
m
u,vi

+ η
. (3.3)

It should be mentioned that (3.1)-(3.3) are given for the downlink, however are equivalent in

the uplink when Gm
vu,i is utilised. Following this, the user throughput Cu is calculated as the

data transmitted on the RBs assigned to MSu

Cu =

nRB
u∑

m

kscsscεs(γ
m
u ) , (3.4)

where nRB
u is the total number of RBs allocated to MSu, ksc the number of subcarriers per RB,

ssc the symbol rate per subcarrier, and εs(γ) the symbol efficiency (i.e., modulation and coding

order), dependent on the achieved SINR γ, given in Table 3.11. Finally, the system throughput

is the sum rate of all MSs in the network

Csys =
∑

u

Cu . (3.5)

The energy efficiency βu measures the data rate per unit of transmit power (or, alternatively, the

data sent per unit of energy) of MSu. This is defined as follows:

βu =
Cu

Pu
=

∑nRB
u

m kscsscεs(γ
m
u )

∑nRB
u

m Pm
u

[
bits/s

W

]

≡
[
bits

J

]

, (3.6)

where Pu is the transmit power, and Cu the achievable capacity from (3.4).

Lastly, Jain’s Fairness Index [112] is used to calculate the throughput fairness of the system in

each time slot

Π(C) =
[
∑

uCu]2

|C|∑uC
2
u

, (3.7)

1In Table 3.1, the modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) are taken from LTE [9], and the SINR ranges

from [111]. In general, these values are operator specific, and hence are not standardised.
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where C denotes the throughputs of all MSs in the system, and |·| is the cardinality operation.

While other fairness measures exist such as statistical variance, the coefficient of variance,

max-min fairness [113], or normalised distance from the optimum; in this thesis Jain’s index

is utilised due to its independence of scale and vector size, range between zero and one, and

intuitive relation to user perception [114].

As an example, consider a multi-link system, where each user exhibits different channel con-

ditions. It would be capacity-optimal to give the entire bandwidth to the MS closest to the BS,

however this would be highly unfair and result in a very low Π → 0. On the other hand, allo-

cating bandwidth and power by the inverse of the path gains would allow the users to achieve

similar performance, and result in Π→ 1.

CQI min. Code Efficiency

index SINR [dB] Modulation rate εs [bits/sym]

0 - None - 0

1 -6 QPSK 0.076 0.1523

2 -5 QPSK 0.12 0.2344

3 -3 QPSK 0.19 0.3770

4 -1 QPSK 0.3 0.6016

5 1 QPSK 0.44 0.8770

6 3 QPSK 0.59 1.1758

7 5 16QAM 0.37 1.4766

8 8 16QAM 0.48 1.9141

9 9 16QAM 0.6 2.4063

10 11 64QAM 0.45 2.7305

11 12 64QAM 0.55 3.3223

12 14 64QAM 0.65 3.9023

13 16 64QAM 0.75 4.5234

14 18 64QAM 0.85 5.1152

15 20 64QAM 0.93 5.5547

Table 3.1: Adaptive Modulation and Coding Table

Channel Model In general, the channel gain, Gm
k,l, between a transmitter l and receiver k,

observed on RBm is determined by the path loss, log-normal shadowing, and channel variations

caused by frequency-selective fading:

Gm
k,l =

∣
∣Hm

k,l

∣
∣2 10

−Ls+Xσ
10 , (3.8)
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where Hm
k,l describes the channel transfer function between transmitter l and receiver k on

RBm, Ls=Ld(d)+Lθ(θ) is the path loss (in dB), Ld(d) is the distance dependent path loss,

Lθ(θ) is attenuation due to angular separation, and Xσ is the log-normal shadowing value

(in dB) with standard deviation σ, as described in [115]. The channel response exhibits time

and frequency dispersions, however channel fluctuations within a RB are not considered as

the RB dimensions are significantly smaller than the coherence time and bandwidth of the

channel [116]. Furthermore, the path loss Ld(d) is identical on all RBs assigned to the MS.

Finally, the delay profiles used to generate the frequency-selective fading channel transfer factor

Hm
k,l are taken from suitable propagation scenarios in [115], [117].

The path loss model used to calculate Ld(d) is for indoor and outdoor links [118] and calculates

the path loss as

Ld(d) = α+ β log10(d) [dB] , (3.9)

where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver, and α, β are the channel parameters.

Furthermore, the signal attenuation from a macro-BS due to horizontal angular separation from

the central lobe, Lθ(θ), is given by

Lθ(θ) = min

(

12

(
θ

θ3dB

)2

, Am

)

[dB] , (3.10)

where θ is the angle the MS-BS link deviates from the central lobe, θ3dB is the angle at which

the gain is half that of at the centre of the lobe, and Am=20 dB is the maximum possible

attenuation [118].

Finally, log-normal shadowing is added to all links through correlated shadowing maps. These

are generated such that the correlation in shadowing values of two points is distance-dependent.

3.3 Simulation

Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide performance statistics of the proposed ICIC tech-

niques. The simulator is built following LTE specifications. It should be mentioned that while

the general simulation composition is described here, each chapter will provide a brief summary

of its specific environment, and all relevent simulation parameters employed.

For each simulation, 2000 scenarios are generated to remove the random effects from MS/BS
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placement, lognormal shadowing and frequency selective fading. These results are then com-

bined to acquire statistically relevant performance measurements of the system.

3.3.1 Network Construction and User Distribution

Three scenarios are investigated in the course of this project, and ICIC techniques are de-

veloped and evolved for each. Initially, a dense, small cell, and therefore high-interference

macro-cellular environment is examined, followed by a transition to femto-cellular deploy-

ment. Finally, a HetNet served by macro-, pico- and femto-cells is considered. These scenar-

ios are selected based on the forecast for future wireless networks, where smaller cell sizes

and femto-cell deployment are envisioned to improve network throughput and energy effi-

ciency [101, 119], and finally evolving to heterogeneous architectures with multiple types of

APs available to users [6]. The constructions of these three scenarios are discussed in detail

below.

3.3.1.1 Macro-cellular Network

The simulation area is comprised of a single-tier, tessellated hexagonal cell distribution. Each

cell is served by a sector of a MBS, where a MBS has three 120◦ sectors. Each MBS is placed

at the junction of the three hexagonal cells it serves. The size of the macro-cells is parametrised

by the inter-cell distance (ICD), which is equivalent to 1/
√

3 of the inter-site distance (ISD).

To eliminate border effects with regards to interference, an additional two tiers are simulated.

However, statistics are only taken from the first tier (and centre cell). Users are distributed

uniformly over the simulation area such that each cell hosts, on average, N̄ MMSs. Further,

MBS-MMS allocation is done based on path loss, such that each MMS is assigned to the MBS

with the most favourable channel conditions.

3.3.1.2 Femto-cellular Network

A 5×5 apartment grid is considered for the femto-cell scenario, where the probability pact

describes the likelihood of an active FBS in a given apartment. It is assumed that multiple FMSs

may be present in an apartment. As it is unlikely all cells will have the same number of FMSs,

the user generation is implemented via probability table, where depending on the maximum

number of users µ̃(u) allowed per cell, the number of FMSs nc(u)∈{1, . . . , µ̃(u)} present in
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cell c is randomly chosen. Table 3.2 gives two examples of probability tables2, where a) equal

probabilities are given to all n(u), or b) the probability reduces with each additional MS. An

µ̃(u) 1 2 3 4

pn(u)=1 1 1/2 1/3 1/4

pn(u)=2 0 1/2 1/3 1/4

pn(u)=3 0 0 1/3 1/4

pn(u)=4 0 0 0 1/4

or

µ̃(u) 1 2 3 4

pn(u)=1 1 2/3 4/7 8/15

pn(u)=2 0 1/3 2/7 4/15

pn(u)=3 0 0 1/7 2/15

pn(u)=4 0 0 0 1/15

Table 3.2: Probability tables for the number of users allocated in a single femto-cell.

example of such a scenario is shown in Fig. 3.1. In each active femto-cell, both the FMSs and
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Figure 3.1: Apartment block scenario with pact = 0.5, where each apartment is Ra×Ra with

Ra=10m, with µ̃(u)=3 and equal user number probabilities.

FBS are uniformly distributed in the apartment. Due to the private deployment of femto-cells a

closed-access system is assumed, so each FMS is assigned to the FBS in its apartment, even if

a foreign cell exhibits superior link conditions.

2In general, a femto-cell is assumed to contain only a single user for the majority of time, however it is considered

that femto-cells can host up to four FMSs [4]. Therefore, the probability tables may actually be determined through

statistical analysis of femto-cell usage. In this thesis, equal probabilities are utilised to increase the number of MSs

in the scenario, and consequently complicate scheduling procedures.
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3.3.1.3 Heterogeneous Network

The HetNet deployment consists of a macro-cellular basis, pico-cells to enhance outdoor/macro-

user coverage, and femto-cells to serve traffic from indoor MSs. The macro-cellular layout is

described in Section 3.3.1.1.

Pico-cells In each macro-cell, Np pico-BSs are placed at a distance d̂ from the centre of the

cell, and at a uniformly distributed angle
∣
∣
∣φ̂
∣
∣
∣≤2π

3 from the central lobe of the serving macro-

sector. The constraint is placed on φ̂ such that a PBS is not placed near the MBS, which would

clearly be unrealistic. The PBSs are assumed to utilise omnidirectional antennas, and hence do

not suffer from angular signal attenuation (i.e., Lθ(θ)=0 dB). Finally, since BS-MS allocation

is done based on path loss, MMSs can now be served by either a MBS or PBS dependent on

the received reference signals.
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Figure 3.2: Example of a HetNet construction for an ICD of 500m, where each macro-cell

contains N̄=20 MSs, Np=1 PBS to enhance the available resources, and Napp=1
apartment block with pact=0.25 served by FBSs.

Femto-cells Finally, in each macro-cellNapp 5×5 apartment blocks are uniformly distributed,

the construction of which is described in Section 3.3.1.2. Furthermore, in the HetNet a single
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FMS in each active femto-cell (i.e., µ̃(u)=1) is assumed.

An example construction of a HetNet scenario is portrayed in Fig. 3.2.

3.3.2 Time Evolution

Each run of the Monte Carlo simulation is iterated over z subframes, or time slots, such that

long-term statistics can be gathered. Due to the random user distribution, plentiful runs with

different network generations are considered in order to obtain statistically accurate results. At

the start of each subframe, the scheduling and allocation of RBs is reperformed. The MSs are

assumed to be quasi-static for the duration of a run.

The simulation is performed for a full-buffer model, which represents the worst-case scenario

where all users in the network are active, and request the same data rate in each subframe.

Furthermore, the users are assumed to be static for the duration of a subframe, such that effects

due to Doppler spread can be neglected. Perfect synchronisation in time and frequency is

assumed, such that intra-cell interference is avoided.

3.3.3 Benchmarks

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ICIC techniques, two well-known benchmark

systems have been implemented for comparison purposes. These are

BM 1: Maximum Power Transmission: In the first benchmark, no power allocation is per-

formed, and all MSs transmit at the maximum power on each RB. This is the standard

downlink power allocation of today’s networks.

BM 2: LTE Power Control: In the second benchmark, the transmit power is set utilising LTE

FPC, which is given in (2.1). This power allocation is generally utilised in the uplink

of cellular systems.

Furthermore, an additional benchmark is included specifically for application in the HetNet

scenario

BM 3: Random ABS Transmission: In the third benchmark, again all links transmit at full

power, however, in each subframe a user transmits an ABS ([92], see Fig. 2.15) with
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probability pABS.

These benchmarks have been selected based on the power allocation procedures implemented

in current wireless systems. Therefore, these represent practical, real-life system performance.

Of course, the scheduling of resources is performed independent of these benchmarks, and the

implemented schedulers are described in the Results section of each chapter.

3.4 Summary

This chapter provides a comprehensive description of the system and channel models utilised

throughout this thesis. Furthermore, the simulation environment, along with the investigated

scenarios and comparative benchmarks, is thoroughly introduced.
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Chapter 4

Uplink Interference Management

4.1 Introduction

For future wireless networks, the demand for higher data rates coupled with full frequency

reuse results in interference-limited systems, which cannot achieve full capacity without the

implementation of one or more viable interference mitigation/cancellation/coordination tech-

niques [45]. Furthermore, through the implementation of OFDMA in the downlink and sin-

gle carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) in the uplink as multiple access

schemes, future systems will provide orthogonality between RBs in both directions, and hence

also between all users within a cell [120]. Thus, system performance is mainly limited by

CCI originating from users in neighbouring cells, which can be detrimental to the SINR and

throughput performance of MSs using the same RBs [121]. A typical solution is to force in-

terferers to leave those RBs idle. However, this severely harms the trunking efficiency of the

network [122]. Hence, suppressing transmission is clearly suboptimal, and thus power control

and ICIC are necessary to achieve desired sum and individual throughputs.

In [123], an optimisation-based heuristic inter-cell coordination scheme is proposed to regulate

the uplink transmission in neighbouring cells such that inter-cell interference is mitigated. As

the scheme operates iteratively on a two-cell basis, however, it is clearly unsuitable for multi-

cellular resource allocation. In [124], a softer frequency reuse scheme is introduced, where

cell-edge power masks are used to mitigate inter-cell interference. These fixed masks cannot,

however, adapt to the service-dependent requirements of the neighbouring cells, potentially

wasting bandwidth. Research in [125] presents a distributed uplink power allocation technique

based on a maximum sum rate optimisation, yielding superior results in terms of average system

throughput, however ignoring the tradeoff between cell-edge performance and overall spectral

efficiency. Furthermore, in [126], an energy-aware cross-layer radio management framework

is proposed, that partitions the global optimisation problem into subproblems, which can be

solved locally. While achieving substantial gains, the focus of the work is on multimode com-

munication (i.e., cellular, WLANs, WMANs, etc.), and so an optimisation for pure cellular
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communication is not offered. In general, it is evident that the challenge of resource and power

allocation has been thoroughly investigated as an optimisation problem, however in most cases

these problems are non-convex, very hard to solve, and hence suboptimal heuristics are devel-

oped. In this chapter, a resource and power allocation technique based on local interference

requirements will be developed to manage this challenge.

Finally, much of the previous work on energy efficient systems concentrates on network op-

timisation and scheduling policies. Macro-cell size reduction for better energy efficiency is

investigated in [127], with positive results. Of course, reducing the cell-sizes means increasing

the number of BSs in an area, which is generally rejected due to the enhanced infrastructure

expenses. In [128], game-theoretic approaches are utilised to minimise the cost per reliable bit

sent in energy constrained networks. However, it is seen that there is a clear tradeoff between

energy and spectral efficiency, and hence the energy-efficient resource allocations tend to be

spectrally inefficient. This is further highlighted in [129], where an analytical model deter-

mines the optimal energy-spectral efficiency tradeoff for the downlink in OFDMA networks.

4.2 System Model

The uplink of an OFDMA network is considered, where the system and channel models are

described in detail in Section 3.2. Furthermore, the scenario investigated here is a dense, small

cell, and therefore high-interference macro-cellular environment. The construction of this

scenario is described in Section 3.3.1.1.

4.3 Uplink Interference Protection (ULIP)

Traditional uplink power control methods use the estimated path gain on the intended link to

perform MS transmit power adaptation [68, 130]. A better option is to utilise the interfering

link, i.e., to a neighbouring BS, to reduce the transmit power on the affected RBs, such that

interference caused to neighbouring BSs is lessened. This way, vulnerable MSs in the cell of

interest have a chance of maintaining sufficient SINR, while the offending links remain active.
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4.3.1 Uplink Interference Scenario

Fig. 4.1 portrays the interference scenario of two MSs in the uplink. Here, the vulnerable MSv

Interference

Figure 4.1: Uplink interference scenario.

served by BSvv and the interfering MSi served by BSvi
are transmitting on the same RB(s).

Due to the uplink interference at BSvv caused by MSi, the SINR of MSv may fall below its

SINR target, γ∗v . To prevent such a situation, an interference protection technique is devised

that reduces the transmit power Pi such that MSv achieves a satisfactory SINR, γv≥γ∗v .

4.3.2 Interference Aware Power Reduction

The goal is to find an effective method to scale the transmit power on the interfering RBs.

Here, the downlink reference signal of the neighbouring cells aid the MS in estimating the

interference it causes to the neighbouring cells, assuming channel reciprocity. The channel can

be considered reciprocal in terms of path loss and shadowing, however fast fading reciprocity

is not assumed as this is not always the case, especially in FDD systems. For LTE, the RSRP

in particular is utilised. The RSRP provides a cell-specific signal strength metric. It is used

mainly to rank different cells according to signal strength and to perform handover and cell

reselection decisions [9]. The reference signals facilitate the adaptation of the interfering RB

transmit power, which is performed as follows:

1. Assume MSv has been allocated the vulnerable RBm. Let γ∗v be the known, service-
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dependent target SINR of MSv, calculated as

γ∗v =
Pm

v Gm
vv ,v

Im,tol
v + η

, (4.1)

where Im,tol
v is the tolerable interference such that γ∗v can be met on RBm.

2. Considering RSRPs of the neighbouring cells; as any reference signal is transmitted at

a fixed power, an interfering MSi can calculate the path gain on RBm, Gm
i,vv

, from the

affected BSvv , and assuming channel reciprocity, estimate the interference it is causing to

the BS. It then uses the Im,tol
v from the vulnerable MS to calculate the maximum power,

P̃m
max, i, for MSi on RBm

P̃m
max, i =

Im,tol
v

Gm
i,vv

. (4.2)

It is clear that P̃m
max, i is directly proportional to the tolerable interference, I

m,tol
v , at MSv.

Given the power adaptation scheme and assuming channel reciprocity, MSv should achieve the

required SINR target on RBm. However, in a FDD system where fast fading is not reciprocal,

an interference margin must be applied. Lastly, since Im,tol
v is not directly available at MSi,

this needs to be signalled from BSvv to MSi via existing backhaul infrastructures.

4.3.3 Priority Bands

In [51], SFR, where RBs are arranged into priority bands, is envisioned for LTE systems to

facilitate interference protection. In this work, the available spectrum is split into different

priority classes1. RBs assigned high-priority status are allocated to those MSs that require

interference protection, and hence do not need to scale their transmit power. Looking from the

other perspective, strongly interfering MSs are allocated RBs with a low-priority status, such

that the transmit powers on these RBs may be reduced to provide interference protection. A

priority class reuse scheme is established which, due to the power reduction, is an adaptive

form of softer frequency reuse [124].

Three bands of communication, termed high-priority, mid-priority, and low-priority, are de-

fined. These bands are allocated orthogonally, such that if a RB is assigned high-priority status

1These denote the priority status of the RBs within each class, and have no relation to user traffic priorities,

which are not considered here.
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in one cell, the same RB is assigned mid-priority and low-priority status in the neighbouring

cells. In this sense, a priority class reuse factor of three results, which is shown in Fig. 4.3.

When excessive interference is experienced, the owners of mid- and low-priority RBs in the

Figure 4.2: Allocation of priority bands in neighbouring cells v, i, and k. The allocation of

high-, mid- and low-priority RBs are complementary in the cells.

neighbouring cells must reduce their transmit power. This boosts the SINR on both the high-

and mid-priority RBs. The power reduction procedure for ULIP is performed as follows:

1. The Im,tol
v for the high-priority RBs are calculated from (4.1), and distributed to the

neighbouring cells.

2. The transmit powers on mid-priority RBs are adjusted according to (4.2) based on the

min
v∈Im

{

Im,tol
v

}

received from high-priority RBs in neighbouring cells.

3. The Im,tol
v for the mid-priority RBs (after power scaling has been performed) are calcu-

lated from (4.1) and distributed.

4. The transmit powers on low-priority RBs are adjusted based on min
v∈Im

{

Im,tol
v

}

received

from both neighbouring high- and mid-priority RBs.

It is clear that Im,tol
v can be re-calculated in every time slot. However, to reduce the signalling

burden on the network, these updates are only distributed when a sufficient difference, δ̂, to the

last sent Im,tol
v has been observed.

Furthermore, all high-priority RBs receive interference protection, and consequently gains in

achievable throughput. This is facilitated by the MSs assigned low- and mid-priority RBs,

which have reduced their transmit power. MSs allocated mid-priority RBs may also receive a

throughput boost, as the MSs assigned low-priority RBs also take the mid-priority Im,tol
v into

account. MSs allocated low-priority RBs, however, exclusively sacrifice transmit power and,

consequently, throughput. The allocation of users to these priority bands (i.e., the assignment

of x-priority RBs to MSs) is discussed in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.3: Allocation of priority bands in a cellular network. The allocation of high-, mid-

and low-priority RBs are complementary in the cells. A priority-class reuse scheme

arises. The colour bar indicates which part of the spectrum is given high-priority

in which cells.

4.3.4 Practical Implementation in LTE Systems: An Example

In order to implement the ULIP procedure, the interfering (i.e., low-priority) MS needs to be

informed of the Im,tol
v of its high-priority counterpart (in the neighbouring cell), to be able to

then adjust its transmit power according to (4.2). This involves integrating the proposed ULIP

technique within the network architecture. In abstract, the following procedure can be used to

incorporate ULIP in the LTE network architecture2 :

1. The vulnerable BSvv calculates the Im,tol
v for all (allocated) high-priority RBs in the cell

using the received uplink desired signal strength Sm
v .

2. The Im,tol
v are sent to all neighbouring BSs over the X2 or (if no X2 connection is avail-

able) S1 interfaces (see Fig. 4.4 for LTE architecture).

3. The neighbouring BS identifies and stores the minimum Im,tol
v received on each particu-

lar RBm, including the cell-ID from which it came.

2In the interest of brevity, and without loss of generality, only the operation between high- and low-priority RBs

is considered here. An equivalent procedure for the coordination of mid-priority RBs can be implemented.
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4. The neighbouring BS prepares a Data Radio Bearer (DRB) containing the min
vv

{

Im,tol
v

}

found and the cell-ID vv for each of the low-priority RBs.

5. The DRBs are sent with the Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol via the Physical

Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) to each of the MSs allocated the low-priority RBs

(see Fig. 4.5 for protocol).

6. MSi (allocated low-priority RB) estimatesGm
i,vv

from BS vv withmin
vv

{

Im,tol
v

}

indicated

in DRB, using RSRP measurements.

7. MSi calculates P̃
m
max, i according to (4.2) on RBm, and adjusts the transmit power to

provide interference protection in neighbouring cells.

The BS needs to inform the interfering MSi of the interference margin Im,tol
v of MSv on high-

priority RBm as calculated from (4.1). Thus, the transport of this information from BSs to the

corresponding MSs must be defined using the LTE network architecture depicted in Fig. 4.4.

The S1 interface connects the Serving Gateway (S-GW)/Mobility Management Entity (MME)

Figure 4.4: Overall LTE architecture showing interconnection of BSs through S1 and X2 inter-

faces.

with groups of neighbouring BSs. The MME processes the signalling between an MS and the

CN. Neighbouring BSs (i.e., within the groups connected by the S1 interface) are intercon-

nected via the X2 interface, which carries control information regarding handover and interfer-

ence coordination. The X2 interface is therefore highly suitable for ULIP related signalling.
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In LTE, the RRC protocol is used to transfer common (i.e., applicable to all MSs) and dedi-

cated (i.e., applicable to only a specific MS) non-access stratum (NAS) information [9]. The

RRC protocol covers a number of functional areas, including the broadcasting of system in-

formation, RRC connection control, network controlled mobility procedures, and measurement

configuration and reporting. The RRC connection control handles all procedures related to the

establishment, modification and termination of an RRC connection, including, among others,

the formation of DRBs, radio bearers carrying user data [9]. In Fig. 4.5, the construction, trans-

Dedicated control and information
transfer

DRB1

DTCH1

Ciphering and

ROHC

ARQ

Multiplexing and HARQ control

DL-SCH

Physical Layer Functions

PDSCH

... ...

...

......

... ...

Figure 4.5: Generation and transport of DRBs over the PDSCH in RRC protocol.

lation, and transmission of such a DRB is shown. Here, the DRB is multiplexed with other

Signalling Radio Bearers (SRBs) and DRBs to then be transmitted to MSi. Furthermore, the

Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH) and, consequently, the PDSCH are used for transmis-

sion of min
vv

{

Im,tol
v

}

and the cell-ID, meaning that no extra signalling on the control channels

is required. Of course, the transmission of these DRBs in every subframe would be highly

signalling-intensive, and hence is to be avoided. While the serving BS will continuously update

the Im,tol
v for all high-priority RBs, it only transmits these updates to the neighbouring BSs

when a significant change, δ̂, in Im,tol
v in comparison to the last transmission (e.g., due to high

mobility, call dropping, etc.) is achieved. This reduces the information transfer from the BSs

to the MSs, and consequently lessens calculational intensity at the MSs.

Finally, knowledge of the cell-ID allows MSi to read the cell-specific reference signals of the

neighbouring BS providing min
vv

{

Im,tol
v

}

, which is necessary to carry out the RSRP measure-

ments and estimate the channel gain between the MS and the vulnerable BS, Gm
i,vv

. This, of

course, is needed by the MSi to perform its power adaptation according to (4.2). The RSRP for
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a specific cell is defined as the linear average over the power contributions of the resource ele-

ments, within the considered measurement frequency bandwidth, which carry the cell-specific

reference signals [131]. Using these measurements, the power reduction procedure can take

place.

4.4 Performance Analysis

Given the detailed description of the ULIP technique, the expected performance of a system

employing this mechanism can be explored. There are multiple analysis techniques that deal

with such problems, more specifically with system capacity analysis. In [15, 132, 133], a re-

verse link capacity analysis assuming non-cooperative BSs (similar to the design of practical

cellular systems) is unfortunately shown to be a long-standing open problem in information

theory, but has been solved when treating the interference as Gaussian noise [134]. Clearly,

since in ULIP the interference incident on each RB is dependent on the interference tolerances

of other-cell high-priority MSs allocated that RB, the interference is most certainly not Gaus-

sian. Hence, such an analysis is infeasible for a system employing ULIP. In [15, 135], the area

spectral efficiency is introduced as a capacity measure that utilises stochastic geometry (statis-

tical analysis of the positions and gains of MSs in the system) to estimate the expected capacity

of a cellular network. Because in ULIP the users in a cell are split into three interdependent

groups, such an analysis would be difficult as it is not always clear (by position) which MSs

are assigned high-, mid-, or low-priority. Furthermore, in [135] the interference is estimated

stochastically, and since in ULIP the interference is dependent on individual MS requirements,

this analysis would be misguided.

On the other hand, optimisation techniques [13, 136] can be utilised to provide global solutions

that optimise an overall performance goal (e.g., energy/spectral efficiency). Furthermore, these

offer an overall characterisation of the wireless system. In ULIP, however, the aim is not

to maximise/minimise any objective, but rather to provide individual MSs with the necessary

interference mitigation such that these can achieve their SINR/rate requirements. This is clearly

not a system-wide goal, and hence such a description of a ULIP system is not applicable.

In general, the main difficulty that is not overcome (in the aforementioned methods) is the mul-

titude of interdependencies on each RB over the network. The transmit powers on an RB are

dependent on the signal qualities of the users allocated this RB in other cells in the network.
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Furthermore, these interdependencies are constantly adapting depending on the SINRs of the

individual MSs in each cell. Hence, the stochastic interference modelling used in capacity anal-

ysis techniques cannot be utilised to model cellular ULIP. Therefore, a theoretical comparison

to the state-of-the-art is performed to highlight the potential benefits of ULIP for OFDMA net-

works. And while transmit power control is standard for the reverse link in future systems, it

has been shown that maximum power transmission is capacity-achieving [15], and thus this is

compared to ULIP here. Analytical derivations for the energy efficiency and system capacity

performance of ULIP are presented.

4.4.1 Energy Efficiency in ULIP

In a system that employs ULIP, the transmit powers of low-priority MSs (MSs allocated low-

priority RBs) are reduced so that interference to other cells is mitigated. Clearly, the throughput

of the low-priority MSs is diminished relative to the reduction in transmit power. However,

given a measure for energy efficiency, it can be shown that ULIP guarantees energy efficiency

gains.

Given the metric for energy efficiency defined in (3.6), it will be shown that the energy effi-

ciency of MSu after ULIP is applied is always greater than in the benchmark, where all MSs

transmit at maximum power. Here, the Shannon capacity is used for ease of derivability and

without loss of generality;

βu =
Cu

Pu
=
Bu log2 (1 + γv)

Pu

[
bits

J

]

,

and the calculation is performed independent of RBs, also with no loss of generality. Essen-

tially, it will be shown that

βULIP
u ≥ βBM

u or
βULIP

u

βBM
u

≥ 1 . (4.3)

Proof The proof proceeds as follows

βULIP
u

βBM
u

=
Bu log2

(

1 + PULIP
u G
I+N

)

PBM
u

Bu log2

(

1 + PBM
u G
I+N

)

PULIP
u

, (4.4)

where Bu is the bandwidth assigned to MSu, G, I , and N are the nominal path gain, inter-
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ference and noise, respectively, PBM
u is the benchmark transmit power, and PULIP

u the power

when ULIP is applied

PULIP
u = ξ̂PBM

u , 0 ≤ ξ̂ ≤ 1 ,

where ξ̂ is the scaling factor by which the ULIP MS reduces its transmit power. This is substi-

tuted into (4.4) to obtain (4.5)

βULIP
u

βBM
u

=
log2

(

1 + ξ̂PBM
u G

I+N

)

PBM
u

log2

(

1 + PBM
u G
I+N

)

ξ̂PBM
u

,

=
log2

(

1 + ξ̂c
)

ξ̂ log2 (1 + c)
, where c =

PBM
u G

I +N
. (4.5)

After rearranging (4.5) in the following manner

log2

(

1 + ξ̂c
)

ξ̂ log2 (1 + c)
≥ 1 , (4.6)

log2

(

1 + ξ̂c
)

≥ ξ̂ log2 (1 + c) ,

1 + ξ̂c ≥ (1 + c)ξ̂ , (4.7)

the generalised Bernoulli’s inequality can be applied to prove the inequality in (4.7), which

states

(1 + x)r ≤ 1 + rx , r ∈ R, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 , x ∈ R, x > −1 . (4.8)

To apply this to (4.7), r and x are set to

r = ξ̂ , 0 ≤ ξ̂ ≤ 1 → 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

x = c , c ≥ 0 → x ≥ 0 > −1

and replaced in (4.8), such that

(1 + x)r ≤ 1 + rx ,

(1 + c)ξ̂ ≤ 1 + ξ̂c , (4.9)

exactly the inequality from (4.7). Hence, by proving (4.7), it has been shown that (4.3) is indeed

true
βULIP

u

βBM
u

≥ 1 , ∀PBM
u ≥ PULIP

u ≥ 0 ,
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and hence it can be concluded that the energy efficiency of a low-priority MS employing ULIP

is always greater than or equal to the energy efficiency of the sameMS in the benchmark system

(i.e., transmitting at maximum power). Furthermore, since MSs on high-priority RBs receive

a capacity boost through ULIP while maintaining transmit power, their energy efficiencies are

also enhanced. �

Therefore, the energy efficiency of any/every MS in the system is augmented during ULIP

operation, and consequently also the system energy efficiency

βULIP
sys ≥ βBM

sys . (4.10)

It should be mentioned that future work could exploit the (ideally) logarithmic relationship

between transmit power and throughput (i.e., capacity) in order to optimise the energy efficiency

of each MS, and by extension, the system.

For completeness, a similar proof can be constructed to show that in conjunction with a larger

energy efficiency, the energy consumption β̂u = Pu/Cu [137], measured in J/bit, for ULIP is

lower (as expected) than for the benchmark. Essentially,

β̂ULIP
u

β̂BM
u

≤ 1 , and β̂ULIP
sys ≤ β̂BM

sys . (4.11)

4.4.2 System Capacity in ULIP

It has been shown that through the application of ULIP the energy efficiency of not only the

individual MSs but also of the system is always improved (at minimum no losses are incurred).

However, due to the reduction in overall system power through ULIP, one would expect, in

general, a similar decrease in system capacity. Here it will be shown that this is not always the

case, and hence ULIP not only guarantees an energy efficiency boost, but can also provide a

gain in system capacity

CULIP
sys � CBM

sys . (4.12)

Proof To prove (4.12), a counter-argument to the assumption that

CULIP
sys ≤ CBM

sys , (4.13)
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must be found, where Csys is defined in (3.5). Therefore, a scenario is designed where the

above assumption (4.13) does not hold. A two-link scenario is chosen where MS1 and MS2 are

allocated the same nRB
u RBs in two neighbouring cells. Furthermore, the Csys achieved in the

benchmark system (BM 1), in which all transmitters (MS1 and MS2) transmit using maximum

power, is compared to that achieved in the ULIP system. When ULIP is applied, MS2 is given

high-priority, and MS1 low-priority status such that it may be required to scale it’s power

BM : P1 = P2 ,

ULIP : ξ̂P1 ≤ P2, 0 ≤ ξ̂ ≤ 1 .

The proof is set up utilising the assumption that the system is interference-limited, and hence

the thermal noise can be ignored. This assumption depends on the ISD in the network, as

clearly in larger cells the CCI diminishes (given Pmax,MMS remains constant). The path gain

and path loss equations are given by (3.8) and (3.9), respectively, and the thermal noise per

RB is calculated to be η=kBTBRB=−121 dBm, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, the

temperature T=300K, and the bandwidth BRB=180 kHz per RB. Given that, on average,

|Hk,l|2 =1 and Xσ=0, the minimum average interfering link gain can be calculated when the

interfering MS is located at the maximum distance dmax=ISD from the vulnerable BS (i.e.,

next to a neighbouring BS):

Ld(dmax) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(350) = 110.9 dB , (4.14)

Gmin,v2 = −Ld(dmax) = −110.9 dB . (4.15)

And given Pu=Pmax,MMS/nRB
u >Pmax,MMS/M≈6 dBm per RB (since nRB

u ≤M ) the minimum re-

ceived interference is PuGmin,v2 ≈ −104.9 dBm, which is significantly larger than η. In fact,

even for ISD=500m, the minimum average interference comes to −116.8 dBm, which is still

more than double the noise power.

Hence, assuming the network is constructed with ISD<500m, it has been shown that the sys-

tem is interference-limited, and therefore the noise can be neglected. This simplifies capacity

calculations, as SIR can now be used rather than SINR. The individual user capacities are

CBM
1 = B1 log2

(

1 +
P1Gv1,1

P2Gv1,2

)

CBM
2 = B2 log2

(

1 +
P2Gv2,2

P1Gv2,1

)

, (4.16)
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in the benchmark system, where B1=B2=n
RB
u BRB, and

CULIP
1 = B1 log2

(

1 +
ξ̂P1Gv1,1

P2Gv1,2

)

CULIP
2 = B2 log2

(

1 +
P2Gv2,2

ξ̂P1Gv2,1

)

, (4.17)

when ULIP is employed, where Shannon’s equation is used for the calculations. Subsequently,

the relationship between CBM
i and CULIP

i is found:

CULIP
1 ≥ B1 log2

((

1 +
P1Gv1,1

P2Gv1,2

)ξ̂
)

CULIP
2 ≥ B2 log2

((

1 +
P2Gv2,2

P1Gv2,1

) 1

ξ̂

)

,

(4.18)

where Bernoulli’s inequality (4.8) is used to arrive at (4.18) (r=ξ̂ and r=1/ξ̂ for i=1 and 2,

respectively). Further,

CULIP
1 ≥ ξ̂B1 log2

(

1 +
P1Gv1,1

P2Gv1,2

)

CULIP
2 ≥ 1

ξ̂
B2 log2

(

1 +
P2Gv2,2

P1Gv2,1

)

, (4.19)

and finally, CBM
1 and CBM

2 are substituted into (4.19) to achieve (4.20)

CULIP
1 ≥ ξ̂CBM

1 CULIP
2 ≥ 1

ξ̂
CBM

2 . (4.20)

For simplicity, it is assumed that Gv1,1=Gv2,2, and Gv1,2=Gv2,1 (e.g., both MSs are at the

cell-border). This creates the following set of equations:

CBM
1 = CBM

2 = CBM
i , CULIP

1 ≥ ξ̂CBM
i , CULIP

2 ≥ 1

ξ̂
CBM

i (4.21)

Using (4.21), it can now be shown that the assumption in (4.13) does not hold for this system,

and that hence (4.12) is true. In the benchmark,

CBM
sys = CBM

1 + CBM
2 = 2CBM

i .

And when ULIP is applied,

CULIP
sys = CULIP

1 + CULIP
2 , (4.22)

≥ ξ̂CBM
1 +

1

ξ̂
CBM

2 =

(

ξ̂ +
1

ξ̂

)

CBM
i , (4.23)
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≥ 2CBM
i = CBM

sys , (4.24)

where in (4.23), the equations from (4.21) are substituted into (4.22), and in (4.24), the inequal-

ity (

ξ̂ +
1

ξ̂

)

≥ 2

is used, which is proven by the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means

a+ b

2
≥
√
ab , (4.25)

a = ξ̂ , b =
1

ξ̂
,

(

ξ̂ +
1

ξ̂

)

≥ 2

√

ξ̂
1

ξ̂
≥ 2 .

In (4.22)-(4.24) it has been demonstrated that for the chosen scenario, the ULIP system capacity

is greater than that of the benchmark system

CULIP
sys ≥ CBM

sys ,

and that, hence, (4.13) is not true. Therefore, (4.12) is valid. �

In this section it was demonstrated that the energy efficiency of any MS in a network will be en-

hanced when ULIP is employed, and that this energy efficiency boost can also be accompanied

by an increase in the system capacity

βULIP
sys ≥ βBM

sys , CULIP
sys � CBM

sys .

Although in certain scenarios a loss in system capacity is incurred by the system-wide power re-

duction (as (4.12) suggests), the guaranteed energy efficiency gain can compensate this deficit.

Furthermore, the possibility of gains in both performance metrics, i.e., when Csys is improved,

demonstrates the potential benefits of ULIP for future OFDMA-based wireless networks such

as LTE and/or LTE-Advanced.

4.5 Scheduling

To facilitate the interference protection, a scheduling procedure is designed to assign MSs to

specific priority bands, enhancing the effect of ULIP in the system. In general, a random
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allocation of priority RBs can lead to undesired scenarios. For instance, the allocation of a

high-priority RB to cell-centre MSs is wasteful, as such a MS-BS link is generally strong, and

hence interference protection is unnecessary. At the cell-edge, allocating a low-priority RB to

a MS is just as destructive. In this case, the MSu will most probably be unable to sustain its γ∗u,

and hence fall into outage. Therefore, an appropriate scheduling mechanism is necessary for

ULIP to achieve its full potential.

4.5.1 Received-Signal Scheduling

In a fair allocation scheme, cell-edge MSs should be allocated high-priority RBs so as to be able

to transmit at full power and achieve the maximum possible SINR. Cell-centre users, which are

more likely to achieve their SINR target due to BS proximity, should be assigned low-priority

RBs. In essence, the general rule is to allocate high-priority RBs to the MSs with the least

favourable SINR conditions.

Therefore, an efficient scheduling procedure can increase the effectiveness of ULIP, and prevent

throughput losses due to MS outages. In this section, a scheduling procedure relying on the

reverse link signals of the active users is presented. By analysing the signals, an approximation

of the relative positions of the MSs (and their interferers) can be obtained, which can then be

used to schedule the users accordingly. This presents a low complexity scheduling solution, as

the necessary information is readily available at the serving BS.

SINR Scheduling The scheduling procedure utilises the SINRs from transmissions in pre-

vious time slots. In (4.26), Rj denotes the Nj-tuple of average (i.e., time average over the

previous zp time slots, where zp is a system wide parameter) SINRs of the users in a cell

Rj =
(
γ̄j,1, γ̄j,2, . . . , γ̄j,Nj

)
, (4.26)

where γ̄j,i is the average SINR (over all assigned RBs) of MSi in cell j, and Nj denotes the

number of MSs in cell j. The MSs that are at the cell-edge experience, on average, weaker

signals, and consequently low SINRs are received at their serving BS. Thus, the next step is to

sort the γ̄j,i in ascending order, so that the MSs that have the weakest SINRs can be identified

U∗
j = fγ̄ (Rj) =

(
p1, p2, . . . , pNj

)
(4.27)
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s.t. if pk ≤ pl , then γ̄j,k ≤ γ̄j,l ,

where U∗
j is the Nj-tuple of the positions pk of γ̄j,k in the tuple R∗

j = order (Rj), which is

sorted in ascending order. The function fγ̄(·) that defines this ordering can now be applied to

the set of users in the cell of interest Susers,j , and the set of high-priority MSs, Shp,j , can be

found as

Shp,j =

{

s ∈ Susers,j

∣
∣
∣
∣
fγ̄(γ̄j,s) ≤

⌈
Nj

lp

⌉}

(4.28)

where Shp,j ⊂ Susers,j ,

where lp denotes the number of priority bands (here, lp=3) such that the number of high-

priority MSs yields ⌈Nj/lp⌉. In (4.28), the high-priority RBs are allocated to the ⌈Nj/lp⌉ MSs

with the weakest average SINRs, and hence to the cell-edge. The low-priority RBs are allocated

to the cell-centre, thus to the ⌈Nj/lp⌉ MSs with the strongest SINRs, and the mid-priority RBs

to the remaining (middle set) MSs:

Smp,j =

{

s ∈ Susers,j

∣
∣
∣
∣

⌈
Nj

lp

⌉

≤ fγ̄(γ̄j,s) ≤
⌈

2Nj

lp

⌉}

(4.29)

Slp,j =

{

s ∈ Susers,j

∣
∣
∣
∣
fγ̄(γ̄j,s) ≥

⌈
2Nj

lp

⌉}

(4.30)

where Smp,j,Slp,j ⊂ Susers,j .

One instance of the fair allocation for exactly Nj=M=50 users per cell is depicted in Fig. 4.6.

It is clear to see that the farther MSs (from the serving BS) have been allocated high-priority

RBs, and to the nearer MSs, which are shielded from neighbouring cell interference, the low-

priority RBs are assigned. The mid-priority RBs have been assigned to the remaining MSs.

When a new MS enters the cell, the initial allocation is performed using the SNR (which can

be approximated using the RSRP), as no SINR information is available a priori. In following

time slots, however, the MS’s SINR is used. Mean SINR statistics are employed to eliminate

fast fading effects and prevent a MS from rapidly changing priority class, allowing the system

to reach a stable operating point.
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Figure 4.6: Allocation of resources using the fair scheduler: Each MS is depicted with a dot.

The MSs marked with squares have been assigned high-priority RBs, triangles

represent low-priority RBs, and the (unmarked) rest are mid-priority. The system

is dubbed fair as high-priority is assigned to the MSs with the least favourable

SINR conditions.

4.5.2 Frequency-Selective Scheduling

While the SINR scheduler takes prior rate statistics (rate is directly proportional to SINR,

see (3.4)) into account, it fails to utilise knowledge of the instantaneous rate of MSs in the

system. Frequency selective fading varies the channel conditions across the RBs such that each

MS, as their positions are different, sees an independent channel fading profile (see Fig. 2.6).

Hence, there is an optimal RB for each MS, which is identified by the RB on which the fading

allows for the highest instantaneous rate, or SNR. The scheduler presented here utilises these

channel characteristics to optimise the assignment of RBs to users in a cell, in order to improve

the cell throughput.

Proportional Fair Scheduler (PFS) A PFS makes use of the channel characteristics of the

individual MSs, and then attempts to assign the RBs such that each MS is allocated the RB(s)

that are optimal, in terms of performance metric, for it. Of course, if the optimal RB(s) have

already been assigned to another MS, then the next best RB(s) are allocated. Through this, the

throughput performance is augmented, while maintaining a fair system.

Problem Formulation and Model: In the time domain, the proportional fair (PF) algorithm aims
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to maximise the logarithmic utility function

max
∑

i

logRi

︸ ︷︷ ︸

log. utility fn.

, (4.31)

which is known as the proportional fair criteria [39], where Ri is the long term service rate of

MSi. It has been shown in [138] that in order to find a solution for (4.31), one should maximise
∑

i
di(t)/Ri(t), where di(t) is the total transmitted data to MSi at time t. The PF algorithm

delivers high throughput and maintains proportional fairness among the users by giving priority

to users with a large instantaneous rate ri(t) and low average service rate Ri(t).

In the frequency domain, a new (PF) metric is defined that takes the instantaneous rate on a

particular RB into account, and normalises this again by the average service rate

λc
i =

rc
i (t)

Ri(t)
(4.32)

where rc
i (t) denotes the instantaneous

3 channel rate for MSi on RBc at time t. In the frequency

domain, the equivalent optimisation problem is hence formulated as

max
∑

i

∑

c

xc
i (t)λ

c
i (t) , (4.33)

where xc
i (t) is the indicator function of RBc assigned to user i at time slot t. It is clear that (4.33)

maximises
∑

i
di(t)/Ri(t), and hence also the utility function in (4.31). In the downlink, each RB

is assigned to an MS one-by-one, i.e., the user with the largest λc
i(t) is assigned RBc at time t.

In the uplink however, where SC-FDMA is employed, the contiguous RB constraint must also

be taken into account [39]. This requirement clearly constrains the optimisation of (4.33), and

hence also reduces the optimality of the solution of (4.33) in (4.31). In general, however, the

optimisation of (4.33) still generates a proportional fair system that benefits in terms of both

individual MS and sum throughputs.

Algorithm: The ULIP PF algorithm consists of two parts: the arrangement of the MSs into

their respective priority classes, and the PF scheduling within each priority class. The ULIP

PFS is shown in Algorithm 1. In the first part of the algorithm, similar to the received signal

3This refers to the rate achievable at a given time depending on the frequency-selective fading characteristics of

the channel. Hence, the rate on each RB will be different, making some more attractive to the respective MS than
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Algorithm 1 ULIP PFS

1: Let R∗ be the sorted list of all the metric values Ri(t) in increasing order

2: Let SL, SM , SH be the sets of not-yet-assigned low-, mid-, and high-priority RBs, respec-

tively

3: Let UL, UM , UH be the empty sets of low-, mid-, and high-priority MSs, respectively

4: for k = 1 to |R∗| do
5: if k ≤ |SH | then
6: UH = UH + {iR∗[k]}
7: else if k ≤ |{SH , SM}| then
8: UM = UM + {iR∗ [k]}
9: else

10: UL = UL + {iR∗[k]}
11: end if

12: end for

13: Let VL be the sorted list of all the metric values λc
i , i ∈ UL, c ∈ SL in decreasing order

14: Let VM be the sorted list of all λc
i , i ∈ UM , c ∈ SM in decreasing order

15: Let VH be the sorted list of all λc
i , i ∈ UH , c ∈ SH in decreasing order

16: for P = {H,M,L} do
17: k ← 1
18: while SP 6= ∅ do
19: pick RB c with kth largest metric value λc

i ∈ VP

20: Let I be RBs already assigned to user i
21: if (c is adjacent to I) or (I = ∅) then
22: assign RB c to user i
23: SP = SP − {c}; VP = VP − {λc

i}; k ← 1
24: else

25: k ← k + 1
26: end if

27: end while

28: end for

schedulers introduced in Section 4.5.1, the MSs are sorted in terms of a metric, and then divided

into the three priority classes. Here, however, the service rates Ri(t) of the users are used.

This is similar to the SINR scheduling discussed above, but should provide a slightly fairer

priority class allocation as the average rate is clearly a more direct performance measure (since

performance is measured in terms of throughput) than average SINR.

The second part of the scheduler consists of the PF algorithm that assigns the RBs to the MSs in

the respective priority classes based on the PF metric in (4.32). This metric provides a balance

between the desire for throughput-optimal scheduling, which results from the numerator rc
i (t),

and the goal of a fairer system, ensured by the denominator Ri(t). This PF scheduling is

others. Without loss of generality, rc
i (t) is calculated via Shannon’s equation, using the MS’s SNR.
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then performed separately in each of the priority classes such that, within the constraints of

restricting the range of RBs of each MS (only RBs from within the priority class are available,

not from the entire spectrum), the users and the system are proportionally fair scheduled.

It should be noted that some slight modifications can be made to alter the behaviour of the ULIP

PFS, such as changing the MS ordering for the priority class assignment, or employing a more

aggressive PF metric. For example, by setting λc
i=r

c
i (t), the service rates are ignored in the PF

scheduling, sacrificing fairness for MS and system capacity. This is called maximum rate (MR)

scheduling.

4.6 Simulation and Results

The general simulation setup utilised is described in Section 3.3. As mentioned previously,

the application scenario for ULIP is the dense macro-cellular environment described in Sec-

tion 3.3.1.1. The relevant scenario and simulation parameters can be found in Table 4.1.

Parameter Value

Simulation area 37 cells

Results area inner 7 cells

ISD 350m
ICD 200m
Average MSs per cell, N̄ 20

Number of available RBs,M 50

RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12

Symbol rate per subcarrier, ssc 15 ksps
Subframe duration, tsf 1ms
Time slots (subframes), z 10

Noise spectral density, η0 −174 dBm/Hz
MS transmit power, Pmax,MMS 23 dBm
Sector θ3dB 70◦

MS SINR target, γ∗ 12 dB
Outdoor channel parameters αo, βo 25.6, 36.7

Standard deviation, σo 4 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50m

Table 4.1: Chapter 4 Simulation Parameters
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4.6.1 Resource and Power Allocation

The performance of the ULIP procedure is investigated in conjunction with the two schedulers

introduced in this chapter. In the first system, the allotment of users to priority classes is per-

formed by the SINR scheduler introduced in Section 4.5.1. Within each class, the set of RBs is

randomly (but still contiguously) allocated to the MMSs assigned to that class, with each user

receiving at minimum one RB.

In the second, the PFS described in Section 4.5.2 is utilised. Here, MMSs are assigned to

priority classes based on their average rate, and RBs are assigned contiguously to the MMSs

with the largest PF metrics.

Benchmarks Finally, the benchmarks utilised for comparison to ULIP are max. power trans-

mission (BM 1) and LTE FPCν=1 (BM 2). For each of the benchmarks, the RB allocation from

ULIP employing the SINR scheduler is adopted, resulting in a soft frequency reuse scheme [53].

4.6.2 Results and Discussion

From the simulation, the CDFs of the achieved system throughput and energy efficiency are

generated for systems employing ULIP and compared against the two benchmark systems.

General simulation parameters are taken from Table 4.1 and [139], and full power control (i.e.,

ν=1) is implemented.

In Fig. 4.7(a), the CDFs of the achieved user throughput for the three systems is shown, and

it is evident that ULIP achieves considerable gains for MMSs with low throughput in the

benchmarks. At the 50th percentile, ULIP-SINR users achieve, on average, 2.8 times the user

throughput of both benchmarks. Also, although at the 90th percentile a 31% loss is incurred by

the power reduction on low-priority (and therefore high-throughput) RBs, the crossing point of

the CDFs signifies that 82% of the users achieve a better SINR (and consequently throughput)

in ULIP. Furthermore, the ≈20% outage seen in both benchmarks is eliminated, and hence

ULIP provides significant advantages for the users in a cellular network.

The PFS on the other hand provides 3.3 times the user throughput of both benchmarks at the

median, and further it is evident that no losses at higher throughputs are incurred. However,

due to the allocation of RBs according to instantaneous rate, it is evident that cell-edge MMSs
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Figure 4.7: User efficiency performance results for ULIP, LTE power control, and maximum

power transmission.

are slightly disregarded in the PFS, causing almost 9% outage in the scenario. This comes

mainly from the low transmit powers in the uplink, and the unfavourable resource assignment.

On the other hand, ULIP-PFS provides throughput gains over almost all benchmark MMSs.

These throughput benefits are further seen in Fig. 4.7(b), where the user energy efficiencies

of the four systems are displayed. Here it is clear that both ULIP systems provide vast en-

ergy efficiency improvements over the two benchmarks, which behave very similarly. At the

50th percentile, ULIP induces almost 11 times the user energy efficiency of both benchmarks.
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Furthermore, ULIP achieves energy efficiency gains for all MMS over the maximum power

benchmark, confirming the result of the performance analysis conducted in Section 4.4.1. Fi-

nally, it is interesting to note that the energy efficiency of ULIP is similar for both schedulers.

This results directly from the ULIP procedure, which works on the priority classes, rather than

the individual RB allocations.
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Figure 4.8: System fairness performance results for ULIP, LTE power control, and maximum

power transmission.

Fig. 4.8 displays the system throughput fairness results of the four power allocation techniques.

Here, it is clear to see that while power control provides some fairness gains (almost 14%)

over maximum power transmission, ULIP-SINR achieves by far the fairest system with over

0.8 fairness rating. The substantial gains achieved by ULIP over maximum power transmission

(3.3 times) can be accounted for by the balancing of the system capacity from the cell-centre to

the cell-edge, boosting high-priority throughput by sacrificing that of the low-priority MMSs,

and hence achieving a more throughput fair system.

Surprisingly, the fairness of the PFS system is diminished with regards to the SINR scheduler,

but this fact is already discernable from Fig. 4.7(a), where the slope of the PFS CDF is much

more gradual. Essentially, the assignment of resources according to instantaneous rate gives an

advantage to MMSs closer to the cell-centre, reducing the throughput fairness of the network.

This is clearly seen in Fig. 4.9, where the MMS throughput is plotted against the distance

between the MMS and its serving MBS, a further indicator of the system fairness. While

the max. power, power control and ULIP-PFS systems generate most of their capacity in the
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Figure 4.9: System throughput vs. distance performance results for ULIP, LTE power control,

and maximum power transmission.

cell-centre (MMSs closer to the MBS), ULIP-SINR achieves an almost flat, much more even

areal distribution of throughput in each cell. These findings confirm both the user throughput

and fairness results shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and Fig. 4.8, respectively. Furthermore, due to the

simulation environment, the gains for many MMSs are quite low, and hence power control very

often needs max. transmit power to attempt to achieve the target SINR. Hence, there is little

performance difference between the two systems, as is seen in Fig. 4.9. Finally, it is evident

that ULIP-PFS provides throughput benefits over the benchmarks in almost the whole cell.

In Fig. 4.10, the system throughput CDF results for ULIP, power control and maximum power

transmission are shown. At the 50th percentile, it can be clearly seen that while power con-

trol surrenders a slight portion (≈ 4%) of the system capacity achieved by maximum power

transmission, ULIP-SINR produces a gain of over 15%, and ULIP-PFS provides an 80% aug-

mentation, resulting from the large number of MMSs given throughput boosts (see Fig. 4.7(a)).

This is a very encouraging result, as it shows that the throughput shift from low- to high-priority

MMSs is beneficial for the system, achieving larger throughput gains for the high-priority users

than losses by the low-priority MMSs. This is also a direct result of the link adaptation (LA), as

any excess SINR (i.e., γ > 20 dB) at the cell-centre can be transferred to the cell-edge without

incurring any throughput losses for the low-priority (cell-centre) users. Furthermore, Fig. 4.10

confirms the result achieved in Section 4.4.2, and shows further that system capacity gains are

achievable. Finally, it is clear that the additional gains induced by the PFS (56% over the SINR
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Figure 4.10: System throughput performance results for ULIP, LTE power control, and maxi-

mum power transmission.

scheduler) results from the tradeoff with the network fairness, as the cell capacity is shifted

more towards the cell-centre.

In Fig. 4.11, it can be seen that, surprisingly, power control exhibits an even worse energy

efficiency than maximum power transmission. This is mainly due to the system throughput

losses incurred. As expected, however, ULIP provides substantial gains over both benchmark

systems, achieving a stout 3.5 and 3.6 times the energy efficiency of max. power and power

control at the 50th percentile, respectively. ULIP-PFS is able to improve these gains further,

resulting in 5.2 and 5.4 times the system energy efficiency of the benchmarks, respectively. This

may seem contradictory to the results shown in Fig. 4.7(b), however these simply show that the

transmit power to throughput relation at each MMS is constant, which is expected as the ULIP

procedure regulates this ratio, and not the scheduler. Essentially, the favourable allocation to

higher-throughput MMSs allows the system capacity to be boosted with similar system transmit

power. Therefore, the system energy efficiency is also augmented. Finally, the large gains seen

by both ULIP systems are a combination of a) the system throughput boosts achieved via the

effective shifting of SINR from the cell-centre to the cell-edge; and b) the substantial power

reductions of the low- and mid-priority (cell-centre) users to protect the high-priority users

from interference. Together, these two processes provide the significant energy efficiency gains

seen in Fig. 4.11, and confirm (4.10).
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Figure 4.11: System energy efficiency performance results for ULIP, LTE power control, and

maximum power transmission.

All in all, ULIP dominates each of the two benchmarks over the three performance criteria,

especially providing a much more energy efficient and fair system. Furthermore, by achieving

considerable gains in network capacity, it is clear that both performance analysis proofs have

been confirmed.

4.7 Summary

Full frequency reuse and the resulting large CCI in OFDMA networks brings forth the necessity

for ICIC in future wireless networks. A technique for ULIP has been presented in this chapter,

which provides protection from CCI through the power reduction of a subset of the neighbour-

ing cell RBs, based on the SINR targets of the MSs in the cell of interest. Aside from the fact

that no extra signalling is necessary over the control channels, a further benefit of ULIP is a

guaranteed increase in energy efficiency of all MSs in the system, and of the system as a whole.

Furthermore, it was shown that while a loss in system capacity is possible, this is not certain,

and hence gains in achievable system throughput are also possible. This is especially the case

in networks where cell-edge capacity is limited, and most of the cell throughput is concentrated

in the cell-centre.

It was shown that ULIP, combined with the SINR scheduler, achieves not only a 15% system

capacity gain, but also substantially increases the system energy efficiency and fairness by 3.5
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and 3.3 times, respectively. This is a direct result of the SINR displacement from the cell-centre

to the cell-edge, and confirms the results in Section 4.4.1, highlighting the excellent energy

efficiency of the ULIP protocol. Furthermore, when utilising the PFS, these gains are improved

to an 80% in terms of system capacity, and 5.2 times for the system energy efficiency. However,

this comes at the price of a reduction in system fairness, due to the larger throughputs in the

cell-centre. Finally, ULIP-SINR eliminates the ≈20% outage suffered in the benchmarks,

and provides throughput gains for over 80% of the MSs in the network. Consequently, ULIP

diminishes the tradeoff between system capacity and fairness/energy efficiency, and is able to

provide significant gains in all three performance areas.

Finally, ULIP presents an efficient technique for CCI mitigation in macro-cellular networks,

benefitting from the multitude of MSs per cell and the time slotted balancing of the throughput

over these users. However, it is clear that ULIP power control is ineffectual without an appro-

priate scheduler. Hence, a more centralised approach where MSs are grouped according to their

interference environment (e.g., similar to CoMP) may be able to provide higher coordination

and protection between cells, and consequently further minimise the necessary system transmit

power.
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Chapter 5
Pareto Optimal Power Control

Scheduling

5.1 Introduction

For OFDMA systems, some traditional centralised ICIC techniques, such as power control,

interference cancellation, fractional frequency reuse, and SDMA [120], have been proposed.

Most of these strategies, however, require knowledge about the position of a MS relative to

it’s own and neighbouring BSs, which clearly increases the signalling burden in the network.

In [14], a dynamic channel acquisition algorithm based on convex optimisation for the wire-

less downlink is considered, which provides optimal power and throughput performance for

i.i.d. channels. This optimality suffers however for general ergodic channels, and hence is not

suitable for mobile environments. In [140], the authors propose a low-complexity algorithm

to optimise the sum rate under individual rate and power constraints. Here though, because

the water-filling solution is used for rate-optimal power allocation, a fairness of the solution is

reduced. In [141], the uplink scheduling and power control problems are combined for optimal

SIR distribution over large networks. While theoretically Pareto-optimal and practically sound

algorithms are presented, the basis on maximisation of utilities heightens their implementation

complexity. A simpler solution is sought after in this chapter.

In [142], a truncated closed-loop power control scheme is presented to cut off transmission of

users when their short-term fading falls below a given threshold. While this leads to gains in

both capacity and user availability, users are shown to suffer from large delays, a clearly unde-

sirable result for mobile systems. Power control for OFDMA networks is presented in [104],

where FPC offers a modification to conventional power control to control the tradeoff between

system capacity and cell-edge rate. Due to this, however, many users will not achieve their

SINR targets, and hence user throughput can suffer. Furthermore, an extension to FPC is devel-

oped where the power control mechanism takes interference caused to neighbouring cells into

account. While this achieves a modest capacity increase, only the variance of interference to

other cells, rather than the mean, is reduced. In [12] a computationally efficient power control
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technique is introduced, where minimisation of transmit power is the main goal. However, by

splitting the joint subcarrier and power allocation into two stages, the dependence between the

two is disregarded, yielding suboptimal performance.

Finally, studies indicate that a substantial portion of wireless traffic originates indoors [4]. Poor

signal reception through walls severely inhibits the operation of indoor data services, attract-

ing considerable interest in the concept of femto-cells [4] (see Section 2.4.2). While abundant

research on femto-to-macro interference has been carried out [106, 107], including the appli-

cation of POPC [143, 144], few techniques have been considered to manage the interference

between several densely deployed FBSs. Although, recent research into exactly this area has

yielded capacity improvements for both centralised [145] and distributed techniques [146, 147].

As opposed to the ULIP technique introduced in Chapter 4, in which power control was per-

formed via direct user inter-cell coordination, the methodology exploited here is based on the

original power control work presented in [10, 11, 62]. This provides a more highly coordinated

scheme among neighbouring BSs, where Pareto optimality in terms of transmit power usage

for all MSs in the system is aspired.

5.2 System Model

A centralised technique is presented that can be implemented for both the downlink and up-

link of an OFDMA network, where the system and channel models are described in detail in

Section 3.2. For completeness, the technique introduced here is investigated in two scenarios:

• an equivalent dense, small cell, and high-interference macro-cellular environment as in

Chapter 4, the construction of which is described in Section 3.3.1.1; and

• a dense, randomly deployed femto-cell scenario, as described in Section 3.3.1.2 with

µ̃(u)=1.

5.3 Pareto Optimal Power Control

In a wireless system, the quality of each link is determined by the SINR at the intended receiver,

which is calculated in (3.3). Given each link is assigned a minimum SINR target, γ∗u, γ
m
u ≥γ∗u

for all RBs assigned to MSu, this constraint can be represented in matrix form [10, 15, 62] with
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component-wise inequalities forK interfering MSs

(I− F)P ≥ u , P > 0 , (5.1)

where I is the identity matrix and P=(P1, . . . , PK)† is the vector of transmit powers,

u =

(
(I1 + η)γ∗1
G1,v1

, · · · , (IK + η)γ∗K
GK,vK

)†
, (5.2)

is the vector of interference (Ii) plus noise power scaled by the SINR targets and channel gains,

(·)† is the transpose operator, and F is the interference matrix where

Fi,j =







0, if i = j
γ∗

i Gj,vi

Gi,vi

, if i 6= j
(5.3)

with i, j = 1, . . . ,K. F is non-negative and irreducible [15].

Given ρF = max
i
|λi| as the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of F, if ρF<1, then there exists a

vector P>0 such that the SINR requirements of all interfering users are satisfied, and

P
∗ = (I− F)−1

u (5.4)

is the Pareto optimal solution (i.e., if there is any other solution P to (5.1), then P>P
∗

component-wise) [10, 15]. Hence, if all the SINR requirements can be met simultaneously,

the optimal power vector P
∗ minimises the transmit power of the users.

Foschini-Miljanic Algorithm Foschini and Miljanic developed in [62, 63] the following it-

erative power control algorithm that converges to P
∗ if ρF<1, and diverges to infinity (i.e.,

Pmax) otherwise. This iterative Foschini-Miljanic algorithm is given by

P(k + 1) = FP(k) + u , (5.5)

for iteration k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Furthermore, this can be simplified to a per-user basis

Pi(k + 1) =
γ∗i
γi(k)

Pi(k) , (5.6)
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for each link i∈{1, 2, . . . ,K}. Hence, each MS increases power when its SINR is below its

target and decreases power when its SINR is greater than its target.

5.4 Power Control Scheduling (PCS)

In Pareto optimal power allocation, given a feasible link allocation, i.e., ρF<1, a vector

P
∗=(I−F)−1

u can be found such that all users achieve their SINR requirements with minimal

power. This is of course a highly desirable result which, depending on the location and service

requirements of the interfering MSs, is clearly not always possible. Hence, by scheduling users

in such a manner to maximise the number of feasible F matrices (in principle, there can be as

many F matrices as there are RBs, due to OFDMA resource orthogonality), the system spectral

efficiency can be maximised. Such a scheduling algorithm, PCS, is developed here.

5.4.1 Analytical Basis

Since for a particular grouping of MSs (on the same RB(s) in different cells) to be feasible

ρF<1, it follows the modulus of all eigenvalues λi of F must also be less than unity, i.e.,

|λi| < 1, ∀i=1, . . . ,K. In other words, all eigenvalues must lie within the unit circle.

In [148], Jury provides a simplified analytic test of stability of linear discrete systems. The

test also yields the necessary and sufficient conditions for any real polynomial to have all its

roots inside the unit circle. Hence, this test can be directly applied to the characteristic function

fF(λ) of the matrix F, whose roots are the eigenvalues of F, and thus need to lie within the unit

circle. The characteristic function of F forK=31 interfering MSs can be expressed as follows:

Given F =







0 F1,2 F1,3

F2,1 0 F2,3

F3,1 F3,2 0







fF3(λ) = det (F− λI)

= −λ3 + λ(F1,2F2,1 + F1,3F3,1 + F2,3F3,2)

+ F1,2F2,3F3,1 + F1,3F2,1F3,2 (5.7)

1K=3 cells are chosen for complexity reasons. For K>3, the stability conditions in (5.9) and hence the deriva-
tion of PCS become highly complex, and is practically intractable.
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= λ3 + bλ+ c (5.8)

Hence b = −F1,2F2,1 − F1,3F3,1 − F2,3F3,2

c = −F1,2F2,3F3,1 − F1,3F2,1F3,2

In [148], the stability constraints for a polynomial of order three are given as

f(x) = a3x
3 + a2x

2 + a1x+ a0, a3 > 0

1) |a0| < a3

2) a2
0 − a2

3 < a0a2 − a1a3

3) a0 + a1 + a2 + a3 > 0, a0 − a1 + a2 − a3 < 0

. (5.9)

These conditions can now be applied to the characteristic function fF3(λ)

fF3(λ) = λ3 + bλ+ c

a3 = 1, a2 = 0, a1 = b, a0 = c,

1) |c| < 1

2) c2 − 1 < b → b > 1− d2

3) c+ b+ 1 > 0 → b > −c− 1,

c− b− 1 < 0 → b > c− 1

(5.10)

which describes the ranges of b and c for which F is feasible. These are shown in Fig. 5.1

by the dotted lines and the enclosed area. However, since from (5.3) Fi,j≥0, ∀i, j, it is clear
that both b, c≤0, and hence the feasible area is reduced (from light to dark in Fig. 5.1), and the

constraints are reduced to only a single one, such that the feasibility condition becomes:

3) b > −c− 1

− F1,2F2,1 − F1,3F3,1 − F2,3F3,2 > F1,2F2,3F3,1 + F1,3F2,1F3,2 − 1

So, ρF < 1 if: (5.11)

F1,2F2,1 + F1,3F3,1 + F2,3F3,2 + F1,2F2,3F3,1 + F1,3F2,1F3,2 < 1 .

Thus, a group of MSs, one in each cell (in the three-cell scenario), is feasible iff (if and only

if) the condition in (5.11) is fulfilled. This is clearly dependent on the individual desired and

interfering path gains, along with the SINR targets of the users. Therefore, a scheduler might
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Figure 5.1: Enclosed area depicting range of values for b and c in (5.8) for which all eigen-

values of F are within the unit circle. Due to the nature of b, c≤0, the blue area

denotes specific feasibility area.

make use of this condition to schedule users such that the number of feasible groups of MSs is

maximised, hence also maximising the spectral efficiency of the system.

Feasibility for K − 1 = 2 In the case that the scheduler is unable to find feasible groups

for particular MSs (due to e.g., location at the cell-edge), the Stepwise Removal (SR) algorithm

(described in Section 5.4.2) turns off one of the links in a group of MSs, resulting in a feasibility

matrix F of size K−1×K−1, in the three-cell case 2×2:

F =




0 F1,2

F2,1 0



 (5.12)

And hence, the characteristic function is given by

fF2(λ) = det (F− λI)

= λ2 − F1,2F2,1 (5.13)

= λ2 + c

c = −F1,2F2,1
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Again from [148], the stability constraints for a polynomial of order K−1=2 are

f(z) = a2z
2 + a1z + a0, a2 > 0

1) |a0| < a2

2) a0 + a1 + a2 > 0, a0 − a1 + a2 > 0

. (5.14)

Applying these conditions to the fF2(λ) yields

fF2(λ) = λ2 + c

a2 = 1, a1 = 0, a0 = c,

1) |c| < 1

2) c+ 1 > 0 → 1 > −c,

(5.15)

and hence the feasibility condition is given by

2)
1 > −c
1 > F1,2F2,1

So, ρF < 1 if: F1,2F2,1 < 1 . (5.16)

5.4.2 Stepwise Removal

In both POPC and the Foschini-Miljanic algorithm, if ρF 6<1, no solution is available, and

hence P→0 or P→(Pmax, . . . , Pmax)
†, respectively. In these cases, either none of the links

will transmit, or with (most-likely) too much power, and hence these solutions are suboptimal.

A better way to address this problem is to successively remove single links [11] from the group

of interfering MSs, until an F is achieved with ρF<1. It makes sense to, at each step, remove

the link that is causing the largest interference to the other users. It is clear, however, that

turning off one of the links will harm the system spectral efficiency, and hence for each link

removal, the SINR target for the remaining links must be updated as follows

γ∗(1),up =

∏K
j

(

1 + γ∗j

)

1 + γ∗(2),up

− 1 , (5.17)

where γ∗(i),up represents the updated SINR target of the ith remaining link. Since (5.17) has

infinite solutions, γ∗(1),up and γ∗(2),up must be optimised with (5.17) as the constraint. This may
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be a power minimisation

Solve min
{

γ∗(1),up + γ∗(2),up

}

s.t. (5.17) is satisfied. , (5.18)

or an equal absolute SINR increase2.

Solve γ∗(1),up − γ∗(1) = γ∗(2),up − γ∗(2) s.t. (5.17) is satisfied. . (5.19)

Finally, when two links have been removed and only a single link remains, γ∗(1),up=
∏K

j

(

1+γ∗j

)

−1,

and F=0, ρF =0, and P=u=
nγ∗

(1),up

G1,v1
.

Figure 5.2: Example of SR algorithm with SINR target updates. By rotationally scheduling the

MSs with updated γ∗, the system and user spectral efficiencies can be maintained

over multiple time slots.

Through this form of link removal, the system spectral efficiency can be maintained while

maximising the number of transmitting users according to the general feasibility constraint ρF .

Furthermore, it prevents the convergence to maximum power that results from the Foschini-

Miljanic algorithm, and the annihilation of links caused by POPC.

2Here, (5.18) is utilised in order to maintain the power minimisation of POPC.
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5.4.3 Scheduling

The goal is to maximise the number of “MS-groups” for which (5.11) is satisfied and POPC can

be applied. This is opposed to a random scheduler where the assignment of RBs, and hence also

the MS-groups, is performed arbitrarily. The scheduler is split into three stages, corresponding

to the number of cells considered and hence one more the number of link removals that are

possible.

1. Find all feasible (5.11) combinations of MSs from each of K=3 cells. It is, of course,

possible for an MS to be part of multiple feasible groups.

(a) Schedule the MSs with the fewest feasible combinations (i.e., “least feasible” MSs)

first, to maximise the number of feasible groups.

(b) Continue scheduling the least-feasible MSs until no feasible combinations ofK=3

are remaining.

2. The unscheduled MSs are unable to form feasible groups of three, so must form groups

with a link removed. Find all feasible (5.16) pairs or MSs, with updated γ∗i ’s, in theK=3

cells.

(a) Schedule the least feasible MSs first. To complete the group, the least-feasible (or

non-feasible) MS from the remaining cell is added.

(b) Continue scheduling the least-feasible MSs until no feasible combinations remain.

3. Finally, the remaining unscheduled users cannot form any feasible group, so must trans-

mit individually.

(a) Form groups randomly among the remaining MSs, with updated γ∗i ’s.

(b) The MS with the strongest path gain in each group is set as the active link.

4. Now that the groups have been formed, the corresponding transmit powers must be cal-

culated and assigned.

(a) POPC is applied to each group of users. F and u are sized appropriately given the

number of active links.

5. The deactivated (removed) MSs need to be served, so these are permitted to transmit in

later time slots.
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(a) If two links are active, then over three time slots each MS should transmit twice,

such that neither the system or link spectral efficiency are compromised.

(b) If only a single link is active, each MS transmits alone in one of three slots.

In essence, Step 5 enforces the “rotational” scheduling principle utilised in the SR algorithm

(see Fig. 5.2), such that each MS has the opportunity to achieve its target over multiple time

slots. Through this scheduler, all MSs in the system should attain the desired spectral efficiency,

and if not, minimise the losses incurred.

5.4.4 Three-Cell Simulation Results

Fig. 5.3 shows the spectral efficiency results for varying SINR targets and ISDs in a three-cell

scenario. The max. power spectral efficiency is independent of SINR targets and thus constant

over all SINRs, while POPC suffers significantly from the random grouping (all comparative

techniques are randomly scheduled), as the number of feasible groups disappears very rapidly

with increasing SINR. The upper bound in Fig. 5.3 denotes the Shannon capacity of the given

SINR target, i.e., the attainable spectral efficiency if all MSs can be optimally scheduled.
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Figure 5.3: System spectral efficiency (normalised Shannon capacity) results for the various

power control techniques over a range of SINR targets. Three-cell scenario with a

single omnidirectional antenna per cell.

The ISD is a significant factor in the performance of PCS. Here, the smaller the ISDs, the

better the performance; a key factor for shrinking cell sizes in future networks. When links are
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deactivated, the larger transmit powers needed to meet γ∗up are bounded by Pmax. Reducing

the ISDs is equivalent to increasing Pmax due to greater desired link gains. Lastly, it is evident

that PCS outperforms all other techniques investigated, and has significant potential for future

cellular networks.

5.4.5 Extension to Macro-cellular Network

Since PCS is developed for a three-cell system, on its own it is very ineffective for more realistic

scenarios where there are clearly more than three cells. One option would be to derive the

feasibility condition(s) for a larger number of cells, to henceforth be able to apply PCS to a

larger network. From [148]3, however, it is evident that the feasibility conditions for even

a four-cell scenario are excessively complex, and hence such extension to larger networks is

highly impractical.

Figure 5.4: Extension of three-cell PCS to larger multi-cellular networks. Universal frequency

reuse is applied, and the differing colouration of the cells simply demarks which

BS is serving them.

A more pragmatic approach is to find a way to tessellate the three-cell PCS over a network of

any dimensions. This is shown in Fig. 5.4, where the structure of a typical sectorised cellular

3In [148] the sufficient conditions for stability of nth order polynomials are presented, which were used to derive

the feasibility condition in (5.11).
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network can help the extension of PCS to multiple cells. By grouping three cells with coincid-

ing beam patterns (see shaded cells in Fig. 5.4), PCS can be applied to mitigate interference

between these cells. In addition, the cluster will be relatively shielded from neighbouring sec-

tors’ interference due to the nature of their beams. This clustering is then tessellated over the

network, such that PCS can be applied separately in each cluster without overly excessive CCI

from the surrounding cells, allowing the MSs to achieve their transmission requirements.

5.5 Power SINR Scheduling (PSS)

PCS is dependent on many users per cell to be able to iterate over multiple path gain com-

binations and, hence, find feasible MS-groups in these cells. In the femto-cell environment

considered here, however, each cell contains only a single user, and hence in any grouping of

three cells the users in these cells will directly form aMS-group. Now if this group is infeasible,

then there is no possibility of a different (feasible) group being formed, and at least one link

must be removed. Therefore, to avoid this, the SINR targets of the individual users (instead of

the path gains) must be varied such that F becomes feasible.

5.5.1 SINR Variation

In PSS, the same feasibility conditions for F still apply, i.e., (5.11) and (5.16). Hence, an

intelligent mechanism for the variation of the individual SINRs must be formulated. This is

done by reexamining these feasibility conditions.

The feasibility condition is given in (5.11) as

f(F) =F1,2F2,1+F1,3F3,1+F2,3F3,2+F1,2F2,3F3,1+F1,3F2,1F3,2

= γ∗1γ
∗
2

(

ρ2G1,v2G2,v1

G1,v1G2,v2

)

+ γ∗1γ
∗
3

(

ρ2G1,v3G3,v1

G1,v1G3,v3

)

+

+ γ∗2γ
∗
3

(

ρ2G2,v3G3,v2

G2,v2G3,v3

)

+

+ γ∗1γ
∗
2γ

∗
3

(

ρ3G1,v2G2,v3G3,v1 +G1,v3G2,v1G3,v2

G1,v1G2,v2G3,v3

)

= γ∗1γ
∗
2A1,2+γ

∗
1γ

∗
3A1,3+γ

∗
2γ

∗
3A2,3+γ

∗
1γ

∗
2γ

∗
3A1,2,3 (5.20)

whereA= {A1,2, A1,3, A2,3, A1,2,3} is the set of coefficients of f(F) that are constant through-
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out the SINR variation. Therefore if f(F)>1, by finding max {A} the largest coefficient can
be found, and hence the SINR targets preceding the coefficient can be reduced to ultimately

decrease f(F).

Given f(F)>1 and max {A}=Ai,j , it is clear that γ
∗
i and γ∗j need to be reduced such that

f(F)<1. The reduction is performed as follows:

rgr =
1

ronr

⌈

ro

(

1− 1

f(F)

)⌉

(5.21)

γ∗,up
i ← γ∗i (1− rgr)

γ∗,up
j ← γ∗j (1− rgr)

where rgr in (5.21) represents the SINR reduction factor rounded up to a factor4 of 1/ro and nr

denotes the number of MSs whose SINR targets are being reduced (in the above case, nr=2).

To maintain the desired system spectral efficiency, however, the remaining user’s SINR target

must be increased

γ∗,up
k 6={i,j} =

(1 + γ∗1)(1 + γ∗2)(1 + γ∗3)

(1 + γ∗i (1− rgr))(1 + γ∗j (1− rgr))
− 1 . (5.22)

Through this, the system spectral efficiency is maintained while the value of f(F) is decreased.

This procedure is repeated until either γ∗i , γ
∗
j<γmin, or f(F)<1, although it may achieve the

desired SINR target constellation in the first step.

For the (rather unlikely) case that max {A}=A1,2,3, the strongest interferer MSi is found,

and the same reduction is performed, except nr=1 in (5.21). The SINR target increase of the

remaining MSs is

γ∗,up
{j,k}6=i =

√

(1 + γ∗1)(1 + γ∗2)(1 + γ∗3)

(1 + γ∗i (1− rgr))
− 1 . (5.23)

Feasibility for K − 1 = 2 For the occasion that the scheduler is unable to find a set of

{γ∗,up
1 , γ∗,up

2 , γ∗,up
3 }≥γmin such that F becomes feasible (i.e., f(F)<1), the link causing the

most interference is removed, and the SINR targets of the two remaining users are updated

4The reason for this rounding is two-fold; firstly, since f(F) must be <1, without the rounding f(F) would be

steered towards 1 and not below, and secondly, because the consequent SINR rise of the third user will again slightly

increase f(F). Here, ro=10, corresponding to a rounding to 0.1, is utilised. However, this can be set differently

(e.g., ro=5, 20, 100) in order to manage the tradeoff between Pareto optimality (larger ro) and convergence speed

(smaller ro).
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according to the SR algorithm.

If, now, the feasibility condition (5.16) is not satisfied, the SINR target of the MSi with the

weaker desired channel gain must be reduced according to (5.21) with nr=1, while MSj with

the stronger desired link receives a SINR target boost according to

γ∗,up
j =

(1 + γ∗i )(1 + γ∗j )

1 + γ∗i (1− rgr)
− 1 , (5.24)

to maintain the system spectral efficiency5. This is again repeated until either γ∗,up
i <γmin, or

f(F)<1.

Finally, if the scheduler is unable to find {γ∗,up
i , γ∗,up

j }≥γmin such that F is feasible, the MS

with the weaker desired link is removed, and the target of the remaining user is again updated.

5.5.2 Proof of Convergence

Here, a proof for the convergence of f(F) by the SINR variations (5.21) and (5.22) is provided.

When implementing the scheduling algorithm, a check condition is built where the user group-

ing is not performed if f(F)>1 for {γ∗i , γ∗j , γ∗k}={γmin, γmin, γ
∗,up
k }=Γmin, as this signifies

that SINR variation will be unable to satisfy (5.20). Thus, the convergence of the variation

algorithm is based on this Γmin, and is expressed as follows in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 Given f(F) ≡ f(Γ) > 1, where Γ = (γi, γj , γk), then iterative variations of

Γ according to (5.21) and (5.22) will converge to f(Γ) < 1 if

f(Γmin) < 1 for Γmin = (γmin, γmin, γ
∗,up
k ) ,

where γup
k is updated to maintain spectral efficiency.

5The MS with the stronger desired link is chosen for the SINR target boost as it will require less power than

the weaker MS to achieve γ∗up due to its enhanced desired channel gain, and hence cause less interference. This

slightly reduces the fairness over a single slot, however through scheduling over multiple slots this is equalised.
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Proof Given that f(Γ)>1, γi and γj are updated iteratively as follows

γ
∗,(m+1)
i ← γ

∗,(m)
i (1− r(m)

gr )

γ
∗,(m+1)
j ← γ

∗,(m)
j (1− r(m)

gr )

where rgr is calculated by (5.21), m = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and if f(Γ)>1 then 0<r
(m)
gr <1, and (1 −

r
(m)
gr )<1. Hence, as long as f(Γ)>1, γi and γj will continue to be reduced, upper-bounded by

the geometric sequence of γ∗i (1−minm{r(m)
gr })m, until

γ
∗,(n)
i ← γmin

γ
∗,(n)
j ← γmin

and hence Γ ← Γmin=(γmin, γmin, γ
∗,up
k ), where γ∗,up

k is determined by (5.22).6 Therefore,

if f(Γmin)<1, then the algorithm will eventually enter the region where f(F)≡f(Γ)<1, and

thus the algorithm converges. �

Corollary 1 Theorem 1 and the corresponding proof also apply to max{A}=A1,2,3,

where nr=1 in (5.21) and Γmin=(γmin, γ
∗,up
j , γ∗,up

k ). Furthermore, it can also be applied

toK − 1=2, where Γmin=(γmin, γ
∗,up
j ), and hence the algorithm converges in all of these

cases.

5.5.3 Scheduling

While it is clear from Section 5.5.1 how an infeasible grouping of MSs can be made feasible,

these groups must still be found. In a randomly deployed femto-cell environment, this can be a

challenging task as there is no pre-existing infrastructure to guide grouping mechanisms. Here,

the cell-grouping part of PSS is described.

6Due to the calculation of rgr in (5.21), γ
∗,(n)
i , γ

∗,(n)
j may become smaller than γmin. However in this case,

they are simply set to γmin (as they should not go lower anyway), and γ∗,up
k is calculated accordingly.
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5.5.3.1 Interference Graphs

To find groups of femto-cells suitable for POPC, an interference graph [149] for the network

instance is constructed, through which the strongest interfering cells can be grouped together.

Interference graphs are constructed by evaluating the interference users in the system cause to

each other. For each FMS, the strongest interferers are removed (and consequently considered

as interfering neighbours) until the minimum SIR, γ̂∗, at the MS is achieved.

In the downlink, assuming each FBS will transmit at maximum power, P=Pmax, each user will

achieve a certain SIR. If the SIR of FMSk, γ̂k<γ̂
∗
k , the strongest interferers are removed until

γ̂k =
Sk

∑

l∈Ik\Wk
Ik,l
≥ γ̂∗k , (5.25)

where Sk is the desired received signal strength of FMSk, Ik,l the interference caused at FMSk

from FMSl’s BS, Ik all its interferers, andWk the removed interferers, i.e., neighbours. Hence,

each user will have a list of strongly interfering neighbours based on its interference environ-

ment, and if cell l is a neighbour of cell k, the vice versa is also true.

Once this procedure has been done for all FMSs in the system, the interference graph can

be constructed, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5.5. From this, groups of (up to) three

femto-cells (and hence the three MSs in these cells) are formed by collecting the three strongest

interfering and neighbouring cells together, and then the next, and so on. For cells with fewer

than two neighbours, smaller groups are formed.

5.5.3.2 SINR and Power Allocation

As a result of the interference graph grouping, each MS will be able to remove two of its

strongest interferers through POPC and SINR variation, if necessary. The SINR target and

transmit power allocation for each group is performed as follows:

1. If (5.11) is satisfied, then (5.4) (POPC) can be performed and each MS should achieve

its SINR target.

2. If (5.11) fails, then max {A} is found, and the γ∗k are modified by (5.21) and (5.22)

(or (5.23) if max {A}=A123) until (5.11) is satisfied and (5.4) can be used.

3. If this is not possible, the strongest interfering link is removed, and (5.16) must be satis-
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fied (with updated γ∗k due to SR) in order for (5.4) to be applied.

4. If (5.16) fails, then the γ∗k are adjusted through (5.21) and (5.24) until (5.16) is satisfied

and (5.4) can be utilised.

5. If this is again not possible, then a second link is removed, and (5.4) (which converges to

conventional power control for a single user) is performed for updated γ∗k .

6. Similar to PCS, the deactivated MSs must be served, and thus are scheduled in later time

slots. Further, links that, in the previous steps, reduced their γ∗ are given a chance to

transmit at higher spectral efficiencies. Thus, the SINR adaptation procedure is rotated

within the group, such that each MS may achieve its target.

Through this power allocation, over multiple time slots, the number of simultaneously serviced

(i.e., γk≥γ∗k) MSs in the system will be maximised, along with the achievable throughput.
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Figure 5.5: Interference graphs for a given 5×5 grid femto-cell scenario for various SINR

targets. The solid lines indicate neighbours for γ∗=0 dB, whereas the dashed lines

indicate the additional neighbours when γ∗=8 dB.
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5.6 Simulation and Results

The general simulation setup utilised is described in Section 3.3. As mentioned previously,

the application scenario for PCS is the dense macro-cellular environment described in Sec-

tion 3.3.1.1, whereas PSS is implemented in the femto-cell deployment (see Section 3.3.1.2).

The relevant simulation parameters for both scenarios can be found in Table 5.1.

Parameter Value

Simulation area 37 cells

Results area inner 7 cells

ISD 350m
ICD 200m
MMSs per cell, N̄ 10

Number of available RBs, M 50

RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Noise spectral density, η0 −174 dBm/Hz
Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12

Symbol rate per subcarrier, ssc 15 ksps
Time slots (subframes), z 12

Subframe duration, tsf 1ms

MBS transmit power, Pmax,MBS 46 dBm
MMS transmit power, Pmax,MMS 23 dBm
Sector θ3dB 70◦

Outdoor channel parameters αo, βo 25.6, 36.7

Apartment width, Ra 10 m
FBS probability, pact 0.5

Max. MSs per femto-cell, µ̃ 1

FBS transmit power, Pmax,FBS 10 dBm
FMS transmit power, Pmax,FMS 10 dBm
Indoor channel parameters αi, βi 37, 30

Shadowing Std. Devs., σi, σo 10, 4 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50 m

Table 5.1: Chapter 5 Simulation Parameters

5.6.1 Resource and Power Allocation

PCS For this study, MMSs in a cell are assigned a contiguous equal-sized block of RBs,

where each block contains ⌊M/Nj⌋ RBs. The scheduler assigns a block to each user in the

cell. For PCS, the scheduling and allocation of power to the users is performed as described

in Section 5.4.3. Furthermore, multiple time slots are utilised such that removed links can be

scheduled in the next slot.

PSS Here, each FMS in a cell is assigned the full bandwidth (i.e., all RBs), as only a single

FMS per cell is considered. For PSS, the cell-grouping and allocation of power to the users is
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performed as described in Section 5.5.3. Again, the simulation is run over multiple time slots,

such that removed and γ∗-reduced links can be scheduled in later slots and achieve capacity.

Benchmarks Finally, the benchmarks utilised for comparison to PCS and PSS are max.

power transmission (BM 1) and LTE FPCν=1, 0.5 (BM 2). For both, a random block assign-

ment is employed.

5.6.2 PCS Results and Discussion

Fig. 5.6 shows the spectral efficiency results for PCS and the three benchmarks in a macro-

cellular network. In general, PCS has a performance advantage over FPCν=1 over all SINR

targets (except γ∗=20 dB), whereas also substantial gains of ≈13% are seen over max. power

transmission in the mid-SINR (typically the operational) range. The PCS performance begins

to suffer for higher SINRs as too many users are switched off each time slot by the SR protocol.
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Figure 5.6: System throughput performance results of PCS, LTE power control, and maximum

power transmission.

Furthermore, those users that are not able to achieve their targets are scarcely served, hence

the decline in system throughput. On the other hand, the throughput reduction at lower SINRs

results from the performance limitation of PCS to the required SINR targets. Therefore, the

comparison to max. power and FPCν=0.5 is rather unfair, since these are not bounded by

targets. However, on average the PCS system throughput is equivalent to that of max. power

transmission.
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This becomes even more significant when considered together with the energy efficiency results

shown in Fig. 5.7(a). As expected, maximum power transmission is the least energy efficient

of the three considered techniques. PCS, on the other hand, provides massive energy efficiency

benefits for the system, even when compared to FPCν=1, with gains of almost 3 times for higher

SINRs. This is due to the SR of links and Pareto optimality, reducing the system transmit

power per time slot. Hence, it is quite clear that PCS drastically diminishes the transmit power

consumption in a macro-cellular network.
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Figure 5.7: System energy efficiency and fairness performance results of PCS, LTE power con-

trol, and maximum power transmission.
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The fairness of the compared techniques is displayed in Fig. 5.7(b), where unsurprisingly max.

power and FPCν=0.5 present the least fair systems. The PCS fairness offers the most consistent

performance (of the power control schemes), resulting mainly from the rotational scheduling

in the SR algorithm, allowing users to achieve similar throughputs over multiple time slots.

As expected, the fairness of traditional power control falls with increasing SINR requirement,

as clearly higher targets are more difficult to fulfil. Considering all of the results, it is evi-

dent that PCS provides overall superior system performance over the standard power allocation

techniques. Furthermore, it is evident that an optimal SINR may be found that optimises the

network according to one (or multiple) of the performance criteria. This leads into Chapter 6,

where such an optimisation of network throughput is investigated.

5.6.3 PSS Results and Discussion

In Fig. 5.8, it is evident PSS produces large gains over conventional power control (ν = 1), but

does not achieve quite the system capacities of the other systems. It should be mentioned here

that, again, the comparisons to both maximum power and FPCν=0.5 are rather unfair (however

are included as they represent the state-of-the-art power allocation in wireless networks), as
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Figure 5.8: System throughput performance results of PSS, LTE power control, and maximum

power transmission.

these are based much less on the actual SINR targets of the users (in the case of max. power

not at all), and hence use significantly more power to achieve their larger system throughputs.

Therefore, it is clear that the energy efficiency is a much more accurate performance comparison

of the techniques.
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This is shown in Fig. 5.9(a), where both maximum power and FPCν=0.5 reveal diminished

energy efficiency with regards to PSS. Furthermore, the energy efficiency of FPCν=1 suffers

due to the low throughput achieved in the high-interference scenario. Finally, in the high-

SINR range it is evident that PSS can achieve more than twice the energy efficiency of the

conventional schemes. All in all, PSS provides significant throughputs for almost all FMSs in

the system while reducing the necessary transmit power.
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Figure 5.9: System energy efficiency and fairness performance results of PSS, LTE power con-

trol, and maximum power transmission.
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Finally, Fig. 5.9(b) portrays the fairness results for the considered system, yielding the low-

est fairness for maximum power (as expected) and the largest availability for FPCν=1 in the

mid-SINR range. PSS achieves an almost constant fairness over the SINR range (both PSS

and FPCν=1 suffer from outages at low SINRs due to the high interference in the scenario),

indicating a balancing of user throughput over the FMSs due to the rotational scheduling of

removed and SINR-diminished users, which are thus given equal opportunity to achieve their

targets. Finally, as in the macro-cellular environment, the fairness of FPCν=1 diminishes with

increasing γ∗, indicating less satisfied FMSs. Overall, PSS manages to balance the benefits of

max. power transmission and FPC, while boosting the energy efficiency of the network.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, PCS, a scheduling technique designed to maximise the application of POPC,

was introduced. By expressing the necessary conditions for power control in a simple feasibility

condition of path gains and SINR targets, users are scheduled such that POPC can be applied.

The addition of the SR algorithm in collaboration with SINR target updates allows the scheduler

to achieve the target system spectral efficiency, while providing Pareto optimal power allocation

for interfering users. Therefore, no significant losses in spectral efficiency are incurred while

the total transmit power of the network is minimised, hence resulting in a more energy efficient

system.

In addition, PSS, a derivative of PCS designed to maximise the application in femto-cells,

is developed. Highly interfering femto-cells are grouped using interference graphs, such that

the strong CCI can be mitigated via PSS. As only a single FMS per femto-cell is assumed,

interfering MS groups (and thus path gains) cannot be modified, and hence a technique to

adapt the SINR targets of the users was developed to render infeasible groupings feasible.

Through this, MSs are allocated Pareto optimal transmit powers while limited losses in spectral

efficiency are incurred.

It is quite clear from the three-cell results (in Fig. 5.3) that PCS provides close-to-optimal spec-

tral efficiency over a wide range of SINR targets, and can significantly outperform standard

power control techniques. Similar performance results are seen in the macro-cell environment,

where PCS achieves throughput gains over the benchmark techniques for almost all γ∗. Fur-

thermore, PCS provides large energy efficiency boosts over both power control and maximum
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power transmission, significantly reducing the system transmit power.

In the femto-cell scenario, PSS provides substantial throughputs over a wide range of SINR tar-

gets, and significantly outperforms the purely target-based power control technique (FPCν=1).

However, both max. power transmission and FPCν=0.5 are not strictly bound by SINR targets,

and hence are able to transmit with higher power and achieve larger throughputs. On the other

hand, it is evident that PSS provides again a low-power solution, significantly reducing the

necessary FMS transmit powers, and hence creating “greener” femto-cellular systems.

Finally, while PCS and PSS provide successful combinations of resource and power allocation

in cellular networks, it is clear that due to their centralised approach, a large amount of sig-

nalling is necessary to convey path gain (desired and especially interfering) and SINR target

information among neighbouring BSs. Furthermore, deployment and backhauling issues in fu-

ture networks (e.g., HetNets) significantly enhance the complications of centralisation. There-

fore, distributed and autonomous coordination that is scenario-adaptable should be envisioned

for future systems in order to avoid such management difficulties.
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Chapter 6
Fuzzy Logic Autonomous and

Distributed Resource Allocation

6.1 Introduction

In Section 2.4, the upcoming challenges in future HetNets were presented, such as backhauling

and interference management, among others. In general, these issues motivate the need for

decentralised, autonomous interference coordination schemes that operate independently on

each cell, utilising only local information, yet achieving efficient/near-optimal solutions for the

network. By allowing BSs (all types) and MSs to individually optimise their resource alloca-

tions and transmission powers, a global optimum may be found without centralised algorithms

governing the system. This would substantially reduce not only the amount of signalling but

also the operation complexity of the network.

To this extent, recent research has seen the emergence of autonomous coordination techniques

for SONs [108, 109], where transmit powers on subbands are adjusted independently in each

cell via local and network utility optimisation. These utilities are based on the average rate in

the cell, however do not examine user-specific resource allocation for additional interference

coordination. Furthermore, the proposed strategies do not consider heterogeneous architectures

that will inevitably describe future networks. Finally, the suggested algorithms assume still

some signalling between neighbouring BSs, hence cannot be considered fully autonomous, and

may also limit their applicability specifically for femto-cell networks.

On another note, there has been significant contribution to the modeling of HetNets [150–152],

introducing important tools which may be used for network management, although solutions

for scheduling and resource allocation utilising these models are not proposed. Such research

is performed in [153], where the authors suggest a best-effort utility function based on QoS

restricted priority users to provide cell association and power allocation. The splitting of these

procedures however reduces the fairness among the different classes of users. In [18], a joint

association and resource allocation problem is formulated, yielding very high complexity. Fur-

thermore, in order to generate a heuristic to solve the problem, over-the-air signaling between
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BSs is utilised, wasting wireless resources. Finally, it should be mentioned that recent research

has seen the emergence of fuzzy logic for network interference management [84–86], and a

similar technique is investigated here. A brief overview of such techniques is presented in

Section 2.3.4.

In Chapters 4 and 5, coordinated techniques that required the signalling of interference toler-

ances (ULIP) and SINR/path gain (PCS) information augmented network operational complex-

ity. Furthermore, a single-parameter optimisation (i.e., power control) was performed in col-

laboration with centralised schedulers. This is a common approach in a multitude of work per-

formed on interference management techniques [6, 84, 85, 104, 108, 122, 128], where in many

cases a single system parameter is optimised at the link level according to a given system utility

or goal. This is, of course, greatly suboptimal in a system with multiple constantly varying and

mutually interdependent parameters. In general, works considering multiple parameters for sys-

tem performance maximisation utilise convex optimisation techniques [12–14, 126], however

because the problem is known to be NP-hard [17] these necessarily result in suboptimal solu-

tions with immense complexity. Therefore, in this chapter, fuzzy logic is employed directly to

ICIC in a holistic approach, by considering many key parameters to perform resource allocation

(i.e., frequency reuse) and power control in all cells individually. In this manner, a completely

distributed approach which avoids large signalling and considers the interdependencies within

the wireless network is derived.

6.2 System Model

The downlink of an OFDMA network is considered, where the system and channel models are

described in detail in Section 3.2. For completeness, the technique introduced here is investi-

gated in two scenarios:

• purely the femto-cell tier for initial development, as described in Section 3.3.1.2 with

µ̃(u)=3; and

• a full HetNet as described in Section 3.3.1.3, in which the autonomocity of fuzzy logic

is paramount.
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6.3 Distributed and Autonomous Resource Allocation for Femto-

Cellular Networks

Due to the customer-side random deployment of femto-cells, and the resulting lack of fixed

connective infrastructure, FBSs must perform resource and power allocation utilising locally

available information only. To maximise performance in its own cell, a FBS must attempt to

allocate RBs such that the desired signal on these is maximised, while the interference incident

from neighbouring cells is minimal. Furthermore, the BS must allocate enough resources such

that the rate requirements of the user(s) in the cell are fulfilled. The necessary, and locally

available, information is therefore clearly determined:

• the required rate of a user determines the number of RBs that need to be assigned;

• the quality (i.e., strength) of the desired signal dictates the necessary transmit power;

• the frequency-selective fading profile also affects the preferable RBs to be allocated; and

• the level of interference incident on the RBs strongly influences their allocatability.

All of these variables are locally available at the FBS in the reverse link, and at the MS(s) in

the forward link, necessitating no extra information to be exchanged between BSs.

6.3.1 Fuzzy Logic for Autonomous Interference Coordination

In general, the resource and power allocation problem for a multicellular wireless networks

belongs to the class of MINLP problems; obtaining the solutions to these is known to be NP-
hard [16, 17]. Therefore, it is clear that a heuristic for local, autonomous resource management

is required to solve this problem. Amachine learning approach where FBSs acquire information

about their transmission conditions over time would be such a viable solution, however can

prove complex without the availability of training data. Therefore, fuzzy logic is introduced as

the heuristic, through which “expert knowledge” is incorporated into the RB allocation decision

process.

The decision system, in its most simplified form, is represented in Fig. 6.1. In broad terms,

the system evaluates which RB(s) are most suitable to be allocated to an MS in a given time

slot, and determines the transmit power on these RBs needed to generate the required SINR
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such that the user’s rate can be met. Obviously, a RB receiving little or no interference situated

in a fading peak is most suitable for allocation to the user, whereas any RB(s) receiving high

interference, or experiencing deep fades, are much less appropriate.

Fuzzy Logic

ICIC System

Interference

on each RB

Fading

on each RB

User Rate

User Desired

Signal Strength

RB Allocation

RB Transmit

Power

Figure 6.1: Simplified graphical representation of the autonomous resource and power alloca-

tion technique.

In fuzzy logic, an input range is divided into multiple “membership functions” which give a

coarse evaluation of the variable. By combining the membership values of the inputs through

various rules, the allocatability of each RB is determined. The output is also “fuzzy,” indicating

how suitable (or unsuitable) a RB is, avoiding a hard yes/no decision. An overview of fuzzy

inference is offered in Section 2.3.4, and for more information on fuzzy logic, the reader is

referred to [82] and related literature.

In each time slot, the FBS allocates the most applicable RBs to each FMS in its cell, and

data transmission is performed. Based on the received signal levels from the desired user and

interfering MSs, the FBS updates its information to more accurately represent the long-term

interference and fading environments of its cell. This updated information is utilised in the next

time slot to again carry out the, ideally improved, resource and power allocation. The same op-

eration is performed in all femto-cells in the scenario, and the RB allocations are continuously

individually optimised until the system converges to a stable solution, where the user(s) in each

cell are satisfied.

6.3.1.1 Inputs

The input variables of the fuzzy logic system are:
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• The required rate of the MS is defined by the service being demanded by the user. Here,

the values “Low,” “Low-medium,” “Medium-high,” and “High” are used to categorise the

rate requested by the user. The ranges of these are dependent on the user scenario (e.g., in

femto-cells, a higher rate can be requested due to the superior channel conditions). This

is a per-user requirement, and thus is equivalent for all RBs.

• The desired signal level describes the transmission conditions from transmitter to re-

ceiver, i.e., the stronger the desired signal, the better the channel between the two. The

signal power domain is divided into “Low,” “Medium,” and “High” values1, to sort users

depending on their useful channels. Since the fast fading component is considered as a

separate input, the desired signal level is described per MS, and thus is equivalent over

all RBs.

• The fast fading component for each RB may not always be readily available, how-

ever can become accessible by sounding, pilot/data transmission, or via cognitive radio.

Users’ frequency selective fading profiles extend over the whole available bandwidth,

and hence certain RBs are more suitable to an MS than others; or than to other MSs. The

fast fading domain is split into “Deep,” “Average,” and “Peak” values, centred around the

mean fading level 1. In general, MSs should avoid RBs with “Deep” fades and try to

acquire RBs with “Peak” fading values.

• The level of interference illustrates the immediate interference environment for each

MS on each RB. RBs with strong interference may indicate a close neighbouring cell

currently utilising them, or even multiple interfering cells. Low or zero interference

RBs would obviously be very attractive to a MS. The interference power domain is

divided into “Low,” “Medium,” and “High” values1, to categorise RBs by the amount of

interference they suffer.

6.3.1.2 Fuzzy System

The fuzzy logic system is responsible for determining the allocatability of each RB in the cell,

and the corresponding transmit powers. This is performed in three stages, as can be seen in

Fig. 6.7. First, the fuzzified values of the inputs (see. Fig. 6.7) are fed into the rule evaluation

1The cut off points and slopes of the values are determined from the CDFs in Figs. 6.3(b). “Low” is cut off at

P[X≤0.35], and “High” begins at P[X≤0.65], with “Medium” in between.
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stage, where these are combined to determine the “scores” of the membership functions of the

outputs. These rules are defined in Table 6.1. Most of these rules are self-explanatory. In

essence, they are intuitive guidelines as to why a specific RB should be assigned to the MS

or not, e.g., allocating an RB that is receiving high interference (3. and 6.) is generally never

beneficial; or assigning medium-interference RBs should only be performed if the required rate

is modest or the signal level is high enough (4. and 5.). Finally, almost any RB with low

interference can be allocated and transmitted on with half power to achieve its rate (1.).

Comb. Des. Rate Signal Interference Fading SINR RB Alloc. Power Modulation

1 AND - not Low Low - - Yes Half -

2 AND Low not Low Med Deep Yes Max. -

3 AND not Low - High - - No - -

4 AND Low-Med not Low Med not Deep - Yes Max. -

5 AND Med-High not Low Med Peak - Yes Max. -

6 OR - - High Deep - No - -

7 AND - High - not Deep - Yes Half -

8 AND - Low not Low - - No - -

9 AND Med-High High Med Peak - Yes Half -

10 - - - - - MuchWorse - - Reduce3

11 - - - - - Marg.Worse - - Reduce2

12 - - - - - Worse - - Reduce1

13 - - - - - Adequate - - NoChange

14 - - - - - Better - - Increase1

15 - - - - - Marg.Better - - Increase2

16 - - - - - MuchBetter - - Increase3

Table 6.1: Fuzzy Rules

In the rule output aggregation stage, the results of all rules are combined for each RB to yield

a fuzzy set representing how much an RB should or should not be allocated, and how much it

should or should not transmit at half power (i.e., if the majority of the rules yield “Yes” for RB

allocation, then the RB should be allocated more than it should not be).

Finally, in the defuzzification stage, the centre of gravity (which is calculated using the integral-

quotient in the Defuzzification box in Fig. 6.7) of the fuzzy set of each output is calculated to

give a “score” for each RB. In essence, this stage determines finally the RB allocation (Yes/No)

and the RB transmit power (Half/Max.), e.g., an RB allocation score of 0.75 indicates a “Yes,”

and an RB transmit power score of 0.7 recommends maximum power transmission. Clearly, an

RB with an allocation score of 0.9 is more allocatable than one with a score of 0.6.
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6.3.1.3 Outputs

Finally, the outputs of fuzzy logic ICIC are:

• The RB allocation of the MS. The allocatability of each RB is calculated by fuzzy logic

depending on the inputs. In the end, the BS assigns the required number of RBs to the

MSs, choosing those that are most suitable for each. The higher the score, the better.

• The transmit powers of the RBs assigned to the MS. Each RB can transmit with either

half or full (i.e., maximum) power, depending on the inputs. For example, an RB with

low interference may transmit at half power, whereas if the MS’s desired signal is low or

the fading on that RB is deep, full power should be utilised.

6.3.2 SINR-dependent Link Adaptation

In general, a wireless channel can change quite rapidly given alterations to its immediate en-

vironment, and hence there may be situations where a MS’s desired link quality is much bet-

ter/worse than necessary for its MCS. Alternatively, the scenario may arise when the MS re-

ceives high interference from a nearby transmitter, and hence the user’s SINR may fall below

its target. Therefore, it is imperative that a MS can modify its MCS depending on the channel

conditions. In Fig. 6.2, such an ability is added to the fuzzy logic ICIC system.

Fuzzy Logic

ICIC System

Interference

on each RB

Fading

on each RB

User Rate

User Desired

Signal Strength
RB Allocation

RB Transmit

Power

User SINR

MS Modulation

Scheme

Figure 6.2: Simplified graphical representation of the autonomous resource and power alloca-

tion technique with the opportunity for MCS adjustment.
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Since the success/failure of transmission on a given RB is mainly dependent on the SINR

achieved on it, the MS SINR2 is utilised to directly modify the MS’s MCS: this is called link

adaptation (LA). More specifically, the difference between the user’s achieved average SINR

γ̄u and its target γ∗u

∆γ = γ̄u − γ∗u , (6.1)

is utilised. The membership functions for the SINR input andMCS output are shown in Fig. 6.7.

It should be mentioned that only ∆γ is used in the LA procedure, such that

• if ∆γ>3 dB the input is “Better”, and the MS MCS order is “Increased by 1;”

• if ∆γ>5 dB the input is “Marginally Better”, and the MCS order is “Increased by 2;”

• if ∆γ>7 dB the input is “Much Better”, and the MCS order is “Increased by 3;”

• if ∆γ<−3 dB the input is “Worse”, and the MCS order is “Reduced by 1;”

• if ∆γ<−5 dB the input is “Marginally Worse”, and the MCS order is “Reduced by 2;”

• if∆γ<−7 dB the input is “MuchWorse”, and the MCS order is “Reduced by 3;” or lastly

• if −3<∆γ<3 dB the input is “Adequate”, and the MCS order undergoes “No Change.”

These rules are shown in Table 6.1. Through this procedure, a user may fit its MCS to its

transmission environment, and hence more efficiently achieve its target rate. Moreover, the

average SINR γ̄u is considered to prevent a MS from “ping-pong”-ing between MCSs, which

may severely complicate the scheduling procedure. Finally, it is possible to adjust the cut-

off points for ∆γ to tune the LA procedure, e.g., values of “Better” for >5 dB and “Worse”

for <−1 dB (and similar shift for all other membership functions) would be a much more

conservative LA strategy.

6.3.3 Scheduling

Given the common assumption in femto-cell networks that only a single FMS is present per

cell, this user can be allocated the RBs with the best scores (as determined by the fuzzy logic

2One might argue that given a user’s signal strength and RB interference information, that a separate SINR input

is unnecessary. However, because the MS can only receive interference information from other users transmitting

on specific RBs, it is not guaranteed that it receives interfering signals on all RBs. Furthermore, the desired signal is

also only measured on the allocated RBs, so a standard measure of the average SINR is the most precise description

of an MS’s overall transmission conditions.
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system). In the reverse link, the contiguity constraint (specific to LTE) is fulfilled by allocating

the required number of consecutive RBs with the least sum-score. With each FBS allocating

the most suitable RBs in their cell, a natural frequency reuse will result. More specifically,

it can be shown that neighbouring FBSs will allocate orthogonal sets of RBs, whereas femto-

cells further from each other (i.e., less interfering) may assign the same RBs without excessive

interference.

Here, however, multiple users per cell are considered. For this case, there are many possi-

bilities to perform resource allocation in the presence of multiple users. For instance, in the

forward link an FBS may simply assign RBs in the descending order of scores calculated for

all FMSs. This is clearly a greedy approach, and may not be optimal in cases where MSs have

vastly different channel conditions (not usually the case in femto-cells, but possible). Another

possibility, then, for resource allocation may be a PFS, where the RB scores for each user are

scaled by the ratio of achieved and desired rates. Here, an MS that strongly underachieved its

rate would be allocated RBs before an MS that was closer to its target. Lastly, a “priority”

scheduler may give precedence to users with higher required rates/modulation orders, to more

likely fulfil their QoS requirements.

6.3.4 Signal Statistics

In Fig. 6.7, the membership functions of the desired and interfering signal inputs are determined

via analysis of the signal statistics in the deployment environment. While these statistics can be

determined experimentally, they are analytically derived here such that they can be expanded

to other scenarios. Thus, the power of any received signal Pr can be calculated as

Pr = PtG

Pr,dB = Pt,dB +GdB = Pt,dB − LdB (6.2)

where LdB=Ls,dB +Xσ is the total signal attenuation, Ls=Ld is the signal path loss (which,

due to the omnidirectional antenna used at a FBS is purely distance dependent), and Ld andXσ

are described in Section 3.2. Hence, the probability distribution function (PDF) of Pr (in dB)

is given by

fPr,dB(̺) = fPt,dB(θ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l;D) . (6.3)
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where ⊛ denotes the convolution operator. And since

fL,dB(l;D) = fLd,dB(l;D) ⊛ fXσ,dB(x) , (6.4)

by finding fLd,dB(l;D) and fPt,dB(θ), fPr,dB(̺) is derived for both desired and interfering

signals, S and I , respectively.

Due to the random nature of the FBS and FMS positions, the first step in analysing the signal

PDFs is estimating the distribution of the path losses between transmitter (whether it is desired

or interfering) and receiver. From (3.9) it is clear that the path loss l is proportional to the Tx-Rx

distance d, and the inverse relationship is given by

ρd(l) = d = 10
(l−α)/β . (6.5)

Thus, the distance dependent loss PDF fLd,dB(l;D) is derived

fLd,dB(l;D) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρd(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fd(ρd(l);D) (6.6)

fLd,dB(l;D) =
ln 10

β
ρd(l)fd(ρd(l);D) , (6.7)

where fd(ρ(l);D) is the PDF of the Tx-Rx distance parametrised by the dimension D. This

PDF is given in [154] by (6.8).
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Hence, by evaluating (6.7), the distance-dependent path loss PDF fLd,dB(l;D) becomes (6.9),

fLd,dB(l;D) =
ln 10

β
ρ(l)







2δ(l)
(
δ(l)2 − 4δ(l) + π
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α ≤ l ≤ Ld(D)
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(√
2D
)

(6.9)

where δ(l)=ρ(l)/D. This PDF can be seen for both the desired signal (D=Ra m) and the inter-
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fering signal (D=5Ra m, as interferer and receiver could be located in any two apartments in

the scenario) in Fig. 6.3(a). Monte Carlo simulations that randomly place two nodes within the

given dimensions D×D, and calculate the resulting path loss, verify that the PDF given in (6.9)

is indeed correct.

Referring back to (6.2), the path loss LdB has been accurately described, and hence the distri-

bution of the RB transmit powers Pt must now be found. In the downlink, each FBS transmits

with a maximum total power Pmax,FBS that is spread evenly over all RBs assigned to it. Further,

the number of RBs nRB allocated is directly dependent on the required rate C∗ of the user(s) in

the cell, thus Pt is defined by

Pt =
Pmax

nRB
where nRB =

⌈
C∗

kscssc

⌉

=
Pmaxkscssc

C∗ =
A

C∗ . (6.10)

Here, the ceiling operation is removed for ease of derivation, however without loss of gener-

ality. Therefore, it is clear from (6.10) that Pt is inversely proportional to the desired rate C∗,

which here is modeled by a random variable with distribution fC∗(C∗). Hence, the CDF of the

transmit power FPt(p) is given by

FPt(p) = P [Pt ≤ p] = P

[
A

C∗ ≤ p
]

= P

[
A

p
≤ C∗

]

= 1−P

[

C∗ ≤ A

p

]

= 1− FC∗

(
A

p

)

,

where FC∗(C∗) is the CDF of user desired rates, and therefore the PDF of the RB transmit

power fPt(p) is given by

fPt(p) =
dFPt(p)

dp
=
A

p2
fC∗

(
A

p

)

(6.11)

The general expression is given in (6.11) for any rate PDF fC∗(C∗). Now, a random variable

transformation (r.v.t) is performed to determine the PDF of the transmit power in dB (refer

to (6.2)), ξ, for which the inverse relationship is given by

ρp(ξ) = p = 10
ξ/10 . (6.12)
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Thus, the PDF of FMS transmit power fPt,dB(ξ) is calculated by

fPt,dB(ξ) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρp(ξ)

dξ

∣
∣
∣
∣
fP,dB(ρp(ξ)) (6.13)

=
ln 10

10
ρp(ξ)fPt(ρp(ξ))

=
ln 10

10

A

ρp(ξ)
fC∗

(
A

ρp(ξ)

)

(6.14)

where (6.14) is the general expression for any rate distribution. Thus, the PDF of user transmit

power has been derived, however under the assumption of transmission of a single bit per

channel use. This is, of course, not a realistic assumption and, thus, here a user’s ability to send

with various MCSs (see Table 3.1) is considered. Clearly, the MCS affects the number of RBs

required by an MS, and thus also the MS transmit power. This is shown in (6.15)

Pt =
Pmax

nRB
where nRB =

⌈
C∗

kscsscεs

⌉

=
Pmaxkscsscεs

C∗ =
Aεs
C∗ . (6.15)

Further, assuming each user is uniformly distributed a MCS3, by replacing (6.10) with (6.15)

and performing the same CDF transformation, the transmit power PDFs (i.e., fPt(p) and fPt,dB(θ))

are modified correspondingly as

fPt(p)→
1

16

15∑

m̃=0

Aεs(m̃)

p2
fC∗

(
Aεs(m̃)

p

)

,

fPt,dB(θ)→ ln 10

160

15∑

m̃=0

Aεs(m̃)

ϕ(θ)
fC∗

(
Aεs(m̃)

ϕ(θ)

)

(6.16)

where m̃ is the CQI index in Table 3.1, and again, (6.16) is the general expression for any user

rate distribution. Now, revisiting that nRB=
⌈

C∗

kscsscεs

⌉

, it is clear that only integer number of

RBs can be assigned to each FMS, and thus each user can only assume a transmit power from

a discrete set of Pt=
Pmax

nRB

Pt ∈
{
Pmax

1
,
Pmax

2
, · · · , Pmax

M

}

, (6.17)

3This would be independent of its signal quality. This is not the best assumption, admittedly, however the reason

is to further randomise the user requirements, and hence the necessary RB allocations. Through this, the allocation

problem becomes more challenging for ICIC techniques, including that presented here.
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where M denotes the total number of RBs available in each cell. Thus, fPt(p) is evaluated at

the powers in (6.17), as are the histogram bins in the Monte Carlo simulation, the results of

which are presented in Fig. 6.3(a) for C∗∼Rayl
(

Ĉ
)

, where

Rayl(σR) ∼ x

σ2
R

e
−x2

2σ2
R , (6.18)

Ĉ=C̄
√

2
π , and C̄ is the average desired rate. The close match of theoretical and empirical

results confirms that the derivation for fPt,dB(θ) is accurate.

Thus, accurate and precise analytical models have been found for the distributions of the path

losses and transmit powers, which are directly dependent on the network topology of the inves-

tigated scenario. From (6.2) it is clear that

fPr,dB(̺) = fPt,dB(ξ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l;D) . (6.19)

Hence, the desired and interfering signal PDFs are given in (6.20) and (6.21), respectively,

fS,dB(s;D) = fPt,dB(ξ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l;D=Ra) (6.20)

fI,dB(i;D) = fPt,dB(ξ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l;D=5Ra) . (6.21)

In Fig. 6.3(b) a comparison to simulation results is drawn, where it is evident that the theo-

retical CDFs are slightly shifted from their experimental counterparts. The general shape (i.e.,

variance) of the CDFs is accurate, and while there is a minor shift (1-2 dB) between simulation

and theory, this difference is within the numerical margin of error (especially considering the

inherent heuristic nature of fuzzy logic), and thus acceptable here.

It is clear that the signal strength PDFs are mainly dependent on the distance between trans-

mitter and receiver, and the transmit power. Therefore, extending fuzzy logic ICIC to other

scenarios is straightforward, as simply the distance PDF fd(d;D) must be modified to fit the

new environment, and the statistics can be found. Hence, not only have the received signals

been derived for the femto-cell scenario, they can easily be modified to other environments,

thus expanding the applicability of fuzzy logic ICIC to other wireless networks.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of derived theoretical desired and interfering signal PDFs and CDFs

to Monte Carlo simulation results, considering lognormal shadowing.

6.4 Optimality of Fuzzy Logic ICIC

Due to the heuristic nature and non-linearity of fuzzy logic, it is very difficult to perform a

comprehensive theoretical analysis of the system performance of fuzzy logic ICIC. Therefore,

to analyse the optimality of this technique, fuzzy logic ICIC is experimentally compared to the

system-optimal performance, and a greedy heuristic of similar complexity. It is demonstrated

that fuzzy logic ICIC provides close-to-optimal throughput and coverage at significantly re-

duced complexity.

6.4.1 System Optimisation

The most obvious choice for performance comparison is that of posing the resource alloca-

tion as a system-wide optimisation problem. Since fuzzy logic is autonomous and, more im-

portantly, distributed it should, on average, be suboptimal in terms of overall system perfor-

mance. The optimal RB allocation of the system can be achieved by solving the problem posed

in (6.22), and thus the aim of fuzzy logic is to as closely as possible approach the result of this

problem. Given the definition for user throughput (3.4) and system sum throughput (3.5), the

optimisation problem is constructed as follows
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max Csys =
∑

u

Cu u=1, 2, . . . , nusr . (6.22)

s.t.

M∑

j=1

1Pu,j>0 ≤ nRB
u ∀u (6.22a)

M∑

j=1

Pu,j ≤ Pmax ∀u (6.22b)

Pu,j ≥ 0 ∀u, j (6.22c)

in order to determine the maximum rate achievable in a given scenario. In the constructed

MINLP [17] problem, (6.22b) and (6.22c) describe the restrictions on transmit power alloca-

tion at each MS: the sum of the allocated powers on all RBs cannot exceed Pmax, and the

individual powers must be non-negative, respectively. The constraint (6.22a) limits the num-

ber of transmitting RBs at a single MS to the nRB
u the user needs to achieve its desired rate.

This is necessary as since the objective is sum-rate-maximisation, the best solution is generally

transmission on most, if not all RBs. However, since fuzzy logic ICIC only aims to satisfy user

requirements4 , this would be an unfair comparison; hence the constraint (6.22a).

It is clear from the definition of Cu in (3.4) that (6.22) is non-linear, non-convex and, more

significantly, discrete, which is further highlighted by the discrete set of constraints in (6.22a).

In [155], the theory of Lagrange multipliers is extended to discrete space, utilising a direction

of maximum potential drop to iterate through the solution space and optimise the objective

function. This method is used here to find the system-optimal RB allocation. It should be men-

tioned that other techniques (e.g., genetic algorithms) were tested, but could not overcome the

discrete nature of the problem (Monte Carlo Markov chains may perform better in this regard).

6.4.2 Greedy Heuristic

While the comparison to the system-wide optimisation problem will demonstrate the optimality

of fuzzy logic ICIC, it is important to note that a centralised and a distributed approach are being

compared. Therefore, a commonly utilised distributed allocation technique is implemented,

which “greedily” allocates the best RBs to the FMS(s) in the cell [48]. Here, the potential

SINR achievable on each RB is calculated using prior interference, signal, and transmit power

information; and then the RBs with the strongest SINRs will be allocated to the user.

4It should be mentioned that a minimum rate constraint was originally considered. However, if a single MS

cannot achieve its target rate, then no solution can be found by the problem, and hence this constraint was removed.
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Given: Pu = Pmax/nRB
u , Im

u , G
m
u,vu

m=1, 2, . . . , M ,

Find: γm
u =

PuG
m
u,vu

Im
u + η

∀m. (6.23)

In (6.23), the same information is available as for fuzzy logic, and a greedy approach is utilised

to allocate the RBs. This technique should maximise the throughput in each cell, however it

does not take a system view as in (6.22), and hence will be suboptimal in terms of network

throughput.

Therefore, the comparison to this greedy heuristic will show the optimality of fuzzy logic on a

cell-individual basis, whereas the comparison to the optimisation problem shows the optimality

achieved at the network level.

6.4.3 Results Comparison

To compare the performance of these three methods, a Monte Carlo simulation is run utilising

the apartment block described in Section 3.3.1.2, with µ̃(u)=1 (i.e., a single user per cell), and

C̄=1.25Mbps. Standard fuzzy logic ICIC without LA is utilised, as neither the optimisation

technique nor the greedy heuristic employ LA. Further, as an additional performance measure,

the availability χ is defined as the proportion of MSs that have acquired their desired rate, i.e.,

χ=
1

nusr

nusr∑

u=1

1Cu≥C∗
u
, (6.24)

where nusr is a random variable denoting the number of MSs in the scenario.

Fig. 6.4 shows the throughput and availability results for this scenario, where it is evident that

the system-optimum solution cannot be reached by the distributed techniques. However, fuzzy

logic is able to perform, on average, within 4% of the optimum throughput performance, and

in fact the difference after 20 time slots (i.e., two LTE frames) is less than 2%. Furthermore,

it is clear that the average throughput of fuzzy logic is improved over the greedy heuristic (by

4%), even though after 15 time slots the performance is similar. This highlights that fuzzy logic

ICIC is optimal on a cell-individual basis, however is able to (due to other inputs such as rate

requirement and desired signal strength) converge to this optimum much quicker5.

5The initial decline in performance by the greedy heuristic in the first time slots results from the lack of interfer-

ence information. The unused RBs with “zero” interference are allocated in all cells simultaneously, thus causing

large outages in these slots. After more accurate statistics are received, the performance improves as expected.
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Figure 6.4: System performance comparison of fuzzy logic ICIC, the system-wide optimal so-

lution, and the proposed greedy heuristic. The dashed lines represent the mean

performance of each system.

On the other hand, the performance difference to the optimum is minute, and therefore fuzzy

logic ICIC provides a “near-optimal” solution for the network as a whole.

The same trends can be seen for the system availability, where while the optimum is clearly full

availability (i.e., χ=1), fuzzy logic ICIC achieves 98% coverage, and hence produces almost

negligible outage. Furthermore, it is able to reach this availability much faster than the greedy

heuristic, indicating that fuzzy logic ICIC employs a balance between system-wide optimisation
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and cell-individual performance.

6.4.4 Complexity

To conclude the comparison, the complexities of the three schemes are analysed, to highlight

the simplicity and efficiency of the fuzzy logic technique. In a cell where fuzzy logic ICIC

is applied, K=4 inputs (see Fig. 6.1) are combined at each of M RBs available at the FBS,

inducing a complexity of KM . Following this, the RBs are sorted according to their fuzzy

score, in order to allocate the most appropriate to the MS. Since, in general, sorting algorithms

demonstrate O(N2) complexity, the fuzzy logic complexity within a cell increases to (KM)2.

Furthermore, fuzzy logic ICIC requires multiple subframesNsf≈10 to converge to its operating

performance. Finally, given a scenario with nusr FMSs, the system complexity of fuzzy logic

ICIC is given by

O
(
nusrNsf(KM)2

)
.

The greedy heuristic utilises a similar methodology as fuzzy logic, in that it also computes a

“score” (in this case the instantaneous SINR) for each RB and then orders them for allocation.

Hence, the evaluation complexity at each RB is KM (where in this case K=2 inputs), the

sorting complexity is (KM)2 in each ofNsf≈20 time slots, and the overall complexity is again

given by

O
(
nusrNsf(KM)2

)
.

For the optimisation problem (6.22), finding the solution complexity is more challenging than

for the heuristics, as the problem is considered NP-hard [17]. In general, NP-hard problems

are only solvable (if possible) in exponential time. Using [155], and defining a neighbour in the

RB allocation space as having a Hamming distance of 2 (i.e., a single RB re-allocation), there

are
∑nusr

u=1 n
RB
u

(
M − nRB

u

)
neighbours at each point in the search space. At each neighbour,

the RB SINRs and consequent system throughput must be calculated, inducing a complexity

of O (Mnusr (1 + nusr)). Finally, it was determined experimentally that the algorithm needs

Nstep≈10 steps to converge, and hence the overall complexity of (6.22) is

O

(

Nstep

nusr∑

u=1

nRB
u

(
M − nRB

u

)
Mnusr (1 + nusr)

)

.

This is clearly much greater than the complexity of the two heuristics, which is expected. A
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comparison of the achieved throughputs and required complexities of the three techniques is

shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: System throughput versus required complexity for fuzzy logic ICIC, the system-wide

optimal solution, and the proposed greedy heuristic.

It is evident that, while (6.22) provides the greatest system throughput, it is substantially more

complex than both fuzzy logic and the SINR heuristic, which only suffer slightly in terms of

achieved throughput. On the other hand, it is clear that fuzzy logic ICIC provides enhanced

throughput and coverage for the system compared to the greedy heuristic, even though the

complexities are very similar. Hence, fuzzy logic provides low-complexity, near-optimal sys-

tem performance in an autonomous and distributed manner.

6.5 Extension to HetNets

As alluded in Section 6.1, the key motivations behind the fuzzy logic ICIC technique were

the inherent difficulties in managing not just femto-cell deployments, but HetNets as a whole.

The challenges in self-optimisation, backhauling and especially interference in HetNets indi-

cated the necessity for distributed and autonomous decision-making and network management.

Hence, the next logical step in the development of fuzzy logic ICIC is its extension to HetNets,

which is performed in the following.

6.5.1 Cell Association

The most important extension to the fuzzy logic system itself is the addition of the ability of

autonomous BS/cell association. In the HetNet case when there are multiple APs within a

macro-cell (here, MBSs and PBSs are considered), the MMS must be able to autonomously
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connect to the most desirable one. This connection is based on two quantities received from the

BS reference signals, namely the RSRP and the current BS load factor. The dominant term in

this decision process is the RSRP, which governs the signal strength received from the BS, and

clearly the greater, the more attractive this BS is to the MMS. However, connecting to a BS with

Fuzzy Logic

ICIC System

Interference

on each RB

Fading

on each RB

User Rate

User Desired

Signal Strength

RB Allocation

RB Transmit

Power

User SINR

MS Modulation

Scheme

RSRP

Load Factor

Cell Association

Figure 6.6: Simplified graphical representation of the resource and power allocation technique

with the inclusion of autonomous cell association.

a strong signal that is highly or even fully loaded would be counter-productive, considering that

the BS may not be able to serve the additional user. Therefore, in conjunction with the RSRP

the load factor (from 0 to 1) of the BS is considered, in order to avoid such decisions. In general,

an MS will perform best when connected to the BS with the highest RSRP, however it may be

a better choice for the network to allocate, e.g., the second strongest cell, if the load on the best

cell is large. Thus, these two quantities must be balanced.

In the fuzzy logic system, each BS is given a score, ΩBS, from 0 to 1, indicating its suitability

to a particular MS. This is given by

ΩBS = ΩRSRP − wlfΩload , (6.25)

where ΩRSRP is the RSRP score (from 0 to 1) based on the received signal strength, Ωload is

the load factor and 0≤wlf≤1 is the weighting of the load factor. Essentially, wlf can be tuned

towards the goals of the network, where wlf=0 serves a high capacity aim, and wlf=1 intends

to maximise availability. A detailed graphic of the full fuzzy logic system is shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of the fuzzy logic resource and power allocation system.
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6.5.2 HetNet Signal Statistics

Since in Section 6.3.4 the signal statistics for femto-cellular environments have been derived,

the focus here lies on the macro- and pico-cellular layouts. Through this, fuzzy logic ICIC (i.e.,

more specifically, the membership functions of the desired signal and interference inputs) can

be tuned to the HetNet it is deployed in. For ease of overview, only the main statistics equations

will be displayed in this section, while all derivations can be found in Appendix A.

6.5.2.1 Desired Signal

The received signal power Pr is given by (6.2) and since here a fully loaded HetNet is consid-

ered, the transmit powers of both the MBSs and PBSs are assumed to be constant over all RBs.

Hence, the PDF of Pr (in dB) is given by

fPr,dB(̺) = fLs,dB(Pb̂,dB − l;D) . (6.26)

where, here, b̂={MBS, PBS} depending on MBS or PBS transmission, respectively. Hence,

by finding fLs,dB(l) for the macro- and pico-layers, fPr,dB(̺) is derived for both desired and

interfering signals, S and
∑
I , respectively.

Macro-BS To begin, the path loss distribution is analysed for uniformly distributed (in a

macro-cell) users from the MBS serving the cell. From the MBS, the signal loss Ls,dB =

Ld,dB+Lθ,dB is dependent on both the distance from the BS (Ld given in (3.9)), and the an-

gle from the central lobe (Lθ given in (3.10)). Clearly, the distance-dependent path loss is

parametrised by the cell radius R, and hence

fLd,mac,dB(l;R) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρd(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fd,mac(ρd(l);R) ,

=
2 ln 10

βR2π
ρ2

d(l) sin−1





√

1−
(
ρd(l)

2R

)2


 , (6.27)

α ≤ l ≤ α+ β log10(2R) ,

where ρd(l) is defined in (6.5), and fd,mac(d;R) is the PDF of distance from the MBS.

The signal loss associated with a MS located at an angle θ from the central lobe can be described
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using the inverse relationship

ρθ(l) = θ =

√

l

12
θ3dB , (6.28)

such that

fLθ,mac,dB(l) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρθ(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fθ,mac(ρθ(l))

=
θ3dB

π
√

48l
(cos (2ρθ(l)) + 1) , 0 ≤ l ≤ 20 , (6.29)

where fθ,mac(θ) is the angular distribution from the central lobe.

Finally, the signal path loss from the MBS to a uniformly distributed user in the macro-cell is

calculated via

Ls,mac,dB = Ld,mac,dB + Lθ,mac,dB ,

fLs,mac,dB(l;R) = fLd,mac,dB(l;R) ⊛ fLθ,mac,dB(l) . (6.30)

Due to the complexity of both fLd,mac,dB(l;R) and fLθ,mac,dB(l), (6.30) is numerically evalu-

ated. It should be mentioned, however, that (6.30) is an approximation of fLs,mac,dB(l;R), as

the dependence between d and θ is not taken into account. Clearly, θ is dependent on d (and

vice versa), as only certain angles can be associated with a particular distance from the BS.

Ideally,

fLs,mac(l)=fLd
(l) ⊛ fLθ|d

(l)=fLd|θ
(l) ⊛ fLθ

(l) ,

however since the scope of this work is autonomous resource allocation and not system mod-

elling, the approximation in (6.30) is accepted as within the margins of error.

Pico-BS In order to analyse the path loss from the PBS to a uniformly distributed user in

the macro-cell, assumptions must be placed on the location of the PBS in the cell. Here, it is

assumed that the PBS is placed uniformly at a specific distance D (i.e., D=d̂) from the centre

of the macro-cell. Furthermore, omnidirectional antennas are used to serve the pico-cells, and

hence there is no angular loss component as with MBSs. Thus, depending on the distance from

the PBS, the path loss PDF is given by a piece-wise function parametrised by both R and D,
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fLs,pic,dB(l;R,D) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρd(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fd(ρd(l);R) ,

=







2ρ2
d
(l) ln 10

βR2 α < l ≤ Ld(R−D)
2ρ2

d
(l) ln 10

βR2π

(

π − sin−1
(

1
2ρd(l)D

√

4D2ρ2
d(l)−

(
R2 − ρ2

d(l)−D2
)2
)) Ld(R −D) < l ≤ Ld(

√
R2 −D2)

2ρ2
d
(l) ln 10

βR2π

(

sin−1
(

1
2ρd(l)D

√

4D2ρ2
d(l)−

(
R2 − ρ2

d(l)−D2
)2
)) Ld(

√
R2 −D2) < l ≤ Ld(R+D)

(6.31)

where fd,pic(d;R,D) is the PDF of the distance from the PBS.

Now that the path loss distributions for both the macro- and pico-BSs have been derived, the

desired signal can be found. In general, it is assumed that a MMS will connect to the BS with

the strongest RSRP, and hence the desired signal for this MS will be

SdB = max (PMBS,dB − Ls,mac,dB, PPBS,dB − Ls,pic,dB) . (6.32)

Furthermore, given two independent random variables X and Y , the PDF of the maximum of

these variables is given by

fW (w) = fX(w)FY (w) + FX(w)fY (w) (6.33)

= h(fX , fY ) .

Therefore, utilising (6.26), the PDF of the desired signal, parametrised by R and D, of a uni-

formly distributed user in a HetNet macro-cell can be determined as

gMBS = PMBS,dB − l ,

gPBS = PPBS,dB − l ,

fS,dB(s;R,D) = h
(
fLs,mac,dB(gMBS;R), fLs,pic,dB(gPBS;R,D)

)
. (6.34)

6.5.2.2 Interfering Signal

Given the HetNet construction described in Fig. 3.2, it is clear that the immediate interference

scenario is rather more complicated than the desired signal. However, due to the rapid signal
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attenuation as the distance from the transmitter increases, only interference from the first tier

surrounding the cell of interest is considered. This is displayed in Fig. 6.8, where it is clear that

MMS

MBS

PBS

FBS

Des. Signal

Macro Interf. Sig.

Pico Interf. Sig

Figure 6.8: First-tier interference scenario in the macro- and pico-cellular layout of a HetNet

with Np=1. The victim MS is connected to the MBS in its cell.

a MMS must combat three different sources of interference:

• MBS interference from the two closest sites;

• PBS interference from each of the neighbouring cells; and, most importantly,

• Own-cell interference from the BS the MMS is not connected to.

Therefore, in a similar manner to the desired signal, these sources are characterised and hence

determine the interfering signal PDF for a uniform user distribution in the cell.

Macro-Interference In the macro-layer, the distance-dependent path loss from a neighbour-

ing macro-site is given by

fLd,Imac,dB(l;R) =
2 ln 10

βR2π
ρ2

d(l) sin−1

(√

1− 1

16R2ρ2
d(l)

(ρ2(l) + 3R2)2
)

,

α+ β log10(R) ≤ l ≤ α+ β log10(3R) , (6.35)
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and the angular loss is calculated as

fLθ,Imac,dB(l) =
θ3dB cos ρθI

(l)

π
√

3l

√

4 cos2 ρθI
(l)− 3 , (6.36)

where the inverse relation is given by

ρθI
(l)=θI=

√

l

12
θ3dB −

π

3
, (6.37)

because θI is no longer the angle from the central lobe, but rather from the centre of two neigh-

bouring lobes (i.e., cells, as shown in Fig. 6.8). Therefore, the received macro-cell interference

can be numerically calculated as

fLs,Imac,dB(l;R) = fLd,Imac,dB(l;R) ⊛ fLθ,Imac,dB(l) . (6.38)

Again, it should be mentioned that (6.38) is an approximation, as the dependence of d and θI is

not taken into account.

The total MBS interference is given by the sum of the interfering signals from the two closest

macro-cell sites. Therefore, the PDF of the interfering signal in linear domain must be found

fLs,Imac(l;R) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρdB(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fLs,Imac,dB(ρdB(l);R) ,

where

ρdB(l)=LdB=10 log10(l) . (6.39)

The summation of the two macro-interfering losses (this can be performed due to the equivalent

transmit powers of the two MBSs) is given by the convolution of their PDFs

fLs,
P

Imac
(l;R) = fLs,Imac(l;R) ⊛ fLs,Imac(l;R) , (6.40)

and, consequently, the transformation back into the decibel domain

fLs,
P

Imac,dB(l;R) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρp(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fLs,

P

Imac
(ρp(l);R) . (6.41)

It should be mentioned, however, that the straight convolution of the two interfering signals is an

approximation of the sum-macro-interference. Due to the deterministic positions of the macro-

cell sites, the interfering signals from the two MBSs are correlated, which is not expressed
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in (6.40). However, it should be reiterated that the modelling of the system is a supplement to

the actual scope of this work, and hence this approximation is accepted to be within the margins

of error.

Pico-Interference Since a foreign PBS (i.e., not within the cell of interest) is considered, the

final part of (6.31) can be reused, and hence the path loss distribution to a uniformly distributed

MS, dependent on the distance D of the interfering PBS from the centre of the cell of interest,

and parametrised by R, is given by

fLs,Ipic,dB(l|D;R) =
2 ln 10

βR2π
ρ2

d(l) sin−1

(
1

2Dρd(l)

√

4D2ρ2
d(l)−

(
R2 − ρ2

d(l)−D2
)2
)

,

α+ β log10(D −R) ≤ l ≤ α+ β log10(D +R) . (6.42)

Since a PBS is uniformly placed around the centre of its macro-cell (where d̂ denotes the dis-

tance from the cell-centre), D becomes a random variable, and hence l becomes dependent on

D, and not parametrised by.

Therefore, in order to calculate the path loss from the foreign PBS, the loss-marginal of the

joint distribution of l and D must be found, which is shown in (6.43). Given the distribution

fD(D;R) (derived along with ρD(D) in Appendix A), the integral, which is to be numerically

evaluated, that describes fLs,Ipic,dB(l;R) is given by

fLs,Ipic,dB(l;R) =

∫

fLs,Ipic,D,dB(l,D;R)dD =

∫

fLs,Ipic,dB(l|D;R)fD(D;R)dD , (6.43)

=

∫
ln 10ρ2

d(l)D√
3πβR3d̂

√

1− ρ2
D(D)

sin−1

(
1

2Dρl(l)

√

4D2ρ2
d(l)−

(
R2 − ρ2

d(l)−D2
)2
)

dD ,

α+ β log10

((√
3− 1

)

R− r
)

≤ l ≤ α+ β log10

((√
3 + 1

)

R+ r
)

. (6.44)

Finally, as can be seen from Fig. 6.8, a pico-cell present in each of the neighbouring macro-cells

is assumed, and hence it is clear that these interfering signals will aggregate. Hence, (6.44) is

converted into the linear domain, resulting in
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fLs,Ipic
(l;R) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρdB(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fLs,Ipic,dB(ρdB(l))

=
10ρ2

d(ρdB(l))√
3πβR3d̂l

∫
D

√

1− ρ2
D(D)

sin−1

(
1

2Dρd(ρdB(l))

√

4D2ρ2
d(ρdB(l))−

(
R2 − ρ2

d(ρdB(l))−D2
)2
)

dD .

(6.45)

When analysing (6.45), it is evident that it portrays a skewed Gaussian shape. Furthermore,

since a PBS in all (i.e., 6) neighbouring cells is considered, given the shape of fLs,Ipic
(l;R)

it is clear that the sum of interfering signals from these PBSs can be approximated using the

central limit theorem (CLT) (again, this can be performed due to the equivalent transmit powers

of the PBSs). Thus, the sum pico-interference for a uniformly distributed MMS in a HetNet

macro-cell is approximated by

fLs,
P

Ipic
(l;R) ∼ N

(

NIµIpic
, NIσ

2
Ipic

)

, (6.46)

where NI=6Np denotes the number of neighbouring PBSs,

µIpic
= E

[
Ls,Ipic

]
,

and

σIpic
=

√

E

[(
Ls,Ipic

− µIpic

)2
]

,

which are numerically evaluated.

Own-Cell Interference In Figs. 3.2 and 6.8, it is clear that each macro-user has the oppor-

tunity to connect to (at least) two BSs within its cell. Therefore, the most dominant source of

interference for an MMS is the AP in its own cell that it has not connected to.

In Section 6.5.2.1, it was determined through (6.33) which BS (macro- or pico-) the MMS

would connect to (i.e., that with the greater received signal strength). Hence, the own-cell

interferer is the AP with the weaker signal at the MMS, and this PDF can be found via

fW (w) = fX(w) + fY (w) − fX(w)FY (w)− FX(w)fY (w)

= m(fX , fY ) . (6.47)
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Utilising (6.26), the PDF of the own-cell interfering signal, parametrised by R and D, of a

uniformly distributed user in a HetNet macro-cell is given as

fIs,oc,dB(w;R,D) = m
(
fLs,mac,dB(gMBS;R), fLs,pic,dB(gPBS;R,D)

)
. (6.48)

As this further adds to the total interference, this is converted to the linear domain

fIs,oc(u;R,D) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρdB(u)

du

∣
∣
∣
∣
fIs,oc,dB(ρdB(v);R,D) ,

and then convolved with the interfering signals from the neighbouring MBSs and PBSs

fP

Is
(v;R) = fLs,

P

Imac
(gMBS;R) ⊛ fLs,

P

Ipic
(gPBS;R) ⊛ fIs,oc(v;R,D) . (6.49)

Finally, this is converted back into the dB domain (as this domain is used in the fuzzy logic

system)

fP

Is,dB(w;R) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρp(w)

dw

∣
∣
∣
∣
fP

Is
(ρp(w);R) . (6.50)

It should be noted that due to the dominance of the own-cell interference, fP

Is
(v;R) greatly

resembles fIs,oc(u;R,D), but is marginally shifted by the average aggregate interference from

the neighbouring BSs (macro- and pico-). In the logarithmic domain, however, this shift is

negligible.

In Fig. 6.9, a comparison to simulation results is drawn, where it is evident that the theoretical

CDFs match quite closely to their experimental counterparts. Where the desired signal CDFs

show almost negligible difference, a ∼4 dB discrepancy is apparent for the interfering signal,

which is mainly due to i) the approximations that have been taken into account, and ii) the

correlation due to network architecture between interfering MBSs and PBSs that has not been

considered here due to complexity. However, as the goal of these derivations was not the mod-

elling of the system, but rather the verification of the network statistics, these differences are

within the acceptable margins of error. It is clear that the signal strength PDFs are mainly de-

pendent on the path loss between transmitter and receiver, assuming a constant transmit power.

Furthermore, these PDFs can be extended to consider any number of PBSs per cell, and also

varying network parameters (i.e., cell sizes, transmit powers, etc.). Therefore, extending fuzzy

logic ICIC to other scenarios is straightforward, thus expanding the applicability of fuzzy logic

ICIC to virtually any HetNet.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of derived theoretical desired and interfering signal CDFs to Monte

Carlo simulation results, considering lognormal shadowing.

6.6 Simulation and Results

The general simulation setup utilised is described in Section 3.3. As mentioned previously,

the initial application scenario for fuzzy logic ICIC is the femto-cell deployment (see Sec-

tion 3.3.1.2), where solely the statistics derived in Section 6.3.4 are utilised to determine the

desired and interfering signal membership functions, and no cell association is required.

Subsequently, fuzzy logic ICIC is utilised to operate a HetNet, the construction of which is

given in Section 3.3.1.3. Here, cell association capability is provided to all MMSs. Further-

more, MBSs and PBSs are supplied the HetNet signal statistics derived in Section 6.5.2 to adjust

the fuzzy logic system, whereas the FBSs clearly still utilise the femto-cell statistics. It should

be mentioned that, due to the heterogeneous deployment and additional AP(s) in each macro-

cell, the ICD of the network is larger than in the Chapters 4 and 5. The relevant simulation

parameters for both scenarios can be found in Table 6.2.

6.6.1 Resource and Power Allocation

AMS is assigned two transmission requirements: a desired throughput and a MCS. The desired

rate C∗
u of each user is generated by a random distribution6 with mean C̄. Thus, each MSu will

6The distribution can be dependent on the scenario and traffic/applications (i.e., internet, mobile TV, etc.) desired

by the users.
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Parameter Value

Simulation area 37 cells

Results area inner 7 cells

ISD 866m
ICD 500m
Apartment width, Ra 10m
FBS probability, pact 0.25

MMSs per cell, N̄ 20

PBSs per cell, Np 1

PBS distance, d̂ 100m
Blocks per cell, Napp 1

Number of available RBs, M 50

RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Noise spectral density, η0 −174 dBm/Hz
Average MMS rate, C̄m 0.65Mbps

Average FMS rate, C̄f 1.25Mbps

Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12

Symbol rate per subcarrier, ssc 15 ksps
Time slots (subframes), z 20

Subframe duration, tsf 1ms

MBS transmit power, Pmax,MBS 46 dBm
PBS transmit power, Pmax,PBS 30 dBm
FBS transmit power, Pmax,FBS 10 dBm
Load factor weight, wlf 0.1

ABS prob., pABS 0.1

Outdoor channel parameters αo, βo 25.6, 36.7

Indoor channel parameters αi, βi 37, 30

Sector θ3dB 70◦

Shadowing Std. Devs., σi, σo 10, 4 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50m

Table 6.2: Chapter 6 Simulation Parameters

require a different number of RBs nRB
u , and hence the system will function best when strongly

interfering users are assigned orthogonal resources. The MCS is also assigned randomly, with

equal probabilities for all available spectral efficiencies. While this is not the most realistic

assumption7 , it is applied here to further randomise the nRB
u each MSu needs to meet its rate.

Finally, RBs are allocated independently at each BS. The benchmarks utilise a PFS, which im-

proves frequency diversity relative to a random allocation. On the other hand, the autonomous

fuzzy logic ICIC techniques assign RBs based on the available local information, optimising

the MSs performance in the cell. It should be again noted that the fuzzy logic systems at the

MBSs and PBSs utilise the HetNet signal statistics derived in Section 6.5.2, whereas the FBS

fuzzy systems use the statistics derived in 6.3.4. Here, a greedy allocation of RBs to MSs is

performed, as described in Section 6.3.3.

7When LA is applied, the user’s MCS will more accurately reflect its SINR conditions. Furthermore, the number

of RBs requested will clearly change dependent on the modulation order selected.
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Benchmarks Finally, the benchmarks utilised for comparison to fuzzy logic ICIC are max.

power transmission (BM 1) and ABS transmission (BM 3). For both, RBs are allocated to MSs

via a PFS. Furthermore, specifically for the HetNet simulation, a fourth benchmark is included:

• Femto-cell Fuzzy Logic: Fuzzy logic ICIC utilising only the statistics for femto-cellular

networks is applied. This highlights the importance of the HetNet signal statistics.

6.6.2 Femto-Cell Results and Discussion

It is clear from Fig. 6.10 that fuzzy logic ICIC provides substantially improved system perfor-

mance over both benchmark techniques. Especially in terms of system throughput, where the

fuzzy logic schemes are the only techniques which achieve the overall desired rate (i.e., sum of

individual desired rates). In fact, fuzzy logic substantially overachieves the sum desired rate,

indicating almost maximum coverage and all but negligible outage. The additional rate results

from the discrete allocation of bandwidth (i.e., RBs), and hence the achieved user rate is gen-

erally slightly greater than what was desired. With LA this becomes more apparent, as with

higher spectral efficiency the throughput “overshoot” becomes even greater.
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Figure 6.10: System throughput performance results of femto fuzzy logic ICIC, random ABS

transmission, and maximum power transmission. The dashed lines represent the

mean performance of each system.

The ABS performance is constant over all time slots (except the first), as the probability of

ABS transmission(s) is identical in each slot. Hence, in each time slot 10%, on average, of the
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FBSs transmit an ABS, providing some interference mitigation for the remaining cells. This

abstinence of data transmission explains the throughput losses by the ABS system relative to

full power transmission, as clearly the interference mitigation provided is less significant than

the throughput sacrificed.

Fig. 6.11 displays the energy efficiency of the simulated scenario, yielding again very dominant

results of the fuzzy logic systems. This is mainly due to the fact that fuzzy logic has the
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Figure 6.11: System energy efficiency performance results of femto fuzzy logic ICIC, random

ABS transmission, and maximum power transmission. The dashed lines represent

the mean performance of each system.

possibility of transmitting at half power, which is usually the case after multiple time slots

and the achievement of a relatively orthogonal RB allocation. Furthermore, the high energy

efficiency is achieved quite rapidly. The added energy efficiency due to LA is a direct result

of the augmented throughputs (see (3.6)). It is shown that ABS transmission is slightly more

energy efficient than maximum power, which is logical since on average 10% less power is

used, but the loss in throughput is <10%, thus enhancing the energy efficiency.

Lastly, the throughput fairness and availability in the system are displayed in Fig 6.12. It

is clear that the fairness is greatly improved via fuzzy logic, especially when utilising LA.

This is mainly due to the fact that users are (through LA) more adapted to their transmission

environments, and hence better achieve their desired rates8. Furthermore, fuzzy logic ICIC/LA

8In fact, due to the reduced throughput granularity at higher modulation orders, more FMSs achieve the same

throughput, and hence fuzzy logic ICIC/LA achieves a greater fairness than if all FMSs would exactly achieve their

targets.
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Figure 6.12: System coverage results of femto fuzzy logic ICIC, random ABS transmission, and

maximum power transmission. The desired fairness is calculated via (3.7) utilis-

ing the user desired rates C
∗. The dashed lines represent the mean performance

of each system.

provides by far the best FMS availability, as can be seen from Fig. 6.12(b), achieving ∼94%

availability. This is expected as both the system throughputs are augmented, a direct result of

the greater portion of satisfied FMSs. On another note, the max. power availability and fairness

is boosted with regards to the ABS system, as all FMSs can transmit without restrictions or

abstinence, and hence even unsatisfied (in terms of rate) users achieve decent throughputs. A

summary of the quantitative results (at time slot 20) is shown in Table 6.3.
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%-gain vs. Csys β
sys

χ
sys

Π(C)

FL ICIC/LA Max. Pow. 57 151 59 33

FL ICIC Max. Pow. 38 103 48 29

FL ICIC/LA ABS 68 143 70 44

FL ICIC ABS 48 97 59 40

FL ICIC/LA FL. ICIC 14 24 7 3

Table 6.3: Femto-Cell Performance Results: System Capacity, Energy Efficiency, Availability

and Fairness

6.6.3 HetNet Results and Discussion

Fig. 6.13 shows that the HetNet fuzzy logic technique provides substantially improved system

performance over the three benchmarks. Especially in terms of system throughput, where the

HetNet fuzzy logic schemes are the only techniques which achieve the overall desired rate

(i.e., sum of individual desired rates). In fact, after only four time slots, HetNet fuzzy logic

greatly overachieves the sum desired rate, in a similar manner as in the femto-cellular scenario,

resulting from the optimised allocation resources. The ABS and maximum power transmission
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Figure 6.13: System throughput performance results of femto fuzzy logic ICIC, random ABS

transmission, and maximum power transmission. The dashed lines represent the

mean performance of each system.

systems also show equivalent trends to Fig. 6.10. Furthermore, femto fuzzy logic outperforms

both these other benchmarks despite the usage of incorrect statistics in the macro/pico layer,

indicating the robustness of the general fuzzy logic approach, and the rules in Table 6.1.

It should be noted that there is a minuscule discrepancy (∼2%) between the HetNet fuzzy logic
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schemes when employing the theoretical or experimental statistics. This is further verification

of the results in Section 6.5.2 and Fig. 6.9. In fact, the theoretical system provides the im-

proved throughput. This results from a more “aggressive” power allocation when using the

experimental statistics, causing more RBs to be allocated half power (can be seen quite clearly

in Fig. 6.14) as the threshold for “low interference” is higher than in the theoretical statistics.

Because the system is fully loaded, some of these half power RBs do not achieve their SINR

target, and hence cause the minor throughput losses evident in Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.14: System energy efficiency performance results of femto fuzzy logic ICIC, random

ABS transmission, and maximum power transmission. The dashed lines represent

the mean performance of each system.

Fig. 6.14 displays the energy efficiency of the HetNet, yielding again very dominant results

of the fuzzy logic systems. This is mainly due to the fact that fuzzy logic has the possibil-

ity of transmitting at half power, which is usually the case after multiple time slots and the

achievement of orthogonal interfering-RB allocation. Furthermore, the high energy efficiency

is achieved quite rapidly. Finally, as mentioned above, utilising the experimental statistics in-

duces significant energy efficiency gains due to diminished transmit powers.

It is again clear that ABS transmission is slightly more energy efficient than maximum power

transmission, as on average 10% less power is used and thus compensating the <10% through-

put loss.

Lastly, the availability and throughput fairness in the system are investigated. As expected,

HetNet fuzzy logic provides by far the best MMS availability (>82%), as can be seen from

Fig. 6.15. This is expected as the augmented system throughputs are a direct result of the great-
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Figure 6.15: System coverage results of fuzzy logic ICIC schemes, random ABS transmission,

and maximum power transmission. The dashed lines represent the mean perfor-

mance of each system.

er portion of satisfied MSs. In addition, it is clear that the fairness is greatly enhanced as well,

which is mainly due to the HetNet statistics utilised for macro/pico-users. In both measures,

the performance is achieved after only 7 time slots, indicating a rapid convergence of the fuzzy

logic technique. Furthermore, the dissimilarity between using theoretical or experimental statis-

tics is again diminutive. It should be noted that, again, max. power achieves greater availability

and fairness with regards to the ABS system, as all MSs can transmit without restrictions, and

hence even unsatisfied (in terms of rate) MSs achieve decent throughputs. A summary of the
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quantitative results is shown in Table 6.4.

%-gain over Csys β
sys

χ
sys

Π(C)

Max. Pow. 35.9 110 22.0 26.9

ABS 45.9 100 25.0 34.7

FL ICIC Femto 16.8 81.0 20.0 18.6

Table 6.4: HetNet Performance Results: System Capacity, Energy Efficiency, Availability and

Fairness

On another note, the difference between the fuzzy logic systems using theoretical and experi-

mental CDFs, and further the unexpected superiority of the theoretical statistics, demonstrates

the heuristic nature of fuzzy logic. The arbitrary selection of the signal membership func-

tions as (approximately) thirds results in suboptimal allocations when the actual statistics are

utilised, suggesting inappropriate membership regions. In this specific case, a “Low” member-

ship should be assigned only to CDF values of 0.2 and lower, rather than 0.35. This indicates the

need for a methodology to determine the optimal placement of the membership cut-off points,

allowing the fuzzy logic ICIC system to further tune itself to its surrounding environment, po-

tentially enhancing further the fuzzy logic ICIC operation.

6.7 Summary

A distributed and autonomous ICIC technique for HetNet interference management and re-

source allocation is presented. At every BS, the allocatability of the available RBs to each MS

is evaluated utilising locally available information, such as the interference neighbourhood,

MSs’ requested rates, and the signal and fading environments. Fuzzy logic produces broad

evaluations of the inputs, utilises a defined set of RB allocation rules to combine them, and

informs the BS the most suitable resources and transmit powers for each MS to achieve suc-

cessful and efficient communication. In addition, a LA procedure is appended to enable MSs

to adjust their modulation order according to the channel environment. For HetNets, the fuzzy

logic technique enables MMSs to autonomously choose connection among several nearby BSs

in such a manner to benefit not only the user but the network as a whole. After multiple time

slots and updated average signal statistics, the locally optimised resource allocations form a

near-optimal global solution.

In order to facilitate the necessary signal statistics for this technique, the distributions of the

desired and interfering signal strengths for the femto- and macro-tiers of a HetNet have been
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analytically derived. For the macro-tier, a pico-cellular overlay is considered, and in both tiers a

comparison to experimentally gathered statistics yielded a close match between simulation and

theory. Furthermore, by comparing fuzzy logic ICIC to a system-wide optimisation problem,

it was shown that fuzzy logic provides close-to-optimal system performance with drastically

reduced complexity. A comparison to a greedy heuristic of similar complexity shows faster

convergence to cell-individual optimum resource allocation. Hence, fuzzy logic provides a

low-complexity near-system-optimal solution of ICIC in femto-cell networks.

This is confirmed in the simulation results, where in the femto-cell environment fuzzy logic

ICIC satisfies the system throughput requirements and significantly outperforms the given

benchmarks (57% over max. power and 68% over ABS transmission). The addition of LA

to the fuzzy logic technique gives a further performance boost, achieving almost full availabil-

ity along with enhanced throughput, energy efficiency, and fairness. In Section 6.6.3 it could

be seen that, as expected, the HetNet fuzzy logic scheme substantially outperformed the com-

parative benchmarks in the deployment scenario. Especially in terms of system throughput (up

to 46%) and energy efficiency (up to 110%), significant gains were seen when utilising the

HetNet statistics in the fuzzy logic system. Furthermore, the system performance discrepan-

cies between techniques utilising the theoretical and experimental sets of statistics was minute.

Overall, fuzzy logic offers a highly effective, low-complexity solution to distributed and au-

tonomous resource allocation in future wireless networks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, Chapter 2 introduces the background for the undertaken research. To begin, a

brief overview of the history of wireless communications is presented, discussing the evolu-

tion of cellular networks from the 1G mobile networks initially deployed in the 1980’s, over

2G GSM, 3GPP networks and finally to LTE and 4G LTE-A. Furthermore, a description of

the development of the multiple access techniques that supported this evolution was given, in-

cluding in detail the OFDMA basis utilised for each part of this research. Next, an overview

of the advancement of frequency reuse techniques was given, and the development of power

control schemes was covered. Moreover, an overview of some of the most recent research areas

in network interference management, along with their shortcomings is presented. Finally, the

evolution of wireless networks to heterogeneous architectures was deliberated, and further the

motivation for the current surge in femto-cell research and its concepts were discussed. Sub-

sequently, Chapter 3 presented the common system model and simulation environment utilised

throughout this thesis. Here, the investigated scenarios envisioned in future networks are de-

scribed.

In Chapter 4, the well-known problem of uplink power control in macro-cellular networks is

discussed. In particular, the envisioned dense macro-deployment in LTE and LTE-A networks

is investigated. By reducing the transmit power on a subset of RBs in a given cell, ULIP is able

to control CCI on these RBs in all neighbouring cells. Moreover, by signalling the interference

tolerances dependent on the MSs that utilise these resources, ULIP provides direct user-based

cooperative interference mitigation through power control. Analytical derivations determine

that through ULIP the energy efficiency of all MSs in the system can be enhanced, hence

inducing large system energy efficiency gains. Furthermore, it is shown that system capacity

losses, which are expected when reducing the system power so drastically, are not necessarily

incurred. Finally, an almost uniform areal distribution of throughput can be achieved by shifting

capacity from the cell-centre to the cell-edge, enhancing system fairness and providing sought
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after cell-edge performance maintenance. The exploitation of exisiting architectures such as the

RSRP prevents additional signalling complexity, and further recommends the ULIP technique

for future LTE/LTE-A networks.

Continued research in the area of dense, macro-cellular deployment is performed in Chapter 5,

where a simplified criterion for joint power control and resource allocation is developed. By ex-

pressing this condition as a function of path gains and SINR targets, MSs in neighbouring cells

can be allocated the same resources if the “feasibility” condition is fulfilled, and hence allocated

Pareto optimum transmit powers such that each user can meet its SINR target. Furthermore,

the extension of the link removal concept to OFDMA systems is performed, providing addi-

tional interference suppression in high-interference scenarios. The combination of these two

algorithms yields substantial benefits in terms of network spectral and energy efficiency over

traditional power control techniques.

In the second part of Chapter 5, the interference challenges in densely and randomly deployed

femto-cell networks are addressed. Due to the assumption of a single user per femto-cell and

full bandwidth utilisation, the joint resource and power allocation breaks down to a pure power

control problem. PSS provides a low-complexity SINR variation algorithm which facilitates

the projection of a group of interferers into the Pareto feasibility region. Hence, if a group of

neighbouring MSs does not fulfil the feasibility condition, PSS adjusts their individual SINR

targets until the group is feasible. The utilisation of interference graphs provides femto-cell

clustering such that the centralised algorithms may be distributed among co-located clusters.

Finally, the facilitation of POPC throughout the networks minimises their transmit power usage,

and hence generates significant benefits in terms of system energy efficiency.

While the signalling burden incurred by the ULIP procedure is limited to the number of RBs in

the system, the immense desired and interfering path gain information that must be signalled

in PCS/PSS displays a certain unsuitability for future networks. Moreover, the evolution to-

wards HetNets, and the associated backhauling, handover, and interference issues associated

with these networks motivated the need for a distributed and autonomous approach to ICIC.

Such research is demonstrated in Chapter 6. Fuzzy logic is utilised to combine locally avail-

able parameters to perform autonomous joint resource and power allocation in each cell of a

dense and random femto-cell deployment, without the need for inter-BS signalling. It provides

a holistic approach to resource and power allocation where many key parameters are combined

to perform close-to-optimal network and interference management. Empirical comparisons to
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the system optimal solution show that fuzzy logic ICIC is able to achieve 98% system through-

put and availability performance after less than a single LTE frame, at a substantially (orders of

magnitude) reduced operational complexity. A comparison to a low-complexity greedy heuris-

tic shows much faster convergence and hence greater average throughput.

To finalise the work done throughout this project, the fuzzy logic ICIC system was extended

to operation in HetNets. Here, intra- and inter-tier interference coordination is provided au-

tonomously and distributedly, substantially reducing the operational complexity of such net-

works. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis of received signal statistics in femto-cellular

and HetNet scenarios is performed. Effectively, this yields a scenario-dependent modelling of

the network environments, which ideally provides oppurtunities for future ICIC techniques to

more efficiently control interference in such networks. Ultimately, in both the femto-cellular

and HetNet scenarios, fuzzy logic ICIC achieves substantial gains over the benchmark tech-

niques, in all areas of system throughput, energy efficiency, availability and fairness. Further-

more, fuzzy logic presents a basis for the evolution of ICIC to machine learning techniques

designed to solve the multidimensional network optimisation problem. Nonetheless, the com-

pletely autonomous and distributed nature of fuzzy logic ICIC, and the complexities of cen-

tralised management in multi-tier HetNets, make this system a viable candidate for such future

wireless communications networks.

7.2 Limitations and Scope for Further Research

Despite the significant work done in interference coordination for various types of wireless

network deployments, there are a number of limitations that have been identified and need to be

considered before the above techniques become implementable for real-life mobile networks.

In the context of the considered dense, macro-cell deployment and further the macro-cellular

basis for HetNets, this work assumes a fully deterministic and perfectly hexagonal construc-

tion of the network. Furthermore, a uniform distribution of MSs throughout the (simulated)

system area is implemented. It is clear, of course, that neither of these assumptions is fully

realistic. In almost all macro-cellular deployments the placement of BSs is simply not possible

to reflect a perfect tessellation of cells over a geographic area. While this may be overlooked,

it is further clear that not all macro-cells will have the same size, as more sparesly populated

suburban areas will require fewer resources, whereas dense urban environments suffering from
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high shadowing will only be servable with smaller cells. Furthermore, the natural generation

of user hotspots [156] in places such as shopping malls, amusement parks, train stations or air-

ports is not considered in this work. Clearly, such hotspots generate concentrated interference

to neighbouring cells, and further quickly expend the available wireless resources. Hence, a

key area of further development for especially the ULIP and PCS techniques would be to han-

dle such changing environments. Especially the variation in neighbouring cell densities may

have adverse affects on the ability for PCS to schedule users appropriately, which may cause

large outages and system spectral efficiency losses. On the other hand, the distributed and au-

tonomous nature of fuzzy logic ICIC should be able to still perform precise resource and power

allocations for such geographically varying networks.

On a similar note, it has been assumed throughout this work that MSs are quasi-static over

multiple time frames, and further, static over the duration of a subframe. However, while this

assumption may hold for femto-cells (as it is highly unlikely an indoor MS will be travelling at

any great speed), it certainly ignores the everyday movement scenarios in urban environments.

In the case of high mobility, due to the quick variations in channel quality, the ULIP technique

may have difficulties to provide interference protection either to or from this MS. Especially,

if the RSRPs are changing rapidly, which may lead to undesired interference at neighbouring

high-priority MSs. Furthermore, while ULIP functions on a cell-by-cell basis (i.e., priority

band association and power reduction is performed in each cell individually), PCS relies on

three-cell clusters to provide interference mitigation. Hence, the feasible groupings would be

constantly changing with high mobility, and furthermore handovers would become a significant

challenge. Finally, this leads again to fuzzy logic ICIC, where clearly an autonomous handover

protocol would need to be developed such that cell re-assocation can be performed quickly and

seamlessly. However, an additional parameter such as “RSRP change” included in the current

cell assocation capability may be able to handle such rapid handovers through a system.

Coming more specifically to the techniques themselves, it is clear that the PCS system through-

put performance degradation at higher SINRs results mainly from the inability to find suitable

interfering MS-groupings. A similar problem is seen in the application of CoMP [80] for 4G co-

operative networks, which has been solved through the implementation of cover shifting [157],

where a larger number of cells is considered to find appropriate user groups than, in this case,

three neighbours. This, in turn, results in additional signalling complexity, however has shown

to provide throughput gains over pure CoMP transmission, and hence may incur similar benefits
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for PCS.

In PSS, clearly the most limiting assumption is the single FMS per femto-cell. Through the

relaxation of this assumption, however, the multi-user scheduling problem could be dealt with

utilising a combination of PCS and PSS, where the resource allocation in the femto-cell cluster

can be performed using PCS, and the further reduction (if necessary) of the feasibility condition

is completed through PSS. On the other hand, the main drawback of PSS is the substantial

throughput gap to maximum power transmission. While it is argued that this comparison is

unfair, and the large gains over full power control are highlighted, PSS may benefit from a

similar parametrisation as LTE power control, where a balance may be achieved between “full

PSS” and max. power transmission. This should close the throughput performance gap, and

further allow the central controller to tune the system according the network’s needs.

A significant advantage of fuzzy logic ICIC is the low operational complexity, which results

mainly from its heuristic nature. This, however, is also one of the main drawbacks of the system,

as this clearly results in less than optimal decision-making. It is evident in the HetNet results

in Section 6.6.3 that the fuzzy system based on the analytically derived signal CDFs provides

superior performance to the system utilising actual, experimentally determined statistics. This

should, of course, not be the case. However, this phenomenon indicates a suboptimal allotment

of the membership functions for the RB interference input variable. Therefore, future work

should provide a methodology for determining the optimal membership functions, which may

rely on reinforcement learning techniques designed to optimise the membership functions based

on previous decisions and resultant user performance. This should allow the fuzzy logic system

to tune itself to the surrounding environment, further improving the system performance.

Finally, it is envisioned for future research to build on the fuzzy logic ICIC system through the

implementation of machine learning techniques [88, 158]. While fuzzy logic allows an operator

to input human expertise/knowledge about resource allocation decisions, the heuristic nature of

the methodology imposes a limit on the functionality of the system. Therefore, a machine learn-

ing approach that is designed to gain this expertise itself, and function in a similar distributed

and autonomous manner, would be able to extend the possibilities of such communications to

any and all scenarios. Moreover, this would eliminate the need for statistics derivations or mea-

surements, and furthermore allow the system to adapt itself to changing own and interference

environments. Ideally, by using the knowledge gained and trends learnt from the fuzzy logic

approach, this may be utilised as a stepping stone for a whole new branch of interference and
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network management tools, which remove the necessity for any centralised control over the

system, and hence improve not only the signalling efficiency but also the overall spectral and

energy efficiencies of future mobile communications networks.
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Appendix A

HetNet Signal Statistics Derivation

In Section 6.5.2, the desired and interfering signal statistics for the macro- and pico-cell layer

of a HetNet were presented. As mentioned, the detailed derivations are given in this Appendix.

It should be noted that all derived PDFs have been verified using Monte Carlo simulations.

A.1 Desired Signal

A.1.1 Macro-BS

The desired signal of a MBS to a uniformly distributed MMS in its macro-cell is derived. For

ease of calculation, the hexagonal cell is approximated by a circle of equivalent area. Therefore,

given a hexagonal radius RH , the radius of the circular cell is calculated to be

R =

√

3
√

3

2π
RH , RH =

ICD√
3
. (A.1)

This approximation will serve for all following derivations. Moreover, in the following D will

denote the distance from the transmitter to the centre of the cell of interest.

c

Figure A.1: Calculation of the PDF of the distance from a MBS. The blue dot denotes a sec-

torised MBS placed on the outside of the cell. The concentric circle around the

MBS represents the distance from it, of which the dashed part inside is the proba-

bility a MMS in the macro-cell is distance d from the MBS.

Fig. A.1 displays the method for deriving the distance PDF from an MMS to its serving MBS.

By calculating the chord (dashed vertical line in Fig. A.1) length c depending on the distance
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from the BS d [159]

c(d) =
1

D

√

4D2R2 − (D2 − d2 +R2)2 , (A.2)

=
D=R

1

R

√

4R4 − (2R2 − d2)2 ,

=
1

R

√

4R2d2 − d4 , (A.3)

it is possible to calculate the arc length λarc(d)

ψ = sin−1

(
c(d)

2d

)

, (A.4)

λarc(d) = 2dψ , (A.5)

= 2d sin−1

(
1

2dR

√

4R2d2 − d4

)

,

= 2d sin−1





√

1−
(
d

2R

)2


 , (A.6)

which corresponds directly to an MS’s probability of location at distance d from the macro-

BS, pd(d). By evaluated this for all d from 0 to 2R, and normalising by the total number of

possibilities for d, it results that

fd,mac(d;R) =
λarc(d)

∫ 2R
0 λarc(d)dd

, (A.7)

=
2

R2π
d sin−1





√

1−
(
d

2R

)2


 , 0 ≤ d ≤ 2R .

Utilising (3.9), ρd(l) (defined in (6.5)) and
∣
∣
∣
dρd(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣= ln 10

β ρd(l), through r.v.t the MBS distance

dependent path loss PDF is obtained, shown in (6.27).

Fig. A.2 shows the method for deriving the PDF of the angle θ of an MMS from the central lobe

of the MBS. Here, the length of the chord dependent on θ, c(θ), and the resultant probability of

location at angle θ, pθ(θ), is calculated

c(θ) = 2R cos(θ) ,

pθ(θ) =
c(θ)2dθ

2
,

= 2R2 cos2(θ) . (A.8)
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c

Figure A.2: Calculation of the PDF of the angle from the central lobe of a MBS. The blue

dot denotes a sectorised MBS placed on the outside of the cell. The red chord c
represents the angle from the central lobe, and hence its length is the probability

an MMS is located at this angle.

From (A.8), the PDF is calculated by normalising over all possible angles

fθ,mac(θ;R) =
pθ(θ)

∫ π/2
−π/2 pθ(θ)dθ

,

=
2R2 cos2(θ)

R2π
,

=
1

π
(cos(2θ) + 1) , −π

2
≤ θ ≤ π

2
. (A.9)

By utilising (3.10), ρθ(l) (defined in (6.28)) and
∣
∣
∣
dρθ(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣= θ3dB√

48l
, through r.v.t the MBS angular

loss PDF is derived, shown in (6.29).

These PDFs are then combined in (6.30) to form the MBS path loss PDF fLs,mac,dB(l;R).

A.1.2 Pico-BS

Fig. A.3 portrays the method for deriving the path loss PDF from a PBS placed uniformly at a

distance D from the cell-centre. Since an omnidirectional antenna is assumed, the path loss is

purely distance dependent, however is split into three cases depending on the distance d from

the PBS. If d≤R−D, the entire circle around the PBS represents pd(d), and is given in [160]

by

fd,pic(d;R,D) =
2d

R2
, 0 < d ≤ R−D . (A.10a)

For distances where the majority of the circle (middle circle, purple section) represents pd(d),

the chord length (A.3) and angle (A.4) are used, however the arc length is now given by
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Figure A.3: Calculation of the PDF of the distance from a uniformly placed PBS. The magenta

triangle denotes a PBS at a distance D from the cell-centre. The three concentric

circles represent the distance from the PBS, where the dashed part of each circle

is the probability a MMS is that distance d from the PBS.

λarc(d) = 2d(π − θ) ,

= 2d

(

π − sin−1

(
1

2dD

√

4D2d2 − (R2 − d2 −D2)2
))

.

Thus, the distance for this case is given by

fd,pic(d;R,D) =
λarc(d)

∫ 2R
0 λarc(d)dd

,

=
2d

R2π

(

π − sin−1

(
1

2dD

√

4D2d2 − (R2 − d2 −D2)2
))

, (A.10b)

R−D < d ≤
√

R2 −D2 .

Finally, when d grows so large that the minority of the circle (largest circle, green section)

denotes pd(d), (A.6) can again be used for the arc length, and hence

fd,pic(d;R,D) =

=
2d

R2π

(

sin−1

(
1

2dD

√

4D2d2 − (R2 − d2 −D2)2
))

, (A.10c)

√

R2 −D2 < d ≤ R+D .

Thus, the PDF of the distance d from a randomly located PBS to a uniformly distributed MMS

can be fully described by
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fd,pic(d;R,D) =

=







2d
R2 0 < d ≤ R−D
2d

R2π

(

π − sin−1

(

1
2dD

√

4D2d2 − (R2 − d2 −D2)2
))

R−D < d ≤
√
R2 −D2

2d
R2π

(

sin−1

(

1
2dD

√

4D2d2 − (R2 − d2 −D2)2
)) √

R2 −D2 < d ≤ R+D

(A.10)

And consequently, utilising (3.9) and ρd(l), the corresponding path loss PDF in (6.31) can be

derived.

Finally, to calculate the desired signal, it must be determined which AP the MMS will con-

nect to based on the received signal strength, which is given by (6.33). In the following, the

derivation of this function is presented.

W = max (X,Y ) ,

FW (w) = P [W ≤ w] = P [max(X,Y ) ≤ w] ,

= P [X ≤ w]P [Y ≤ w] = FX(w)FY (w) .

fW (z) =
d

dw
FW (w) , (A.11)

where P[·] denotes the probability measure.

A.2 Interfering Signal

The derivation steps for the desired signal PDF are shown above; here, the steps for the inter-

fering signal are described.

A.2.1 Macro-BS

Again, the MBS interference is derived first, where Fig. A.4 shows the macro-interference sce-

nario. It is clear that the minority of the circle of radius d represents pd(d), and hence (A.10c)

can be reused to calculate fd(d;R), and evaluate it at the deterministic interfering-MBS dis-

tance D=2R (see Fig. 6.8)
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Figure A.4: Calculation of the PDF of the distance from an interfering MBS. The blue dot

denotes a sectorised interfering MBS located outside the cell. The concentric

circle around the MBS represents the distance from it, of which the dashed part

inside is the probability a MMS in the macro-cell is distance d from the interfering

MBS.

fd,Imac(d;R,D)|D=2R =

=
2d

R2π
sin−1

(
1

4Rd

√

16R2d2 − (−d2 − 3R2)2
)

,

=
2d

R2π
sin−1

(√

1− 1

16R2d2
(d2 + 3R2)2

)

. (A.12)

Utilising again (3.9) and ρd(l), the PDF of the distance dependent path loss from an interfering

MBS to a uniformly distributed MMS can be determined, shown in (6.35).

Fig. A.5 displays the calculation method of the angle from the central lobe (explained in fur-

ther detail later) of the interfering macro-BS, where pθI
(θI) is directly dependent on the chord

Figure A.5: Calculation of the PDF of the angle from an interfering MBS. The blue dot denotes

a sectorised interfering MBS located outside the cell. The red chord c2 represents
the angle from the interfering MBS, and hence its length inside the macro-cell (red

chord di) is the probability an MMS is located at this angle.

length di. In order to calculate di and do, the law of cosines (A.13) and the quadratic equa-
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tion (A.14) are utilised.

b2 = a2 + c2i − 2cia cosB , B=θI (A.13)

0 = c2i − 2a cos θIci − b2 + a2

= kc2i + lci +m

ci =
−l ±

√
l2 − 4km

2k
(A.14)

= a cos θ ±
√

a2 cos2 θI − a2 + b2

c2 = 2R cos θ +
√

4R2 cos2 θI − 3R2

do = c1 = 2R cos θ −
√

4R2 cos2 θI − 3R2

di = c2 − c1 = 2
√

4R2 cos2 θI − 3R2 (A.15)

From (A.15), pθI
(θI) is determined by

pθI
(θI) = di

dodθI + (do+di)dθI

2
,

= di

(

do +
1

2
di

)

dθI ,

= 4R2 cos θI

√

4 cos2 θI − 3 , (A.16)

and, consequently, the angular PDF of a uniformly distributed MMS relative to the interfering

MBS is derived as

fθI
(θI) =

pθI
(θI)

∫ π/2
−π/2 pθI

(θI)dθI

,

=
4R2 cos θI

√

4 cos2 θI − 3

R2π
,

=
4

π
cos θI

√

4 cos2 θI − 3 , −π
6
≤ θI ≤

π

6
. (A.17)

The limits of θI in (A.17) are determined via simple trigonometry (θI,max= sin−1 (R/2R)=π/6).

Now, in Fig. 6.8 it is clear that the interfering signal from a MBS does not actually have a

central lobe, but rather this is given by two neighbouring lobes meeting at θ=π/3. Hence, the

signal attenuation is greatest at θI=0 and decreases as θI grows. Thus, the angular loss LθI ,dB
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is given by

LθI ,dB = min

(

12

( π
3 − |θI |
θ3dB

)2

, 20

)

, (A.18)

which is used in conjunction with ρθI
(l) (defined in (6.37)) and

∣
∣
∣
dρθI

(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣= θ3dB√

48l
to derive the

angular loss PDF from and interfering MBS given in (6.38).

Finally, in order to add the two considered macro-interfering signals, fLs,Imac,dB(l;R) is con-

verted to the linear domain via ρdB(l) (defined in (6.39)) and
∣
∣
∣
dρdB(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣= 1

l ln 10 . The con-

version back into the logarithmic domain is performed using ρp(l) (defined in (6.12)) and
∣
∣
∣
dρp(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣ = ln(10)10

l
10

−1.

A.2.2 Pico-BS

Fig. A.6 shows the interference scenario for a PBS located in a neighbouring cell. As the PBS is

Figure A.6: Calculation of the PDF of the distance from an interfering PBS. The magenta

triangle denotes an interfering PBS at a distance r from the neighbouring cell-

centre, and distance D from the centre of the cell of interest. The concentric circle

represents the distance from the PBS, where the dashed part of the circle inside the

macro-cell is the probability a MMS is that distance d from the interfering PBS.

uniformly placed at a distance r=d̂ from the centre of the neighbouring macro-cell, the distance

D to the centre of the cell of interest becomes a random variable, upon which the interfering

signal from this BS is clearly dependent. Therefore, this PDF must be derived first.

Using (A.13), the equation for D is found based on the network parameters.

D2 = C2 + r2 − 2Cr cosφ ,

D =
√

A+Bϕ , A=C2 + r2, B=− 2Cr, ϕ= cosφ ,
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Now, given that φ is uniformly distributed,

φ ∼ unif(0, 2π] , fφ(φ) =
1

2π
,

from which the distribution of ϕ is derived

ρ(ϕ) = φ = cos−1 ϕ ,

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρ(ϕ)

dϕ

∣
∣
∣
∣
=

1
√

1− ϕ2
,

fϕ(ϕ) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρ(ϕ)

dϕ

∣
∣
∣
∣
fφ(ρ(ϕ))

=
1

2π
√

1− ϕ2
, (A.19)

and then, ultimately, the PDF of the distance D of the interfering PBS to the macro-cell centre

ρD(D) = ϕ =
D2 −A
B

,

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρD(D)

dD

∣
∣
∣
∣
=

2D

B
=

D

Cr
,

fD(D;R) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρD(D)

dD

∣
∣
∣
∣
fϕ(ρD(D)) ,

=
D

2
√

3πRr
√

1− ρ2
D(D)

, (A.20)

whereC=ICD=
√

3R is utilised to obtain (A.20). Consequently, (A.20) is substituted into (6.43)

to obtain (6.44).

A.2.3 Own-Cell

The final contributor to the interfering signal is that from the AP in the macro-cell the MS has

not connected to. This is determined by finding the minimum received signal strength of the

macro- and pico-BSs. The derivation of this function is presented here.

Z = min (X,Y ) ,

FZ(z) = P [Z ≤ z] = P [min(X,Y ) ≤ z]

= 1−P [X > z]P [Y > z]

= 1− (1− FX(z)) (1− FY (z))

= FX(z) + FY (z)− FX(z)FY (z) ,

Finally, (A.11) is utilised to achieve (6.47).
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Abstract—In this paper a new method for uplink inter-
cell interference coordination (ICIC) in a full frequency reuse
system is proposed. The technique is named uplink interfer-
ence protection (ULIP). ULIP exploits existing reference signals
transmitted by all base stations (BSs). The fact that path loss
and lognormal shadowing can be considered reciprocal in such
frequency-division duplex (FDD) systems is exploited. Therefore,
no additional signalling is required for a new mobile station
(MS) to estimate the level of inter-cell interference it would
cause to ongoing uplink transmissions in neighbouring cells.
Using the acquired knowledge, MSs can adjust their transmit
power to ensure that existing links are not forced into outage.
A scheduling scheme is suggested in which a fair allocation
of priority resource blocks (RBs), based on user signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs), enhances both cell-edge
throughput and user throughput fairness. Through this, also
significant system throughput gains are generated. Finally, it is
demonstrated that as a side effect of the interference reductions,
considerable energy savings can be achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to be able to significantly enhance the system

spectral efficiency it must be possible in fourth generation (4G)
wireless systems to use all available frequency channels in
every cell. In such systems, interference originating from cell-
edge users in the neighbouring cell can be detrimental to the
SINR and throughput performance of MSs using the same set
of RBs [1]. In addition, the necessity for more energy efficient,
or “green,” technologies is growing. Increasing traffic load is
expected to double the network energy consumption within
the next ten years [2]. In this paper, an interference mitigation
technique that benefits both the spectral and energy efficiency
of 4G networks is developed.
A typical ICIC solution is to reduce the frequency reuse

among the cells, in order to reduce especially cell-edge inter-
ference [3]. However, this severely harms the trunking effi-
ciency of the network. Further research suggests soft or softer
frequency reuse [4, 5], where cell-edge frequency reuse is per-
formed using power masks and frequency band alternation. An
adaptive reuse scheme is proposed in [6] including a transmit
power minimisation method. These solutions however, while
maintaining full reuse in each cell, do not take into account
local interference information, and hence cannot guarantee
real-time interference protection. Furthermore, adaptive mech-
anisms such as in [6] are typically computationally complex
and tend to generate large signalling overheads.
Cell-size reduction for better energy efficiency is inves-

tigated in [2], yielding an energy consumption decline as
well as capacity boosts. Of course, reducing macro-cell sizes
means increasing the number of BSs in a given area, which

is generally undesirable due to increased expenses for the
operator. In [7], the system power consumption is formulated
as a minimisation problem, which however does not take cell-
edge throughput or fairness into account. In this paper, power
minimisation is used primarily for interference mitigation,
rather than solely focusing on total system power.
This paper presents a novel interference-aware ICIC tech-

nique, which by exploiting existing network architecture pro-
vides protection for interference-prone users, whilst benefitting
both the spectral and energy efficiency of the network. Further-
more, a scheduler is introduced to help achieve a fairer system.
In the following, Section II presents the interference mitiga-
tion mechanism, and Section III the accompanying scheduler.
Sections IV and V describe the simulation environment and
results, respectively, and Section VI offers concluding remarks.

II. UPLINK INTERFERENCE PROTECTION
Traditional Uplink (UL) power control methods use the

estimated path gain on the intended link to perform MS
transmit power adaptation [8]. A better option is to utilise the
interfering link to reduce the transmit power on the affected
RBs, such that interference caused at neighbouring BSs is
diminished. This way, victim MSs in the cell of interest have
a chance of maintaining a sufficient SINR, while the culprit
links still remain active.

A. Uplink Interference Scenario
Fig. 1 portrays the interference scenario of two MSs in

the UL. Here, the vulnerable MSv served by BSv and the
interfering MSi served by BSi are transmitting on the same
RB. Due to the uplink interference caused by MSi at BSv, the

Fig. 1. UL interference scenario: Due to its cell-edge proximity, the culprit
MSi potentially causes excessive interference at the vulnerable BSv , severely
diminishing the victim MSv’s SINR.
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SINR of MSv may fall below the SINR target, γtar
v . To prevent

such a situation, an interference protection technique is devised
to reduce the transmit power Pi and mitigate the interference
caused by MSi such that MSv achieves a satisfactory SINR.

B. Power Reduction Procedure
The goal is to find an effective method to scale the transmit

power on an interfering RB. Here, the reference signals of
the neighbouring cells received by a MS aid in estimating the
interference it causes to the co-channel MSs in other cells
(channel reciprocity is assumed). For notational simplicity,
reference signal received power (RSRP), used in Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) to rank different cells according to signal
strength [9], will be used in this paper to describe the received
reference signals. The RSRPs are used in the adaptation of
interfering RB transmit power, which is performed as follows:
1) Assume MSv has been allocated RBm. Let γtar

v be the
known, service-dependent target SINR of MSv

γtar
v =

PvG
m
v,v

Im,tol
v + η

, (1)

where Pv is the transmit power of MSv, Gm
v,v is the path

gain between MSv and BSv on RBm, η is the thermal
noise, and Im,tol

v is the tolerable interference such that
γtar
v can be met on RBm.

2) At MSi, the RSRPs of the neighbouring cells are con-
sidered. As any reference signal is transmitted at a fixed
power, the interfering MSi can ascertain the average path
gain on RBm, Gm

i,v , to the affected BSv, by assuming
channel reciprocity for path loss and shadowing, and
can hence estimate the interference it is causing. It then
uses the Im,tol

v from the vulnerable MSv to calculate its
maximum power

P̃max, i =
Im,tol
v

Gm
i,v

. (2)

From (2), it is clear that P̃max, i is directly proportional
to the tolerable interference, Im,tol

v , at MSv .
Given the above power adaptation scheme, the vulnerable RBs
in each cell should achieve the required SINR target. However,
it may happen that a number of the MSs reducing their power
fall into outage. Lastly, it is clear that Im,tol

v is not directly
available at MSi. For example, in LTE, this can be signalled
from BSv to BSi over the X2 interface, and to MSi via the
Radio Resource Control protocol [9].

C. Priority Bands
In [10], soft frequency reuse, where RBs are arranged into

priority bands, is employed to facilitate interference protection.
In this work, three frequency bands, termed high-priority,
mid-priority, and low-priority, are defined. These bands are
allocated such that if a RB is assigned high-priority status in
one cell, the same RB is assigned mid- and low-priority status
in the neighbouring cells. In essence, no RB is assigned the
same priority status in two neighbouring cells. When excessive
interference is observed on an RB, it is the responsibility of
the cell with low-priority on this RB to reduce the transmit

Fig. 2. Allocation of priority bands in neighbouring cells a, b, and c: The
allocation of high-, mid-, and low-priority RBs is complementary in the cells.

power. This boosts the SINR of the high- and mid-priority
RBs in the neighbouring cells. Fig. 2 shows this allocation,
where it can be seen that the bands are assigned such that the
priorities are mutually orthogonal to each other. This is the
trademark feature borrowed from soft frequency reuse.

III. SCHEDULING

In general, a random allocation of priority RBs can lead
to undesired scenarios. For instance, the allocation of a high-
priority RB to cell-centre MSs is wasteful, as such a MS-
BS link is generally strong, and interference protection is
unnecessary. The opposite holds true at the cell-edge if a MS
is allocated a low-priority RB. In this case, the MS will most
probably be unable to sustain its γtar

v , especially if ULIP is
applied, and hence fall into outage. Therefore, an efficient
scheduling procedure is essential for the effectiveness of ULIP.

A. SINR Scheduling
In a fair allocation scheme, cell-edge MSs should be allo-

cated high-priority RBs to be able to transmit at full power and
achieve maximum possible SINR. Cell-centre users, which are
more likely to achieve their SINR target due to BS proximity,
should be assigned low-priority RBs. In essence, the general
rule is to allocate high-priority RBs to the MSs with the
least favourable SINR conditions. Such an approach is less
dependent on the actual MS position, allowing non-cell-edge
users with strong interferers to also request high-priority RBs.
The scheduling procedure utilises the SINRs of the users

from transmissions in previous time slots. As the UL is
considered, this information is readily available at the BS. In
(3), Ri denotes the set of average (i.e., time average over the
previous x time slots, where x is a system wide parameter)
SINRs of the users in the cell

Ri : {γ̄i,1, γ̄i,2, . . . , γ̄i,N} , (3)

where γ̄i,j is the average SINR of MSj in cell i, andN denotes
the number of MSs in a cell. The MSs at the cell-edge are
clearly those that, on average, achieve weaker signal strength,
and consequently SINR, at the receiving BS. Thus, the next
step is to sort the γ̄i,j in ascending order, so that the MSs that
have the weakest SINRs can be identified

R∗
i = f (Ri) =

{
γ̄i,(1), γ̄i,(2), . . . , γ̄i,(N)

}
(4)

s.t. γ̄i,(1) ≤ γ̄i,(2) ≤ · · · ≤ γ̄i,(N),

whereR∗
i is the ordered set of SINR measurements, as denoted

by the (·) in the indices. The function f(·) that defines this
ordering can now be applied to the set of users in the cell of
interest Susers,v, |Susers,v| = N , and the set of high-priority



MSs, Shp,v, can be found as

Shp,v =

{
s ∈ Susers,v | f(s) ≤

⌈
N

l

⌉}
(5)

where Shp,v ⊂ Susers,v ,

where l denotes the number of priority bands (here, l = 3)
such that �N/l� denotes the number of high-priority MSs. In
(5), the high-priority RBs are allocated to the �N/3� MSs with
the weakest average SINRs, and hence to the cell-edge. The
low-priority RBs are allocated to the cell-centre, thus to the
�N/3� MSs with the strongest SINRs, and the mid-priority
RBs to the remaining (middle set) MSs. One instance of the
fair allocation for N = 50 users is depicted in Fig. 3. Here
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Fig. 3. Allocation of resources using the fair scheduler: Each MS is depicted
with a dot. The MSs marked with squares have been assigned high-priority
RBs, triangles represent low-priority RBs, and the (unmarked) rest are mid-
priority. The system is dubbed “fair” as high-priority is assigned to the MSs
with the least favourable SINR conditions.

it is clear to see that the cell-edge MSs have been allocated
high-priority RBs, and in the cell-centre, where the MSs are
shielded from neighbouring cell interference, the low-priority
RBs are assigned.
When a new MS enters the cell, initial allocation is per-

formed using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (which can be
approximated using the RSRP), as clearly no SINR informa-
tion is available. In following time slots, however, the MS’s
SINR is used. Mean statistics are employed to eliminate fast
fading effects and prevent MSs from rapidly changing priority
class, so that the system can reach a stable operating point.

IV. SIMULATION
Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide cumulative

distribution functions (CDFs) of the achieved capacities of the
system with and without the use of ULIP.

A. System Setup
The simulation area is comprised of a single-tier, tessellated

hexagonal cell distribution. Two additional tiers are simulated
to eliminate border effects with regards to interference. Statis-
tics are, however, only taken from the first tier (and centre
cell). Each cell is served by a single omnidirectional BS.

In each cell the number of users per cell N = 50 are
uniformly distributed. The assignment of MSs to each cell
is exclusively based on path loss. In the centre cell, the l=3
priority bands are allocated randomly, with each band receiv-
ing 1/l of the available resources. In the neighbouring cells, the
allocation of the priority classes is orthogonalised (see Fig. 2),
such that a priority reuse scheme results. Furthermore, given
that there are M = 50 RBs and N = 50 MSs for each BS,
each MS in a cell is assigned a single RB.1 The allocation
of a RB to a MS is done using the scheduling technique
introduced in Section III. Finally, each simulation is run over
20 time slots, to provide the scheduler with the necessary SINR
information to perform the resource allocation.

B. Channel Model

In general, the channel gain, Gk,l, between a transmitter k
and receiver l separated by d m is calculated as

Gk,l = |Hk,l|
2 10

−L(d)+Xσ

10 , (6)

where Hk,l describes the channel transfer function between
transmitter k and receiver l, L(d) is the distance-dependent
path loss (in dB) and Xσ is the log-normal shadowing value
(in dB) with standard deviation σ.
All MSs are assumed to lie outdoors, the associated distance

dependent path loss of the link (desired or interfering) between
a BS and an outdoor MS is calcuated as [11]

L(d) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(d) [dB] . (7)

where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver.

C. Power Allocation

Following the network and link setup, the UL transmit
power of each MS is determined. According to ULIP, the
power allocation varies between each priority class. On a high-
priority RB, a MS always transmits with the maximum avail-
able power, as shown in Fig. 2. Using ULIP, MSs allocated
RBs in the mid- and low-priority bands are generally required
to scale their UL transmit power. MSs in the mid-priority band
scale their power first, based on the min

v

{
Im,tol
v

}
of the high-

priority users (i.e., for v ∈ Shp,v), and then calculate their own
Im,tol
v s based on their new transmit powers. MSs in the low-
priority band must then reduce their power, taking into account
the min

v

{
Im,tol
v

}
of both the high- and mid-priority users

in the neighbouring cells. The power scaling is done using
the procedure in (1)–(2), where the mid- and low-priority RB
maximum transmit powers are set to P̃max from (2):

P̃max =
Itolv

Gi,v

≤ Pmax ,

where Pmax is the system-wide maximum UL transmit power.

1This is, of course, not a very practical scenario. However, this is chosen
to isolate the effects of ULIP to a single power variation. With multiple RBs
per MS, additional degrees of freedom are provided for ULIP to achieve γtar

dependent on the channel characteristics.



D. Performance Statistics
After the transmit power adjustments in each cell, the

performance statistics can be gathered. These are composed
of mainly three values: the UL throughput, power efficiency,
and fairness. First, the SINR, γu, of MSu is calculated

γu =
PuGu,u∑

k �=u PkGk,u + η
, (8)

where Pu and Pk are the transmit powers of MSu and
interfering MSs, respectively, and η is the thermal noise.
Now, given the UL SINRs of all of the MSs in the scenario,

the throughput, Cu, of MSu using adaptive modulation and
coding (AMC) is calculated

Cu(γu) = nRB
u ksc�sεs(γu) , (9)

where nRB
u is the number of RBs assigned to MSu, ksc

the number of subcarriers per RB, �s the symbol rate per
subcarrier, and εs(γu) the symbol efficiency given in Table I2.

TABLE I
ADAPTIVE MODULATION AND CODING TABLE

CQI min. Code Efficiency
index SINR [dB] Modulation rate εs [bits/sym]
0 - None - 0
1 -6 QPSK 0.076 0.1523
2 -5 QPSK 0.12 0.2344
3 -3 QPSK 0.19 0.3770
4 -1 QPSK 0.3 0.6016
5 1 QPSK 0.44 0.8770
6 3 QPSK 0.59 1.1758
7 5 16QAM 0.37 1.4766
8 8 16QAM 0.48 1.9141
9 9 16QAM 0.6 2.4063
10 11 64QAM 0.45 2.7305
11 12 64QAM 0.55 3.3223
12 14 64QAM 0.65 3.9023
13 16 64QAM 0.75 4.5234
14 18 64QAM 0.85 5.1152
15 20 64QAM 0.93 5.5547

The power efficiency βu measures the data rate per unit
of transmit power (or, alternatively, the data sent per unit of
energy) of MSu. This is defined as follows:

βu =
Cu

Pu

=
nRB
u ksc�sεs

Pu

[
bits/s

W

]
≡

[
bits

J

]
, (10)

where Pu is the transmit power of MSu, and Cu the throughput
from (9).
Lastly, Jain’s fairness index [13] is used to calculate the

throughput fairness of the system in each time slot

Γ =
[
∑

u Cu]
2∑

u C
2
u

. (11)

V. RESULTS
From the simulation, the CDFs of the achieved user through-

puts are generated for systems employing ULIP and compared
against a benchmark system in which all MSs transmit with

2In Table I, the modulation and coding schemes are taken from LTE [9],
and the SINR ranges from [12]. Here, the downlink values are used because
no uplink implementation was found, as these values are operator specific.

power Pmax, keeping the RB allocation unchanged. General
simulation parameters are shown in Table II.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
MSs per macro-cell, N 50
Inter-site distance 200m

Number of available RBs, M 50
RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz

Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12
Symbol rate per subcarrier, �s 15 ksps

Subframe duration, tsf 1ms

Thermal noise, η −174 dBm/Hz

Total MS transmit power 23 dBm

SINR target, γtar
v 11 dB

Shadowing Std. Dev., σ 4 dB

Auto-correlation distance 50m

In Fig. 4, the overall user performance in terms of through-
put and fairness is displayed. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a),
ULIP generates considerable gains for low-throughput (high-
and mid- priority) users, while only sacrificing minimal high-
end throughput. In fact, a substantial gain of over 105% is
achieved at the 25th percentile, pointing towards a significant
cell-edge capacity boost, whereas less than 10% is sacrificed
at the 75th percentile by the low-priority cell-centre users.
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Fig. 4. Overall user performance in terms of throughput and fairness. The
simulation is run over 20 time slots, where at time slot T the scheduler utilises
MS SINR information from the previous T − 1 slots. BM denotes benchmark.



In addition, the increased “steepness” (in the region of
0.3− 0.9Mbps) of the ULIP user throughput CDF directly
implies a higher fairness among the MSs in the system, which
is highlighted in Fig. 4(b). Here, it is clear that ULIP boosts the
fairness by almost 23% over the benchmark. This is a result
of the displacement of SINR and, consequently, throughput
from the cell-centre to the cell-edge enforced by the SINR
scheduler, making the system fairer.
Due to the large throughput gains of high- and mid-priority

users compared with the relatively small losses of the low-
priority MSs (see Fig. 4(a)), a significant system throughput
gain of over 21% at the 50th percentile can be observed in
Fig 5(a). Furthermore, Fig 5(b) shows that the throughput
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Fig. 5. System performance in terms of throughput and power efficiency.
System statistics are taken from the first tier (i.e., inner 7 cells) of the network.

benefit combined with the reduced system power generates
a remarkable system power efficiency gain of almost 155%.
Therefore, not only does ULIP provide substantial throughput
gains and a fairer system, it can also be considered as a green
radio solution due to the large power efficiency improvement.

VI. CONCLUSION
ULIP presents a viable alternative to standard ICIC tech-

niques in cellular networks. By dynamically scaling the trans-
mit powers on a defined set of RBs, the throughputs of
users suffering from poor SINRs can be greatly enhanced.

Furthermore, by diminishing the transmit power, a more power
efficient network results. And when combined with an appro-
priate scheduling scheme, ULIP not only provides throughput
gains for high- and mid-priority users, but also a fairer system.
Lastly, the use of RSRPs in the power reduction does not add
signalling overhead in the system, although extra signalling of
the interference margins Im,tol

v is necessary.
It was shown that ULIP, combined with the SINR scheduler,

achieves not only a 23% fairness gain, but also a significant
system throughput profit of 21%. Furthermore, a substantial
low-percentile (i.e., cell-edge) throughput improvement of over
100% is seen, at minimal cost to the high-percentile (i.e., cell-
centre) MSs. Finally, the large throughput gains, coupled with
the power reduction, generate outstanding power efficiency
boosts of over 150%, achieving a much greener system.
Given the promising results presented, future research

should investigate the application of ULIP to more realistic
scenarios, i.e., with variable N and nRB

u ≥ 1. A further
possibility is the exploitation of frequency-selective fading by
the scheduler. This would provide an extra degree of freedom
when allocating RBs to the MSs.
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Uplink interference protection and scheduling for
energy efficient OFDMA networks
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Abstract

One of the key challenges for future orthogonal frequency division multiple access-based networks is inter-cell
interference coordination. With full frequency reuse and small inter-site distances, coping with co-channel
interference (CCI) in such networks has become increasingly important. In this article, an uplink interference
protection (ULIP) technique to combat CCI is introduced and investigated. The level of uplink interference
originating from neighbouring cells (affecting co-channel mobile stations (MSs) in the cell of interest) can be
effectively controlled by reducing the transmit power of the interfering MSs. This is done based on the target
signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) and tolerable interference of the vulnerable link. Bands are prioritised
in order to differentiate those (vulnerable/victim) MSs that are to be protected from interference and those
(aggressor/interfering MSs) that are required to sacrifice transmission power to facilitate the protection.
Furthermore, MSs are scheduled such that those users with poorer transmission conditions receive the highest
interference protection, thus balancing the areal SINR distribution and creating a fairer allocation of the available
resources. In addition to interference protection, the individual power reductions also serve to decrease the total
system uplink power, resulting in a greener system. It is shown through analytic derivation that the introduction of
ULIP guarantees an increase in energy efficiency for all MSs, with the added benefit that gains in overall system
throughput are also achievable. Extensive system level simulations validate these findings.

Keywords: inter-cell interference coordination, uplink interference protection, OFDMA networks, fair scheduling

1. Introduction
In wireless networks, there is an increasing demand for
higher user and system throughput, along with growing
expectation for all mobile stations (MSs) in a cell to be
capable of supporting data-heavy multimedia and Internet
services. This is especially difficult to maintain at the cell-
edge, where received signal and service clearly deteriorate.
Furthermore, the necessity for more energy efficient, or
“green,” technologies is growing. With base stations (BSs)
requiring up to 1.5 kW, a typical wide area network can
consume tens of MW per annum [1]. In the uplink, while
MSs do not consume nearly as much power, there are
orders of magnitude more MSs then BSs in the network
[2]. In addition with traffic loads increasing approximately
ten times every 5 years, a doubling of the energy con-
sumption results over the same time period. Clearly, such

an increase raises serious environmental concerns. Conse-
quently, smaller cell sizes, femto-cell deployment, relays
[3,4] and especially inter-cell interference coordination
(ICIC) techniques are envisioned for future wireless net-
works to improve user throughputs and network energy
efficiency, while sacrificing minimal system capacity.
For future wireless networks, such a reduction in cell

size is undertaken due to transmit power limitations
and constraints on the link budget [5]. The demand for
higher data rates coupled with full frequency reuse
results in an interference-limited system, which cannot
achieve full capacity without the implementation of one
or more viable interference mitigation/cancellation/coor-
dination techniques [5]. Furthermore, through the
implementation of orthogonal frequency division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) in the downlink and single carrier
frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) in the
uplink as multiple access schemes, future systems will
provide orthogonality between resource blocks (RBs) in
both directions, and hence also between all users within
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a cell [2]. Thus, system performance is mainly limited by
interference originating from users in neighbouring cells,
which can be detrimental to the signal-to-noise-plus-
interference ratio (SINR) and throughput performance
of MSs using the same RBs [6]. A typical solution is to
force interferers to leave those RBs idle. However, this
severely harms the trunking efficiency of the network
[7]. Hence, suppressing transmission is clearly subopti-
mal, and thus interference coordination techniques are
necessary to achieve desired sum and individual
throughputs.
For OFDMA systems, some traditional ICIC techni-

ques, such as power control, interference cancellation,
fractional frequency reuse, multiple-input multiple-
output transmission and space division multiple access
[2], have been proposed. Some of these strategies, how-
ever, require knowledge about the position of a MS rela-
tive to it’s own and neighbouring BSs [2], which clearly
increases the signalling burden in the network. In [8],
other specific ICIC techniques are suggested, such as
slow power control, frequency division multiplexing
resource allocation, and coordination by MS alignment,
though management of interference from other cells is
not considered. Further research in [9] presents a distrib-
uted uplink power allocation technique based on a maxi-
mum sum rate optimisation, yielding superior results in
terms of average system throughput, however ignoring
the tradeoff between cell-edge performance and overall
spectral efficiency. In [10], a softer frequency reuse
scheme is introduced, where cell-edge power masks
are used to mitigate inter-cell interference. These fixed
masks cannot, however, adapt to the service-dependent
requirements of the neighbouring cells, potentially
wasting bandwidth. In [11], the downlink scheduling is
formulated as an optimisation problem, and a decompo-
sition of the problem is performed. Here, however, co-
channel interference (CCI) (in future systems from
neighbouring cells) is not taken into account, and hence
the scheduling becomes suboptimal for multiple access
channels and large networks.
In [12], a dynamic channel acquisition algorithm based

on convex optimisation for the wireless downlink is con-
sidered, which provides optimal power and throughput
performance for i.i.d. channels. This optimality suffers
however for general ergodic channels, and hence is not
suitable for mobile environments. In [13], the authors pro-
pose a low-complexity algorithm with fairness considera-
tion to optimise the sum rate under individual rate and
power constraints. Here though, because the water-filling
solution is used for rate-optimal power allocation, a fair
power distribution is neglected. In [14], an optimisation-
based heuristic inter-cell coordination scheme is proposed
to regulate the uplink transmission in neighbouring cells
such that inter-cell interference is mitigated. As the

scheme operates iteratively on a two-cell basis, however, it
is clearly unsuitable for multi-cellular resource allocation.
Finally, in [15], an energy-aware cross-layer radio manage-
ment framework is proposed, that partitions the global
optimisation problem into subproblems, which can be
solved locally. While achieving substantial gains, the focus
of the work is on multimode communication (i.e., cellular,
WLANs, WMANs, etc.), and so an optimisation for pure
cellular communication is not offered. In general, it is evi-
dent that the challenge of resource and power allocation
has been thoroughly investigated as an optimisation pro-
blem, however in most cases these problems are non-con-
vex, very hard to solve, and hence suboptimal heuristics
are developed. In this work, a resource and power alloca-
tion technique based on local interference requirements
will be developed to manage this challenge.
Much of the previous work on energy efficient systems

concentrates on network optimisation and scheduling
policies. Macro-cell size reduction for better energy effi-
ciency is investigated in [16], with positive results. Of
course, reducing the cell-sizes means increasing the num-
ber of BSs in an area, which is generally rejected due to
the enhanced infrastructure expenses. In [17], game-the-
oretic approaches are utilised to, minimise the cost per
reliable bit sent in energy constrained networks. How-
ever, it is seen that there is a clear tradeoff between
energy and spectral efficiency, and hence the energy-effi-
cient resource allocations tend to be spectrally inefficient.
This is further highlighted in [18], where an analytical
model determines the optimal energy-spectral efficiency
tradeoff for the downlink in OFDMA networks. In this
article, however, we present an ICIC technique which uti-
lises interfering link gains to not only provide interfer-
ence mitigation and spectral efficiency gains in the
uplink, but also generate large energy savings.
An energy efficient interference protection technique for

the uplink of OFDMA-based systems is introduced. By
reducing the power on the interfering link, the SINRs of
individual RBs can be enhanced. This power reduction
also results in a more energy efficient system. By segregat-
ing the spectrum into priority bands, MSs allocated lower
priority RBs provide interference protection for higher
priority RBs in neighbouring cells by decreasing their
transmit power. The priority bands (i.e., low to high) are
allocated such that the same RBs in any neighbouring cells
do not share the same priority class, and hence a priority
reuse scheme [19] is established. Furthermore, the pro-
posed power reduction is based on target SINRs, providing
real-time service-dependent interference coordination and
energy efficiency in the uplink.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2

describes the system and channel environment, Section 3
explains the uplink interference protection (ULIP) proto-
col and its performance in wireless networks is analysed
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in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6 the resource scheduler
and simulation are described, respectively. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 portrays and discusses the simulation results, and
some concluding remarks are offered in Section 8.

2. System and channel model B/M
The reverse link of an OFDMA system is considered,
where the system bandwidth B is divided into M RBs. A
RB defines one basic time-frequency unit of bandwidth
BRB = B/M. All MSs can transmit up to a maximum
power Pmax, and hence up to Pmax/M on each RB. Perfect
time and frequency synchronisation is assumed.
Universal frequency reuse is considered, so that each

macro-cell utilises the entire system bandwidth B. The
set of RBs M , where |M| = M , is distributed by each
BS to its associated MSs. Throughout this article, u is
used to define any MS, and vu the BS with which this
MS is associated. The received signal observed by BSvu

from MSu on RBm is given by

Ym
u = Pm

u Gm
u,uu︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sm
u

+ Im
u + η,

(1)

where Gm
u,vu denotes the channel gain between the

MSu and its serving BSvu , observed on RBm. Further-

more, Pm
u denotes the transmit power of MSu on RBm,

Sm
u the desired received signal, h the thermal noise, and

Im
u the CCI received on RBm from MSs in neighbouring

cells. The interference Im
u is defined by

Im
u =

∑
i∈Im

Pm
i Gm

i,vu
, (2)

where Im represents the set of interferers (i.e., the set
of MSs in neighbouring cells that are also assigned
RBm). Hence, the SINR observed at the BSvu on RBm is
calculated by

γ m
u =

Sm
u

Im
u + η

=
Pm

u Gm
u,vu∑

i∈Im

Pm
i Gm

i,vu
+ η

. (3)

The achievable throughput on the link between MSu
and BSvu on RBm using adaptive modulation and coding
(AMC) is given by

Cm
u (γ m

u ) = ksc�sεs(γ m
u )

[
bits
/

s

RB

]
, (4)

where ksc is the number of subcarriers per RB, ϱs the
symbol rate per subcarrier, and εs(γ m

u ) the symbol effi-
ciency given in Table 1.a

Further, Cu denotes the achievable throughput of MSu,
and is calculated by the aggregate throughput achieved
on the RBs assigned to MSu

Cu =
∑

m∈Mu

Cm
u =

∑
m∈Mu

ksc�sε
m
s

[
bits

s

]
, (5)

where Mu describes the set of RBs assigned to MSu
in the current transmission, and εm

s = εs(γ m
u ) . Finally,

the system capacity is calculated as the sum of achiev-
able throughput of all MSs

Csys =
∑

u

Cu. (6)

The energy efficiency bu measures the data sent per
unit of energy (or, alternatively, data rate per unit of
transmit power) of MSu. This is defined as follows:

βu =
Cu

Pu
=

∑
m∈Mu

ksc�sε
m
s∑

m∈Mu
Pm

u

[
bits/s

W

]
≡
[

bits
J

]
, (7)

where Pu is the total transmit power of MSu, and Cu

the throughput from (5).
Lastly, Jain’s fairness index [20] is used to calculate the

throughput fairness of the system in each time slot (i.e.,
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) subframe)

�(k) =

[∑
u Cu(k)

]2
Nsys

∑
u Cu(k)2 . (8)

where k indicates the time slot, Nsys the number of
MS in the system, and Cu(k) the achieved throughput of
MSu over all time slots 1: k.

Table 1 Adaptive modulation and coding table

CQI
index

min. SINR
[dB]

Modulation Code
rate

Efficiency εs [bits/
sym]

0 - None - 0

1 -6 QPSK 0.076 0.1523

2 -5 QPSK 0.12 0.2344

3 -3 QPSK 0.19 0.3770

4 -1 QPSK 0.3 0.6016

5 1 QPSK 0.44 0.8770

6 3 QPSK 0.59 1.1758

7 5 16QAM 0.37 1.4766

8 8 16QAM 0.48 1.9141

9 9 16QAM 0.6 2.4063

10 11 64QAM 0.45 2.7305

11 12 64QAM 0.55 3.3223

12 14 64QAM 0.65 3.9023

13 16 64QAM 0.75 4.5234

14 18 64QAM 0.85 5.1152

15 20 64QAM 0.93 5.5547
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2.1. Channel model

In general, the channel gain, Gm
k,l , between a transmitter k

and receiver l, observed on RBm and separated by d m is
determined by the path loss, log-normal shadowing, and
channel variations caused by frequency-selective fading:

Gm
k,l = | Hm

k,l |210
−L(d)+Xσ

10 , (9)

where Hm
k,l describes the channel transfer function

between transmitter k and receiver l on RBm, L(d) is the
distance-dependent path loss (in dB) and Xs is the log-
normal shadowing value (in dB) with standard deviation s,
as described in [21]. The channel generally exhibits time
and frequency dispersions, however channel fluctuations
within a RB are not considered as the RB dimensions are
significantly smaller than the coherence time and fre-
quency of the channel [22]. Furthermore, the large-scale
path loss L(d) is identical on all RBs assigned to a MS.
Finally, the delay profiles used to generate the frequency-

selective fading channel transfer factor Hm
k,l are taken

from applicable propagation scenarios in [21,23].
The path loss model used to calculate L(d) is for a

purely outdoor link [24], i.e., the link (desired or inter-
fering) between a BS and an outdoor MS, and calculates
the path loss as

L(d) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(d)
[
dB
]

. (10)

where d is the distance between transmitter and
receiver.
Log-normal shadowing is added to all links through the

use of correlated shadowing maps. These are generated
such that the correlation between two points is distance-
dependent.

3. Uplink interference protection (ULIP)
Traditional uplink power control methods use the esti-
mated path gain on the intended link to perform MS
transmit power adaptation [25,26]. A better option is to
utilise the interfering link, i.e., to a neighbouring BS, to
reduce the transmit power on the affected RBs, such that
interference caused to neighbouring BSs is lessened. This
way, vulnerable MSs in the cell of interest have a chance
of maintaining sufficient SINR, while the offending links
remain active.

3.1. Uplink interference scenario
Figure 1 portrays the interference scenario of two MSs
in the uplink.
Here, the vulnerable MSv served by BSvv and the inter-

fering MSi served by BSvi are transmitting on the same
RB. Due to the uplink interference at BSvv caused by MSi,

the SINR of MSv may fall below the SINR target, γ tar
v . To

prevent such a situation, an interference protection techni-
que is devised that reduces the transmit power Pi such

that MSv achieves a satisfactory SINR, γv ≥ γ tar
v .

3.2. Interference aware power reduction
The goal is to find an effective method to scale the
transmit power on the interfering RBs. Here, the down-
link reference signal of the neighbouring cells aid the
MS in estimating the interference it causes to the neigh-
bouring cells, assuming channel reciprocity. The channel
can be considered reciprocal in terms of path loss and
shadowing, however fast fading reciprocity is not
assumed as this is not always the case, especially in fre-
quency division duplex (FDD) systems. For LTE, the
reference signal received power (RSRP) in particular is
used. The RSRP provides a cell-specific signal strength
metric. It is used mainly to rank different cells according
to signal strength and to perform handover and cell
reselection decisions [27]. The reference signals facilitate
the adaptation of the interfering RB transmit power,
which is performed as follows:
(1) Assume MSv has been allocated the vulnerable

RBm. Let γ tar
v be the known, service-dependent target

SINR of MSv, calculated as

γ tar
v =

Pm
v Gm

v,vv

Im,tol
v + N

, (11)

where Pm
v is the transmit power on RBm, Gm

v,vv is the

path gain between MSv and its BSvv , and Im,tol
v is the

tolerable interference such that γ tar
v can be met on RBm.

(2) Considering RSRPs of the neighbouring cells; as
any reference signal is transmitted at a fixed power, an
interfering MSi can calculate the path gain on RBm,

Figure 1 Uplink interference scenario.
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, to the affected BSvv , and assuming channel reciprocity,
estimate the interference it is causing. It then uses the

Im,tol
v from the vulnerable MS to calculate the maximum

power, P̃max,i , for MSi as

P̃max,i =
Im,tol
v

Gm
vv,i

. (12)

It is clear that P̃max,i is directly proportional to the

tolerable interference, Im,tol
v at MSv.

Given the power adaptation scheme and assuming
channel reciprocity, MSv should achieve the required
SINR target on RBm. However, in a FDD system where
fast fading is not reciprocal, an interference margin

must be applied. Lastly, since Im,tol
v is not directly avail-

able at MSi, this needs to be signalled from BSvv to MSi
via existing backhaul infrastructures.

3.3. Priority bands
In [19], soft frequency reuse, where RBs are arranged
into priority bands, is envisioned for LTE systems to
facilitate interference protection. In this work, the avail-
able spectrum is split into different priority classes.b RBs
assigned high-priority status are allocated to those MSs
that require interference protection, and hence do not
need to scale their transmit power. Looking from the
other perspective, strongly interfering MSs are allocated
RBs with a low-priority status, such that the transmit
powers on these RBs may be reduced to provide inter-
ference protection. A priority class reuse scheme is
established which, due to the power reduction, is an
adaptive form of softer frequency reuse [10].
Three bands of communication, termed high-priority,

mid-priority, and low-priority, are defined. These bands
are allocated orthogonally, such that if a RB is assigned
high-priority status in one cell, the same RB is assigned

mid-priority and low-priority status in the neighbouring
cells. In this sense, a priority class reuse factor of three
results, which is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
When excessive interference is caused, the owners of

mid- and low-priority RBs in the neighbouring cells
must reduce their transmit power. This boosts the SINR
on both the high-and mid-priority RBs. The power
reduction procedure for ULIP is performed as follows:

(1) The Im,tol
v for the high-priority RBs are calculated

from (11), and distributed to the neighbouring cells.
(2) The transmit powers on mid-priority RBs are

adjusted according to (12) based on the min
v∈Im

{
Im,tol
v

}
received from high-priority RBs in neighbouring cells.

(3) The Im,tol
v for the mid-priority RBs (after power

scaling has been performed) are calculated from (11)
and distributed.
(4) The transmit powers on low-priority RBs are

adjusted based on min
v∈Im

{
Im,tol
v

}
received from both

neighbouring high- and mid-priority RBs.

It is clear that Im,tol
v can be re-calculated in every time

slot. However, to reduce the signaling burden on the
network, these updates are only distributed when a suffi-

cient difference, δ, to the last sent Im,tol
v has been

observed.
Furthermore, all high-priority RBs receive interference

protection, and consequently gains in achievable
throughput. This is facilitated by the MSs assigned low-
and mid-priority RBs, which have reduced their transmit
power. MSs allocated mid-priority RBs may also receive
a throughput boost, as the MSs assigned low-priority

RBs also take the mid-priority Im,tol
v into account. MSs

allocated low-priority RBs however, exclusively sacrifice
transmit power and, consequently, throughput. The allo-
cation of users to these priority bands (i.e., the assign-
ment of x-priority RBs to MSs) is discussed in Section 5.

Figure 2 Allocation of priority bands in neighbouring cells v, i, and j. The allocation of high-, mid- and low-priority RBs are complementary
in the cells.
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3.4. Practical implementation in LTE systems: an example
In order to implement the ULIP procedure, the interfer-
ing (i.e., low-priority) MS needs to be informed of the

Im,tol
v of its high-priority counterpart (in the neighbour-

ing cell), to be able to then adjust its transmit power
according to (12). This involves integrating the proposed
ULIP technique within the network architecture. In
abstract, the following procedure can be used to incor-
porate ULIP in the LTE network architecture:

(1) The vulnerable BSvv calculates the Im,tol
v for all

(allocated) high-priority RBs in the cell using the
received uplink desired signal strength Sm

v .

(2) The Im,tol
v are sent to all neighbouring BSs over the

X2 or (if no X2 connection is available) S1 interfaces
(see Figure 4 for LTE architecture).
(3) The neighbouring BS identifies and stores the

minimum Im,tol
v received on each particular RBm, includ-

ing the cell-ID from which it came.
(4) The neighbouring BS prepares a Data Radio Bearer

(DRB) containing the min
vv

{
Im,tol
v

}
found and the cell-ID

vv for each of the low-priority RBs.
(5) The DRBs are sent with the Radio Resource Con-

trol (RRC) protocol via the Physical Downlink Shared

Figure 3 Allocation of priority bands in a multi-cellular network. The allocation of high-, mid- and low-priority RBs are complementary in
the cells. A priority-class reuse scheme is arises. The colour bar indicates which part of the spectrum is given high-priority in which cells.
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Channel (PDSCH) to each of the MSs allocated the low-
priority RBs (see Figure 5 for protocol).
(6) MSi (allocated low-priority RB) estimates Gm

vv,i

from BS vv with min
vv

{
Im,tol
v

}
indicated in DRB, using

RSRP measurements.
(7) MSi calculates P̃max,i according to (12), and adjusts

transmit power to provide interference protection in
neighbouring cells.
The BS needs to inform the interfering MSi of the

interference margin Im,tol
v of MSv on high-priority RBm

as calculated from (11). Thus, the transport of this
information from BSs to the corresponding MSs must
be defined using the LTE network architecture depicted
in Figure 4.
The S1 interface connects the Serving Gateway (S-

GW)/Mobility Management Entity (MME) with groups
of neighbouring BSs. The MME processes the signalling
between an MS and the core network (CN). Neighbour-
ing BSs (i.e., within the groups connected by the S1
interface) are interconnected via the X2 interface, which
carries control information regarding handover and
interference coordination. The X2 interface is therefore
highly suitable for ULIP related signalling.

In LTE, the RRC protocol is used to transfer common
(i.e., applicable to all MSs) and dedicated (i.e., applicable
to only a specific MS) non-access stratum (NAS) infor-
mation [27]. The RRC protocol covers a number of
functional areas, including the broadcasting of system
information, RRC connection control, network con-
trolled mobility procedures, and measurement config-
uration and reporting. The RRC connection control
handles all procedures related to the establishment,
modification and termination of an RRC connection,
including, among others, the formation of DRBs, radio
bearers carrying user data [27].
In Figure 5, the construction, translation, and trans-

mission of such a DRB is shown. Here, the DRB is mul-
tiplexed with other Signalling Radio Bearers (SRBs) and
DRBs to then be transmitted to MSi. Furthermore, the
Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH) and, consequently,

the PDSCH are used for transmission of min
vv

{
Im,tol
v

}
and the cell-ID, meaning that no extra signalling on the
control channels is required. Of course, the transmission
of these DRBs in every subframe would be highly signal-
ling-intensive, and hence is to be avoided. While the

serving BS will continuously update the Im,tol
v for all

Figure 4 Overall LTE architecture showing interconnection of
BSs through S1 and X2 interfaces.

Dedicated control and information
transfer

DRB1

DTCH1

Ciphering and
ROHC

ARQ

Multiplexing and HARQ control

DL-SCH

Physical Layer Functions

PDSCH

... ...

...

......
... ...

Figure 5 Generation and transport of DRB over PDSCH in RRC
protocol.
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high-priority RBs, it only transmits these updates to the

neighbouring BSs when a significant change, δ, in Im,tol
v

in comparison to the last transmission (e.g., due to high
mobility, call dropping, etc.) is achieved. This reduces
the information transfer from the BSs to the MSs, and
consequently lessens calculational intensity at the MSs.
Finally, knowledge of the cell-ID allows MSi to read

the cell-specific reference signals of the neighbouring BS

providing min
vv

{
Im,tol
v

}
, which is necessary to carry out

the RSRP measurements and estimate the channel gain
between the MS and the vulnerable BS, Gm

vv,i . This, of
course, is needed by the MSi to perform its power adap-
tation according to (12). The RSRP for a specific cell is
defined as the linear average over the power contribu-
tions of the resource elements, within the considered
measurement frequency bandwidth, which carry the
cell-specific reference signals [28]. Using these measure-
ments, the power reduction procedure can take place.

4. Performance analysis
Given the detailed description of the ULIP technique, the
expected performance of a system employing this
mechanism can be explored. There are multiple analysis
techniques that deal with such problems, more specifi-
cally with system capacity analysis. In [29-31], a reverse
link capacity analysis assuming non-cooperative BSs
(similar to the design of practical cellular systems) is
unfortunately shown to be a long-standing open problem
in information theory, but has been solved when treating
the interference as Gaussian noise [32]. Clearly, since in
ULIP the interference incident on each RB is dependent
on the interference tolerances of other-cell high-priority
MSs allocated that RB, the interference is most certainly
not Gaussian. Hence, such an analysis is infeasible for a
system employing ULIP. In [29,33], the area spectral effi-
ciency is introduced as a capacity measure that utilises
stochastic geometry (statistical analysis of the positions
and gains of MSs in the system) to estimate the expected
capacity of a cellular network. Because in ULIP the users
in a cell are split into three interdependent groups, such
an analysis would be difficult as it is not always clear (by
position) which MSs are assigned high-, mid-, or low-
priority. Furthermore, in [33] the interference is esti-
mated stochastically, and since in ULIP the interference
is dependent on individual MS requirements, this analysis
would be misguided.
On the other hand, optimisation techniques [11,34] can

be utilised to provide global solutions that optimise an
overall performance goal (e.g., energy/spectral efficiency).
Furthermore, these offer an overall characterisation of
the wireless system. In ULIP, however, the aim is not to
maximise/minimise any objective, but rather to provide

individual MSs with the necessary interference mitigation
such that these can achieve their SINR/rate requirements.
This is clearly not a system-wide goal, and hence such a
description of a ULIP system is not applicable.
In general, the main difficulty that is not overcome (in

the aforementioned methods) is the multitude of inter-
dependencies on each RB over the network. The trans-
mit powers on an RB are dependent on the signal
qualities of the users allocated this RB in other cells in
the network. Furthermore, these interdependencies are
constantly adapting depending on the SINRs of the indi-
vidual MSs in each cell. Hence, the stochastic interfer-
ence modelling used in capacity analysis techniques
cannot be utilised to model cellular ULIP. Therefore, a
theoretical comparison to the state-of-the-art is per-
formed to highlight the potential benefits of ULIP for
OFDMA networks. And while transmit power control is
standard for the reverse link in future systems, it has
been shown that maximum power transmission is capa-
city-achieving [29], and thus this is compared to ULIP
here. Analytical derivations for the energy efficiency and
system capacity performance of ULIP are presented.

4.1. Energy efficiency in ULIP
In a system that employs ULIP, the transmit powers of
low-priority MSs (MSs allocated low-priority RBs) are
reduced so that interference to other cells is mitigated.
Clearly, the throughput of the low-priority MSs is
diminished relative to the reduction in transmit power.
However, given a measure for energy efficiency, it can
be shown that ULIP guarantees energy efficiency gains.
Given the metric for energy efficiency defined in (7):

βu =
Cu

Pu
=

Bulog2(1 + γv)
Pu

[
bits

J

]
,

it will be shown that the energy efficiency of MSu after
ULIP is applied is always greater than in the benchmark,
where all MSs transmit at maximum power. Here, the
Shannon capacity is used for ease of derivability and
without loss of generality; and the calculation is per-
formed independent of RBs, also with no loss of gener-
ality. Essentially, it will be shown that

βULIP
u ≥ βBM

u or
βULIP

u

βBM
u

≥ 1. (13)

4.1.1. Derivation
The proof proceeds as follows

βULIP
u

βBM
u

=
Bulog2

(
1 +

PULIP
u G
I + N

)
PBM

u

Bulog2

(
1 +

PBM
u G

I + N

)
PULIP

u

, (14)
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where PBM
u is the benchmark transmit power, and

PULIP
u the power when ULIP is applied

PULIP
u = αPBM

u , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

This is substituted into (14) to obtain (15)

βULIP
u

βBM
u

=
log2

(
1 +

αPBM
u G

I + N

)
PBM

u

log2

(
1 +

PBM
u G

I + N

)
αPBM

u

,

=
log2 (1 + αc)
αlog2 (1 + c)

, where c =
PBM

u G
I + N

.

(15)

After rearranging (15) in the following manner

log2 (1 + αc)
αlog2 (1 + c)

≥ 1 , (16)

log2 (1 + αc) ≥ αlog2 (1 + c) ,

(1 + αc) ≥ (1 + c)α .
(17)

The generalised Bernoulli’s inequality can be applied
to prove the inequality in (17), which states

(1 + x)r ≤ 1 + rx, r ∈ R, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 , x ∈ R, x > −1. (18)

To apply this to (17), r and x are set to

r = α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 → 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

x = c, c ≥ 0 → x ≥ 0 > −1

and replaced in (18), such that

(1 + x)r ≤ 1 + rx ,

(1 + c)α ≤ 1 + αc ,
(19)

exactly the inequality from (17). Hence, by proving
(17), it has been shown that (13) is indeed true

βULIP
u

βBM
u

≥ 1, ∀PBM
u ≥ PULIP

u ≥ 0 ,

and hence it can be concluded that the energy effi-
ciency of a low-priority MS employing ULIP is always
greater than or equal to the energy efficiency of the
same MS in the benchmark system (i.e., transmitting at
maximum power). Furthermore, since MSs on high-
priority RBs receive a capacity boost while maintaining
transmit power, their energy efficiencies are also
enhanced. Therefore, the energy efficiency of any/every
MS in the system is augmented during ULIP operation,
and consequently also the system energy efficiency

βULIP
sys ≥ βBM

sys . (20)

For completeness, a similar proof can be constructed
to show that in conjunction with a larger energy effi-
ciency, the energy consumption ψu = Pu/Cu [35], measured
in J/bit, for ULIP is lower (as expected) than for the
benchmark. Essentially,

ψULIP
u

ψBM
u

≤ 1, and ψULIP
sys ≤ ψBM

sys . (21)

4.2. System capacity in ULIP
It has been shown that through the application of ULIP
the energy efficiency of not only the individual MSs but
also of the system is always improved (at minimum no
losses are incurred). However, due to the reduction in
overall system power through ULIP, one would expect,
in general, a similar decrease in system capacity. Here it
will be shown that this is not always the case, and hence
ULIP not only guarantees a energy efficiency boost, but
can also provide a gain in system capacity.

CULIP
sys � CBM

sys (22)

In essence, it is shown that (22) is true, which, com-
bined with the energy efficiency results demonstrates
the potential of ULIP for future OFDMA-based wireless
networks such as LTE and/or LTE-Advanced. The proof
is found in Appendix.
In the previous section it was demonstrated that the

energy efficiency of any MS in a network will be
enhanced when ULIP is employed, while here it has
been shown that this energy efficiency boost can also be
accompanied by an increase in the system capacity

CULIP
sys � CBM

sys , βULIP
sys ≥ βBM

sys .

Although in certain scenarios a loss in system capacity
is incurred by the system-wide power reduction (as (22)
suggests), the guaranteed energy efficiency gain can
compensate this deficit. Furthermore, the possibility of
gains in both performance metrics, i.e., when Csys is
improved, is a good indication of the benefits ULIP can
bring to future wireless networks.

5. Scheduling
To facilitate the interference protection, a scheduling
procedure is designed to assign MSs to specific priority
bands, enhancing the effect of ULIP in the system. In
general, a random allocation of priority RBs can lead to
undesired scenarios. For instance, the allocation of a
high-priority RB to cell-centre MSs is wasteful, as such
a MS-BS link is generally strong, and hence interference
protection is unnecessary. At the cell-edge, allocating a
low-priority RB to a MS is just as destructive. In this
case, the MS will most probably be unable to sustain its
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gtar, and hence fall into outage. Therefore, an appropri-
ate scheduling mechanism is necessary for ULIP to
achieve its full potential.
In a fair allocation scheme, cell-edge MSs should be

allocated high-priority RBs so as to be able to transmit
at full power and achieve the maximum possible SINR.
Cell-centre users, which are more likely to achieve their
SINR target due to BS proximity, should be assigned
low-priority RBs. In essence, the general rule is to allo-
cate high-priority RBs to the MSs with the least favour-
able SINR conditions.
Therefore, an efficient scheduling procedure can

increase the effectiveness of ULIP, and prevent through-
put losses due to MS outages. In this section, a schedul-
ing procedure relying on the reverse link signals of the
active users is presented. By analysing the signals, an
approximation of the relative positions of the MSs (and
their interferers) can be obtained, which can then be
used to schedule the users accordingly. This presents a
low complexity scheduling solution, as the necessary
information is readily available at the BS.

5.1. SINR scheduling
The scheduling procedure utilises the SINRs from trans-
missions in previous time slots. In (23),Rj denotes the
Nj-tuple of average (i.e., time average over the previous
z time slots, where z is a system wide parameter) SINRs
of the users in a cell

Rj =
(
γ̄j,1, γ̄j,2, . . . , γ̄j,Nj

)
, (23)

where γ̄j,i is the average SINR (over all assigned RBs)
of MSi in cell j, and Nj denotes the number of MSs in
cell j. The MSs that are at the cell-edge experience, on
average, weaker signals, and consequently low SINRs are
received at their serving BS. Thus, the next step is to
sort the γ̄j,i in ascending order, so that the MSs that
have the weakest SINRs can be identified

U∗
j = fγ̄

(Rj
)

=
(
p1, p2, . . . , pNj

)
s.t. if pk ≤ pl, then γ̄j,k ≤ γ̄j,l,

(24)

where U∗
j is the Nj-tuple of the positions pk of γ̄j,k in

the tuple R∗
j = order (Rj) , which is sorted in ascending

order. The function fγ̄ (·) that defines this ordering can
now be applied to the set of users in the cell of interest
Susers,j , and the set of high-priority MSs, Shp,j , can be
found

Shp,j =
{

s ∈ Susers,j|f (γj,s) ≤
⌈

Nj

l

⌉}
where Shp,j ⊂ Susers,j,

(25)

where l denotes the number of priority bands such
that the number of high-priority MSs yields

⌈
Nj/l
⌉
. In

(25), the high-priority RBs are allocated to the
⌈

Nj/l
⌉

MSs with the weakest average SINRs, and hence to the
cell-edge. The low-priority RBs are allocated to the cell-

centre, thus to the
⌈

Nj/l
⌉
MSs with the strongest SINRs,

and the mid-priority RBs to the remaining (middle set)
MSs:

Smp,j =
{

s ∈ Susers,j|
⌈

Nj

3

⌉
≤ f (γj,s) ≤

⌈
2Nj

3

⌉}
(26)

Slp,j =
{

s ∈ Susers,j|f (γj,s) ≥
⌈

2Nj

3

⌉}
where Smp,j,Slp,j ⊂ Susers,j.

(27)

One instance of the fair allocation for exactly Nj = M
= 50 users per cell is depicted in Figure 6.
It is clear to see that the farther MSs (from the ser-

ving BS) have been allocated high-priority RBs, and to
the nearer MSs, which are shielded from neighbouring
cell interference, the low-priority RBs are assigned. The
mid-priority RBs have been assigned to the remaining
MSs.
When a new MS enters the cell, the initial allocation

is performed using the SNR (which can be approxi-
mated using the RSRP), as no SINR information is avail-
able a priori. Mean SINR statistics are employed to
eliminate fast fading effects and prevent a MS from
rapidly changing priority class, so that the system can
reach a stable operating point.
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6. Simulation
Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide perfor-
mance statistics of the users and the system with and
without ULIP. The simulator is built following LTE
specifications.

6.1. Network construction and user distribution
The simulation area is comprised of a single-tier, tessel-
lated hexagonal cell distribution. To eliminate border
effects with regards to interference, an additional two
tiers are simulated. However, statistics are only taken
from the first tier (and centre cell). Users are distributed
uniformly over the simulation area such that each cell

hosts, on average, N̄j MSs. Further, BS-MS allocation is

done based on path loss, such that each MS is assigned
to the BS with the most favourable channel conditions.
Each cell is served by a sector of a macro-BS, where a

BS has three 120° sectors. Each BS is placed at the junc-
tion of the three hexagonal cells it serves. Figure 3
shows an example of the network construction and
priority band allocation, and Figure 6 shows an example
of the inner tier simulation area.
The (horizontal) azimuth antenna pattern, A(θ), is

described by

A(θ) = − min

{
12
(

θ

θ3dB

)2

, Am

}
(28)

where θ is the angle the MS-BS link deviates from the
central lobe, θ3 dB is the angle at which the gain is half
that of at the centre of the lobe, and Am is the maxi-
mum possible attenuation [24]. Through (28), the hori-
zontal signal attenuation due to MS position is
determined.

6.2. Resource allocation
The priority classes in each cell are organised in the
manner portrayed in Figure 3, such that when a MS is
allocated to a particular priority class, its RBs (if it is
assigned more than one) can be allocated contiguously,
a feature particular to an LTE uplink. The allotment of
users to priority classes is performed by the SINR sche-
duler introduced in Section 5. Within each class, the set
of RBs is randomly (but still contiguously) allocated to
the MSs assigned to that class, with each user receiving
at minimum one RB.

6.3. Time evolution
Each run of the Monte Carlo simulation is iterated over
z = 10 subframes, or, equivalently, one LTE frame, such
that long-term SINR statistics can be gathered. Due to
the random user distribution, plentiful runs with differ-
ent network generations are considered in order to

obtain statistically accurate results. In each run, i.e., at
the start of each subframe, the scheduling and allocation
of RBs is reperformed. The MSs are assumed to be
quasi-static for the duration of a run.
The simulation is performed for a full-buffer model,

which represents the worst-case scenario where all users
in the network are active, and no RB is left idle.
Furthermore, the users are assumed to be static for the
duration of a subframe, such that effects due to Doppler
spread can be neglected. Perfect synchronisation in time
and frequency is assumed, such that intra-cell interfer-
ence is avoided. The relevant simulation parameters can
be found in Table 2.

6.4. Benchmark
To evaluate the performance of ULIP, two well-known
benchmark systems have been implemented for compar-
ison purposes. These are:

• Maximum power transmission: In the first bench-
mark, no power allocation is performed, and all MSs
transmit at the maximum power on each RB.
• LTE power control: In the second benchmark, the
transmit power is set dependent on the nominal
SINR target Γ, the desired link path loss Ldes, the
strongest interfering link loss Lint, and the average
interference received on that RB Im

avg . Here, LTE

fractional power control (FPC) [26] is used, where

Pm
dBm = min

{
�dB + Im

avg,dBm + αLdes,dB + (1 − α)Lint,dB, Pmax,dBm

}
, (29)

Table 2 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation area 37 cells

Results area inner 7 cells

Inter-site distance, dIS 350 m

Average MSs per cell, N̄j 20

Uplink FDD band [2.50, 2.51] GHz

Number of available RBs, M 50

RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz

Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12

Symbol rate per subcarrier, ϱs 15 ksps

Subframe duration, tsf 1 ms

Subframes (time slots), z 10

Thermal noise, h -174 dBm/Hz

Total MS transmit power 23 dBm

Sector width 120°

Sector θ3 dB 70°

MS SINR target, gtar 12 dB

Standard deviation, s 4 dB

Auto-correlation distance 50 m
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which, depending on a, achieves a balance between
conventional power control (a = 1) and maximum
power transmission (a = 0).
For each of the benchmarks, the RB allocation from

the ULIP system is adopted, resulting in a soft frequency
reuse scheme [36]. By comparing the performance of
ULIP to these two benchmarks, the effect ULIP has on
the performance of the system can be quantified.

6.5. Results
The performance of the system is measured by three cri-
teria: achievable throughput, energy efficiency and fairness
(as defined in (5), (7), and (8), respectively). Multiple itera-
tions are run for a system employing ULIP and the bench-
mark systems. The cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of achievable throughput and energy efficiency of
individual MSs and of the network are compared. From
this, quantitative average gain/loss statistics are generated.

7. Results and discussion
From the simulation, the CDFs of the achieved system
throughput and energy efficiency are generated for

systems employing ULIP and compared against the two
benchmark systems, keeping the RB allocation
unchanged. General simulation parameters are taken
from Table 2 and [37], and full power control (i.e., a =
1) is implemented.
In Figure 7, the CDFs of the achieved user throughput

for the three systems is shown, and it is evident that
ULIP achieves considerable gains for MSs with low
throughput in the benchmarks. At the 50th percentile,
ULIP users achieve, on average, 2.8× the user through-
put of both benchmarks.
Also, although at the 90th percentile a 31% loss is

incurred by the power reduction on low-priority (and
therefore high-throughput) RBs, the crossing point of
the CDFs signifies that 82% of the users achieve a better
SINR (and consequently throughput) in ULIP. Further-
more, the ≈20% outage seen in both benchmarks is
eliminated, and hence ULIP provides significant advan-
tages for the users in a cellular network.
These benefits are further seen in Figure 8, where the

user energy efficiencies of the three systems are dis-
played. Here it is clear that ULIP provides a vast energy
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efficiency improvement over the two benchmarks, which
behave very similarly. At the 50th percentile, ULIP
induces almost 11× the user energy efficiency of both
benchmarks.
Furthermore, ULIP achieves energy efficiency gains for

all MS over the maximum power benchmark, confirm-
ing the result of the performance analysis conducted in
Section 4.1.
Figure 9 displays the system throughput fairness

results of the three power allocation techniques. Here, it
is clear to see that while power control provides some
fairness gains (almost 14%) over maximum power trans-
mission, ULIP achieves by far the fairest system with
over 0.8 fairness rating.
The substantial gains achieved by ULIP over maxi-

mum power transmission (3.3×) can be accounted for
by the balancing of the system capacity from the cell-
centre to the cell-edge, boosting high-priority through-
put by sacrificing that of the low-priority MSs, and
hence achieving a more throughput fair system.

A further indicator of the enhanced fairness of the
network is shown in Figure 10, where the MS through-
put is plotted against the distance between the MS and
its serving BS. And while both the maximum power and
power control generate most of their capacity in the
cell-centre (MSs closer to the BS), ULIP achieves an
almost flat, much more even areal distribution of
throughput in each cell. These findings confirm both
the user throughput and fairness results shown in Fig-
ures 7 and 9, respectively. Furthermore, due to the
simulation environment, the gains for many MSs are
quite low, and hence power control very often utilises
maximum transmit power to attempt to achieve the tar-
get SINR. Hence, there is little performance difference
between the two systems, as is evident in Figure 10.
In Figure 11, the system throughput CDF results for

ULIP, power control and maximum power transmission
are shown. At the 50th percentile, it can be clearly seen
that while power control surrenders a slight portion (≈
4%) of the system capacity achieved by maximum power
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transmission, ULIP produces a gain of over 15%, result-
ing from the large number of MSs given throughput
boosts (see Figure 7).
This is a very encouraging result, as it shows that the

throughput shift from low- to high-priority MSs is bene-
ficial for the system, achieving larger throughput gains
for the high-priority users than losses by the low-prior-
ity MSs. This is also a direct result of the link adapta-
tion, as any excess SINR (i.e., g >20 dB) at the cell-
centre can be transferred to the cell-edge without incur-
ring any throughput losses for the low-priority (cell-cen-
tre) users. Furthermore, Figure 11 confirms the result
achieved in Section 4.2, and shows further that system
capacity gains are achievable.
In Figure 12, it can be seen that, surprisingly, power

control exhibits an even worse energy efficiency than
maximum power transmission. This is mainly due to
the system throughput losses incurred. As expected,
however, ULIP provides substantial gains over both
benchmark systems, achieving a stout 3.5× and 3.6× the
energy efficiency of max. power and power control at
the 50th percentile, respectively. The large gains seen by
ULIP are a combination of (a) the system throughput

boosts achieved via the effective shifting of SINR from
the cell-centre to the cell-edge; and (b) the substantial
power reductions of the low- and mid-priority (cell-cen-
tre) users to protect the high-priority users from inter-
ference. Together, these two processes provide the
significant energy efficiency gains seen in Figure 12, and
confirm (20).
All in all, ULIP dominates each of the two bench-

marks over the three performance criteria, especially
providing a much more energy efficient and fair system.
Furthermore, by achieving considerable gains in network
capacity, it is clear that both performance analysis
proofs have been confirmed.

8. Summary and conclusions
Full frequency reuse and the resulting large CCI in
OFDMA networks brings forth the necessity for ICIC in
future wireless networks. A technique for ULIP has
been presented in this article, which provides protection
from CCI through the power reduction of a subset of
the neighbouring cell RBs, based on the SINR targets of
the MSs in the cell of interest. Aside from the fact that
no extra signalling is necessary over the control
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channels, a further benefit of ULIP is a guaranteed
increase in energy efficiency of all MSs in the system,
and of the system as a whole. Furthermore, it was
shown that while a loss in system capacity is possible,
this is not certain, and hence gains in achievable system
throughput are also possible. This is especially the case
in networks where cell-edge capacity is limited, and
most of the cell throughput is concentrated in the cell-
centre.
It was shown that ULIP, combined with the SINR

scheduler, achieves not only a 15% system capacity gain,
but also substantially increases the system energy effi-
ciency and fairness by 3.5× and 3.3×, respectively. This
is a direct result of the SINR displacement from the
cell-centre to the cell-edge, and confirms the results in
Section 4, highlighting the excellent energy efficiency of
the ULIP protocol. A throughput drop is seen when
power control is applied, mainly due to the SINR target-
ing of the system in comparison to maximum power,
which does not restrict transmit power according to ser-
vice requirements. Furthermore, ULIP eliminates the
≈20% outage suffered in the benchmarks, and provides
throughput gains for over 80% of the MSs in the

network. Consequently, ULIP diminishes the tradeoff
between system capacity and fairness/energy efficiency,
and provides significant gains in all three performance
areas.

Endnotes
aIn Table 1, the modulation and coding schemes are
taken from LTE [27], and the SINR ranges from [38].
Here, the downlink values are used because no uplink
implementation was found, as these values are operator
specific. bThese denote the priority status of the RBs
within each class, and have no relation to user traffic
priorities, which are not considered here.

Appendix
System capacity proof derivation
To prove (22), a counter-argument to the assumption
that

CULIP
sys ≤ CBM

sys , (30)

must be found, where Csys is defined in (6). Therefore,
a scenario is designed where the above assumption (30)
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does not hold. A two-link scenario is chosen where MS1
and MS2 are allocated the same RBs in two neighbour-
ing cells. Furthermore, we compare the Csys achieved in
the benchmark (BM) system, in which all transmitting
stations (MS1 and MS2) transmit using maximum trans-
mit power, to that achieved in the ULIP system. When
ULIP is applied, MS2 is given high-priority, and MS1
low-priority status such that it may be required to scale
it’s power

BM : P1 = P2

ULIP : αP1 ≤ P2, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1

where a is the scaling factor by which MS1 reduces its
transmit power.
The proof is set up by making the assumption that the

system is interference-limited, and hence the thermal
noise can be ignored. This assumption depends on the
inter-site distance dIS in the network, as clearly in larger
cells the CCI diminishes (given Pmax remains constant).
The path gain and path loss equations are given by (9)
and (10), respectively, and the thermal noise is

calculated to be h = kTBRB = -121 dBm, where k is
Boltzmann’s constant, the temperature T = 300 K, and
the bandwidth BRB = 180 kHz per RB. Given that, on
average, |Hk, l|

2 = 1 and Xs = 0, the minimum average
interfering link gain can be calculated when the interfer-
ing MS is located at the maximum distance dmax = dIS
from the vulnerable BS (i.e., next to a neighbouring BS):

L(dmax) = 15.3 + 37.6log10(350) = 110.9 dB, (31)

Gmin,v2 = 10

−L(d)
10 = −110.9 dB.

(32)

And given Pu = Pmax/M ≈ 6 dBm, the minimum
received interference is PuGmin,v2 ≈ −104.9 dBm , which
is significantly larger than h. In fact, even for dIS = 500
m, the minimum average interference comes to -116.8
dBm, which is still more than double the noise power.
Hence, assuming the network is constructed with dIS

<500 m, it has been shown that the system is interfer-
ence-limited, and therefore the noise can be neglected.
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This simplifies capacity calculations, as SIR can now be
used rather than SINR. The individual user capacities are

CBM
1 = Wlog2

(
1 +

P1G11

P2G21

)
CBM

2 = Wlog2

(
1 +

P2G22

P1G12

)
, (33)

in the benchmark system, and

CULIP
1 = Wlog2

(
1 +

αP1G11

P2G21

)
CULIP

2 = Wlog2

(
1 +

P2G22

αP1G12

)
, (34)

when ULIP is employed, where Shannon’s equation is
used for the calculations. Subsequently, the relationship
between CBM

i and CULIP
i is found:

CULIP
1 ≥ Wlog2

((
1 +

P1G11

P2G21

)α)
CULIP

2 ≥ Wlog2

⎛
⎜⎝(1 +

P2G22

P1G12

)1
α

⎞
⎟⎠ , (35)

where Bernoulli’s Inequality (18) is used to arrive at
(35) (where r = a and r = 1/α for i = 1 and 2, respec-
tively). Further,

CULIP
1 ≥ αWlog2

(
1 +

P1G11

P2G21

)
CULIP

2 ≥ 1
α

Wlog2

(
1 +

P2G22

P1G12

)
, (36)

and finally, CBM
1 and CBM

2 are substituted into (36) to
achieve (37)

CULIP
1 ≥ αCBM

1 CULIP
2 ≥ 1

α
CBM

2 . (37)

For further simplicity, let us assume that G11 = G22,
and G12 = G21 (e.g., both MSs are at the cell-border).
This creates the following set of equations:

CBM
1 = CBM

2 = CBM
i , CULIP

1 ≥ αCBM
i , CULIP

2 ≥ 1
α

CBM
i(38)

Using (38), it can now be shown that the assumption
in (30) does not hold for this system, and that hence
(22) is true. In the benchmark,

CBM
sys = CBM

1 + CBM
2 = 2CBM

i .

And when ULIP is applied,

CULIP
sys = CULIP

1 + CULIP
2 , (39)
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≥ αCBM
1 +

1
α

CBM
2 =

(
α +

1
α

)
CBM

i , (40)

≥ 2CBM
i = CBM

sys , (41)

where in (40), the equations from (38) are substituted
into (39), and in (41), the inequality(

α +
1
α

)
≥ 2

is used, which is proven by the inequality of arithmetic
and geometric means

a + b
2

≥
√

ab, (42)

a = α, b =
1
α

,
(

α +
1
α

)
≥ 2

√
α

1
α

≥ 2.

In (39)-(41) it has been demonstrated that for the cho-
sen scenario, the ULIP system capacity is greater than
that of the benchmark system

CULIP
sys ≥ CBM

sys ,

and that, hence, (30) is not true. Therefore, (22) is
valid.
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel scheduling mechanism that en-
hances both network spectral and energy efficiency is presented.
In Pareto Optimal Scheduling (POS), mobile stations (MSs) are
scheduled based on path gains such that the sufficient conditions
for Pareto optimal power control (POPC) are fulfilled. This is
performed in such a manner to maximise the number of con-
currently transmitting MSs. Furthermore, a Stepwise Removal
(SR) algorithm is introduced for the situation where links do
not meet the sufficient conditions for power control. In this case,
links are removed in order for other MSs to achieve their signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) targets. The targets of
these remaining MSs are updated to prevent losses in system
spectral efficiency caused by the link removals. Large network
simulation results show that significant gains in spectral efficiency
can be achieved over standard power control techniques, while
additionally providing substantially improved energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

With higher-speed wireless services becoming increasingly
in-demand, there is a great need for increased throughput
per bandwidth to accommodate higher data rates whilst guar-
anteeing quality of service. In addition, the necessity for
more energy efficient, or “green,” technologies is growing.
Increasing traffic load is expected to double the network
energy consumption within the next ten years [1]. Power
control mechanisms attempt to minimise transmit power while
maintaining sufficient spectral efficiency for the users in the
network. In this paper, a scheduling and power control tech-
nique that benefits both the spectral and energy efficiency of
future networks is developed.

In [2], a truncated closed-loop power control scheme is
presented to cut off transmission of users when their short-term
fading falls below a given threshold. While this leads to gains
in both capacity and user availability, users are shown to suffer
from large delays, a clearly undesirable result for wireless sys-
tems. Fractional power control (FPC) for orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) networks is introduced
in [3], which offers a slight adaptation to conventional power
control to trade off spectral efficiency and cell-edge bit rate.
Due to this, however, many users will not achieve their SINR
targets, and hence user throughput suffers.

An extension to FPC is developed in [4], where the power
control expression takes interference caused to neighbouring
cells into account. While this achieves a modest capacity
increase, the mean level of interference to other cells is not
reduced, but rather only the variance. In [5] on the other
hand, closed-loop power control offers significant gains in user
throughput and transmit power. These are achieved, however,
for very low SINRs, whereas almost no benefits are seen in

the high SINR range. Finally, a computationally efficient power
control mechanism is introduced in [6], where the problem of
minimising transmit power is formulated. However, the joint
subcarrier and power allocation is split into two stages, thus
disregarding the dependence between the two.

This paper presents a novel technique to combine scheduling
and power control, to not only minimise power consumption
but also maximise system spectral efficiency through fair
allocation of users. The rest of the paper is structured as
follows, Section II presents POPC, and Section III describes
the analytic basis and implementation of POS and the SR algo-
rithm. Sections IV and V describe the simulation environment
and results, respectively, and Section VI offers a conclusion.

II. PARETO OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL

In a wireless system, the quality of each link is determined
by the SINR at the intended receiver. In an uplink with K
interferers, the SINR of the ith user is denoted by:

γi =
PiGi,vi

φ
∑K−1

j �=i PjGj,vi
+ η

, i = 1, . . . ,K , (1)

where Pi is the transmit power of MSi, Gj,vi
the channel gain

from MSj to base station (BS)vi
that serves MSi, the thermal

noise power is denoted by η, and φ is the interference reduction
due to signal processing (φ = 1 for OFDMA). Furthermore,
since in OFDMA systems the interference between MSs can
be broken down to interference between the resource blocks
(RBs)1 assigned to those MSs, K can be equated to the number
of cells being considered. As a basis for this work, K=3.

Given each link is assigned a minimum SINR target, γ∗
i ,

this constraint can be represented in matrix form [7] with
component-wise inequalities

(I− F)P ≥ u , P > 0 , (2)

where I is the identity matrix and P = (P1, . . . , PK)T is the
vector of transmit powers,

u =
(

(I1 + η)γ∗
1

G1,v1

, · · · , (IK + η)γ∗
K

GK,vK

)T

, (3)

is the vector of interference (Ii) plus noise power scaled by
the SINR targets and channel gains, and F is the interference
matrix where

Fij =

{
0, if i = j

γ∗
i Gj,vi

φ

Gi,vi
, if i �= j

(4)

1Due to the orthogonality of subcarriers and, hence, also RBs.
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with i, j = 1, . . . ,K. F is non-negative and irreducible [7].
Given ρF = max

i
|λi| as the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue

of F, if ρF < 1, then there exists a vector P > 0 such that
the SINR requirements of all interfering users are satisfied,
and P

∗ = (I− F)−1
u is the Pareto optimal solution (i.e., if

there is any other solution P to (2), then P > P
∗ component-

wise) [7]. Hence, if all the SINR requirements can be met
simultaneously, the optimal power vector P

∗ minimises the
transmit power of the users.

III. PARETO OPTIMAL SCHEDULING (POS)

In Pareto optimal power allocation, given a
feasible link allocation, i.e., ρF < 1, a vector
P

∗ = (I− F)−1
u can be found such that all users achieve

their SINR requirements with minimal power. This is of
course a highly desirable result which, depending on the
location and service requirements of the interfering MSs, is
clearly not always possible. Hence, by scheduling users in
such a manner to maximise the number of feasible F matrices
(in principle, there can be as many F matrices as there are
RBs in the system), the system spectral efficiency can be
maximised. Such a scheduling algorithm is developed here.

A. Analytical Basis

Since for a particular grouping of MSs (on the same RB(s)
in different cells) to be feasible ρF < 1, it follows the modulus
of all eigenvalues λi of F must also be less than unity, i.e.,
|λi| < 1, ∀i = 1, . . . ,K. In other words, all eigenvalues must
lie within the unit circle.

In [8], Jury provides a simplified analytic test of stability
of linear discrete systems, i.e., the necessary and sufficient
conditions for any real polynomial to have all its roots inside
the unit circle. Hence, this test can be directly applied to the
characteristic function fF(λ) of the matrix F, whose roots are
the eigenvalues of F, and thus need to lie within the unit circle.
The characteristic function fF3(λ) is expressed as follows:

Given F =

⎡

⎣

0 F12 F13

F21 0 F23

F31 F32 0

⎤

⎦

fF3(λ) = det (F− λI)
= −λ3 + λ(F12F21 + F13F31 + F23F32)

+ F12F23F31 + F13F21F32 (5)

= λ3 + cλ + d (6)

Hence c = −F12F21 − F13F31 − F23F32

d = −F12F23F31 − F13F21F32

In [8], the stability constraints for a polynomial of order K=3
are given as2

f(z) = a3z
3 + a2z

2 + a1z + a0, a3 > 0
1) |a0| < a3

2) a2
0 − a2

3 < a0a2 − a1a3

3) a0 + a1 + a2 + a3 > 0, a0 − a1 + a2 − a3 < 0

. (7)

2K=3 cells are chosen for complexity reasons. For K >3, the stability
conditions in (7) and hence the derivation of POS becomes highly complex,
and is practically intractable.

These conditions can now be applied to fF3(λ)

fF3(λ) = λ3 + cλ + d

a3 = 1, a2 = 0, a1 = c, a0 = d,

1) |d| < 1
2) d2 − 1 < c → c > 1− d2

3) d + c + 1 > 0 → c > −d− 1,

d− c− 1 < 0 → c > d− 1

(8)

which describes the ranges of c and d for which F is feasible.
However, since from (4) Fij ≥ 0, ∀i, j, it is clear that both
c, d ≤ 0, and the constraints are reduced to only a single one,
such that the feasibility condition becomes:

3) c > −d− 1
− F12F21 − F13F31 − F23F32 > F12F23F31 + F13F21F32 − 1

So, ρF < 1 if: (9)

F12F21 + F13F31 + F23F32 + F12F23F31 + F13F21F32 < 1 .

So, a group of MSs, one in each cell (in the three-cell scenario),
is feasible if and only if the condition in (9) is fulfilled. This
is clearly dependent on the individual desired and interfering
path gains, along with the SINR targets of the users. Therefore,
a scheduler might make use of this condition to schedule users
such that the number of feasible groups of MSs is maximised,
hence also maximising the spectral efficiency of the system.

1) Feasibility for K−1 = 2: In the case that the scheduler
is unable to find feasible groups for particular MSs (due to
e.g., location at cell-edge), the SR algorithm turns off one of
the links in a group of MSs, resulting in a feasibility matrix
F of size K − 1×K − 1, in the three-cell case 2× 2:

F =
[

0 F12

F21 0

]

(10)

And hence, the characteristic function is given by

fF2(λ) = det (F− λI)
= λ2 − F12F21 (11)

= λ2 + c

c = −F12F21

Stability constraints [8] for polynomials of order K−1=2 are
applied to fF2(λ), yielding the feasibility condition given by

2) 1 > −c
1 > F12F21

So, ρF < 1 if: F12F21 < 1 . (12)

B. Stepwise Removal

In POPC, if ρF �< 1, no solution is available, and hence
P→ 0. In this case, none of the links will transmit, hence
this solution is highly suboptimal. A better way to address
this problem is to successively remove single links from the
group of interfering MSs, until an F is achieved with ρF < 1.
It makes sense to, at each step, remove the link that is causing
the largest interference to the other users. It is clear, however,
that turning off one of the links will harm the system spectral
efficiency, and hence for each link removal, the SINR target
for the remaining links (assuming link 3 has been switched



off) must be updated as follows

γ∗
(1),up =

∏K
j

(
1 + γ∗

j

)

1 + γ∗
(2),up

− 1 , (13)

where γ∗
(i),up represents the updated SINR target of the ith

remaining link. Since (13) has infinite solutions, an additional
condition on γ∗

(1),up and γ∗
(2),up such as a power minimisation

Solve (13) s.t. min
{

γ∗
(1),up + γ∗

(2),up

}

, (14)

or an equal absolute SINR increase

Solve (13) s.t. γ∗
(1),up − γ∗

(1) = γ∗
(2),up − γ∗

(2) , (15)

is necessary3. Finally, when two links have been removed and
only a single link remains, γ∗

(1),up =
∏K

j

(
1 + γ∗

j

)− 1, and

F = 0, ρF = 0, and P = u =
nγ∗

(1),up

G1,v1
.

Through this form of link removal, system spectral effi-
ciency is maintained while maximising the number of trans-
mitting users according to the feasibility constraint ρF . Fur-
thermore, it prevents the annihilation of links caused in POPC.

C. Scheduling

The goal is to maximise the number of “MS-groups” for
which (9) is satisfied and POPC can be applied. This is
opposed to a random scheduler where the assignment of RBs,
and hence also MS-groups, is performed arbitrarily.

The scheduler is split into three stages, corresponding to
the number of cells considered and hence one more than the
number of stepwise removals possible. In the first round of
grouping, the scheduler searches through all combinations of
MSs (i.e., one in each cell) that fulfil the feasibility condition
(9). Clearly, it is possible for an MS to be part of multiple
feasible groups, but also part of none. Hence, to maximise the
number of feasible combinations, those MSs with the fewest
feasible combinations (i.e., “least feasible” MSs) should be
scheduled first along with the two least feasible partners. This
is done until all MSs have been scheduled/grouped.

In the second round, the MSs that have not been sched-
uled cannot form groups of three, and hence groups will be
allocated with one link deactivated. Furthermore, through the
SR algorithm the SINR targets are raised according to (13) to
maintain system spectral efficiency. Thus, all “MS-pairs” that
satisfy (12) can be allocated. Again, the least feasible MSs are
scheduled first, and to complete each group, the least feasible
MS is selected from the unscheduled cell.

Finally, in the third round, MS-groups with two deactivated
links are scheduled. Here, the activated link in each group
should have the best path gain to minimise the necessary
transmit power. Therefore, each of the remaining groups is
constructed by the MS with the best path gain and the MSs
in the two other cells with the worst path gains. This is done
until all MSs have been scheduled. The SINR target is again
updated to maintain system spectral efficiency.

In the power allocation stage, F and u (sized appropriately
for groups with three or two links) are constructed for each

3In this paper, a system wide SINR target γ∗ is used, in which case (14)
and (15) yield equivalent results for (13).

MS-group, and POPC is performed. The MS transmit power is
limited by the maximum power Pmax, which may reduce the
optimality of some solutions. This is, however, unavoidable.

Lastly, over multiple time slots the deactivated MSs are
scheduled in later slots, such that they too can achieve their
target spectral efficiency. Here, this is done over three slots,
such that when only a single link in a group can be active, each
mobile has its own slot to transmit. Through this scheduler, all
MSs in the system should attain the desired spectral efficiency,
and if not, reduce the losses incurred.

D. Three-Cell Simulation Results

Fig. 1 shows the spectral efficiency results for varying SINR
targets and inter-site distances (ISDs) in a three-cell scenario.
The max. power spectral efficiency is independent of MS
SINR targets and thus constant over all SINRs, while POPC
suffers significantly from the random grouping (all benchmarks
are randomly scheduled), as the number of feasible groups
disappears very rapidly with increasing SINR. The upper
bound in Fig. 1 denotes the Shannon capacity of the given
SINR target, i.e., the attainable spectral efficiency if all MSs
can be optimally scheduled.
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Fig. 1. System spectral efficiency (calculated using Shannon’s equation)
results for the various power control techniques over a range of SINR targets.
Three-cell scenario with a single omni-directional antenna per cell.

The ISD is a significant factor in the performance of POS.
Here, the smaller the ISDs, the better the performance; a key
factor for shrinking cell sizes in future networks. When links
are deactivated, the larger transmit powers needed to meet
γ∗
up are bounded by Pmax. Reducing the ISDs is equivalent to

increasing Pmax due to greater desired link gains. Lastly, it is
evident that POS outperforms all other techniques investigated,
and has significant potential for future wireless networks.

E. Extension to Macro-cellular Network

Since POS is developed for a three-cell system, on its own it
is very ineffective for more realistic scenarios where there are
clearly more than three cells. One option would be to derive
the feasibility condition(s) for a larger number of cells, to
henceforth be able to apply POS to a larger network. From [8]4,

4In [8] the sufficient conditions for stability of nth order polynomials are
presented, which were used to derive the feasibility condition in (9).



however, we can infer that the feasibility conditions for even
a four-cell scenario are excessively complex, and hence such
extension to larger networks is highly impractical.

Fig. 2. Extension of three-cell POS to larger multi-cellular networks.
Universal frequency reuse is applied, and the differing colouration of the cells
simply demarks which BS is serving them.

A more pragmatic approach is to find a way to tessellate
the three-cell POS over a network of any dimensions. This is
shown in Fig. 2, where the structure of a typical sectorised
cellular network can help the extension of POS to multiple
cells. By grouping three cells with coinciding beam patterns
(see shaded cells in Fig. 2), POS can be applied to these
three cells, and the cluster will be relatively shielded from
neighbouring sectors’ interference due to the nature of the
beam patterns. This clustering is then tessellated over the
network, such that POS can be applied separately in each of
these clusters without overly excessive co-channel interference
(CCI) from the surrounding cells, allowing the MSs to achieve
their transmission requirements.

IV. SIMULATION

Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide mean perfor-
mance statistics for a system using various power allocation
techniques, including POS.

A. System Setup

The simulation area comprises 19 cells, where each cell
is served by a sector of its BS (see Fig. 2 for an example).
Furthermore, an antenna downtilt is considered to mitigate
interference between cells. In each cell the N users per cell
are uniformly distributed. The assignment of MSs to each cell
is done on path loss alone. The general simulation parameters
utilised for the simulation are shown in Table I.

B. Channel Model

In general, the channel gain, Gk,l, between a transmitter k
and receiver l separated by d m is calculated as

Gk,l = |Hk,l|2 10
−L(d)+Xσ

10 , (16)

where Hk,l describes the channel transfer function between
transmitter k and receiver l, L(d) is the distance-dependent
path loss (in dB) and Xσ is the log-normal shadowing value
(in dB) with standard deviation σ.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
ISD 200 m
Number of cells 19
Antenna tilt 5◦
Users per cell, N 10
Number of available RBs, M 50
RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12
Symbol rate per subcarrier, �s 15 ksps
Time slots 6
Noise spectral density, η0 −174 dBm/Hz
Total MS transmit power 10 dBm
Shadowing Std. Dev., σ 4 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50 m

The path loss model used to calculate L(d) is for a purely
outdoor link [9], i.e., the link (desired or interfering) between
a BS and an outdoor MS, and calculates the path loss as

L(d) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10(d) [dB] . (17)

C. Scheduling and Power Allocation

For this study, MSs in a cell are assigned a contigu-
ous equal-sized block of RBs, where each block contains
M/N = 50/10 = 5 RBs. The scheduler assigns a block to each
user in the cell. For POS, the scheduling and allocation of
power to the users is performed as described in Section III-C.
Furthermore, multiple time slots are utilised such that removed
links can be scheduled in the next slot. For the benchmarks, a
random resource allocation is utilised.

D. Performance Statistics

After the transmit powers adjustment in each cell, the
performance statistics can be gathered. These are composed of
two values: the uplink system spectral efficiency and energy
efficiency. Given the SINR as calculated in (1), the throughput
Cu of MSu using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is
calculated

Cu(γu) = nRB
u ksc�sεs(γu) , (18)

where nRB
u is the number of RBs assigned to MSu, ksc

the number of subcarriers per RB, �s the symbol rate per
subcarrier, and εs(γu) the symbol efficiency5.

The energy efficiency βu measures the the data sent per
unit of energy (or, alternatively, data rate per unit of transmit
power) of MSu. This is defined as follows:

βu =
Cu

Pu
=

nRB
u ksc�sεs

Pu

[
bits/s

W

]

≡
[
bits
J

]

, (19)

where Pu is the total transmit power of MSu, and Cu the
throughput from (18).

V. RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the spectral efficiency results for POS and the
two benchmarks in a macro-cellular network. As expected,
the antenna downtilt and sectorisation decrease the spectral
efficiency of all three systems (in comparison to Fig. 1) due

5The modulation and coding is taken from Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [10],
and the SINR ranges from [11]. The downlink is used because no uplink
implementation was found, as these values are operator specific.



to the increased interference among the cells and diminished
desired path gains, respectively (the use of AMC is also
significant). However, it is evident that POS benefits from this
additional interference, as it is more able to mitigate it than
the benchmark systems. In general, POS has a performance
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Fig. 3. System spectral efficiency results for the various power control
techniques.

advantage over power control over all SINR targets (except
γ∗=20 dB), whereas also substantial gains over 13% are seen
over max. power transmission in the mid-SINR (typically the
operational) range. The POS performance begins to suffer for
higher SINRs as too many users are switched off each time
slot by the SR protocol. However, on average the POS spectral
efficiency is equivalent to that of max. power transmission.

This becomes even more significant when considered to-
gether with the energy efficiency results shown in Fig. 4. As
expected, maximum power transmission is the least energy
efficient of the three considered techniques. POS, on the
other hand, provides massive energy efficiency benefits for
the system, even when compared to power control, with gains
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Fig. 4. System energy efficiency results for the various power control
techniques. Decibel (dB), i.e., 10 log10 (bits/J), are utilised as the energy
efficiency unit for ease of comparison.

of up to 5 dB for higher SINRs. Hence, it is quite clear that
POS drastically reduces the transmit power consumption in
a macro-cellular network. Considering this together with the
spectral efficiency results, it is evident that POS provides
overall superior system performance over the standard power
allocation techniques.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, POS, a scheduling technique designed to
maximise the application of POPC, was introduced. By ex-
pressing the necessary conditions for power control in a simple
feasibility condition of path gains and SINR targets, users are
scheduled such that the Pareto optimal power control can be
applied. The addition of the SR algorithm in collaboration
with SINR target updates allow the scheduler to achieve the
target system spectral efficiency, while providing a Pareto
optimal power allocation. Therefore, no significant losses in
spectral efficiency are incurred while the total transmit power
of the network is minimised, hence resulting in a more energy
efficient system.

It is quite clear from the simulation results that POS provides
close to optimal spectral efficiency over a wide range of SINR
targets, and can significantly outperform standard power con-
trol techniques. Furthermore, since the necessary calculations
are performed at the BS-side, only minimal additional sig-
nalling between neighbouring BSs is required, while no extra
information other than the resource and power allocation is
sent to the MSs. Finally, POS provides large energy efficiency
boosts over both power control and maximum power trans-
mission, providing a low-power solution, and hence “greener”
wireless systems.
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Abstract—In this paper, Pareto Femto-Cell Scheduling (PFCS),
a novel scheduling mechanism for randomly deployed femto-
cells, is presented. Here, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) targets of femto-users are adapted such that the
sufficient conditions for Pareto optimal power control (POPC)
are fulfilled. Furthermore, interference from full bandwidth users
is managed such that as many mobile stations (MSs) as possible
can transmit. Due to the random nature of femto-base station
(FBS) deployment, interference graphs are used to group femto-
cells (and hence, users) such that target spectral efficiencies can
be achieved at Pareto optimum power. Simulation results show
that PFCS achieves significant system capacity gains over other
SINR-target-based power allocation techniques, while maximising
coverage in dense mobile environments. Furthermore, substantial
power savings can be achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

For future wireless networks, there is an increasing demand
for higher user and system throughput, along with growing
expectation for all MSs in a cell to be available to multimedia
and Internet services. This is especially difficult to maintain
at the cell-edge. Furthermore, the necessity for more energy
efficient, or “green,” technologies is growing. Increasing traffic
load is expected to double network energy consumption within
the next ten years [1]. Inter-cell interference coordination
(ICIC) mechanisms attempt to manage interference in order
to maintain sufficient spectral efficiency for the users in
the network. In this paper, a scheduling and power control
technique that produces large energy savings while maintaining
system capacity is developed.

Studies indicate that a substantial portion of wireless traffic
originates indoors [2]. Poor signal reception through walls
severely inhibits the operation of indoor data services, attract-
ing considerable interest in the concept of femto-cells [3].
FBSs are low-cost, low-power, short range, plug-and-play base
stations (BSs) which aim to extend and enhance macro-cell
indoor coverage. While abundant research on femto-to-macro
interference has been carried out [4, 5], few techniques have
been considered to manage the interference between several
densely deployed FBSs. In this paper, a power control scheme
for such interference coordination is developed.

Initial work on power control for orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiple access (OFDMA) networks is presented in [6],
where fractional power control (FPC) offers a modification
to conventional power control to control the tradeoff between
system capacity and cell-edge rate. Due to this, however,
many users will not achieve their SINR targets, and hence
user throughput can suffer. An extension to FPC is developed
in [7], where the power control mechanism takes interference

caused to neighbouring cells into account. While this achieves
a modest capacity increase, only the variance of interference
to other cells, rather than the mean, is reduced. Finally,
in [8] a computationally efficient power control technique is
introduced, where minimisation of transmit power is the main
goal. However, by splitting the joint subcarrier and power
allocation into two stages, the dependence between the two
is disregarded, yielding suboptimal performance.

In this paper, a novel technique combining scheduling and
power control for densely deployed femto-cells is considered,
to not only minimise power consumption but also satisfy
MS throughput requirements through fair interference manage-
ment. The rest of the paper is structured as follows, Section II
describes the system environment for this paper, and Section III
describes the analytic basis and implementation of PFCS.
Sections IV describes the simulation and results, and Section V
offers a conclusion.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

For this paper, a 5×5 apartment grid is considered for the
femto-cell environment, where the probability pact describes
the likelihood of a given apartment containing an active FBS.
In each active femto-cell, both the MS and FBS are uniformly
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Fig. 1. Apartment block scenario with pact = 0.4, where each apartment is
R = 10 m × 10 m.

distributed within the apartment. Due to the private deployment
of femto-cells a closed-access system is assumed [9], and so
each MS is assigned to the FBS in its apartment, even if a
foreign femto-cell exhibits superior link conditions.
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A. Channel Model

In general, the channel gain, Gk,l, between a transmitter k
and receiver l separated by d m is calculated as

Gk,l = |Hk,l|2 10
−L(d)+Xσ

10 , (1)

where Hk,l describes the channel transfer function between
transmitter k and receiver l, L(d) is the distance-dependent
path loss (in dB) and Xσ is the log-normal shadowing value
(in dB) with standard deviation σ.

The path loss model used to calculate L(d) is for a purely
indoor link [10], i.e., the link (desired or interfering) between
a FBS and an indoor MS, and calculates the path loss as

L(d) = 127 + 30 log10(dkm) [dB] . (2)

where dkm is the distance d in km.

III. PARETO OPTIMAL SINR SCHEDULING

For future wireless networks, ICIC plays an important role
in not only satisfying individual MS requirements, but also
maintaining system performance. An interference coordination
technique is introduced that schedules MSs based on path
gains such that POPC can be applied, and co-channel users
can achieve their SINR targets with minimum transmit power.

A. Pareto Optimal Power Control

In POPC [11], given each link is assigned a SINR target,
γ∗

i , the Pareto optimum transmit powers P
∗=(P ∗

1 , . . . , P ∗
K)T

for a set of K interfering users (i.e., in OFDMA, on the same
resource blocks (RBs) in K different cells) are given by

P
∗ = (I− F)−1

u, iff ρF < 1 , (3)

where ρF = max
i
|λF

i | is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of F,

I is the identity matrix,

u =
(

(I1 + η)γ∗
1

G1,v1

, · · · , (IK + η)γ∗
K

GK,vK

)T

, (4)

is the vector of interference (Ii) plus noise power scaled by
the SINR targets and channel gains Gi,vj

from MSi to FBSvj
,

and F is the interference matrix where

Fij =

{
0, if i = j

γ∗
i Gj,vi

Gi,vi
, if i �= j

(5)

with i, j=1, . . . ,K. F is non-negative and irreducible [11].
Hence, when POPC is applied, users can meet their γ∗

i with
minimal transmit power.

B. Stepwise Removal (SR)

In POPC, if ρF �< 1, no solution is available, and hence
P→ 0. A better way to address this problem is to successively
remove single links from the group of interfering MSs, until
an F is achieved with ρF <1. It makes sense to remove the
link that is causing the most interference to the other users. It
is clear, however, that turning off one of the links will harm
the system spectral efficiency. Hence, for each link removal,
the SINR target for the remaining links must be updated.

γ∗
(1),up =

∏K
j

(
1 + γ∗

j

)

1 + γ∗
(2),up

− 1 , (6)

where γ∗
(i),up represents the updated SINR target of the ith

remaining link. Since (6) has infinite solutions, an additional
condition on γ∗

(1),up and γ∗
(2),up such as a power minimisation

Solve (6) s.t. min
{

γ∗
(1),up + γ∗

(2),up

}

, (7)

or an equal absolute SINR increase

Solve (6) s.t. γ∗
(1),up − γ∗

(1) = γ∗
(2),up − γ∗

(2) , (8)

is necessary.
C. Pareto Optimal Scheduling (POS)

As can be seen, POPC is dependent on ρF <1, i.e., on F,
and hence on the positions/gains/SINRs of the interfering MSs.
Therefore, by preemptively scheduling users specifically such
that ρF <1, POPC can be applied to most, if not all, MSs in the
system. This is the aim of Pareto Optimal Scheduling (POS).

Since for a particular grouping of MSs to be feasible
ρF <1, it follows the modulus of all eigenvalues λi of F

must also be less than unity, i.e., |λi|<1, ∀i = 1, . . . , K. In
other words, all eigenvalues must lie within the unit circle.
In [12], Jury provides a simplified analytic test of stability
of linear discrete systems, i.e., the necessary and sufficient
conditions for any real polynomial to have all its roots inside
the unit circle. Hence, this test can be directly applied to the
characteristic function fF(λ) of the matrix F, whose roots are
the eigenvalues of F. The characteristic function of F can be
expressed as follows:

Given fF3(λ) = det (F− λI)
= −λ3 + λ(F12F21 + F13F31 + F23F32)

+ F12F23F31 + F13F21F32 (9)

= λ3 + cλ + d (10)

Hence c = −F12F21 − F13F31 − F23F32

d = −F12F23F31 − F13F21F32

In [12], the stability constraints for a polynomial of order K=3
are given1. Applying these to the characteristic function yields
that for fF3(λ) to be “stable,”

fF3(λ) = λ3 + cλ + d

a3 = 1, a2 = 0, a1 = c, a0 = d,

1) |d| < 1
2) d2 − 1 < c → c > 1− d2

3) d + c + 1 > 0 → c > −d− 1,

d− c− 1 < 0 → c > d− 1

(11)

which describes the ranges of c and d for which F is feasible.
However, since from (5) Fij≥0, ∀i, j, it is clear that both
c, d≤0, and the constraints are reduced to only a single one,
such that the feasibility condition becomes:

3) c > −d− 1
So, ρF <1 if: (12)

F12F21 + F13F31 + F23F32 + F12F23F31 + F13F21F32 < 1 .

1K=3 cells are chosen for complexity reasons. For K>3, the stability
conditions and hence the derivation of POS become highly complex, and is
practically intractable.



So, a group of MSs, one in each cell (in the three-cell scenario),
is feasible iff the condition in (12) is fulfilled. This is clearly
dependent on the individual desired and interfering path gains,
along with the SINR targets of the users.

1) Feasibility for K−1=2: In the case that the scheduler is
unable to find feasible groups for particular MSs (due to e.g.,
location at cell-edge), the SR algorithm from Section III-B
would turn off one of the links in a group of MSs, resulting
in a feasibility matrix F of size K−1×K−1, in the three-
cell case 2×2. Using the stability conditions from [12], the
feasibility condition for two links is given by

ρF <1 if F12F21 < 1 . (13)

D. Pareto Femto-Cell Scheduling (PFCS)

POS is dependent on many users per cell to be able to iterate
over multiple path gain combinations and, hence, find feasible
MS-groups in these cells. In the femto-cell environment con-
sidered here, however, each cell contains only a single user,
and hence in any grouping of three cells the users in these cells
will directly form a MS-group. Now if this group is infeasible,
then there is no possibility of a different (feasible) group being
formed, and at least one link must be removed. Therefore, the
SINR targets of the individual users must be varied such that
F becomes feasible.

1) SINR Variation: In PFCS, the same feasibility conditions
for F still apply, i.e., (12) and (13). Hence, an intelligent
mechanism for the variation of the individual SINRs must be
formulated. This is done using the feasibility condition (12) for
the case where all three MSs (i.e., one in each cell) transmit:

f(F) =F12F21+F13F31+F23F32+F12F23F31+F13F21F32

= γ∗
1γ∗

2

(

ρ2 G1,v2G2,v1

G1,v1G2,v2

)

+ γ∗
1γ∗

3

(

ρ2 G1,v3G3,v1

G1,v1G3,v3

)

+

+ γ∗
2γ∗

3

(

ρ2 G2,v3G3,v2

G2,v2G3,v3

)

+

+ γ∗
1γ∗

2γ∗
3

(

ρ3 G1,v2G2,v3G3,v1 + G1,v3G2,v1G3,v2

G1,v1G2,v2G3,v3

)

= γ∗
1γ∗

2A12+γ∗
1γ∗

3A13+γ∗
2γ∗

3A23+γ∗
1γ∗

2γ∗
3A123 (14)

where A= {A12, A13, A23, A123} is the set of coefficients of
f that are constant throughout the SINR variation. Therefore
if f(F)>1, by finding max {A} the largest coefficient can be
found, and hence the SINR targets preceding the coefficient
can be reduced to ultimately decrease f(F).

Given f(F)>1 and max {A}=Aij , it is clear that γ∗
i and

γ∗
j need to be reduced such that f(F)<1. The reduction is

performed as follows:

r =
1

10nr

⌈

10
(

1− 1
f(F)

)⌉

(15)

γ∗
i ← γ∗

i (1− r)
γ∗

j ← γ∗
j (1− r)

where r in (15) represents the SINR reduction factor rounded2

up to a factor of .1, and nr denotes the number of MSs whose

2The need for this rounding is two-fold; first, since f(F) must be <1,
without the rounding it would be steered towards 1 and not below, and second,
because the SINR boost of the third MS will again slightly increase f(F).

SINR targets are being reduced (in the above case, nr=2). To
maintain the desired system spectral efficiency however, the
remaining user’s SINR target must be increased

γ∗
k �={i,j} =

(1 + γ∗
1)(1 + γ∗

2)(1 + γ∗
3 )

(1 + γ∗
i (1− r))(1 + γ∗

j (1− r))
− 1 . (16)

Hence, the system spectral efficiency is maintained while the
value of f(F) is decreased. Although this procedure may
achieve the desired SINR target constellation in the first step,
is repeated until either γ∗

i , γ∗
j <γmin, or f(F)<1.

For the (rather unlikely) case that max {A}=A123, the
strongest interferer MSi is found, and the same reduction is
performed except nr=1 in (15). The SINR target increase of
the remaining MSs is

γ∗
{j,k}�=i =

√

(1 + γ∗
1 )(1 + γ∗

2 )(1 + γ∗
3 )

(1 + γ∗
i (1− r))

− 1 . (17)

a) Feasibility for K − 1 = 2: For the occasion that the
scheduler is unable to find a set of {γ∗

1 , γ∗
2 , γ∗

3}≥γmin such
that F becomes feasible (i.e., f(F)<1), the link causing the
most interference is removed, and the SINR targets of the two
remaining users are updated according to the SR algorithm.

If, now, the feasibility condition (13) is not satisfied, the
SINR target of the MSi with the weaker desired channel gain
must be reduced according to (15) with nr=1, while MSj

with the stronger desired link receives a SINR target boost
according to

γ∗
j =

(1 + γ∗
i )(1 + γ∗

j )
1 + γ∗

i (1− r)
− 1 , (18)

to maintain the system spectral efficiency3. This is again
repeated until either γ∗

i <γmin, or f(F)<1.
Finally, if the scheduler is unable to find {γ∗

i , γ∗
j }≥γmin

such that F is feasible, the MS with the weaker desired link is
removed, and the target of the remaining user is again updated.

2) Scheduling: While it is clear from Section III-D1 how
an infeasible grouping of MSs can be made feasible, these
groups must still be found. In a randomly deployed femto-cell
environment, this can be a challenging task as there is no pre-
existing infrastructure to guide grouping mechanisms. Here,
the cell-grouping part of PFCS is described.

a) Interference Graphs: To find groups of femto-cells
suitable for POPC, an interference graph [13] for the network
instance is constructed, through which the strongest interfer-
ing cells can be grouped together. An interference graph is
constructed by evaluating the interference users in the system
cause to each other. For each MS, the strongest interferers are
removed (and consequently considered as interfering neigh-
bours) until the minimum signal-to-interference ratio (SIR),
γ∗, at the MS is achieved.

Assuming each MS will transmit at maximum power,
P=Pmax, each user will achieve a certain SIR. If the SIR

3The MS with the stronger desired link is chosen for the SINR target
boost as it will require less power than the weaker MS to achieve it due
to its enhanced desired channel gain, and hence cause less interference. This
slightly reduces the fairness over a single slot, however through scheduling
over multiple slots this is equalised



of MSk, γk<γ∗
k , the strongest interferers are removed until

γk =
Sk

∑

l∈Ik\Wk
Il,k
≥ γ∗

k , (19)

where Sk is the desired received signal strength of MSk,
Il,k the interference caused by MSl at MSk’s BS, Ik all its
interferers, and Wk the removed interferers, i.e., neighbours.
Hence, each user will have a list of strongly interfering
neighbours based on its interference environment, and if MSl

is a neighbour of MSk, the vice versa is also true.
Once this procedure has been done for all MSs in the system,

the interference graph can be constructed, an example of which
is shown in Fig. 2. From this, groups of (up to) three femto-
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Fig. 2. Interference graphs for the (in Fig. 1) given 5 × 5 grid femto-cell
scenario for various SINR targets. The solid lines indicate neighbours for
γ∗=0 dB, the dashed lines indicate the additional neighbours when γ∗=8 dB.

cells (and hence the three MSs in these cells) are formed by
collecting the three strongest interfering and neighbouring cells
together, and then the next, and so on. For cells with fewer
than two neighbours, smaller groups are formed.

b) SINR and Power Allocation: As a result of the inter-
ference graph grouping, each MS will be able to remove two
of its strongest interferers through POPC and SINR variation,
if necessary. The SINR target and transmit power allocation
for each group is performed as follows:

1) If (12) is satisfied, then (3) (POPC) can be performed
and each MS should achieve its SINR target.

2) If (12) fails, then max {A} is found, and the γ∗
k are

modified by (15) and (16) (or (17) if max {A}=A123)
until (12) is satisfied and (3) can be used.

3) If this is not possible, the strongest interfering link is
removed, and (13) must be satisfied (with updated γ∗

k
due to SR) in order for (3) to be applied.

4) If (13) fails, then the γ∗
k are adjusted through (15)

and (18) until (13) is satisfied and (3) can be utilised.
5) If this is again not possible, then a second link is re-

moved, and (3) (which converges to conventional power
control for a single user) is performed for updated γ∗

k .
Through this power allocation, the number of simultaneously
serviced (i.e., γk≥γ∗

k) MSs in the system will be maximised,
along with the achievable throughput.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide mean perfor-
mance statistics of the achieved capacities of the system with
and without the use of PFCS.

A. Simulation

The system and channel model for the simulation are
detailed in Section II; multiple randomly deployed femto-cell
networks are generated such that precise performance statistics
can be acquired.

1) Scheduling and Power Allocation: For this study, each
MS in a cell is assigned the full bandwidth (i.e., all RBs), as
only a single MS per cell is considered. For PFCS, the cell-
grouping and allocation of power to the users is performed
as described in Section III-D2. Furthermore, the simulation is
run over multiple time slots, such that removed links can be
scheduled in later slots and achieve capacity.

2) Performance Statistics: After the power allocation in
each cell, the performance statistics can be gathered. These
are composed of two values: the system throughput and power
usage. First, the SINR, γu, of MSu is calculated as

γu =
PuGu,vu

∑

k PkGk,vu
+ η

, (20)

where Pu and Pk are the transmit powers of MSu and inter-
fering MSs, respectively. Given the SINR, the throughput Cu

of MSu, using adaptive modulation and coding, is calculated

Cu(γu) = nRB
u ksc�sεs(γu) , (21)

where nRB
u is the number of RBs assigned to MSu, ksc

the number of subcarriers per RB, �s the symbol rate per
subcarrier, and εs(γu) the symbol efficiency4.

The total system transmit power is calculated as a sum of
the individual MS transmit powers.

B. Results and Discussion

The general simulation parameters are shown in Table I. In
TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Apartment width, R 10 m
FBS probability, pact 0.5
Number of available RBs, M 50
RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12
Symbol rate per subcarrier, �s 15 ksps
Time slots 6
Minimum SINR, γmin -6 dB
Thermal noise, η −174 dBm/Hz
Total MS transmit power 10 dBm
Shadowing Std. Dev., σ 10 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50 m

Fig. 3, the system throughputs for maximum power, PFCS,
and LTE FPC [6] are shown. Here PFCS produces large gains
over conventional power control (α = 1), but does not achieve
quite the system capacities of the other systems. It should be

4The modulation and coding is taken from Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [14],
and the SINR ranges from [15]. The downlink is used because no uplink
implementation was found, as these values are operator specific.
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mentioned here that the comparisons to both maximum power
transmission and FPCα=0.5 are rather unfair, as these are based
much less on the actual SINR targets of the users (in the case
of max. power not at all), and hence use significantly more
power to achieve their larger system throughputs.
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Fig. 4. System power results for the various power control techniques.

This is very clear in Fig. 4, where both maximum power and
FPCα=0.5 consume considerably more power in the network
than PFCS. Furthermore, while for low SINRs FPCα=1 shows
some power savings (which is expected due to the low capacity
achieved), for the higher SINR targets PFCS utilises the least
amount of system power. This is mainly because less links
are transmitting in each time slot (due to SR), and hence
less power is spent while still achieving respectable system
throughputs, an encouraging result. For the other systems, it is
clear that FPCα=0.5 achieves a balance between max. power
and FPCα=1 in all of the performance statistics. All in all,
PFCS provides significant throughputs for almost all MSs in
the system while minimising the necessary transmit power.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, PFCS, a scheduling technique designed to
maximise the application of POPC in femto-cells, is developed.
POS, the basis of PFCS, schedules users according to path
gains such that POPC can be directly applied. As only a
single MS per femto-cell is assumed, the path gains cannot
be modified, and hence a technique to adapt the SINR targets
of the users was developed to make infeasible groupings fea-
sible. Through this, MSs are allocated Pareto optimal transmit
powers while limited losses in spectral efficiency are incurred.

It is quite clear from the simulation results that PFCS
provides substantial throughputs over a wide range of SINR
targets, and significantly outperforms the purely target-based
power control technique. Both max. power transmission and
FPCα=0.5 are not strictly bound by SINR targets, and hence are
able to transmit with higher power and achieve larger through-
puts. On the other hand, it is evident that PFCS provides a
low-power solution, significantly reducing the necessary MS
transmit powers, creating a “greener” system.
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Abstract—A distributed and autonomous technique for re-
source and power allocation in femto-cell networks is presented.
Resource blocks (RBs) are assigned to the user(s) in each cell
individually without coordination between base stations (BSs).
The allocatability of each resource is determined using only local
information:

• the user’s required rate;
• the quality of the desired signal;
• the level of interference incident on each RB; and
• the frequency-selective fading on each RB.

Using fuzzy logic, these inputs are combined to determine which
RBs are most suitable for allocation in a particular cell. A
comprehensive study of this system yields a staggering system
performance improvement over state-of-the-art interference co-
ordination techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future wireless communications systems are moving to-

wards heterogeneous architectures, where within a cell there

may be many different access points (APs) (e.g., macro-,

pico-, femto-cells, and/or relays) [1]. Intuitively, this has

many positive effects for a mobile station (MS), which can

now choose among several connections to find the most

suitable. However, pico/femto-cellular overlays also create

many challenges, e.g., cell-organisation/optimisation, resource

assignment, and especially interference coordination between

APs [1–3]. Furthermore, due to unplanned deployment, closed-

subscriber access, and backhaul difficulties, traditional inter-

cell interference coordination (ICIC) techniques only go so far

in dealing with these new challenges. These issues motivate the

need for decentralised, autonomous interference coordination

operating independently on each cell, utilising only local

information, yet achieving an efficient/near-optimal solution

for the entire network.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A 5×5 apartment grid models the femto-cell environment,

where pact describes the probability of a given apartment

containing an active femto-base station (FBS). In each ac-

tive femto-cell, the MS and FBS are uniformly distributed

within the apartment. Moreover, a closed-access system is

assumed [4], and so each MS is assigned to the FBS in its

apartment, even if a foreign femto-cell exhibits superior link

conditions.
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Fig. 1. Apartment block scenario with pact = 0.4, where each apartment is
10m×10m.

III. DISTRIBUTED AND AUTONOMOUS RESOURCE

ALLOCATION

Due to the customer-side random deployment of femto-cells,

and the resulting lack of fixed connective infrastructure, there

is no guarantee FBSs can communicate over a wired backbone.

Hence, FBSs must perform resource and power allocation

utilising locally available information only. To maximise cell

performance, an FBS must allocate RBs such that the desired

signal is maximised, while the interference incident from

neighbouring cells is minimal. Furthermore, the BS must

allocate enough resources to fulfil the rate requirements of

its user(s). The necessary information is therefore clearly

determined:

• the required rate of the user determines the number of

RBs that need to be assigned;

• the quality (i.e., strength) of the desired signal dictates

the necessary transmit power;

• the level of interference incident on the RBs strongly

influences the allocatability of each RB; and

• the frequency-selective fading profile also affects a RB’s

preferability.

These variables are locally available at the FBS in the reverse

link, and at the MS(s) in the forward link, necessitating no

extra information exchange between BSs.



A. Fuzzy Logic ICIC

The decision system is shown in Fig. 2. A fuzzy logic

system evaluates which RB(s) are most suitable to be allocated

to the MS, and determines the transmit power(s) needed

to generate the required signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR) such that the user’s rate can be met. Obviously, an RB

receiving little or no interference situated in a fading peak is

most suitable for allocation, whereas any RB(s) experiencing

high interference, or deep fades, are much less appropriate.

Fuzzy Logic

ICIC System

Interference

on each RB

Fading

on each RB

User Rate

User Desired

Signal Strength

RB Allocation

RB Transmit

Power

Fig. 2. Simplified graphical representation of the fuzzy logic autonomous
resource and power allocation technique.

In fuzzy logic, an input range is divided into “membership

functions” which give a coarse evaluation of the variable. For

example, the level of interference can be qualified as “high,”

“low,” or “medium” (shown in Fig. 3), which are determined

through analysis of the input distribution1. By combining the

membership values of the inputs through various rules, the

allocatability of each RB is determined. The output is also

“fuzzy,” indicating how suitable an RB is to be allocated,

avoiding a hard yes/no decision. Through this, a scheduler can

allocate the “most appropriate” RBs.

Low Medium High

(a) RB Interference

Deep Average Peak

(b) RB Fading

Fig. 3. Examples of fuzzification and membership functions of two system
inputs.

In each time slot, the FBS allocates the most applicable

RBs to the MS. After data transmission is performed, the

BS updates its information to more accurately represent the

long-term communication environment of its cell. This is then

1Details of the membership function assignment will be provided in the full
paper.

used in the next time slot to, hopefully, improve the resource

allocation. The same operation is performed in all femto-cells,

and the RB allocations are individually optimised until the

system converges to a stable solution.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. Simulation

Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide mean perfor-

mance statistics of the system with and without the use of

fuzzy logic ICIC.

1) User Requirements: Each MS is assigned a desired

throughput requirement. The user’s desired rate r∗
u
is drawn

from a random distribution2 with mean R̄, hence each MSu

requires a different number of RBs nRB
u

. Thus, the system

will function best when strongly interfering FBSs are assigned

orthogonal resources.

2) Performance Statistics: These are composed of two

values: the system throughput and energy efficiency. The MS

throughput Cu is calculated as the data transmitted on the

assigned RBs that have achieved their SINR target γ∗

u
. The

system throughput is the sum of user throughputs. The energy

efficiency β measures the data sent in the system per unit of

energy expended.

3) Benchmarks: The performance benchmarks for the fuzzy

logic system are random almost-blank subframe (ABS) trans-

mission and maximum power transmission.

B. Results and Discussion

The simulation parameters are shown in Table I. It is clear

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Apartment width, W 10m
FBS probability, pact 0.5
Number of available RBs, NRB 50
RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Average rate, R̄ 1.25Mbps
Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12
Symbol rate per subcarrier, ̺s 15 ksps
Time slots 25
Modulation orders, εs {1, 2, 3, 4} bits/sym
Target SINR, γ∗ {1, 8, 12, 15} dB
ABS prob., ΓABS 0.1
Thermal noise, η −174 dBm/Hz
Total MS transmit power 10 dBm
Shadowing Std. Dev., σ 10 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50m

from Fig. 4 that fuzzy logic ICIC provides substantially im-

proved system throughput performance over both benchmarks.

It is the only technique which achieves the overall desired

rate (i.e., sum of individual desired rates), and provides 21%
and 31% gains over maximum power and ABS transmission,

respectively. These gains arise from fuzzy logic applying

dynamic spatial reuse of resources, minimising interference

and maximising signal strength in each cell, resulting in

2The distribution can be selected depending on the scenario and traf-
fic/applications (i.e., internet, mobile TV, etc.) desired by the users. This will
be described in more detail in the full paper.



MSs transmitting on interference-free RBs. After multiple

time slots, fuzzy logic reaches the maximum achievable rate,

indicating a system-optimal solution.
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Fig. 4. System throughput results of fuzzy logic ICIC and the benchmarks.

Fig. 5 displays the energy efficiency of the simulated

scenario, yielding again very dominant results of the fuzzy

logic system, showing gains of ≈ 13% over both benchmarks.

Furthermore, the high energy efficiency is achieved quite

rapidly, an encouraging result.
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Fig. 5. System energy efficiency results of fuzzy logic ICIC and the
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a distributed and autonomous ICIC technique

for femto-femto interference management and resource allo-

cation is presented. At each FBS, local information is utilised

to evaluate the allocatability of available RBs, taking into

account the interference neighbourhood, user rates, and own-

cell signal and fading environments. Fuzzy logic combines

these inputs based on RB allocation rules, and submits to

the BS the most suitable resources and transmit powers for

successful communication. After several time slots, the locally

optimised resource allocations form a near-optimal global

solution, without any explicit communication between BSs.
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Abstract

Due to the large growth of mobile communications over the past two decades, the sup-
porting cellular systems have continuously needed to expand and evolve in order to meet the
ever-increasing demand of wireless connections. While simple frequency reuse and power con-
trol were enough to manage the demand of these networks at first, multicellular cooperation
and coordination have become paramount to the operation of larger and more highly utilised
communication systems. This article discusses the development of different techniques for
cooperation in large cellular networks, and offers insights into the need for such an evolution.
We investigate various branches of multi-cell cooperation, including user-based cooperation,
system-wide optimisation, and the opportunity of multiple base station (BS) transmission.
Furthermore, we offer an example of a recently proposed technique designed for multi-cell
cooperation in full frequency reuse orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
networks.

1 Introduction

Since the introduction of mobile technologies over two decades ago, wireless communication has
evolved into a utility similar to water and electricity, needed by almost all people of todays modern
society. To support the ever-growing demand for mobile communications, cellular networks have
had to evolve from simple local service providers, to massively complex cooperative systems.
While on the one hand the underlying transmission methods have been systematically advanced
with each generation of wireless technologies, i.e., :

• time-frequency division multiple access (T/FDMA) in 2nd generation (2G) networks;

• code division multiple access (CDMA) in 3G; and

• orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) in 4G,

to improve the capacity and availability of these networks; on the other hand, the inherently
enhanced complexity of these transmission schemes necessitates more intelligent methods of co-
operation and system coordination. Ultimately, the dramatically increasing demand for mobile
communications [1] requires more and more intelligent utilisation of the radio frequency (RF)
spectrum, and enhanced cooperation between cells.

Before we begin, the ultimate goals of multi-cell cooperation must be introduced. By coordi-
nating resource and power allocation over multiple cells (or indeed a whole network), the system
is able to provide simultaneous service to thousands of users. Thus, the main goals of cooperation
can be compiled as:

• the optimal utilisation of radio resources within a cellular network;

• the minimisation of interference to neighbouring cells; and hence

• the maximisation of the number of simultaneously transmitting users.
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In the rest of this introduction, we will describe the most basic forms of network management
without cooperation, and hence highlight the need for more advanced coordination techniques.
Following this, we will investigate three areas of multi-cell cooperation, and how they intend
to solve the problem of increased throughput demands for the limited bandwidth available for
wireless systems. Finally, we will conclude with a performance analysis of an example of such
techniques, and the envisioned further evolution to future mobile networks.

1.1 Frequency Reuse

The most basic form of interference mitigation utilised in wireless networks is that of frequency
reuse. Consider two mobile stations (MSs) in neighbouring cells transmitting on the same band
of frequencies, these will surely interfere with each other and, consequently, degrade each others
signal. Hence, the logical conclusion would be to allocate orthogonal bandwidths to avoid inter-
ference. However, due to the quantity of MSs requesting resources, and the limited bandwidth
available, it is clear that not all users can be allocated different frequencies, i.e., the frequencies
must be reused. Utilising the same frequency bands in neighbouring cells can be detrimental to
the achievable throughputs in each cell (as stated in the example), however as the wireless signal
attenuates directly as a function of the distance from the transmitter, a frequency band may be
reused in cells that are sufficiently far away from each other. Thus, a frequency reuse scheme
results (shown in the left of Fig. 1) where two neighbouring cells never share the same set of
transmission frequencies, and MSs can transmit virtually interference-free.

Fig. 1: On the left, the most basic from of frequency reuse, where the available bandwidth is divided in to three
equal bands, and distributed such that no neighbouring cells utilise the same band. On the right, Fractional

frequency reuse (FFR) improves the spatial reuse of resources by reusing the same band in the centre of the cell,
and protecting the edges through standard frequency reuse.

FFR: While MSs in neighbouring cells do not interfere with each other, it is clear that only a
portion (1/3 in example in Fig. 1) of the already limited system bandwidth is available in each
cell, and therefore the number of users servable by the system is dramatically reduced. Therefore,
FFR is adopted in more modern wireless systems [2], where the centre of all cells utilise the same
frequency band, and only the cell-edges (which are more vulnerable to interference from other
cells as they are closer) employ frequency reuse. An example of this is shown in the right of
Fig. 1, and it is clear that the bandwidth available in each cell has doubled in comparison to
traditional frequency reuse. However, in future systems where full frequency reuse (i.e., the full
bandwidth is used in all cells) is planned, cells will most certainly need to cooperate in order to
ensure interference mitigation for their users.
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1.2 Power Control

In general, a wireless base station (BS) will transmit at maximum power in the downlink in order
to serve the MSs connected to it. However, in the uplink this can cause substantial difficulties
such as large interference at a neighbouring BS, or massive received signal differences (from
different users) at the same BS, referred to as the near-far problem. Therefore, transmit power
control (TPC) is utilised in the uplink of most mobile communications systems to balance the
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the MSs in a cell at the BS, and hence ease simultaneous reception
and create a fairer system. In TPC, each MS transmits at a power level that is just large
enough to overcome the path loss, or signal attenuation, from itself to its serving BS. Through
this, nearby users will transmit with much lower power than users at the cell-edge, as a high-
power user near to the BS would essentially drown out the farther users. Furthermore, due
to the significantly reduced transmit powers, the interference to neighbouring cells is limited,
additionally easing simultaneous transmission of users throughout the network. This will be
essential for full frequency reuse networks.

While these basic forms of coordination were able to satisfy early networks demand of service,
the vast increase in cellular activity cannot be compensated by these single-cell-management
techniques. Hence, multi-cell cooperation has become more than necessary.

2 User-based Cooperation

Due to the ever increasing complexity and utilisation of modern mobile communications networks,
it has become more and more difficult to serve the large number of MSs requesting service.
Furthermore, resource allocation on a single-cell basis is no longer able to sustain the demands
of these networks, and hence users often fall into outage. In this section, a class of techniques
that utilise individual users’ transmission requirements to perform multi-cell resource allocation
is discussed. Here, cells adjust their resource selection and scheduling based on the MSs in
neighbouring cells already transmitting. A few examples of such techniques are discussed below.

2.1 Dynamic Frequency Reuse (DFR)

The main drawback of static FFR is the inability to adapt to an ever-changing environment, and
the consequent waste of wireless resources. Therefore, in DFR [3, 4] the allocation of frequency
subbands to different cells is determined based on the contemporary resource allocation and
consequent immediate interference environment in the cellular system. Ideally, we would prefer
all frequencies to be available in all cells, so at minimum an FFR scheme with a common frequency
band in the cell-centres is applied. Subsequently, the frequencies allocated to the cell-edge may
be adapted based on the use of specific frequency bands in the neighbouring cells, and the
interference incident from these to the cell of interest. Clearly, this necessitates some signalling
between BSs, such that the possibility of close frequency reuse can be determined in each cell.
Therefore, the frequency and consequent resource allocation in each cell is adapted dynamically
to the behaviour of the cellular system.

DFR may be implemented by a central or distributed approach. In centralised approaches,
resources are assigned to BSs by means of a central controller, which generally achieves more
efficient resource utilisation, at the expense of additional signalling and higher complexity of the
network infrastructure. In a distributed approach, each BS autonomously carries out the resource
allocation, attempting to individually react to the interference environment. In distributed DFR
methods, however, BSs generally may access only a predefined number of subbands, so these
approaches provide little flexibility in subband reassignment when interference conditions change.

2.2 Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC)

While frequency reuse schemes help protect cells from interference, they are unable to actively
eliminate co-channel interference (CCI) at the MS. This challenge, however, can be met through
interference cancellation. To accurately define SIC, we use a definition given in [5], stating that
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“interference cancellation should be interpreted to mean the class of techniques that demodulate
and/or decode desired information, and then use this information along with the channel esti-
mates to cancel received interference from the received signal.” In other words, signal processing
is utilised after reception to improve the quality of the desired information, while removing the
interference from the received signal. An example of a simple implementation of SIC is shown in
Fig. 2. In SIC, the strongest signal (it has, inevitably, the highest signal-to-noise-plus-interference

Update

composite

(received)

signal

Imperfect

channel

estimation

Re-encode

and modulate

Linear

Receiver
Decoder

Fig. 2: An example of SIC, where the quality of the desired signal is improved by successively removing the
detected interfering signals from the received signal.

ratio (SINR)) is detected and decoded first, then the next strongest, and so on. After the re-
ceived signals have been reconstructed (through the respective channel estimations), these can
be subtracted/cancelled from the composite received signal to improve the performance of the
remaining MSs (i.e., their signal detection). Thus, with each removed signal, the interference in
the composite received signal is reduced, and the remaining signal SINRs consequently enhanced.

It has been shown that SIC can nearly achieve the Shannon capacity for multi-user additive
white Gaussian noise channels [5]. Many well-known examples of interference cancellation are
utilised today, such as the decision feedback equaliser (DFE) and the original Bell Labs layered
space-time (BLAST) system. In the DFE, previously decoded symbols are utilised to cancel
inter-symbol interference (ISI) of future received symbols, given that the channel is known. In
BLAST decoding, spatial interference in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems can
be removed in order to separate spatially multiplexed streams of data. Overall, there are many
similarities [5] between the elimination of:

• ISI (equalisers);

• spatial interference (MIMO receivers);

and, consequently,

• multi-user interference cancellation.

Hence, while SIC for multi-cell cooperation may be rather novel, the idea of interference cancel-
lation has been well proven over the years.

Of course, the great benefits that come from SIC in multi-user environments come at a price,
which is not always satisfiable. In general, the concept of interference cancellation relies on
the premise that the received signal can be reliably estimated. This means that not only can
the desired signal be decoded, but also the received interfering signals. For this, a receiver
must know both what was transmitted by an interferer (i.e., what data was sent with which
modulation and coding scheme (MCS)) and the channel over which it was sent (i.e., how it has
been modified). On the one hand, the system may signal amongst the BSs the MCS of all users
simultaneously transmitting on the same frequencies such that this interference can be cancelled;
this would however drastically increase the signalling burden on the network (e.g., in comparison
to frequency reuse techniques). On the other hand, even if this information is known, the receiver
must perfectly estimate the interfering channel to be able to decode the signal, which is highly
improbable. Hence, while SIC provides great promise for multi-cell coordination, its requirements
are very difficult to fulfil.
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2.3 Uplink Interference Protection (ULIP)

It is clear that the high complexity of SIC, and its heavy reliance on channel estimation, make
it difficult to implement in cellular communication networks. In addition, multi-cell cooperation
and coordination is more difficult to achieve in the uplink, however here is where it is usually
most needed. Because each MS has a much more limited power budget than any BS, reducing
interference in the uplink is paramount to modern mobile communications. Therefore, much
work (such as TPC, briefly discussed in Section 1.2) is dedicated to alleviating the interference
incident on especially cell-edge users in the reverse link. One such technique recently proposed
is ULIP, and will be summarised here.

Whereas TPC determines MS transmit power based on local information, ULIP is a technique
that actively combats CCI in the uplink of a cellular system [6]. The level of uplink interfer-
ence originating from neighbouring cells (affecting co-channel MSs in the cell of interest) can be
effectively controlled by reducing the transmit power of the interfering MSs (i.e., rather than
attempting to cancel the signal entirely). This is done based on the target SINR and tolerable
interference of the vulnerable link. Bands are prioritised in order to differentiate those (vulnera-
ble/victim) MSs that are to be protected from interference and those (aggressor/interfering MSs)
that are required to sacrifice transmission power to facilitate the protection. Furthermore, MSs
are scheduled such that those users with poorer transmission conditions receive the highest in-
terference protection, thus balancing the areal SINR distribution and creating a fairer allocation
of the available resources. In addition to interference protection, the individual power reductions
also serve to decrease the total system uplink power, resulting in a greener system.

However, while ULIP significantly protects cell-edge users from uplink interference, it is clear
that a substantial amount of signalling is necessary to facilitate this protection. Not only must
the tolerable interference of each user be calculated and sent to its interferers, the interfering
channel to that user must also be estimated. Fortunately, this can be done at the interfering MS
using the reference signal received power (RSRP) of the cell it is interfering with, and thus does
not add any signalling complexity to the network.

3 System-wide Optimisation

In the user-target-based cooperation techniques discussed above, it is clear that a significant
amount of information must be signalled between BSs and MSs in order to facilitate successful
simultaneous transmission in multicellular systems. Furthermore, because these techniques rely
on individual users requirements, it is clear that they very rarely result in a system-optimal
solution. Therefore, another class of techniques is considered, where assuming a central controller
with all necessary information, the multi-cell cooperation and resource allocation problem can be
expressed as an optimisation problem. Through this, such techniques attempt to reach globally
optimum solutions for a system, at the cost of near unlimited knowledge at the controller. Some
examples of these techniques will be discussed here.

3.1 Capacity Maximisation

In wireless networks, the resource and power allocation problem of the system as a whole is
often posed as an optimisation problem where the objective is the maximisation of the achievable
throughput (i.e., sum rate) of the system [7]. Of course, individual user requirements must also be
met, constraining the set of solutions to the problem. Therefore, a system optimisation problem
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is generally constructed as follows:

Objective: max
∑

i

UserRatei i = 1, 2, . . . , N users

subject to:

Constraints:







UserRatei ≥RateReq
i

∀i
UserDelay

i
≤MaxDelay

i
∀i

∑
UserPoweri ≤TotalPower

...

where the most common constraints posed are the user rate requirements and transmit power
limitations. However, these may be extended to more detailed QoS requirements such as de-
lay, buffer length, priority, etc. By solving the above problem, a system-wide optimal resource
allocation for the network can be found.

Although such a method seems preferable to any individual-user-driven cooperation tech-
niques, there are two significant drawbacks of system optimisation that greatly reduce its appli-
cability to wireless cellular networks. First of all, the biggest difficulty of such an optimisation
problem is that in almost all cases this problem becomes NP-hard, and is therefore practically
unsolvable using standard optimisation techniques. In most cases, the scheduling problem is then
broken down into multiple optimisation problems, separating the resource allocation and transmit
power determination, resulting in ultimately suboptimal solutions. Furthermore, because of the
interdependency of, e.g., subcarrier allocation and transmit power, solving the resource allocation
does not guarantee a solution to the transmit power problem. Therefore, the optimality of these
techniques is hardly ever achieved.

Secondly, not only is there a massive computational complexity involved, but also the large
amount of system information that is required by the central controller to solve these system-
wide problems must be communicated from each BS, implying a tremendous signalling burden
on the network. Not only must the individual user requirements be signalled, but also the desired
and interfering path gains of each MS in the system must be known at the central controller in
order for an optimal resource and power allocation to be formed. Therefore, while in theory these
problems present optimal network solutions, they are in practice almost impossible to implement.

3.2 Power Minimisation

Another form of the above optimisation problem is to, rather than maximise the sum rate, to
minimise the total transmit power utilised in the wireless network [8]. Here, clearly, the power
constraint falls away as it implies the maximisation of network performance with maximum power.
On the other hand, the individual user requirements are the main constraints, where especially
the rate of each user must be maintained, otherwise a system without any transmission would
result. This form of optimisation is beneficial in two main ways:

• the minimisation of interference to other cells eases power and resource allocation over the
network; and

• the minimisation of transmit power results in much greener networks, a topic of fervent
discussion for future wireless communications.

However, the same difficulties apply to this problem as to the rate maximisation variation, and
hence the practical implementation of such a system is highly complex.

4 Large-Scale Multiple Antenna Systems (LSMAS)

In the previous sections, we have discussed two contrasting forms of multi-cell cooperation and
coordination: lower complexity user-based cooperation, and substantially complex system opti-
misation. Furthermore, in a network with thousands of BSs and antennas, the signalling burden
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required by both of these coordination dogmas becomes immense. While this cannot necessarily
be avoided, a new class of multicellular coordination which exploits this abundance of trans-
mission elements is investigated, utilising multiple antennas cooperatively to achieve not only
spectral but also energy efficiency gains. This is discussed here.

The recently proposed concept of LSMAS is a radical step towards a new way of conceiving
MIMO systems for energy efficiency optimisation [9]. LSMASs are extended MIMO systems with
tens or hundreds of radiating elements, each one consuming a small amount of energy, which
may be co-located at a BS, spread out on the face of a building, or geographically distributed
over an entire network. LSMASs provide a plethora of advantages over conventional MIMO
systems. In particular, these large-scale systems offer higher data rates, increased link reliability,
and potential energy savings through the exploitation of the many degrees of freedom offered
by the many antenna elements. Meanwhile, random impairments such as thermal noise and
other-cell interference, can be averaged out. While in the past multiple-antenna systems have
been used to provide capacity gains through spatial diversity, energy efficient networks can be
achieved by using massive multi-antenna systems where the many antennas are used to form and
focus directed beams to a multiplicity of terminals on the forward link, and selectively collect
signals from these terminals on the reverse link. Furthermore, the proposed approach is scalable
with the number of antennas, and it provides energy savings that increase with the number of
radiating elements. On the other hand, there are several theoretical (e.g., capacity limits, power
allocation strategies, signal transmission, channel estimation, amount of feedback, etc.) and
practical (e.g., antenna design, compensation of mutual coupling and spatial correlation, etc.)
issues that need to be addressed. Overall, however, LSMASs offer a radical new direction in
multicellular cooperation to improve not only the spectral efficiency of wireless communications
networks, but also generate large power savings on the existing infrastructure.

4.1 Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) Transmission

One of the most fervently discussed topics for cooperative multicellular communication in future
network is that of CoMP [10], where neighbouring BSs transmit together to multiple users in
their cells. In CoMP, MSs in neighbouring cells are grouped based on the received pilot signal
strength from the surrounding BSs, i.e., users are grouped if the strongest BSs they see are
identical. Once these groups are formed, each of the MSs in each group is served simultaneously
by the BSs which provide the strongest signal strengths for that group (see Fig. 3). Consequently,
these BSs jointly pre-code their transmissions to the user group such that the combined received
signal from the set of BSs at each MS provides the user with its desired signal (i.e., that would
have been transmitted from its serving BS), without receiving any interference from the other
cells in its set of strongest BSs. In [11], the combination mechanisms of such pre-processing

User Group

Fig. 3: A visualisation of CoMP, where the users within neighbouring cells, that experience identical sets of
strongest BSs, can be served simultaneously and cooperatively by this set of BSs, eliminating interference from

what would be the strongest interfering cells.
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techniques are described and compared:

• Joint TDMA (J-TDMA) - Only one MS in the user group is served in each time slot.
Thus, transmission is automatically CCI-free, at the cost of reduced spectral efficiency.

• Joint zero-forcing (J-ZF) - The joint pre-processing matrix F=H
H

(
HH

H

)
−1

is the
pseudo-inverse of the aggregate channel matrix H such that each user only receives a noisy
version of its intended data. However, just as ZF receivers amplify noise, J-ZF pre-coding
generally increases the average transmit power.

• Joint minimum mean-square error (J-MMSE) - This pre-processing achieves a com-
promise between CCI cancellation and transmitter power efficiency. Based on the MMSE

criterion, the pre-coding matrix is given by F=H
H

(
HH

H + (N0/ρ) I
)
−1

, where N0/ρ is a
scaled version of the noise.

Essentially, CoMP eliminates the interference from what would normally be the most strongly
interfering BSs, consequently enhancing SINR and thus throughput at each MS.

A common problem in the CoMP concept is that the gain strongly relies on ideal “user centric”
clustering and assignment, meaning all MSs should be served by their individual set of strongest
cells. In a large network with irregularly distributed MSs in the cells, the difficulty is to find
sufficient users with these sets being identical, since due to shadowing the signal strength of BSs
might be widely distributed. Thus, the typical penetration rate of MSs that might be served by
such a single specific set of cells is often very small, causing many users to be denied service.
In [12] partial CoMP, where shifted coverage areas increase the probability of MSs sharing a
set of strongest cells, is suggested to alleviate this problem. While the performance gains of
partial CoMP reach similar levels as those achievable via full CoMP, the additional signalling
and complexity must be compensated by limiting transmission of reference signals by the MSs.
Although, it is clear that large SINR and throughput gains are achieved.

While CoMP does not achieve the performance of system optimisation (i.e., albeit at signifi-
cantly reduced complexity), it is able to provide large gains over user-based cooperation schemes.
In general, a substantial increase in signalling over traditional inter-cell cooperation techniques
is necessary to facilitate CoMP. However, this is true for most of the recent multi-cell coopera-
tion techniques, as the ‘simple’ solutions are no longer sufficient to provide the large throughput
demands of todays networks. Furthermore, it is evident that joint processing and cooperative
transmission techniques are necessary for future networks, implying that also user clustering tech-
niques will need to be optimised to improve system performance. In general, however, it is clear
that multicellular cooperation, and specifically LSMAS will be paramount to the performance
and development of future wireless communications networks. A performance comparison of the
discussed cooperation techniques is shown in Table 1. Pareto optimal scheduling (POS), which
combines aspects from user-based cooperation and CoMP, will be described in Section 5.

5 Pareto-based Optimal Transmission Scheduling

In our final section, we would like to introduce a recently proposed OFDMA resource allocation
and power control method [13] based on Pareto optimal power control (POPC) [14], which com-
bines some of the aspects of user-based cooperation and CoMP. In POPC, given a feasible link
allocation (i.e., a group of users in neighbouring cells allocated the same resource block (RB)(s)),
a transmit power vector P can be found such that all users achieve their SINR requirements with
minimal power. This is of course a highly desirable result which, depending on the location and
service requirements of the interfering MSs, is clearly not always possible. Hence, by scheduling
users in such a manner to maximise the number of feasible user groupings (in principle, there
can be as many user groups as there are (orthogonal) RBs in the system), the system spectral
efficiency can be maximised.

However, scheduling users in such a manner is not a trivial task. In POPC, the desired and
interfering path gains of users in neighbouring cells allocated the same frequency resource(s) are
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Method Objective Complexity Signalling Optimality Spec. Eff. Energy Eff.

FFR
Interference
Mitigation

++ ++ –– –– ––

TPC
Uplink
Fairness

++ + –– –– +

DFR
Interference
Management

+ + – – ––

SIC
Interference
Cancellation

– – – – + –

ULIP
Interference
Mitigation

+ – + + ++

Sys. Opt.
Objective

Optimisation
–– – – ++ ++ ++

LSMAS
Efficient

Transmission
– – + + ++

CoMP
Cooperative
Transmission

– – + ++ ++

POS
Interference
Management

+ – – + ++

Table 1: Technique Performance Comparison: Scores ranging over {– –, –, +, ++} are given in each
performance area. ‘––’ indicates terrible performance, and ‘++’ indicates superior performance (i.e., ‘++’ in
Complexity means very low complexity, whereas in Spec. Eff. it signifies very high spectral efficiency). The

general trend is evident that the more optimal and efficient the system is, the more complex it becomes.

combined in a matrix F where

Fij =

{

0, if i = j
γ
∗

i Gj,i

Gi,i
, if i 6= j

,

the SINR target of user i is γ∗

i
, and Gj,i is the path gain from the MS j in cell j to the BS in cell

i. From this, the optimum transmit power vector P
∗ = (I − F)−1

u, where u signifies the SNR of
each user, can be calculated if the largest eigenvalue of F is shown to be less than 1. Effectively,
this constraint establishes the stability (i.e., feasibility) of the POPC system of equations. The
largest eigenvalue is found via an eigenvalue decomposition, which can be highly computationally
complex even for small matrices. Thus, in order for a group of users in neighbouring cells to be
purposely scheduled onto the same RB, a simple expression for the allocatability of such a group
must be developed.

In [13] the authors, through analytic derivation, have found that for three neighbouring cells
(for any number of cells greater the complexity increases exponentially) that if three MSs i, j,
and k, one in each cell, satisfy the condition

FijFji + FikFki + FjkFkj + FijFjkFki + FikFjiFkj < 1 , (1)

they may be allocated the same resources in each cell, and POPC can be applied. This is clearly
dependent on the individual desired and interfering path gains, along with the SINR targets of
the users. Therefore, a scheduler might make use of this condition to schedule users such that
the number of feasible groups of MSs is maximised, hence also maximising the spectral efficiency
of these three cells; this is called POS. Of course, in a large network with hundreds of cells,
this is not so useful. As indicated in Fig. 4, three neighbouring cells may be grouped in the
network. By grouping three cells with coinciding beam patterns (see shaded cells in Fig. 4), POS
can be applied to these three cells, and the cluster will be relatively shielded from neighbouring
sectors interference due to the nature of the beam patterns. This clustering is then tessellated
over the network, such that POS can be applied separately in each of these clusters without
overly excessive CCI from the surrounding cells, allowing the MSs to achieve their transmission
requirements. Thus, this form of POS combines the user-based cooperation methods of individual
service requirements with the grouping of users that is so essential in CoMP.

In Fig. 5, a performance comparison to maximum power transmission (utilised in downlink
transmission) and standard TPC (utilised in system uplink), in terms of spectral and energy
efficiency is shown, displaying the potential of POS for future wireless communication networks.
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Fig. 4: Extension of three-cell POS to larger multi-cellular networks [13]. Universal frequency reuse is applied,
and the differing colouration of the cells simply demarks which BS is serving them.

In general, POS has a performance advantage over power control over all SINR targets (except
γ∗

i
= 20 dB), whereas also substantial gains over 13% are seen over max. power transmission

in the mid-SINR (typically the operational) range. The POS performance begins to suffer for
higher SINRs as not enough feasible MS groupings can be found. However, on average the POS
spectral efficiency is equivalent to that of max. power transmission.

This becomes even more significant when considered together with the energy efficiency (cal-

culated as data rate per unit of transmitted power
[

bits/s

W

]

≡
[

bits
J

]
) results shown in Fig. 5. As

expected, maximum power transmission is the least energy efficient of the three considered tech-
niques. POS, on the other hand, provides massive energy efficiency benefits for the system, even
when compared to power control, with gains of up to 5 dB for higher SINRs. Hence, it is quite
clear that POS drastically reduces the transmit power consumption in a macro-cellular network.
Considering this together with the spectral efficiency results, it is evident that POS provides
overall superior system performance over the standard resource and power allocation techniques.

6 Conclusions

Throughout this article, we have discussed the evolution of multi-cell cooperation from more sim-
ple user-requirements-driven cooperation techniques, over system-wide optimisation-based meth-
ods, to coordination in LSMAS and cooperative transmission. Clearly, techniques optimising the
resource and power allocation for individual users do not always strike system optimum deci-
sions, and hence from this research moved on to optimisation methods. While, if solvable, these
techniques can provide system-optimal resource and power allocations by coordinating over all
cells in a network, it was explained that these methods are highly intractable, and in most situ-
ations must be broken down into multiple subproblems, yielding suboptimal solutions. Finally,
the most recent research has considered the opportunity of LSMAS, and cooperative transmis-
sion from multiple BSs in a network. CoMP provides large throughput gains for users in the
network, but at the cost of additional complexity and rather unreliable scheduling. However, it
is clear that for future networks to deliver the increasing service demands [1], such cooperation
over multiple BSs is more than necessary.

We have concluded our paper by introducing a recently proposed technique that combines
some of the aspects of user-based cooperation and CoMP scheduling. In POS, users in neigh-
bouring cells are grouped based on their desired and interfering path gains, at which point POPC
can be applied and large energy savings can be achieved without sacrificing spectral efficiency.
And, although a large amount of information is needed to determine the feasibility of a group
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Fig. 5: System spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) results for the various power control
techniques in a multi-cellular network. In modern cellular systems, full frequency reuse is applied, utilising

maximum power transmission in the forward link, and power control in the reverse link.

of MSs, since this procedure is performed on a three-cell basis, BSs need only the information
from their immediate neighbours, limiting the additional complexity and signalling implied. The
POS results, combined with the given comprehensive research review, thoroughly show the im-
mense importance of multi-cell cooperation in todays, and more significantly for future wireless
networks.
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Abstract—In this paper, a distributed and autonomous tech-
nique for resource and power allocation in orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) femto-cellular networks is
presented. Here, resource blocks (RBs) and their corresponding
transmit powers are assigned to the user(s) in each cell individ-
ually without explicit coordination between femto-base stations
(FBSs). The “allocatability” of each resource is determined utilis-
ing only locally available information of the following quantities:

• the required rate of the user;
• the quality (i.e., strength) of the desired signal;
• the frequency-selective fading on each RB; and
• the level of interference incident on each RB.

Using a fuzzy logic system, the time-averaged values of each of
these inputs are combined to determine which RBs are most
suitable to be allocated in a particular cell, i.e., which resources
can be allocated such that the user requested rate(s) in that
cell are satisfied. Fuzzy logic presents a completely novel, low-
complexity methodology for inter-cell interference coordination
(ICIC). A comprehensive study of this system in a femto-
cell environment is performed, yielding system performance
improvements in terms of throughput, energy efficiency and
coverage over state-of-the-art ICIC techniques.

Index Terms—autonomous resource allocation, distributed
ICIC, fuzzy logic, OFDMA, femto-cellular networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future wireless networks are moving towards heterogeneous

architectures, where in each cell a user may have available

over four different types of access points (APs) (e.g., macro-

, pico-, femto-cells, relays and/or remote radio heads) [1].

Intuitively, this has many positive effects for a mobile station

(MS) resulting from the enhanced spatial reuse of resources.

However, pico- and femto-cellular overlays also imbue many

difficulties, e.g., cell-organisation/optimisation, resource as-

signment to users, and especially interference coordination

between APs within the same and neighbouring cells. Standard

inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) techniques based on

network architectures [2, 3] only go so far in dealing with these

challenges, and hence a new approach is necessary.

A. Challenges in Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets)

Because of the various types, locations and dense deploy-

ment of APs, and the different transmission powers associ-

ated with them, numerous technical challenges are posed by

femto/pico-cell overlays [1, 4, 5]. These fall into the following

areas:

• Network self-organisation - Self-configuration and -

optimisation are required of all cells. In cellular networks,

such organisation can be performed via optimisation

techniques [6], however these tasks become increasingly

difficult given the additional APs and network parameters

to be considered, motivating a distributed approach [7].

• Backhauling - Connecting the different base stations

(BSs) to the core-network necessitates extra infrastruc-

ture [1]. In the femto-cell case, the long delay of connec-

tion via wired backhaul prevents macro-femto ICIC [5],

necessitating autonomous interference management.

• Interference - Cross-tier interference created to/from the

overlaid cells (e.g., pico-/femto-cells) must be mitigated

to maintain performance, especially if access to these

cells is restricted. High intra-femto-tier interference due

to dense deployment is also of concern. The handling of

this interference is paramount to the performance of such

future networks, of which the main sources in densely

deployed femto-cell scenarios [1] can be given as

– Unplanned deployment- Femto-cells are deployed by

end-users at “random” locations, and can be active

or inactive at any time, further randomising their

interference. Continuous sensing and monitoring is

required by cells to dynamically/adaptively mitigate

interference from the other tiers [8].

– Closed-subscriber access - Restricted access control

of pico- and femto-cells leads to strong interference

in downlink and uplink if users cannot handover.

– Node transmission power differences - The lower

power of nodes such as pico- and femto-cells can

cause association and interference problems.

In general, these issues motivate the need for innovative

decentralised and autonomous interference coordination that

operates independently on each cell, utilising only local infor-

mation, yet achieving near-optimal solutions for the network.

By allowing BSs and MSs to individually optimise their re-

source allocations and transmission powers, a global optimum

may be found without centralised algorithms governing the

system. This would substantially reduce not only the signalling

burden but also the operational complexity of the network.

B. Randomly and Densely Deployed Femto-cells

Here, we address the relatively unexplored topic of ICIC for

randomly deployed femto-cells. Due to the relative modernity

of the femto-cell concept, and the innate random deployment

of femto-cells within a macro-cell, most interference coordi-
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nation is utilised for interference reduction to the macro-cell,

rather than interference protection between femto-cells.

The state-of-the-art interference coordination for Long-

Term Evolution (LTE) HetNets is the Almost-blank Subframe

(ABS): a time-domain ICIC technique where an aggressor BS

creates “protected” subframes for a victim BS by reducing its

transmission activity on these [9]; the occurrences of the ABSs

are known a priori at the coordinating BSs. Thus, throughput

improvements are induced via the provided interference pro-

tection [10]. However, the omitted transmission frames may

have adverse affects on the data rates at the aggressor BS.

Furthermore, without guaranteed backhaul connections, femto-

base stations (FBSs) may not be able coordinate the ABS

slots. In this paper, we provide resource and power allocation

for femto-femto interference environments which requires no

signalling between FBSs, and enhances the overall throughput,

energy efficiency and fairness of the femto-network.

On another note, recent research has seen the emergence

of autonomous coordination techniques for Self-Organising

Networks (SONs) [11, 12], where transmit powers on subbands

are adjusted independently in each cell via local and network

utility optimisation. These utilities are based on the average

rate in the cell, however do not consider user-specific resource

allocation for additional interference coordination. Further-

more, the proposed strategies do not consider heterogeneous

architectures that will inevitably describe future networks.

Finally, the suggested algorithms assume still some signalling

between neighbouring BSs, hence cannot be considered fully

autonomous, and may also limit their applicability specifically

for femto-cell networks.

Finally, the application of fuzzy logic in collaboration with

reinforcement learning techniques is comprehensively studied

in [13], in order to tune the outputs of fuzzy inference

systems. The application to wireless network coordination

is investigated in [14–16], where fuzzy logic reduces the

complexity of the learning algorithms by providing coarse

evaluations of the network state. On a cell-individual basis,

by again adapting subband transmission powers [14], adjusting

the antenna downtilt [15], or modifying the downlink relative

narrowband transmit power (RNTP) thresholds [16] the in-

terference on specific resources can be controlled or removed

completely. On the other hand, QoS requirements of individual

users are neglected, a perspective that we attempt to address

here. In addition, we employ fuzzy logic directly to ICIC in

a holistic approach by considering many key parameters to

perform resource allocation (i.e., frequency reuse) and power

control in all cells individually.

In this paper, we introduce a novel, low-complexity, dis-

tributed and autonomous ICIC technique, that performs in-

dependent close-to-optimal resource and power allocation in

each cell, eliminating explicit signalling between FBSs. The

rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes

the system deployment scenario and channel environment,

Section III explains the fuzzy logic ICIC protocol and its per-

formance in femto-cellular networks is analysed in Section IV.

In Section V the simulation is described, and Section VI

portrays and discusses the simulation results. Finally, some

concluding remarks are offered in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

An orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(OFDMA) network is considered, where the system

bandwidth B is divided into M resource blocks (RBs).

A RB defines one basic time-frequency unit of bandwidth

BRB=B/M . MSs can transmit up to a fixed maximum power

Pmax. Perfect time and frequency synchronisation is assumed.

Universal frequency reuse is considered, such that each

femto-cell utilises the entire system bandwidth B. The set of

RBs M, where |M|=M , is distributed by each BS to its

associated MS(s). Throughout this paper, u defines an MS,

and vu the BS with which this MS is associated. The received

signal observed by MSu from BSvu
on RB m is given by

Y m

u
= Pm

u
Gm

u,vu
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S
m
u

+Im

u
+ η , (1)

where Gm

u,vu
signifies the channel gain between the MSu

and its serving BSvu
, observed on RB m. Furthermore, Pm

u

denotes the transmit power assigned to MSu on RB m, Sm

u

the desired received signal, η=η0BRB the thermal noise, η0 is

the noise spectral density, and Im

u
the co-channel interference

received on RB m from the BSs serving neighbouring cells.

The interference Im

u
is defined by

Im

u
=
∑

i∈I

Pm

i
Gm

u,vi
, (2)

where I represents the set of interferers (i.e., set of MSs in

neighbouring cells that are also assigned RB m). Hence, the

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) observed at the

MSu on RB m is calculated by

γm

u
=

Sm

u

Im

u
+ η

=
Pm

u
Gm

u,vu
∑

i∈I

Pm

i
Gm

u,vi
+ η

. (3)

Following this, the user throughput Cu is calculated as the

data transmitted on the assigned RBs that have achieved their

SINR target γ∗

u

Cu = ñRB
u

kscsscεs , (4)

where ñRB
u

=
∑

n
RB
u

m=1 1γ
m
u ≥γ

∗

u
is the number of RBs assigned to

MSu achieving γ∗

u
, nRB

u
is the total number of RBs allocated to

MSu, 1A the indicator function, ksc the number of subcarriers

per RB, ssc the symbol rate per subcarrier, and εs the efficiency

of the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) given in Table I.

Finally, the system capacity is the sum throughput of all MSs

in the network

Csys =
∑

u

Cu . (5)

The power efficiency βu measures the data rate per unit

of transmit power (or, alternatively, the data sent per unit of

energy) of MSu. This is defined as follows:

βu =
Cu

Pu

=
ñRB

u
kscsscεs

∑
n

RB
u

m
Pm

u

[
bits/s

W

]

≡
[
bits

J

]

, (6)

where Pu is the transmit power of MSu, and Cu the achiev-

able capacity from (4). The availability χ is defined as the
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TABLE I
MODULATION AND CODING TABLE

CQI min. Code Efficiency

index SINR [dB] Modulation rate εs [bits/sym]

0 - None - 0

1 -6 QPSK 0.076 0.1523

2 -5 QPSK 0.12 0.2344

3 -3 QPSK 0.19 0.3770

4 -1 QPSK 0.3 0.6016

5 1 QPSK 0.44 0.8770

6 3 QPSK 0.59 1.1758

7 5 16QAM 0.37 1.4766

8 8 16QAM 0.48 1.9141

9 9 16QAM 0.6 2.4063

10 11 64QAM 0.45 2.7305

11 12 64QAM 0.55 3.3223

12 14 64QAM 0.65 3.9023

13 16 64QAM 0.75 4.5234

14 18 64QAM 0.85 5.1152

15 20 64QAM 0.93 5.5547

In Table I, the modulation and coding orders are taken from LTE [17], and
the SINR ranges from [18]. In general, these values are operator specific, and
hence are not standardised.

proportion of MSs that have acquired their desired rate, i.e.,

χ=
1

nusr

nusr∑

u=1

1Cu≥C
∗

u
, (7)

where nusr is a random variable denoting the number of MSs

in the scenario and C∗

u
is the desired rate of MSu. Lastly,

Jain’s Fairness Index [19] is used to calculate the throughput

fairness of the system in each time slot

f(C) =
[
∑

u
Cu]

2

nusr

∑

u
C2

u

, (8)

where C denotes the throughputs of all MSs in the system.

A. Scenario Construction

A 5×5 apartment grid is considered for the femto-cell

scenario, where the probability pact describes the likelihood

of an active FBS in a given apartment. Furthermore, we

assume that multiple MSs may be present in an apartment.

As it is unlikely all cells will have the same number of

MSs, the user generation is implemented via probability table,

where depending on the maximum number of users µ̃(u)
allowed per cell, the number of MSs nc(u)∈{1, . . . , µ̃(u)}
present in cell c is randomly chosen. Table II gives two

examples of probability tables, where (a) equal probabilities

TABLE II
PROBABILITY TABLES FOR THE NUMBER OF USERS ALLOCATED IN A

SINGLE FEMTO-CELL.

µ̃(u) 1 2 3 4
pn(u)=1 1 1/2 1/3 1/4
pn(u)=2 0 1/2 1/3 1/4
pn(u)=3 0 0 1/3 1/4

pn(u)=4 0 0 0 1/4

or

µ̃(u) 1 2 3 4
pn(u)=1 1 2/3 4/7 8/15
pn(u)=2 0 1/3 2/7 4/15
pn(u)=3 0 0 1/7 2/15

pn(u)=4 0 0 0 1/15

(a) (b)

are given to all n(u), or (b) the probability reduces with each

additional MS. Here, we utilise µ̃(u)=3. An example of such

a scenario is shown in Fig. 1. In each active femto-cell, both
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Fig. 1. Apartment block scenario with pact = 0.5, where each apartment
is 10 m×10 m, with µ̃(u)=3 and equal user number probabilities. There are
Napp=52=25 apartments in the scenario.

the MSs and FBS are uniformly distributed in the apartment.

Due to the private deployment of femto-cells a closed-access

system is assumed [20], so each FBS is assigned the MSs

in its apartment, even if a foreign cell exhibits superior link

conditions.

B. Channel Model

In general, the channel gain, Gm

k,l
, between a transmitter l

and receiver k, observed on RB m and separated by a distance

d is determined by the path loss, log-normal shadowing, and

channel variations caused by frequency-selective fading:

Gm

k,l
=
∣
∣Hm

k,l

∣
∣
2
10

−Ld(d)+Xσ

10 , (9)

where Hm

k,l
describes the channel transfer function between

transmitter l and receiver k on RB m, Ld(d) is the distance-

dependent path loss (in dB) and Xσ is the log-normal shad-

owing value (in dB) with standard deviation σ, as described

in [21]. The channel response exhibits time and frequency

dispersions, however channel fluctuations within a RB are

not considered as the RB dimensions are significantly smaller

than the coherence time and bandwidth of the channel [22].

Furthermore, the path loss Ld(d) is identical on all RBs

assigned to the MS. Finally, the delay profiles used to generate

the frequency-selective fading channel transfer factor Hm

k,l
are

taken from applicable propagation scenarios in [21], [23].
The path loss model used to calculate Ld(d) is for indoor

links [24], i.e., the link (desired or interfering) between a FBS

and an indoor MS, and calculates the path loss as

Ld(d) = α + β log10(d) [dB] . (10)

where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver, and

α, β are the channel parameters.
Log-normal shadowing is added to all links through cor-

related shadowing maps. These are generated such that the

correlation in shadowing values of two points is distance-

dependent. Table IV shows the shadowing standard deviation

σ and auto-correlation distances considered, and all other

simulation parameter values [24].
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III. DISTRIBUTED AND AUTONOMOUS RESOURCE

ALLOCATION

Due to the customer-side random deployment of femto-

cells, and the resulting lack of fixed connective infrastructure,

FBSs must perform resource and power allocation utilising

locally available information only. To maximise performance

in its own cell, a FBS must attempt to allocate RBs such that

the desired signal on these is maximised, while the interference

incident from neighbouring cells is minimal. Furthermore, the

BS must allocate enough resources such that the rate require-

ments of the user(s) in the cell are fulfilled. The necessary, and

locally available, information is therefore clearly determined:

• the required rate of a user determines the number of RBs

that need to be assigned;

• the quality (i.e., strength) of the desired signal dictates

the necessary transmit power;

• the frequency-selective fading profile also affects the

preferable RBs to be allocated; and

• the level of interference incident on the RBs strongly

influences their allocatability.

All of these variables are locally available at the FBS in the

reverse link, and at the MS(s) in the forward link, necessitating

no extra information to be exchanged between BSs.

A. Fuzzy Logic for Autonomous Interference Coordination

In general, the resource and power allocation problem for a

multi-cellular wireless network belongs to the class of mixed-

integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problems; obtaining

the solutions to these is known to be NP-hard [25, 26].

Therefore, it is clear that a heuristic for local, autonomous

resource management is required to solve this problem. A

machine learning approach where FBSs acquire information

about their transmission conditions over time would be such

a viable solution, however can prove complex without the

availability of training data. Therefore, we introduce fuzzy

logic as our heuristic, through which “expert knowledge” is

incorporated in the RB allocation decision process.

Fuzzy Logic

ICIC System

Interference

on each RB

Fading

on each RB

User Rate

User Desired

Signal Strength

RB Allocation

RB Transmit

Power

Fig. 2. Simplified graphical representation of our autonomous resource and
power allocation technique.

The decision system, in its most simplified form, is repre-

sented in Fig. 2. In broad terms, the system evaluates which

RB(s) are most suitable to be allocated to the MS in a given

time slot, and determines the transmit power on these RBs

to generate the required SINR such that the user’s rate can

be met. Obviously, an RB receiving little or no interference

situated in a fading peak is most suitable for allocation to the

femto-user, whereas any RB(s) receiving high interference, or

experiencing deep fades, are much less appropriate.
In fuzzy logic, an input range is divided into multiple

“membership functions” which give a coarse evaluation of the

variable. These functions can have different shapes depending

on the desired continuity between membership values. Here,

the triangular (TRIMF), sigmoidal (SIGMF), and sigmoidal

product (PSIGMF) membership functions are utilised, de-

scribed by

fTRI(x; a, b, c) =







0 , x ≤ a
x−a

b−a
, a ≤ x ≤ b

c−x

c−b
, b ≤ x ≤ c

0 , c ≤ x

,

fSIG(x; a, c) =
1

1 + e−a(x−c)
,

fPSIG(x; a1, c1, a2, c2) = fSIG(x; a1, c1)fSIG(x; a2, c2) ,

respectively. By combining the membership values of the

inputs through various rules, the allocatability of each RB is

determined. The output is also “fuzzy,” indicating how suitable

(or unsuitable) an RB is, avoiding a hard yes/no decision.
In each time slot, the FBS allocates the most applicable RBs

to each MS, and data transmission is performed. Based on the

received signal levels from the desired user and interfering

MSs, the BS updates its information to more accurately

represent the long-term interference and fading environments

of its cell. This updated information is utilised in the next

time slot to again carry out the, ideally improved, resource

and power allocation. The same operation is performed in

all femto-cells in the scenario, and the RB allocations are

continuously individually optimised until the system converges

to a stable solution, where the user(s) in each cell are satisfied.
1) Inputs: The input variables of the fuzzy logic system are:

• The required rate C∗ of the MS is defined by the service

being demanded by the user. The values

Low: fTRI(C
∗; 0, 0, 3/4C̄),

Low-medium: fTRI(C
∗; 1/2C̄, C̄, 3/2C̄),

Medium-high: fTRI(C
∗; 5/4C̄, 7/4C̄, 9/4C̄), and

High: fTRI(C
∗; 2C̄, 4C̄, 4C̄),

are used to categorise the rate requested by the user,

where C̄ is the average user desired rate. The ranges of

these are dependent on the user scenario (e.g., in femto-

cells, a higher rate can be requested due to the superior

channel conditions). This is a per-user requirement, and

thus is equivalent for all RBs.

• The desired signal level S describes the transmission

conditions from transmitter to receiver, i.e., the stronger

the desired signal, the better the channel between the two.

The signal power domain is divided into thirds,

Low: fSIG(S;−2, FS,dB(0.4)),
Medium: fPSIG(S;−2, FS,dB(0.6), 2, FS,dB(0.4)), and

High: fSIG(S; 2, FS,dB(0.6)),

to sort users depending on their useful channels, where

FS,dB(s) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of the logarithmic desired signal. Since we consider the

fast fading as a separate input, the desired signal level is
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described per MS, and is thus equivalent over all RBs.

• The fast fading component |H | for each RB may

not always be readily available, however can become

accessible via sounding or pilot/data transmission. Users’

frequency selective fading profiles extend over the whole

available bandwidth, and hence certain RBs are more

suitable to an MS than others; or than to other MSs. The

fast fading domain is split into

Deep: fSIG(S;−50, 0.9),
Average: fPSIG(S;−50, 1.1, 50, 0.9), and

Medium: fSIG(S; 50, 1.1),

centred around the mean fading level 1. In general, MSs

should avoid RBs with “Deep” fades and try to acquire

RBs with “Peak” fading values.

• The level of interference I illustrates the immediate

interference environment for each MS on each RB. RBs

with strong interference may indicate a close neigh-

bouring cell currently utilising them, or even multiple

interfering cells. Low or zero interference RBs would

obviously be very attractive to a MS. The interference

power domain is divided into thirds,

Low: fSIG(S;−2, FI,dB(0.4)),
Medium: fPSIG(S;−2, FI,dB(0.6), 2, FI,dB(0.4)), and

High: fSIG(S; 2, FI,dB(0.6)),

to categorise RBs by the amount of interference they

suffer, where FI,dB(i) is the CDF of the logarithmic

interfering signal.

2) Fuzzy System: The fuzzy logic system is responsible

for determining the allocatability of each RB in the cell, and

the corresponding transmit powers. This is performed in three

stages, as can be seen in Fig. 4. First, the fuzzified values

of the inputs (see. Fig. 4) are fed into the rule evaluation

stage, where these are combined to determine the “scores”

of the membership functions of the outputs. These rules are

defined in Table III. Most of these rules are self-explanatory.

In essence, they are intuitive guidelines as to why a specific

RB should be assigned to the MS or not, e.g., allocating an RB

that is receiving high interference (3. and 6.) is not beneficial

except in certain cases; or allocating a medium-interference

RB should not be done if the required rate is too high or the

signal level is too low (4. and 5.). Finally, almost any RB with

low interference can be allocated and be transmitted on with

half power to achieve its rate (1.).
In the rule output aggregation stage, the results of all rules

are combined for each RB to yield a fuzzy set representing

how much an RB should or should not be allocated, and how

much it should or should not transmit at half power (i.e., if

the majority of the rules yield “Yes” for RB allocation, then

the RB should be allocated more than it should not be).
Finally, in the defuzzification stage, the centre of gravity

(which is calculated using the integral-quotient in the De-

fuzzification box in Fig. 4) of the fuzzy set of each output

is calculated to give a “score” for each RB. In essence, this

stage determines finally the RB allocation (Yes/No) and the

RB transmit power (Half/Max.), e.g., an RB allocation score

of 0.25 indicates a “Yes,” and an RB transmit power score

of 0.6 recommends maximum power transmission. Clearly, an

RB with an allocation score of 0.1 is more allocatable than

one with a score of 0.4.

3) Outputs: Finally, the outputs of fuzzy logic ICIC are:

• The RB allocation of the MS. The allocatability of each

RB is calculated by fuzzy logic depending on the inputs.

In the end, the BS assigns the required number of RBs to

the MSs, choosing those that are most suitable for each.

The lower the score, the better.

• The transmit powers of the RBs assigned to the MS.

Each RB can transmit with either half or full (i.e.,

maximum) power, depending on the inputs. For example,

an RB with low interference may transmit at half power,

whereas if the MS’s desired signal is low or the fading

on that RB is deep, full power should be utilised.

B. SINR-dependent Link Adaptation

In general, a wireless channel can change quite rapidly

given alterations to its immediate environment, and hence there

may be situations where a MS’s desired link quality is much

better/worse than necessary for its MCS. Alternatively, the

scenario may arise when the BS/MS receives high interference

from a nearby transmitter, and hence the user’s SINR may

fall below its target. Therefore, it is imperative that a MS

can modify its MCS depending on the channel conditions. In

Fig. 3, such an ability is added to the fuzzy logic ICIC system.

Fuzzy Logic

ICIC System

Interference

on each RB

Fading

on each RB

User Rate

User Desired

Signal Strength
RB Allocation

RB Transmit

Power

User SINR

MS Modulation

Scheme

Fig. 3. Simplified graphical representation of our autonomous resource
and power allocation technique with the opportunity for modulation scheme
adaptation.

Since the success/failure of transmission on a given RB is

mainly dependent on the SINR achieved on it, the MS SINR

is utilised to directly modify the MS’s MCS: this is called link

adaptation (LA). More specifically, the difference between the

user’s achieved average SINR γ̄u and its target γ∗

u

∆γ = γ̄u − γ∗

u
, (11)

is utilised. The membership functions for the SINR input and

MCS output are shown in Fig. 4. It should be mentioned that

only ∆γ is used in the LA procedure, such that

• if ∆γ>3 dB the input is “Better”, and the MS modulation

and coding order is “Increased by 1;”

• if ∆γ>5 dB the input is “Marginally Better”, and the MS

modulation and coding order is “Increased by 2;”
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TABLE III
FUZZY RULES

Comb. Des. Rate Signal Interference Fading SINR RB Alloc. Power Modulation

1 AND - not Low Low - - Yes Half -
2 AND Low not Low Med Deep Yes Max. -
3 AND not Low - High - - No - -
4 AND Low-Med not Low Med not Deep - Yes Max. -
5 AND Med-High not Low Med Peak - Yes Max. -
6 OR - - High Deep - No - -
7 AND - High - not Deep - Yes Half -
8 AND - Low not Low - - No - -
9 AND Med-High High Med Peak - Yes Half -
10 - - - - - MuchWorse - - Reduce3
11 - - - - - Marg.Worse - - Reduce2
12 - - - - - Worse - - Reduce1
13 - - - - - Adequate - - NoChange
14 - - - - - Better - - Increase1
15 - - - - - Marg.Better - - Increase2
16 - - - - - MuchBetter - - Increase3

• if ∆γ>7 dB the input is “Much Better”, and the MS

modulation and coding order is “Increased by 3;”

• if ∆γ<−3 dB the input is “Worse”, and the modulation

and coding order is “Reduced by 1;”

• if ∆γ<−5 dB the input is “Marginally Worse”, and the

modulation and coding order is “Reduced by 2;”

• if ∆γ<−7 dB the input is “Much Worse”, and the mod-

ulation and coding order is “Reduced by 3;” or lastly

• if −3<∆γ<3 dB the input is “Adequate”, and the mod-

ulation and coding order undergoes “No Change.”

These rules are shown in Table III. Through this procedure,

a user may fit its MCS to its transmission environment, and

hence more easily achieve its target rate. Moreover, the average

SINR γ̄u is considered to prevent a MS from “ping-pong”-ing

between MCSs, which may severely complicate the scheduling

procedure. It should be noted that the input membership

functions utilise the TRIMF over their respective ranges.
Finally, one might argue that given a user’s signal strength

and RB interference information, that a separate SINR input

is unnecessary. However, because the MS can only receive

interference information from other users transmitting on

specific RBs, it is not guaranteed that it receives interfering

signals on all RBs. Furthermore, the desired signal is also

only measured on the allocated RBs, so a standard measure of

the average SINR is the most precise description of an MS’s

overall transmission conditions.
A graphical representation of the fuzzy logic ICIC system

and the input “fuzzification” is shown in Fig. 4.

C. Scheduling

Given the common assumption in femto-cell networks that

only a single MS is present per cell, this user can be allocated

the RBs with the best scores (as determined by the fuzzy

logic system). In the reverse link, the contiguity constraint

(specific to LTE) is fulfilled by allocating the required number

of consecutive RBs with the least sum-score. With each

FBS allocating the most suitable RBs in their cell, a natural

frequency reuse will result. More specifically, it can be shown

that neighbouring FBSs will allocate orthogonal sets of RBs,

whereas femto-cells further from each other (i.e., less interfer-

ing) may assign the same RBs without excessive interference.

There are, however, many possibilities to perform resource

allocation in the presence of multiple users. For instance, in the

forward link an FBS may simply assign RBs in the ascending

order of scores calculated for all MSs. This is clearly a

greedy approach, and may not be optimal in cases where

MSs have vastly different channel conditions (not usually the

case in femto-cells, but possible). Another possibility, then,

for resource allocation may be a proportional fair scheduler

(PFS), where the RB scores for each user are scaled by the

ratio of achieved and desired rates. Here, an MS that strongly

underachieved its rate would be allocated RBs before an MS

that was closer to its target. Lastly, a “priority” scheduler

may be utilised to give precedence to users with higher

required rates/modulation orders, to more likely fulfil their

QoS requirements.

D. Signal Statistics

In Fig. 4, the membership functions of the desired and

interfering signal inputs are determined via analysis of the

signal statistics in the deployment environment. While these

can be determined experimentally, we analytically derive here

these statistics such that they can be expanded to other

scenarios. Thus, we know the power of any received signal

Pr is calculated as

Pr = PtG

Pr,dB = Pt,dB + GdB = Pt,dB − LdB (12)

where LdB=Ld,dB + Xσ is the signal path loss, and Ld

and Xσ are described in Section II-B. Hence, the probability

distribution function (PDF) of Pr (in dB) is given by

fPr ,dB(̺) = fPt,dB(θ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l; D) , (13)

where ⊛ denotes the convolution operator, and D denotes the

spatial dimension(s) by which the loss (which is distance-

dependent) is parametrised, i.e., in this case the apartment

block. And since

fL,dB(l; D) = fLd,dB(l) ⊛ fXσ,dB(x) , (14)

by finding fLd,dB(l) and fPt,dB(θ), fPr ,dB(̺) is derived for

both desired and interfering signals.

Due to the random nature of the BS and MS positions,
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of fuzzy logic resource and power allocation system.
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the first step in analysing the signal PDFs is estimating the

distribution of the path losses between transmitter (whether it

is desired or interfering) and receiver. From (10) it is clear

that the path loss l is proportional to the Tx-Rx distance d,
and the inverse relationship is given by

ρ(l) = d = 10
(l−α)/β . (15)

Thus, the distance dependent loss PDF fLd,dB(l; D) is derived

fLd,dB(l; D) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρ(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
fd(ρ(l); D) (16)

∣
∣
∣
∣

dρ(l)

dl

∣
∣
∣
∣
=

ln 10

β
10

l−α/β =
ln 10

β
ρ(l)

fLd,dB(l; D) =
ln 10

β
ρ(l)fd(ρ(l); D) , (17)

where fd(ρ(l); D) is the PDF of the Tx-Rx distance

parametrised by D. This PDF is given in [27] by (18).

Thus, by evaluating (17), the distance-dependent path loss

PDF fLd,dB(l; D) becomes (19), where δ(l)=ρ(l)/D. This PDF

can be seen for both the desired signal (D=10m) and the

interfering signal (D=50m, as interferer and receiver could

be located in any two apartments in the scenario) in Fig. 5(a).

Monte Carlo simulations that randomly place two nodes within

the given dimensions D×D, and calculate the resulting path

loss, verify that the PDF given in (19) is indeed correct.

Referring back to (12), we have accurately described the

path loss LdB, and must now find the distribution of the RB

transmit powers Pt. In our model, each MS transmits with a

maximum total power Pmax that is spread evenly over all RBs

assigned to it. The number of RBs nRB an MS is assigned is

directly dependent on the required rate C∗ of the user, thus

Pt is defined by

Pt =
Pmax

nRB
where nRB =

⌈
C∗

kscssc

⌉

=
Pmaxkscssc

C∗
=

A

C∗
. (20)

Here, the ceiling operation is removed for ease of derivation,

however without loss of generality. Therefore, it is clear

from (20) that Pt is inversely proportional to the rate r, which
in our scenario is a random variable with distribution fC

∗(r).
Hence, the CDF of the transmit power FPt

(p) is given by

FPt
(p) = P [Pt ≤ p] = P

[
A

r
≤ p

]

= P

[
A

p
≤ r

]

= 1 − P

[

r ≤ A

p

]

= 1 − FC
∗

(
A

p

)

,

where FC
∗(r) is the CDF of user desired rates, and therefore

the PDF of the MS transmit power fPt
(p) is given by

fPt
(p) =

dFPt
(p)

dp
=

A

p2
fC

∗

(
A

p

)

(21)

The general expression is given in (21) for any rate PDF

fC
∗(r). Now, we need to perform a change of variable

transform to determine the PDF of the transmit power in dB

(refer to (12))

θ = Pt,dB = 10 log10(Pt) , (22)

and the inverse is given by

ϕ(θ) = p = 10
θ/10 . (23)

The PDF of MS transmit power fPt,dB(θ) is calculated by

fPt,dB(θ) =

∣
∣
∣
∣

dϕ(θ)

dθ

∣
∣
∣
∣
fP,dB(ϕ(θ)) (24)

∣
∣
∣
∣

dϕ(θ)

dθ

∣
∣
∣
∣
=

ln 10

10
10

θ/10 =
ln 10

10
ϕ(θ) ,

hence

fPt,dB(θ) =
ln 10

10
ϕ(θ)fPt

(ϕ(θ))

=
ln 10

10

A

ϕ(θ)
fC

∗

(
A

ϕ(θ)

)

(25)

where (25) is the general expression for any rate distribution.

Thus, the PDF of user transmit power has been derived,

however under the assumption of transmission of a single bit

per channel use. This is, of course, not a realistic assumption,

and in our scenario we consider a user’s ability to send with

various MCSs (see Table I). Clearly, the MCS affects the

number of RBs required by an MS, and thus also the MS

transmit power. This is shown in (26)

Pt =
Pmax

nRB
where nRB =

⌈
C∗

kscsscεs

⌉

=
Pmaxkscsscεs

C∗
=

Aεs

C∗
. (26)

Further, we assume each user is uniformly distributed a MCS1,

hence by replacing (20) with (26) and performing the same

CDF transformation, the transmit power PDFs (i.e., fPt
(p) and

fPt,dB(θ)) are modified correspondingly as

fPt
(p) → 1

16

15∑

m̂=0

Aεs(m̂)

p2
fC

∗

(
Aεs(m̂)

p

)

,

fPt,dB(θ) → ln 10

160

15∑

m̂=0

Aεs(m̂)

ϕ(θ)
fC

∗

(
Aεs(m̂)

ϕ(θ)

)

(27)

where m̂ is the CQI index in Table I, and again, (27) is

the general expression for any user rate distribution. Now, if

we revisit that nRB=
⌈

C
∗

kscsscεs

⌉

, it is clear that only integer

number of RBs can be assigned to each MS, and thus each

user can only assume a transmit power from a discrete set of

Pt=
Pmax
n

RB

Pt ∈
{

Pmax

1
,
Pmax

2
, · · · ,

Pmax

M

}

, (28)

where M denotes the total number of RBs available in each

cell. Thus, fPt
(p) is evaluated at the powers in (28), as are the

histogram bins in the Monte Carlo simulation, the results of

which are presented in Fig. 5(a) for C∗∼Rayl
(
C̄
)
, where C̄ is

the average rate. The close match of theoretical and empirical

results confirms that the derivation for fPt,dB(θ) is accurate.

Thus, we have now found accurate and precise analytical

models for the distributions of the path losses and transmit

1This would be independent of its signal quality. This is not the best
assumption, admittedly, however the reason is to further randomise the user
requirements, and hence the necessary RB allocations. Through this, the
allocation problem becomes more challenging for ICIC techniques, including
our own.
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fd(d; D) =







2 d

D

((
d

D

)2 − 4 d

D
+ π

)

0 ≤ d ≤ D

2 d

D

[

4

√
(

d

D

)2 − 1 −
((

d

D

)2
+ 2 − π

)

− 4 tan−1

(√
(

d

D

)2 − 1

)]

D < d ≤
√

2D
(18)

fLd,dB(l; D) =
ln 10

β
ρ(l)

{
2δ(l)

(
δ(l)2 − 4δ(l) + π

)
α ≤ l ≤ L(D)

2δ(l)
[

4
√

δ(l)2−1−
(
δ(l)2+2−π

)
−4 tan−1

(√

δ(l)2 − 1
)]

L(D)<l≤L
(√

2D
) (19)

powers, which are directly dependent on the network topology

of the investigated scenario. From (12) it is clear that

fPr ,dB(̺) = fPt,dB(θ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l; D) . (29)

Hence, the desired and interfering signal PDFs are given

in (30) and (31), respectively,

fS,dB(s) = fPt,dB(θ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l; D=10) (30)

fI,dB(i) = fPt,dB(θ) ⊛ fL,dB(−l; D=50) . (31)

In Fig. 5(b) a comparison to simulation results is drawn, where

it is evident that the theoretical CDFs are slightly shifted

from their experimental counterparts. The general shape (i.e.,

variance) of the CDFs is accurate, and while there is a minor

shift (1-2 dB) between simulation and theory, this difference

is within the numerical margin of error, and thus acceptable.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of derived theoretical desired and interfering signal
PDFs and CDFs to Monte Carlo simulation results, considering lognormal
shadowing.

It is clear that the signal strength PDFs are mainly dependent

on the distance between transmitter and receiver, and the

transmit power. Therefore, extending fuzzy logic ICIC to

other scenarios is straightforward, as simply the distance PDF

fd(d; D) must be modified to fit the new environment, and

the statistics can be found. Hence, not only have the received

signals been derived for the femto-cell scenario, they are easily

modified to other environments, thus expanding the applic-

ability of fuzzy logic ICIC to virtually any wireless network.

IV. OPTIMALITY OF FUZZY LOGIC ICIC

Due to the heuristic nature and non-linearity of fuzzy logic,

it is very difficult to perform a comprehensive theoretical anal-

ysis of the system performance of fuzzy logic ICIC. Therefore,

to analyse the optimality of our technique, we experimentally

compare fuzzy logic ICIC to the system-optimal performance,

and a greedy heuristic of similar complexity. We demonstrate

that fuzzy logic ICIC provides close-to-optimal throughput and

coverage at significantly reduced complexity.

A. System Optimisation

The most obvious choice for performance comparison is

that of posing the resource allocation as a system-wide opti-

misation problem. Since fuzzy logic is autonomous and, more

importantly, distributed it should, on average, be suboptimal

in terms of overall system performance. The optimal RB

allocation of the system can be achieved by solving the

problem posed in (32), and thus the aim of fuzzy logic is

to as closely as possible approach the result of this problem.

Given the definition for user throughput (4) and system sum

throughput (5), we solve

max Csys =
∑

u

Cu u=1, 2, . . . , nusr . (32)

s.t.

M∑

j=1

1Pu,j>0 = nRB
u

∀u (32a)

M∑

j=1

Pu,j ≤ Pmax ∀u (32b)

Pu,j ≥ 0 ∀u, j (32c)

in order to determine the maximum rate achievable in a

given scenario. In the constructed MINLP [26] problem, (32b)

and (32c) describe the restrictions on transmit power allocation

at each MS: the sum of the allocated powers on all RBs

cannot exceed Pmax, and the individual powers must be non-

negative, respectively. The constraint (32a) limits the number

of transmitting RBs at a single MS to the nRB
u

the user
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needs to achieve its desired rate. This is necessary as since

the objective is sum-rate-maximisation, the best solution is

generally transmission on most, if not all RBs. However, since

fuzzy logic ICIC only aims to satisfy user requirements, this

would be an unfair comparison; hence the constraint (32a).

It should be mentioned that a minimum rate constraint was

originally considered. However, if a single MS cannot achieve

its target rate, then no solution can be found by the problem,

and hence this constraint was removed.

It is clear from Cu in (4) that (32) is non-linear, non-convex

and, more significantly, discrete, which is further highlighted

by the discrete set of constraints in (32a). In [28], the theory

of Lagrange multipliers is extended to discrete space, utilising

a direction of maximum potential drop to iterate through the

solution space and optimise the objective function. We use this

technique to find the system-optimal RB allocation.

B. Greedy Heuristic

While the comparison to the system-wide optimisation

problem will demonstrate the optimality of fuzzy logic ICIC,

it is important to note that we are comparing a centralised and

a distributed approach. Therefore, we implement a commonly

utilised distributed allocation technique, which “greedily” al-

locates the best RBs to the MS(s) in the cell [8]. Here, the

potential SINR achievable on each RB is calculated using prior

interference, signal, and transmit power information; and then

the RBs with the strongest SINRs will be allocated to the user.

Given: Pu = Pmax/n
RB
u , Im

u
, Gm

u,vu
m=1, 2, . . . , M ,

Find: γm

u
=

PuGm

u,vu

Im

u
+ η

∀m . (33)

In (33), the same information is available as for fuzzy logic,

and a greedy approach is utilised to allocate the RBs. This

technique should maximise the throughput in each cell, how-

ever it does not take a system view as in (32), and hence will

be suboptimal in terms of network throughput.

Therefore, we argue that the comparison to this greedy

heuristic will show the optimality of fuzzy logic on a cell-

individual basis, whereas the comparison to the optimisation

problem shows the optimality achieved at the network level.

C. Results Comparison

To compare the performance of these two methods, fuzzy

logic ICIC and a commonly utilised benchmark (proportional

fair (PF) scheduling and maximum power transmission), a

Monte Carlo simulation is run utilising the 5×5 apartment

grid model described in Section II-A, with µ̃(u)=1 (i.e., a

single user per cell), and C̄=1.25Mbps. We utilise standard

fuzzy logic ICIC without LA, as neither the optimisation tech-

nique nor the greedy heuristic employ LA. Fig. 6 shows the

throughput and availability results for this scenario, where it is

evident that the system-optimum solution cannot be reached

by the distributed techniques. However, fuzzy logic is able

to perform, on average, within 4% of the optimum throughput

performance, and in fact the difference after 20 time slots (i.e.,

two LTE frames) is less than 2%. Furthermore, it is clear that

the average throughput of fuzzy logic is improved over the
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Fig. 6. System performance comparison of fuzzy logic ICIC, the system-
wide optimal solution, the proposed greedy heuristic and PFS maximum power
transmission.

greedy heuristic (by 4%), even though after 15 time slots the

performance is similar. This highlights that fuzzy logic ICIC is

optimal on a cell-individual basis, and is able to (due to other

inputs such as rate requirement and desired signal strength)

converge to this optimum much quicker. On the other hand,

the performance difference to the optimum is minute, and

therefore fuzzy logic ICIC provides a “near-optimal” solution

for the network as a whole.

The substantial decline in performance by the greedy heuris-

tic in the first time slots results from the lack of interference

information. The unused RBs with “zero” interference are allo-

cated in all cells simultaneously, thus causing large outages in

these slots. After more accurate statistics have been received,

the performance improves as expected.

The same trends can be seen for the system availability,

where while the optimum is clearly full availability (i.e., χ=1),
fuzzy logic ICIC achieves 98% coverage, and hence produces

almost negligible outage. Furthermore, it is able to reach this

availability much faster than the greedy heuristic, indicating

that fuzzy logic ICIC employs a balance between system-wide

optimisation and cell-individual performance.

Finally, not only does the rapid convergence of fuzzy logic

ICIC establish significant advantages over the greedy heuris-

tic, it also demonstrates the operability of our technique in

dynamic channel environments. While the considered femto-

cell scenario may not represent such an environment, the
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achievement of average performance in 5 subframes, and peak

performance in 10 indicates that fuzzy logic ICIC will achieve

near-optimal solutions for even rapidly varying channel char-

acteristics (e.g., due to high mobility), as the convergence

remains largely within the channel coherence times [17].

D. Complexity

To conclude our comparison, we analyse the complexities

of the three schemes, to highlight the simplicity and efficiency

of our fuzzy logic technique. In a cell where fuzzy logic ICIC

is applied, K=4 inputs (see Fig. 2) are combined at each

of M RBs available at the FBS, inducing a complexity of

KM . Following this, the RBs are sorted according to their

fuzzy score, in order to allocate the most appropriate to the

MS. Since, in general, sorting algorithms demonstrate O(N2)
complexity, the fuzzy logic complexity within a cell increases

to (KM)2. Furthermore, fuzzy logic ICIC requires multiple

subframes Nsf≈10 to converge to its operating performance.

Finally, given a scenario with nusr MSs, the system complexity

of fuzzy logic ICIC is given by

O
(
nusrNsf(KM)2

)
.

The greedy heuristic utilises a similar methodology as fuzzy

logic, in that it also computes a “score” (in this case the

instantaneous SINR) for each RB and then orders them for

allocation. Hence, the evaluation complexity at each RB is

KM (where in this case K=2 inputs), the sorting complexity

is (KM)2 in each of Nsf≈20 time slots, and the overall

complexity is given by

O
(
nusrNsf(KM)2

)
.

For the optimisation problem (32), finding the solution

complexity is more challenging than for the heuristics, as the

problem is considered NP-hard [26]. In general, NP-hard

problems are only solvable (if possible) in exponential time.

Using [28], and defining a neighbour in the RB allocation

space as having a Hamming distance of 2 (i.e., a single RB

re-allocation), there are
∑

nusr
u=1 nRB

u

(
M − nRB

u

)
neighbours at

each point in the search space. At each neighbour, the RB

SINRs and consequent system throughput must be calculated,

inducing a complexity of O (Mnusr (1 + nusr)). Finally, we
determined experimentally that the algorithm needs Nstep≈10
steps to converge, and hence the overall complexity of (32) is

O

(

Nstep

nusr∑

u=1

nRB
u

(
M − nRB

u

)
Mnusr (1 + nusr)

)

.

This is clearly much greater than the complexity of the two

heuristics, which is expected. A comparison of the achieved

throughputs and required complexities of the three techniques

is shown in Fig. 7, where

µnusr =
Napp

2
pact(µ̃+1) = 12.5 ,

σnusr =

√

Napp

2
pact(µ̃2−1)+

Napp

4
pact(1−pact)(µ̃+1)2

= 2.5 ,

are the mean and standard deviation of nusr, respectively

(and given for the investigated scenario parameters Napp=25,

µ̃≡µ̃(u)=1, and pact=0.5), and

µ
n

RB
u

=
C̄

BRB
E [1/εs] = 9.41 ,

σ
n

RB
u

≈
√

2
C̄

BRB
E [1/ε

2
s ] − µ2

n
RB
u

= 14.76 (34)

are the mean and standard deviation of nRB
u

, respectively (and

evaluated for C̄=1.25Mbps). Furthermore, nusr is normally

distributed (due to sufficient Napp), however the distribution

of nRB
u

is dependent on the required rate distribution, which

may vary (as indicated in Section V-B).
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Fig. 7. System throughput versus required complexity for fuzzy logic ICIC,
the system-wide optimal solution, and the proposed greedy heuristic.

It is evident that, while (32) provides the greatest system

throughput, it is substantially more complex than both fuzzy

logic and the SINR heuristic, which only suffer slightly

in terms of achieved throughput. On the other hand, it is

clear that fuzzy logic ICIC provides enhanced throughput and

coverage for the system compared to the greedy heuristic, even

though the complexities are very similar. Hence, we conclude

that fuzzy logic provides low-complexity, near-optimal system

performance in an autonomous and distributed manner.

V. SIMULATION

Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide performance

statistics of the system with fuzzy logic ICIC and two bench-

marks. The simulator is built following LTE specifications.

A. Scenario Construction and User Distribution

A 5×5 apartment grid is considered for the simulation

environment with µ̃(u)=3 (see Fig. 1), and is constructed

as described in Section II-A. In order to obtain statistically

relevant results, the random effects from MS/BS placement,

lognormal shadowing and frequency selective fading must

be removed. Therefore, 2000 scenarios (with minimum three

FBSs) are simulated and the results combined to acquire mean

performance statistics of the system.

B. Resource Allocation

Each MS is assigned two transmission requirements: a

desired throughput and MCS. The desired rate C∗

u
of each

user is drawn from a random distribution2 with mean C̄ . Due

to this, each MSu will require a different number of RBs

nRB
u

, and hence the system will function best when strongly

interfering FBSs are assigned orthogonal resources.

2The distribution can be dependent on the scenario and traffic/applications
(i.e., internet, mobile TV, etc.) desired by the users.
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The MCS is also assigned randomly, with equal probabilities

for all available symbol efficiencies. While this is not the

most realistic assumption, it has been applied here to further

randomise the number of RBs each MS needs to achieve

its rate. However, when LA is applied, the user’s MCS will

more accurately reflect its SINR conditions. Furthermore, the

number of RBs requested will clearly change dependent on

the modulation order selected.
Finally, RBs are allocated individually in each cell by the

FBS. In the benchmarks, a PFS is used for RB assignment,

which improves the frequency diversity relative to a random

allocation. On the other hand, the fuzzy logic ICIC technique

autonomously allocates RBs based on the local information

available, in order to optimise the MS(s) performance in

the cell. For our purposes, the allocation of RBs to MSs is

performed greedily, as described in Section III-C.

C. Time Evolution

Each run of the Monte Carlo simulation is iterated over

z=25 subframes, or, equivalently, 2.5 LTE frames, such that

long-term SINR statistics can be gathered. Due to the random

user and FBS distribution, plentiful runs with different network

generations are considered in order to obtain statistically

accurate results. At the start of each subframe, the scheduling

and allocation of RBs is reperformed. The MSs are assumed

to be quasi-static for the duration of a run.
The simulation is performed for a constant-traffic model,

where each user requests the same number of RBs in each

time slot (i.e., subframe). Furthermore, the users are assumed

to be static for the duration of a subframe, such that effects due

to Doppler spread can be neglected. Perfect synchronisation in

time and frequency is assumed, such that intra-cell interference

is avoided. The simulation parameters are found in Table IV.

TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Apartment width, W 10 m
FBS probability, pact 0.5
System bandwidth, B 10MHz
Number of available RBs, M 50
RB bandwidth, BRB 180 kHz
Average rate, C̄ 1.25Mbps
Subcarriers per RB, ksc 12
Symbol rate per subcarrier, ssc 15 ksps
Time slots 25
ABS prob., ΓABS 0.1
Spectral noise density, η0 −174 dBm/Hz
Total FBS transmit power 10 dBm
Channel parameters α, β 37, 30
Shadowing Std. Dev., σ 10 dB
Auto-correlation distance 50 m

D. Benchmarks

To evaluate the performance of fuzzy logic ICIC, two

well-known benchmark systems have been implemented for

comparison purposes. These are:

• Maximum Power Transmission: In the first benchmark,

no power allocation is performed, and all MSs transmit

at the maximum power on each RB.

• Random ABS Transmission: In the second benchmark,

again all links transmit at full power, however, in each

time slot a user transmits an ABS with probability ΓABS,

where for this simulation ΓABS=0.1.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the simulation, the statistics of the system throughput,

energy efficiency, availability and fairness are generated for

systems employing fuzzy logic ICIC and compared against

the two benchmark systems. General simulation parameters

are taken from Table IV and [29].

It is clear from Fig. 8 that fuzzy logic ICIC provides

substantially improved system performance over both bench-

mark techniques. Especially in terms of system throughput,

where the fuzzy logic schemes are the only techniques which

achieve the overall desired rate (i.e., sum of individual desired

rates). In fact, fuzzy logic substantially overachieves the sum

desired rate, indicating almost maximum coverage and all but

negligible outage. The additional rate results from the discrete

allocation of bandwidth (i.e., RBs), and hence the achieved

user rate is generally slightly greater than what was desired.

With LA this becomes more apparent, as with higher spectral

efficiency the throughput “overshoot” becomes even greater.
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Fig. 8. System efficiency performance results of fuzzy logic ICIC, random
ABSs transmission, and maximum power transmission.

The ABS performance is constant over all time slots (except

the first), as the probability of ABS transmission(s) is identical

in each slot. Hence, in each time slot 10%, on average, of the
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users transmit an ABS, providing some interference mitigation

for the remaining users. This abstinence of data transmission

explains the throughput losses by the ABS system relative to

full power transmission, as clearly the interference mitigation

provided is less significant than the throughput sacrificed.

Fig. 8(b) displays the energy efficiency of the simulated

scenario, yielding again very dominant results of the fuzzy

logic systems. This is mainly due to the fact that fuzzy logic

has the possibility of transmitting at half power, which is

usually the case after multiple time slots and the achievement

of a relatively orthogonal RB allocation. Furthermore, the

high energy efficiency is achieved quite rapidly. The added

energy efficiency due to LA is a direct result of the augmented

throughputs (see (6)). It is shown that ABS transmission is

slightly more energy efficient than maximum power, which is

logical since on average 10% less power is used, but the loss

in throughput is <10%, thus enhancing the energy efficiency.
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Fig. 9. System coverage results of fuzzy logic ICIC, random ABSs
transmission, and maximum power transmission.

Lastly, the availability and throughput fairness in the system

are investigated. As expected, fuzzy logic ICIC/LA provides

by far the best MS availability, as can be seen from Fig. 9,

achieving ∼94% availability. This is expected as both the sys-

tem throughputs are augmented, a direct result of the greater

portion of satisfied MSs. Furthermore, it is clear that the

fairness is greatly improved as well, especially when utilising

LA. This is mainly due to the fact that users are (through

LA) more adept to their transmission environments, and hence

better achieve their desired rates. In fact, due to the reduced

throughput granularity at higher MCSs, more MSs achieve the

same throughput, and hence fuzzy logic ICIC/LA achieves a

greater fairness than if all MSs would exactly achieve their

targets. On another note, the max. power availability and

fairness is boosted with regards to the ABS system, as all MSs

can transmit without restrictions or abstinence, and hence even

unsatisfied (in terms of rate) users achieve decent throughputs.

A summary of the quantitative results is shown in Table V.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE RESULTS

%-gain vs. Csys β
sys

χ
sys

f (C)

FL ICIC/LA Max. Pow. 57 151 59 33
FL ICIC Max. Pow. 38 103 48 29

FL ICIC/LA ABS 68 143 70 44
FL ICIC ABS 48 97 59 40

FL ICIC/LA FL. ICIC 14 24 7 3

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel distributed and autonomous ICIC

technique for femto-tier interference management and resource

allocation is presented. Fuzzy logic generates broad evalua-

tions of locally available inputs, combines them based on a

defined set of RB allocation rules, and submits to the BS the

most suitable resources and transmit powers for successful

and efficient communication. After several time slots and

more accurate average signal statistics, the locally optimised

resource allocations converge to a stable system operating

point.

By comparing fuzzy logic ICIC to a system-wide opti-

misation problem, it was shown that fuzzy logic provides

close-to-optimal system performance with drastically reduced

complexity. Furthermore, a comparison to a greedy heuristic of

similar complexity shows faster convergence to cell-individual

optimum resource allocation. Hence, fuzzy logic provides

a low-complexity near-system-optimal solution of ICIC in

femto-cell networks. This is confirmed in the simulation

results, where fuzzy logic ICIC satisfies the system throughput

requirements and significantly outperforms the given bench-

marks. The addition of LA gives a further performance

boost, achieving almost full availability along with enhanced

throughput, energy efficiency, and fairness.

The main focus of the further development of fuzzy logic

ICIC is the extension to HetNets, as highlighted in Section I.

This will see macro-, pico- and femto-cells available in the

same scenario, thus the MSs will not only need to perform

resource and power allocation, but also determine which AP

they desire to connect with. The autonomous and distributed

nature of fuzzy logic ICIC should allow these networks to self-

configure, and self-optimise, eliminating excessive signalling

normally required in such networks. Furthermore, we seek to

heuristically optimise the fuzzy logic system (i.e., more specif-

ically, the rules) by analysing the input-output characteristics,

and tuning the system to make better decisions on each RB.
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